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ABSTRACT
EXPECTATIONS AND EXPERIENCES OF INDONESIAN POSTGRADUATE

STUDENTS STUDYING IN AUSTRALIA: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY

This inte¡pretive study examines the changing expectations and experiences of thirty-three

Indonesian postgraduate students who were interviewed every three months during candidature

in Australia. The aim of the study was to develop a better understanding of the impact of

expectations and experiences on their lives and their research. The study argues that these

postgraduate students experienced three major phases when living and studying in Australia.

These phases were: 1) the initial expectations and experiences within the first six months;2)the

experiences of living and studying in a foreign country for much of the candidature following

the first six months; and 3) the preparation and expectation of returning home following

completion of candidature and initial experiences on arrival in Indonesia.

The methodology adopted in this study was an inteqpretivist theoretical perspective arising from

a constructionist epistemology. This allowed for a phenomenographic approach to questioning

and interacting with students so that their experiences and perceptions could be expressed from

their perspective. The analysis and discussion of the emerging three major phases noted during

the students' interviews include four case studies. The cases demonstrate the 'whole of life'

experience of students rather than their academic experiences only and the varying extents to

which some students changed.

The study concludes that the extent of the changes varied within the student group and was

dependent upon factors which include: students' age, their previous academic experience, the

award being undertaken, prior employment in Indonesia, and, to some extent, English language

proficiency. As a result of the research the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study can be

identified as Transþrmers, Strategisls and Conservers. This significant finding derives from

three distinctive characteristics of the study.

Firstly it addresses the issues of. Iearning within the overall context of living in a foreign

country. Secondly, this study follows the students throughout their candidature: it charts

changes and developments over time rather than being a cross-sectional study as so many other

studies of international students tend to be. Finally it addresses issues related to international

postgraduate education whereas most other studies on international students in Australia tend to

address undergraduate education.



PREFACE

This study examines the changing expectations and experiences of Indonesian students during

postgraduate candidature in Australia. Thirty-three Indonesian postgraduate studentsl were

interviewed every three months during their candidature in Australia to develop a better

understanding of the impact of day-to-day experiences on their lives and their research.

Throughout this thesis, the study will be referred to as 'the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.'

The Thesis

This study argues that these postgraduate students experienced three major re-orientations when

living and studying in Australia during candidature. These re-orientations occulred 1) during the

first three to six months after arrival; 2) during the period of living and studying in a foreign

country for much of the candidature following the first six months; and 3) during the period of

preparation for retuming home and the initial experiences on arrival in Indonesia.

The study concludes that the extent of the changes varied within the student group and was

dependent upon factors which include: students' age, their previous academic experience, the

award being undertaken, prior employment in Indonesia, and, to some extent, English language

profîciency. Through the conduct of the research it emerged that students could be clustered into

three groups in terms of the changes they underwent. These three groups of students have been

termed Transþrmers, Strategisls and Conservers. This significant finding derives from three

distinctive characteristics of the study.

Firstly it examines the issues of learning within the overall context of living in a foreign country.

For example, during the study, four babies were born to spouses of students, two students

married, two 'loves' were found then lost and four close family members died. Individuals

experienced personal, academic and in some cases spirimal highs and lows. There were concerns

over children and relationships, personal insights and changes, intellectual insights and changes,

all of which occurred during their three or four year candidature. These factors were found to

affect considerably the students' academic program. Secondly, this study/ollows the students

throughout their candidature.' it charts changes and developments over time rather than being

1 Of th" 33 students, 22 were research postgraduates and I I coursework postgraduates.
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cross-sectional study as so many other studies of international students tend to be. Finally, this

study addresses issues related to postgraduate education whereas most other studies on

international students in Australia tend to address undergraduate education.

It is important to note that this study is from the perspective of the students, and it does not

attempt to argue the rights or wrongs of their position and perceptions. It is probable that some

postgraduate supervisors who participated in this study would want to argue differently from

their own perspective. This study does not attempt to put both sides of the argument. That is left

for future resea¡ch.

Study Structure

Part One (Chapter 1) provides an overview of the research project and my reasons for

undertaking such a studyl. Included ¿ìre some explanatory notes of terms and expressions and

other technical information regarding interviewing and reporting strategies to maintain

anonymity. A diagrammatic representation of the structure is presented in Figure l.

Part Two (Chapters 2 and 3) reviews the literature in developing the argument of this study.

Chapter 2 examines the literature regarding students' experiences. As this chapter shows, the

majority of the literature relates to students' initial experiences in a foreign country or where the

stage of the students' candidature is not taken into account in the study. V/hile there are three

contemporary tracer studies involving Indonesian students, there is little in the way of literature

that describes the change and development students undergo after the initial six to twelve

months. The resea¡ch reported in this study will go some way to extending our knowledge and

understanding of this situation. In Chapter 3 a theoretical model of expectation is developed to

describe how and why students hold the expectations they have, both implicit and explicit, and

how the matching or mis-matching of those expectations can significantly influence a studentls

academic progress. Clearly supervisors also hold expectations and so an understanding of their

expectations of students is significant in understanding how students' perceive their sojourn.

Given my intensive and long-term interaction with the students it is not possible for me to disassociate

myself from what they say. Echoing Brenner (1985), this study was "the joint product of the questions as

perceived by informants and the social situation circumstances within which the questions 'were put to them"

þ. 15a). Therefore, this report is written in the first person and in a style which tries to make the students

and their experiences honest and real to the reader.

Part 1: Preface Page2



Why do the study?

Figure 1. Diagrammatic presentation of the format for the study

Chapter I
Argument: that there are
three phases, experienced
to various extents

Chapler 2
Students' experiences of
the three phases

Chapter 4
Methodology appropriate
to the study

Chapter 5
Method of conducting the
research, including related
research

Chapter 6
Initial findings and
demographic data

Chapter 7
Phase One: First six
months

Chapter 8
Phase Two: Feeling
settled

unaprcr lu
Case studies illustrating
the extent of the change in
individuals and groups of
students

] t*o*

Chapter l1
Summary, discussion
and implications

The sum ofthe evidence
from the literature and
the interviews

Part Two

Pa¡t Three

Part Four

<F-

Appendix A
Context for the
study: Indonesia

Appendix B
Context for the
study:
Postsraduate
educätion

Appendix C
Policies related
to intemationaV
Indonesian
studentsl

l
Part Five

Part Six
Bibliography, Glossary
and Appendices

It will be noted in Chapters 2 and 3 that reference is made to the students in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study and in some cases they are cited as examples. While it is generally the case

in doctoral theses that reference to the sample is not made until later in the report, due to the

longitudinal nature of the study, I have adopted a different approach. The interviews with

students were conducted over a four year period, the same period in which the literature was

Evidence from the
literature related to the
theory ofexpectation

Chapter 3
Students' expectations of
the three phases

three experiential

Evidence from the
literature relevant to the

Evidence from the
interviews

Evidence from the
interviews

Evidence from the
interviews

Evidence from the
interviews

Chapter 9
Phase Three: Finishing
and going home
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constantly reviewed. It was deemed appropriate that when a students' reported experiences

provided examples of the points being discussed in the literature that these experiences be cited.

Part Three (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) discusses the methodology and research design as well as

providing some initial demographic findings. Chapter 4 argues the appropriateness of the

methodology adopted in this study, that is an interpretivist theoretical perspective arising from a

constructionist epistemology. The phenomenographic approach to questioning and interacting

with students allows the experiences and perceptions of the students to be expressed from their

perspective, albeit, through the eyes of the researcher. Case studies were utilised as a means of

reporting the results. Chapter 5 describes the research design and how several studies that

supported the central Adelaide Longitudinal Study contributed to the overall research findings.

Chapter 6 provides details of demographic data and some overall findings from these studies

that relate to the research in general.

Part Four (Chapters 7 to 10) presents the analysis and discussion of the emerging three major

periods noted during the students' interviews and the varying extents of these changes. Chapter

7 analyses student expectations and experiences, and the interaction of expectations on

experiences and experiences on expectations, in the first few months of their sojourn in

Australia.

Chapter 8 reports how students move into Phase Two and become established as students who

have 'found their feet' and are feeling more confident and secure in their ability to cope with the

academic, social and personal challenges they face. Chapter 9 describes how students in

Australia undergo changes in their own expectation of completing their study and returning

home. Following that is an analysis and discussion of interviews with 50 Indonesian candidates

who had returned after studying in Australia. The results of these interviews provide some

reinforcement for the context which students are expecting when they return.

Chapter 10 provides four case studies of students as examples of change and development

throughout candidature. The case studies are provided as a means of showing how change

occurs over time, and that a study done at any one stage of candidature might have given a very

different result from the overall picture. They also provide insights into a key factor of the study,

that is, the individual nature ofthe changes experienced by students.

Part l: Preface Page 4



Part Five (Chapter 11) provides conclusions and implications based on factors which were

isolated as having supported or negatively affected the experiences and expectations of students

while in Australia.

Part Six comprises the References, Glossary and Appendices. Of particular note are Appendices

A, B and C which provide context and background for the study. Appendix A gives background

information about Indonesia and particularly the Indonesians education system and Civil

Service, information which is considered important understanding for the reader. However, it is

recognised that some readers will already have extensive knowledge of Indonesia and so may

not need to read this appendix in detail. Similarly Appendix B provides background information

on postgraduate education, particularly in Australia. Again this information is provided for the

reader who may not have a detailed understanding of the issues involved and therefore their

influence on the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study. Appendix C outlines policies and

practices that relate to the Adelaide Longitudinal Study in the sense that the students in the Study

had applied and had been selected in the light of the these policies. Again the information in the

appendix provides a context for the overall study.

Part 1: Preface Page 5



CHAPTER 1. OVERVIE\ry AND REASONS FOR UNDER
STT]DY

THE

ù

This chapter elaborates the thesis and explains the writer's motivation to undertake the study.

Thesis

It is argued that the 33 Indonesian postgraduate students invoived in this study
passed through three phases during candidature in Australia, each of which affected
their academic performance and that the extent of these changes vary considerably
within the student group.

These three phases are as follows. Phase One occurs when students undergo the quite often,

traumatic experiences during the first three to six months after arrival. Phase Two is the change

to self-esteem, re-orientation to approaches to study, and then the day-to-day experiences of a

postgraduate student, including home and social life. Phase Three involves the preparation for,

and expectationsl of, returning home and the initial experiences in Indonesia.

I further arguez that while there are discernible patterns in students' responses to each of the

above phases, the most distinguishing factor is the individuality of each student in the study,

particularly with regard to the extent of change experienced. Emerging from the research was a

model which explained these varying extents of change.

The Research Questions

The research reported in this study addresses the following questions as they relate to students

studying at the University of Adelaide:

. What are the expectations and experiences of Indonesian postgraduate students during the

first three to six months of being in Australia?

. How do students' expectations and experiences change over time while in Australia?

. To what extent do students change and what are the factors that influence this change?

. Do these changes affect their expectations of returning home and the experiences they

anticipate there?

I Chapter 3 will discuss the particular and different meanings of the words 'expect' and 'expectation' as they

are understood in English and Bahasa Indonesia.

2 S." Metcalfe (1996), for further discussion of argument in resea¡ch. I aknowledge Dr Metcalfe personally in
helping me to a critical understanding of argument and its role in this study.

Part 1: Introduction Page 1



The 33 students were interviewed every three months throughout their candidature. These

interviews over time enabled in-depth information to be gathered as a result of a deepening and

more trusting relationship between student and researcher, and allowed tracking of the

development and changes of students over the period of candidature. Judgements are not made

as to whether these developments and changes are necessarily good or bad, other than when the

students comment. This matter will be addressed in Chapter 11. Interviews were also held with

students' supervisors, other relevant academic and general staff in Adelaide and Indonesia and

representatives of Australian funding and policy bodies.

Motivation for the Study

Motivations Arisíng from Previous Research

While this study was motivated by a number of personal factors outlined later in this chapter, the

resea¡ch literature indicated that a study such as the one reported here was well overdue and

much needed for six identified reasons.

First|y, the Australian literature on international students, particularly South-east Asian students

has a tendency to stereotype these students. This is done, for example, by not def,rning the ethnic

origin of students within a research cohort but describing them simply as South-east Asian or

international students. As this study will demonstrate, not only are all South-east Asian students

not the same, not all Indonesian students are the same. As Renshaw and Volet (1995) suggest,

by grouping South-east students together one is reinforcing a stereotype and that:

If a more positive and differential perception of overseas students is to emerge among

Australian academics, there needs to be sustained research on the needs of these

students (academic, social, financial and cultural needs) and an examination of their
approaches to study that is sensitive to differences within and between groups. (p. 87)3

In light of the above, I considered it important to research a specific group of South-east Asian

students. In this case Indonesian students were chosen4. At the same time I did not want to

compare Indonesian students with say, Thai students or Singaporean students. If I had of course

I would have found differences and similarities, but what would that have added to an

understanding of these students who already come from a rich and varied ethnic background?

For the writing of this thesis, the style recommended by the American Psychological Association (1994)

has been adopied. So, for example, where quotes are included in the text punctuation occurs at the end of the

citation, whereas where quotes are blocked, the punctuation is prior to the citation.

J
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Secondly, the research literature on international students tends to be dominated by a focus on

'problems,' either the problems encountered by the students or the students as the problem as

seen by others5. Coupled with this is the thirdrcason: that while there have been numerous

studies reiated to international students studying in Australia the majority of these studies

concentrated on undergraduate students and./or 'problems' experienced. There was little in the

way of an understanding of postgraduate students, and even less on students' development and

change as they overcame the problems described in the literature. Hence, the research issues

identified above are: the need to focus on particular groups of international, and especially

South-east Asian students; the importance of identifying ways in which students overcome

difficulties and the contribution these students make to the life of the university and the general

Australian community. The examination of these issues, particularly for postgraduate students,

was the third motivating factor for this study.

Afourth reason for undertaking this study was my concern to understand how Indonesian

students lived and studied within such a different cultural environment from their own and how

university staff had, or could, assist students in doing this. The work of Lewis (1996), Triandis

(1994) and particularly Hofstede (1986; 1991) in describing and comparing cultures and their

effects on learning have provided a useful spring-board for this study to examine the issues

reievant to Indonesian postgraduate students studying in Australia. Recognising these issues

Senator Gareth Evans, then Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs, wrote:

It is often said that it would be difficult to find two more different countries and

societies as neighbours anywhere else in the world. In terms of political, economic,
social and legal systems, language, history, religion and ethnicity the differences are

significant. These differences have given rise to different perceptions and beliefs on
a range of important issues such as the nature and role of leadership, the purpose of
the state, national decision making processes, the role of the armed forces and the
media and the handling of opposition and dissent within the political process.
(Evans, 1991, p. 3)

Grant (1996), in the third edition of his book Indonesia agrees with Evans when he writes

Australia and Indonesia are as diverse a pair of neighbours as it is possible to find.
One is a large, flat continent, thinly populated with, for the most part, Caucasians

professing Christianity and individualism, essentially materialistic and scientific in
outlook, instinctively part of the Vy'estern world. The other is an archipelago of

4

5
See Appendix A for relevant background information regarding Indonesia.

This 'problem focus' a¡e discussed in depth in Chapter 2.
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mountainous islands, populated with Asians professing, for the most part, Islam and
communitarianism, essentially mystic and spiritual, instinctively wary of Western
values. (p.207)

However, the focus of the current study has not been so much on comparison but rather the

notion of seeking similarities, that is the experiences of one 'national' cultural group studying

within another 'national' culture, as it may lead to more useful and positive suggestions for

adoption by academic and support staff within universities. As Biggs (1997) suggests

"Universal principles of teaching and learning apply across cultures. If you teach according to

these principles, then all students will learn, given the usual prerequisites of intention to learn,

and the appropriate ccntent background" (pp. 2-3). Certunly culture shock, to be addressed in

detail in Chapter 2, was experienced by students in the first few months of their sojourn and it

was a significant issue. However, most moved past that stage within three to six months, but

issues related to culture in a much broader sense remained with them throughout candidature.

Emerging from the experience of culture shock and consequent drop in self-esteem for many of

the students was afifih motivating reason. This is: what effect does a student's early experiences

have on the supervisor's expectation of the student's academic performance? Rosenthal and

Jacobsen (1968) in their book Pygmalion in the Classroom very clearly describe the effect of

the self-fulfilling prophecy on student learning (see Chapter 3 for a discussion of this

phenomenon). It would not be difficult to imagine the following scenario. An Indonesian

student., experiencing culture shock, is having great difficulty understanding the supervisor's

English, is feeling incompetent and unable to function adequately and is so homesick that she/he

is unable to concentrate on even quite simple tasks. The supervisor, perhaps not well versed on

issues such as culture shock, assumes that the student was poorly selected and incapable of

performing well enough to complete a PhD. These messages (conscious and unconscious) that

the supervisor sends to the student have an extraordinarily strong negative effect on the

student's self-concept and ability to perform. Self-concept has a very powerful effect on

learning as evidenced by the work of Phillips (1988) where he clearly indicated that students

with poor English language skills but who were in a positive learning environment were more

likely to be successful than those with good language but a negative environment.
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Not to be overlooked was the sixth reason, that is, Indonesia's economic development which is

considered to be closely linked with increased education, and hence potential reciprocal benefits

of Indonesian students studying in Australia. As the then Director General of Higher Education

in Indonesia suggested in 1991:

As is well-known, good quality tertiary education has many different dimensions. A
high calibre of academic staff is one of the basic requirements. This objective
occupies the highest priority in government thinking and policy. Training at the
post-graduate level for junior staff both in-country as well as overseas has been

pursued vigorously. (Ranuwihardj o, 199 l, p. 55)

In addition there is the importance of the steadily growing Australian-Indonesian international

student market. This development has become an important economic matter for both countries.

In 1997 the international students market brought $3.2b into Australia and through Australian

educational aid to Indonesia "approximately 900 Indonesians from both the public and private

sectors are studying in Australian universities under Australian Government scholarships"

(Downer, 1998, p.48).

If Australia and Indonesia are to benefit from Indonesian students studying in Australia then it is

crucial that the experiences of students be understood and evaluated leading to more positive

educational and economic outcomes. This study is a contribution to that understanding.

Personal Motivations for Undertaking this Study

Five significant personal experiences led to the decision to undertake this study. A recognition

and understanding of these experiences is important in an overall understanding of the study and

the assumptions and biases which inevitably arise from these experiences.

The first relates to my moving to Jakarta in 1989. I, an Anglo-Australian, experienced severe

'culture shock' in a way that I had not anticipated. Until accompanying my Australian husband

to Jakarta where he was going to take up a new position, I had held a significant professional

position in Australia. From all reports I was considered to be competent and capable; I had a

wide network of professional colleagues and personal friends and I had travelled extensively. On

arrival in Jakarta I spoke not a word of Indonesian, had few friends and was home all day

attempting, and generally failing, to communicate with household staff. The impact on my self-

esteem and ability to function adequately was extensive. Certainly had I been trying to hold
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down a professional position, or study at a postgraduate level, my performance would have been

far below my own, and others, expectations based on previous experience. Once I had recovered

and started to appreciate living in such a contrasting city and country and was able to reflect on

my experience, I became acutely aware of what many students must go through when they first

arrive in Australia, particularly if they do not have appropriate support.

The second experience occurred after I had been in Jakarta about 10 weeks when I went to the

supermarket near where we lived. I was looking for flour but did not know the Indonesian word

for it. A very helpful and patient young shop assistant asked if he could help me. In my very

fractured Bahasa Indonesia'I tried to describe what I wanted. Each time he would carefully and

respectfully take me to an aisle where he thought it might be, while constantly encouraging my

appalling use of the language. 'We finally discovered the flour and I went home to reflect on

what might have happened if this had been an Indonesian person in a shop in Australia. 'Would

this person have had the same patient and respectful attention after so many efforts to say the

right words? Further, if asked to assess my 'intelligence' the shop assistant may have been less

than enthusiastic.

The third experience was over a period of several months while I was working in the Jakarta

office of The International Development Program of Australian Universities and Colleges

(Dp¡2. My work there was to encourage Indonesian students to choose Australia as their study

destination and then assist with applications and finally with visa approval. Each student had to

have an X-Ray for tuberculosis (TB). If there were signs of TB on the X-Ray, then it would be

sent to a government doctor in Australia for a decision on whether the student would be

permitted to enter the country or not. The heart-break of having to inform students that they were

unable to go to Australia, despite selection, was one of the very difficult aspects of this position.

To realise what this rejection meant to potential students and how it affected their future was very

relevant to appreciating the pressures felt by students in Australia not to fail.

6 V/hen Indonesia gained independence in 1945 Bahasa Indonesia was adopted as the official language. Since

that time there have been many changes to expression and spelling. In this study the method adopted is that,
unless a direct quote, all Bahasa Indonesia words will be spelled according to contemporary usage. If in
doubt, the Kamus Indonesia-Inggris. (Echols, J., & Shadily, H. 1989) and Kamus Inggris-Indonesia (Echols,
J., & Shadily, H. 1975) will be used. If words a¡e names of places or institutions, and not direct quotes,
they will be spelled according to Department of Information Republic of Indonesia (1991).

7 At that time IDP with its Australian Education Centres was the main marketing organisation of Australian

education in South-east Asia.
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Following my time with IDP, I then worked in the Indonesian Department of Education and

Culture in the Directorate of Technical and Vocational Education where I experiencedthefourth

interaction which motivated my rese¿rch. I had an Indonesian counterpart, a very competent and

capable woman, whose husband, also a civil servant, had been selected to go to Australia to study

for a Masters degree. But he had to achieve a sufficiently high score on the International English

Language Testing Scheme (IELTS)8 and his early trial tests indicated that he was having

difficulty. His wife and friends were very concemed so they arranged that each afternoon, when

he came to pick up his wife from work, he would sit for about 45 minutes with me and practise

his English, which he did with determination and drive. Talking with his wife it was clear that

there were great individual and family aspirations attached to his successful selection and study

in Australia. The dedication and determination of students such as this friend and the possibility

of not completing the English training, not being approved for a visa, or not successfully

completing the study in Australia, were made all too clear to me during this time.

Thefifth major and memorable experience which brought about this research study was one

back in Australia. Some months after my return I was taking a Masters level subject in

Curriculum at Flinders University. The lecturer \ryas one of the most creative and professional

Iecturers I had experienced. V/e had a group of twelve students, two of whom were from

Indonesia. In the two-hour seminar-style session the Indonesian students rarely spoke. Toward

the end of the semester, the lecturer and I met to talk over a range of matters and I raised the

issue of the two Indonesian students. Being an enthusiastic and concerned teacher she was keen

to know how she might have involved the students more effectively. 'We discussed the fact that

she, and a number of colleagues, were keen to understand how they might better cater for

overseas postgraduate students but often were not sure of strategies to adopt. She encouraged

me to undertake the research as a means of enhancing this understanding.

With my appointment to the University of Adelaide it became clear from discussions with

academic staff working with Indonesian postgraduate students that there seemed to be a

disproportionate number of concerns about their students' ability and problems and yet most

staff found them very pleasant and cooperative students, keen to do whatever was asked of them.

8 The International English Language Testing Scheme (IELTS) was introduced to Indonesia in 1989 as the

preferred alternative to the TOEFL test of English language competence used until that time.
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So, what does all this mean for the research study undertaken? Fundamentally it means that I

must acknowledge that I truly 'feel' for students in their first few months in Australia and I

often re-live some of my own experience when talking with them. It also means that I feel

enofinous admiration for them: their courage in coming here, often leaving behind a partner and

children, their commitment and hard work to have got here in the tirst place and their

determination to succeed. I am particularly in awe of their ability to do postgraduate study in a

Ianguage which is usually their third, and sometimes fourth.

The literature, to be discussed in detail in the following two chapters, also indicates that there is a

real need to unde¡stand the expectations and experiences of particular groups of international

students. While it might be tempting, it is not always profitable or useful to talk about 'all

international students are...' or even'all South-east Asian students aÍe...'Hence this study

relates to lndonesian postgraduate students, themselves a disparate group.

My experiences, supported by the literature, also lead me to believe that on the whole the

students are the ones who are making the enormous adaptations and change needed for them to

be successful in the Australian learning environment. On the other hand, the University,

including supervisors, and support and administrative staff, on the whole are making relatively

small changes to behaviour and expectation. Having said this, my experiences also lead me to

believe that with the benefit of insight and understanding most staff are willing to make further

change, if they understand 'why' and 'how.' These experiences and beliefs underpin this study

and have been made explicit to participants in the study.

Locatíon of Study

There are two reasons why what is essentially an education/social science thesis was undertaken

in the Department of Applied and Molecular Ecology (previously Department of Crop

Protection) within the Faculty of Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences. The f,rrst is that at

the time of enrolment my principal supervisor, the Dean of Graduate Studies, was working half-

time as Dean and half-time in his designated department, that is Crop Protection, where he is an

ecological bio-chemist. The position of Dean of Graduate Studies was made full-time some six

months after my enrolment. The second reason is that the Faculty of Agricultural and Natural
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Resource Sciences enrols over fifty percent of all Indonesian postgraduate students at the

University of Adelaide. Given this figure, the faculty was keen to host such a study.

Chapter Summary

This chapter proposed the thesis that the 33 Indonesian postgraduate students involved in

Adelaide Longitudinal Study passed through three phases during candidature, each of which

affected their academic performance and that the extent of these changes varied considerably

within the student group. To address this thesis the following four questions were posed:

. What a¡e the expectations and experiences of Indonesian postgraduate students during the

first three to six months of being in Australia?

. How do students' expectations and experiences change over time while in Australia?

. To what extent do students change and what are the factors that influence this change?

. Do these changes affect their expectations of returning home and the experiences they

anticipate there?

The motivations for undertaking the study were categorised into those arising from the literature

and those arising from personal experience. In particular as Chapter 2 will demonstrate, the

literature indicated that there was a considerable shortfall in research related to postgraduate

students, especially with a focus on particular countries (rather than the more general South-east

Asian area). In addition, there was a dearth of research that followed students throughout their

candidature. The literature on cross-cultural experiences linked with that on expectation also

indicated that a study such as this was timely.

Personal motivations were clearly articulated for two reasons. The first was as a means of

indicating the level of interest for the study. The second was to ensure that personal biases were

identified and understood so that they were considered throughout the design, conduct, analysis

and reporting of this research.
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CHAPTER 2 STUDENTS' EXPERIENCES

Introduction

This thesis argues that there are three phases that most Indonesian postgraduate students move

through when studying in Australia as demonstrated by the Adelaide Longitudinal Study. The

first phase, usually within the first three to six months is typifred by experiences such as loss of

self-esteem and confidence,less than adequate academic performance, and culture shock. There

is a good deal of literature on this phase, much of it discussed in this chapter. The second phase

involves a re-orientation to study and to life in Australia, a sense of control and 'getting on top

of things.' It is during this phase that most students begin to realise that they are competent and

capable and that they have learned skills to assist them in the rest of their candidature. The

movement from Phase One to Phase Two can be dramatic for some and gradual for others, but

most students are usually well into Phase Two after twelve months. In terms of the literature

being reviewed here, these two phases are categorised as Early Experiences. However, while the

difficulties students encounter while studying overseas are widely researched and reported, these

studies rareiy make clear the distinctions as to whether these problems are changing during

candidature and whether in fact many of them are overcome.

For most of the students the experiences in the third phase are of a transition-nature where

students have found themselves to be successful academically and culturally in their new

environment, but are needing to re-evaluate their new skills and attitudes in relation to returning

home. The literature to support this argument is limited, however, that which is relevant to the

experiences of students in Phase Three is described as Later Experiences. The results of the

research reported as Phase One (Chapter 7), Phase Two (Chapter 8) and Phase Three (Chapter

9) indicate the distinctions between the phases and provide a schema indicating the different

characteristics of each phase.

This chapte¡ will first use the evidence from previous research to demonstrate that overseas

students do indeed have some diff,rculties, some of which a¡e similar to those of local students,

and some of which are quite different. In later chapters it will be suggested that in many cases

these difficulties are only 'initial' problems. The second part oI the chapter will draw upon the
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more limited research to argue that students have different sets of issues to address as they move

toward the end of their sojourn and prepare to return home.

Background

As Table 1 indicates the majority of Australian studies since 1990 that have been related to

international studentslhave tended to focus on problems, with most of the problems being

attributed to the students, and only occasionally to staff. Although describing the British

situation, Kinnell (1990) suggests in the 1960s, and I would suggest to a significant extent still

in the 1990s in Australia, one response to the 'problems' associated with overseas students was:

To offer prescriptive advice to students on adapting to British [and Australian]
methods of study, including preliminary instructions on these methods, on study
skills, the provision of orientation and supplementary courses and effective
supervision. The viewpoint of this and much of the other literature on the problems
faced by overseas students was that students were in need of and dependent on the
knowledge and education which we in Britain [Australia] could provide: 'they' had
problems with 'our' system (of a socio-cultural, linguistic, academic and practical
nature) which 'we' could help them overcome. (p.2)

This notion of identify the student's problem' tends to portray the students as having, or in

some cases being, the problem, rather than the staff or institution having, sharing or perhaps even

being, the problem. In addition, it casts international students in the light of being'difficult'

instead of focussing on the benefits and contributions of these students. Some recent work

(Biggs, 1997: Chalmers & Volet, 1997: Radford, Ongkili & Toyoisumi, 1984; Renshaw &

Volet, 1995; Todd,1997; Volet, Renshaw &Tietzel,1992) is beginning to query these views of

'international students with/as the problem' and will be discussed later in this chapter. Still the

issue remains, much of the literature focuses on problems which assume a deficit model of the

student (Kennedy, 1989).

In this report the terms'international students' and'overseas students' are used interchangeably. The term
'foreign students' common, particularly in the media until 1995 is used only when citing. The change in
terminology took quite some time to be reflected in Australian newspaper reports where until quite recently
the term 'foreign students' was used when referring to students from other countries studying in Australia
(Connolly, 1994;Healy,1995; Jones, 1993). 'Overseas student' has now become a more popular term, in
the media headlines but not 'international' (Lloyd, 1997).
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Table 1. Some Major Studies Related to Intemational Students (in chronological order)

Author and date Focus Major outcomes

Hodgkin (1966)

Rao (1976)

Radford, Ongkili

and Toyoisumi
( r e84)

Bradley and Bradley

( r 984)

Samuelowicz

(1e87)

Sample of overseas

students in 147

secondary and tertiary

institutions in South

Australia during 1983

and identification of
problems.

Study of students who

began studies 1n 1977

and would have been

completing by end of
198 1.

Study at the

University of

Queensland.

Problems of "There is the problem of how much they [the students] wish to

Malaysian & become part of the host society, even if only temporarily" (p.

Singapore students in 2l)."Only six students out of 102 questioned about friendships

Western Australia. 238 specihcally mentioned close friendships which have developed

case studies from 1500 with Australians of their own sex" (p. 83).

interviews.

Based on similar Main problems

studies by UN . Separation from family (35%)

Institute for Training . Lack of English fluency (32Voll¡1¿,snesian students (59Vo)

and Research. 896 . Homesickness (29V0)

useable responses and . Financial difficulties (27Vo)

100 in-depth . Loneliness while in Australia (26Vo)

interviews. . Inability to adapt to Australian education programs (19Vo).

Recommendations from the report included:
. Information sent to students before they leave home-include

Australian customs and culture.
. Meet students at the airport/mentor scheme.
. Identify language difficulties early in candidature.

. Occasional student/staff seminars on problems.

. Supplementary exams.

. Government responsibility for overseas students coordinated

into one department.
. More Aust¡alian courses recognised overseas.

. Positive approach to overseas students in media.

Burke (1989)

Of 1273 students from all backgrounds 585 (46Vo) completed

first course in minimum time, 94 (lVo) comp\eted with extra

time, 367 (29Vo) still studying first course, 227 (l8Vo)

wirhdrawn. Of the 679 (i.e.585+94) who had completed, 126

(187o of 679,10Vo of total) studying for further qualifications in

Australia.

Main problems faced by overseas students: English language

proficiency, coping with Australian education system and its

demands, cultural adjustment to life in a foreign country, &
provision of support services and their usefulness.

Study of overseas Main difficulties experienced by students were:

students at the . cultural adjustments

University of NSW in . finances and accommodation

1986. . living independently
. language and communication
. study-relatedconcems
. being different (racism).

These problems are not dissimilar to those of Rao, despite the

gap often years between studies.

(Continued over page)
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(Table L continued)

Author and date Focus Major outcomes

Goold (1989)

V/imberley,

McCloud and Flinn
(t992)

Daroesman and

Daroesman (1992)

Chappel, Gray,

Head and O'Reagan

(1e93)

Phillips (t994)

Mullins, Quintrell
and Hancock (1995)

Renshaw and Volet
(1ees)

V/ilkinson, Mahara

and Quester (1996)

Hasanah (1997)

Choi (1997)

Follow up study of 30

Indonesian women

who studied in

Australia.

Study of 121 maried

studenß between 1969

and 1983 on AID
program in the US.

Tracer Study

Commissioned by

AIDAB andIDP.

Based on Kinnell,

(1990) Rao (1976) and

Barker (1990)23

Indonesian and

Malaysian students in

South Australia.

Project offering

training to faculty

members for teaching

overseas students.

Local and overseas

undergraduate str-rdents

in South Australian

universities.

Undergraduate full-fee

students with93Vo

from Singapore.

Undergraduate Asian

students studying at

South Australian

universities.

Study of26 Indonesian

postgraduate students

at South Australian

universities.

Surveyed Korean

students studying in

Victoria (29 men and

18 women, 15

postgraduate and32

undergraduate).

Looked at problems experienced e.g. accommodation and

language, and relation ofeducation and values oflndonesian

society and benefits e.g. increased knowledge and skills.

Determined that indicators of postgraduate success were:

. undergraduate Grade Point Average GPA and TOEFL scores;

. presence of family;

. quality and effectiveness ofthe students' graduate program.

Identified issues related to allocation, selection, academic

experience, employment entry and re-entry, and follow-up. Made

l2 recommendations (discussed later).

Students' hopes included: to expand knowledge and gain

experience; improve English; travel.

Concerns were very similar to students studying in Britain.

Examined primary determinants of study success for Indonesian

postgraduate students in Australian universities. Indicated

whether students would do well in studies despite language score

as a result of teaching approaches.

Local and overseas students shared the same top concerns---either

f,inances or stress related to study-but overseas students

experienced problems to a greater degree.

Results indicate a high level of similarity between local and

overseas students in all types of participation in tutorials.

Contests the stereotype of South-east Asian students.

Major problems of living in South Australia were understanding

local speakers, loneliness, and overcoming homesickness. 'Fear

of failure' and 'pressure from home' were significant problems

for 40Vo of students.

Divided her responses into a) learning/teaching experiences, and

b) social cultural experiences. Most of her students classified

themselves as deep or achieving leatner, with only a few surface

leamers.

Difficulties categorised into three. Language (mainly speaking)'

teaching and learning (mainly discussion in class), and

relationships (with Australian peers and teachers).
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Early Experiences (Phases One and Two)

From the studies outlined in Table 1 the issues for international students, and by association,

academic and general staff, can be categorised into the following domains: cultural and personal,

language, educational/academic, and administrative. Cultural and personal issues, include, for

postgraduates, the fact that they are often under greater pressure than undergraduate students to

succeed due to age, seniority in employment, nomination by government, and the fact that they

see themselves as ambassadors for their own country. ln addition, the majority of the Indonesian

postgraduate students, at least in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, have families of their own,

with all the traumas, commitments, responsibilities and joys that might bring. Language issues

include understanding, expressing opinions, reading critically and writing style. Academic issues

address matters such as learning style, pedagogy, curriculum, understanding academic

expectations, organising study, and research skills. Postgraduates are likely to also experience

being firmly bound in their home learning tradition from their undergraduate study and also

have a significant period of time between undergraduate and postgraduate study. Administrative

issues relate to such things as finances, accoÍtmodation, visas and scholarships. These four

issues, culture, language, education and administration will be used as the organising structure

for the remainder of this section.

Cultural and Personal Experiences

The thought of trying to define 'culture' is somewhat daunting when one reads, "Almost

unbelievably, about 175 definitions of culture can be found in the social scientific literature!"

(Lonner & Malpass , !994, p. 7). To make a statt, however, Geertz (1973) suggests that "Culture

is the fabric of meaning in terms of which human beings interpret their experience and guide

their action; social structure is the form that action takes, the actually existing network of social

relations" (p. 1a5). Put another way:

Culture...is analogous to knowing the'rules of the game.''When one becomes

socialized (through rule-governed learning and child-rearing practices) and

enculturated (through subtle informal learning) in a specific society, he or she has

learned a complex set of explicit, as well as implicit, rules concerning how he or she

should behave among his or her fellows who share the same culture by virtue of
being raised under the same rules. (Lonner & Malpass, 1994'p.89)
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An understanding of culture and how it influences one's expectations and actions is essential for

this study. Students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study had to learn a new set of cultural 'rules

of the game' and supervisors were coming to terms with potential misunderstandings arising

from cultural experiences.

Describing Cultures

Cultures have been described in a number of different ways, particularly within comparative

studies (Adamopoulos & Lonner, 1994; Argyle, Iizuka & Contarello, 1996; Bochner, 1972;

Hofstede, I99l; Jahoba, I978; Lewis, 1996; Lonner & Malpass,1994; Triandis, Malpass &

Davidson, L97I). Lewis (1996), for example, categorises various cultural groups in the following

way. Linear active, refers to those societies where the members do one thing at a time and think

they are more efficient for doing so. Multi active, are those that are very flexible and think they

get more done because of this. Reactive cultural groups, he argues, are those that focus on

listening, data-oriented culíxes are ones that conduct research to produce information upon

which to act, and dialogue-oriented cultures are those for whom developing relationships are a

high priority. Each of these groups considers that the way 'they' operate is the preferable way.

One could describe Australian culture as more towards the data-oriented category although

Lewis (1996) suggests that "There is no manual [of how to interact cross-culturally] for conect

behaviour in Australia as the country lacks a clearly defined social and conversational map" (p.

182). Indonesian culture, on the other hand, tends more towards the being linear active but with

a strong focus on maintaining relationships (see Appendix A).

Taking a different approach to describing cultures, Hofstede (1991) argues that concepts such as

power distance, individualism, gender bias and uncertainty avoidance can be measured across

various societies and so be compared. There are small power distance societies, for example,

where parents treat children as equals and large power distance societies when parents teach

children obedience. The Power Distance Index (PDÐ for Australia is 36 with a country ranking

of 41 out of 50, indicating a high power distance, and Indonesia scores 78 and is ranked 7 out of

50, indicating a low power distance (Hofstede, I99I,p.26).

Hofstede further suggests that it is possible to measure the Individualism Index (IDV) for a

country. Individualism and collectivism can manifest in many ways. For example, the
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individualist and collectivist societies view the purposes of education differently. For an

individualist society the main aim of education is to prepare individuals to take their place in a

society with other individuals. In a collectivist society the emphasis is more on the development

of the attitudes and skill necessary to be a member of a group and to work toward the betterment

of one's country. The differences are illustrated in classroom interactions:

In the collectivist classroom the virtues of harmony and the maintenance of 'face'
reign supreme....In the individualist classroom, of course, students expect to be

treated as individuals and impartially, regardless of their background. (Hofstede,
1991,p.62)

Australia has a score of 90 and ranks second in IDV (after the United States of America).

Indonesia has a score of 14 and ranks 4l/48 out of 50 (Hofstede,l99I, p. 53).When the PDI is

correlated with IDV Australia is described as representing small power distance and is

individualistic and Indonesia has large power distance and is described as collectivist. A

comparison of the two Indexes for each country, adapted from Kiley (1998) is shown in Figure

2. While it can be argued that the use of such categories as PDI and IDV might lead to negative

stereotyping both in Indonesia and Australia with their very mixed cultural heritages, these

measures can give us insights into some of the approaches likely to be adopted by many of the

people in the respective countries.

Figure 2 Comparison of Power Distance and Individualism
Indices for Australia and Indonesia
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Hofstede's third dimension is that of gender roles that is, masculinity/femininity. V/hile not

talking specifîcally about men and women, but rather social conceptions of gender roles, this

dimension argues that masculinity implies assertiveness, competitiveness, and toughness, and

femininity implies concern with taking care of the home, of children and of people in general.
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The Masculinity Index for Australia is ranked 16 out of 50, (with a score of 61) and Indonesia is

ranked at30/31 with a score of 47 (Hofstede, 1991, p. 84). Again, such a measure must be

considered indicative, certainly not definitive.

The fourth dimension is uncertainty avoidance, that is the desire for order, predicability and

structure. Cultures that score high on uncertainty avoidance are those where ambiguity, risk

taking and relative individual freedom are not as highly valued as clarity, structure and

organisation with clearly enforced rules. Hofstede argues that uncertainty avoidance and

masculinity/femininity are not related to a country's wealth whereas high power distance and

high collectivism are characteristics of countries with low Gross National Product (GNP) and

low power distance and high individualism characterise countries with high GNP (Hofstede,

i986).

Another possible way of categorising cultures is proposed by Triandis (199a) who uses the

coliectivist/individualist paradigm but comes to conclusions similar to those of Hofstede.

Triandis argues that there are four types of social behaviour patterns: community sharing

(characterised by intimacy, cooperation, self-sacrifice); authority ranking (obedience,

admiration); equality matching (taking turns, sharing equally); and market pricing (paying for

what you want/getting what you pay for) (p. I70). Community sharing and authority ranking

are similar to Hofstede's collectivist grouping, and the second two-equality matching and

market pricing-are simila¡ to the individualist grouping.

Suggesting that a country might be collectivist relies on the notion of "a homogeneous, simple

culture," whereas "affluence is a major determinant of individualism" (Triandis, 1994, p. 170).

Having said that, while historically much of Indonesia was made up of small peasant

communities which could well be described as collectivist, there are areas of the country where

this is now far from the truth. Hence the use of such measures and categories need to be viewed

as possible indicators only.

Another concept which appears to be relevant to the Indonesian/Australian relationship is

harmony where someone from a collectivist society would want to act 'correctly'-not

necessarily as they feel but in a way that maintains harmony within the group. On the other
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hand, while a person from an individualist society might believe that it is important to express

views clearly and is likely to be more interested in what people think rather than what they feel.

In the collectivist society, "What an individual thinks is of no great importance when the group

is all important" (Triandis, 1994, p. 172). The collectivist society was clearly reflected in

Indonesia's founding as an independent state in 1945. When President Sukarno introduced

'guided democracy' a.s the basis for government within the new country, he was basing this on

the traditional form of musjawarah, or mutual discussion and mufakat, or consensus. "There is

a Javanese word tjotjog which means to agree or to fit. .. and the successful use of musiawarah

results in a harmonious tjotjog of various elements leading to mufakat" (Grant, 1996, p. I27).

Sukarno and the new independents also adopted the philosophy of. Pancasila2 as the basis for

government. The five tenets of Pancasila3 being: belief in the one and only God, just and

civilized Humanity, the unity of Indonesia, democracy guided by the inner wisdom of

deliberations of representatives, and social justice for all the Indonesian people (Department of

Information Republic of Indonesia, 1991.,p. 47)

An example of this collectivist nature of Indonesia was compared with the more individualist

Australian culture by Bill Morrison AO following his recent retirement as Australia Ambassador

to the Republic of Indonesia.

A significant difference is that Australia tends to be a highly individualistic country
and Indonesia a much more corporate country...I perceive in Indonesia a respect for
authoriry. Contrast that with Australia which has no respect for authority
whatsoever.

We belong as Australians to a very confrontationist society...We have developed a

creative confrontation if you want to have the best view of it, but that is very much
part of our cultural identity. The Indonesians on the other hand seek a more

2 Porro, a Sanskrit word meaning principles and sila, meaning five, provides the philosophicat basis for
Indonesian policy and administration.

3 Wh"n Bahasa Indonesia words are used they will be italicised. Where the meaning of the word is not obvious
from the context it will be explained as a footnote or within square brackets [ ]. In Indonesia there also tends

to be a practice whereby the names of organisations, institutions and functions are shortened, for example
Depdikbud comes from Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan (Department of Education and Culture). As

Freèman states, "The Indonesian practice of forming acronyms from lengthy titles is widespread, sometimes

even using syllables from inside words to form a pronounceable acronym. Once formed, acronyms can enter

the language as common words" (p. viii). The practice adopted by Freeman will also be adopted in this study

where acronyms which have entered the language as 'words' will be italicised and in lower case. In the case

of other acronyms they will be in upper case and not be italicised.
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harmonious environment, the musyawarah, an attempt to bring together by
consensus. (Morrison AO, 1989, p. 28)

Given these differences, what might then happen when a person from one county, Indonesia,

moves to live and study for two to four years in the other country, say Australia? This study will

provide insights to, and understandings of these experiences, based on the interviews from the

Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

Culture Shock and Change

Certainly moving from one culture to another can be very stressful, and:

As a broad generalization it can be said that intercultural contact tends to occur
between dissimilar individuals; that contact between dissimilar individuals is
stressful; and that the greater the dissimilarity the greater the stress experienced.
(Bochner, 1994,p.248)

From the descriptions above certainly there are some dissimilarities between Indonesian and

Australian cultures. This stress, arising from intercultural contact, is sometimes defined as

'culture shock' and described as feeling as if "a series of props have been knocked from under

you, followed by a feeling of frustration and anxiety" (Oberg, 1960, p. 177). Culture shock can

manifest as a rejection of the host environment and a regression to where the home environment

is gtorified. For example, in the case of the Indonesian students in the Adelaide Longitudinal

Study, most experienced symptoms such as feelings of helplessness and despair, and longing to

be with people who spoke the same 'language' both in the linguistic sense and thc cultural

sense. Furnham and Bochner (1986), however, go to considerable lengths to avoid the negative

connotations of culture shock or the tendency they see in some writers to blame the sojourner

for 'contracting' culture shock. They argue instead that the symptoms of culture shock, as

described above, can be overcome through 'culture learning,' that is leaming the appropriate and

desi¡able social behaviours of the new culture. This issue, as it relates to the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study, is discussed at some length in Part 4.

In his early writing Oberg (1960) describes four stages in the culture shock process, but notes

that the length of time any one person might spend in each of the phases is varied and in fact, he

suggests some people might never reach the later stages. Hofstede (1991) also suggests four

phases in acculturation and these are compared with Oberg's in Table 2. Oberg's four stages
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have also been described by Draine and Hall (1986) in a rather entertaining manner, in a useful

tittle book for new expatriates living and working in Indonesia.

Table 2. Stages of Culture Shock/Acculturation

Stage Oberg
(1960, pp. 178-179)

Hofstcdc
(1991, p. 210)

Draine and Hall
(1986, pp. 213-2L7)

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

The new arrival is fascinated by the new

culture

Characterised by a hostile and aggressive

attitude of the new arrival to the host

environment.

New-comer is accepting of the situation,

although sometimes with a sense of
superiority and/or'self-sacrifice.'

When the newcomer accepts the

customs and environment of the host

country-and enjoys it.

Euphoria

Culture Shock

Acculturation

Stable state. May be:

negative (worse than before)

neutral or positive ('gone

native').

"It's wonderful"

"\Vhat happened to

paradise?" and "Could I go

somewhere else?"

"I still don't like it and I
want to go home...

maybe."

"I'm settled."

Oberg used his four stages to develop a 'U' curve which is a diagrammatic representation of

sojourners' feelings. Sojourners located near the top left 'arm' of the 'U' are depicted as being

quite excited about their new environment, compared with sojourners who have 'gone down the

curve' or a.re 'at the bottom' and who are experiencing difficulties. Sojourners depicted near the

top of the right a.rm of the 'U' are considered to be feeling happier about their new home and

have adapted successfully. However not all studies support the 'U' curve, in fact "support for

the U curve hypothesis must be considered weak (Breitenbach, 1970) inconclusive (Spaulding

& Flack, 1976) and over generalised (Becker, 1968)" (Church, I982,p.542).

Having said that, Everts and Sodjaksumah (1996) in their study of Indonesian students in

Canada found that after the first few weeks of excitement had worn off students started to feel

"uncomfortable, anxious and sometimes inadequate or frustrated+specially those who felt the

program did not fit their needs" (p. 7). After a term, however, students usually begin to feel

more confident and familiar with the environment although "this may not survive a shaky

academic background, or, for some older students, the initial shock of being reduced to the rank

of 'student' whilst holding a senior position at home" (Barker, 1990, p. 10). Generally after a

year there appears to be only occasional stresses for most students. Ho'wever, during the writing
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up of one's thesis, some of the high-level stresses and anxiety experienced in the first few

months might return (Barker, 1990).

As suggested above, culture shock can occur whenever one tries to live within a new and

different culture. 
'When describing my own experience of culture shock to a student in the study

after he had been in Australia for approximately five months, he was very surprised. "You mean

you have culture shocks when you [went to lndonesia]! I thought it only happens to people

when they come from like the eastern countries to western countries" (Bunari2: 3O-SZ¡4.

In discussing culture shock it is useful to distinguish between sojourners and settlers.

Sojourners are people who are visiting, albeit often for a lengthy period, people such as students

and business people. Settlers, on the other hand, are people who are making a permanent

commitment to live in the new country. As a result of their intention, that is either to visit or stay

permanently, different approaches to life in the new country are adopted. The settlers aim to

become participants, whereas the sojourners tend to be observers. Although both groups

experience culture shock they experience it in different ways as a result of their different

intentions (Bochner, 1994).In her study of Indonesian migrants in Australia, Penny (1993) also

suggests that for Indonesians it is not only a matter of intention but also ethnic origin. For

example, one of the things that Javanese Indonesians in her study most admired about

Australians "was their sense of public order and the infrastructure which allows for iong-term

planning, but they were most critical of coarseness-drinking and bad manners" (p. 356).

Whereas those of Sundanese origin were "the most critical of the freedom allowed in Australian

families" (p. 357).

While there are a number of issues related to acculturations within a new culture two major ones

have been defined:

4 Throughout this report a different font from the rest of the text is used for transcripts of interviews.
5 T"rrnt proposed by Penny (1993) suggest that: adjustment "refers to the response of an individual in

establishing a relationship of harmony or equilibrium with his or her environment" (p. 14). Harmony is
particularly relevant to Indonesians) adaptation: "implies that the individual changes in much the same was

ihat living organisms, in order to survive an environmental change/" (p. l3). Whereas acculturation

implies that "one culture is weaker than the other within that society, and the members of the weaker must

adôpt customs and values of the stronger" (p. 13). Assimilation is taken to mean to forsake the "original

ethnic characteristics and adopt(ing) those of the dominant group in the new country" (p. l4) but integration

"implies that change takes place in the society as a whole tO accommodate the presence of newcomers" (p-

l s).
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(1.) maintenance and development of one's ethnic distinctiveness in society;
deciding whether or not one's cultural identify and customs are of value and to be

retained... [and] (2.) desirability of inter-ethnic contact, deciding whether relations
with other groups in the larger society are of value and are to be sought. (Berry,
1994,p.212)

As the Adelaide Longitudinal Study will demonstrate both of those factors were important for

the students' life. Inter-ethnic contact does not mean that one has to give up one's own culture

and adopt the new, rather "it refers to a comprehension of the rules that govern social

intercourse in Australia, and some facility in playing the game according to the rules" (Bochner,

1972, p. 68). Findings from the Adelaide Longitudinal Study indicate that, in most cases,

students were quite clear about, first, the need to 'play the game' and secondly, the need to leam

the rules quite quickly in order to achieve their desired outcomes

'While the stresses arising from adjustment are very real for most sojourners, they can be

moderated by a number of factors. These include: the mode and phase of acculturation, the

nature of the larger society, the characteristics of in" acculturating group and the individual

(Berry, !994,p2I3). For example, "If a person regularly received the message that one's

culture, language, and identity are unacceptable, the impact on one's sense of security and self

esteem will clearly be negative" (p.2I4). Of particula¡ relevance is the assertion that:

Contact experiences may also account for variations in acculturative stress. Whether

they are pleasant (or unpleasant), whether they meet the current needs of the

inclividual (or not), and in particular whether the first encounters are viewed
positively (or not) may set the stage for all subsequent ones, and affect a person's

mental health. (Berry, 1994,p.214)

The early experiences of intemational students, and in particular Indonesian students, are clearly

significant in ensuring an effective two, three or four year study program. However, specifically

related to international students' levels of cultural adjustment, the stress and anxiety that might

accompany that adjustment depend on the student's intended purpose for the sojourn. Three

possible intentions are suggested. Firstly, the student who goes overseas to study in order to

enjoy the novel inter-cultural experience. For this student the emphasis is on cultural

experiences. Secondly, the student whose aim is to obtain a qualification to help her/tris own

country and therefore the emphasis is on academic achievement and completing the course with

cultural adjustments made only when necessary. Thirdly, the student who aims to assimilate into

Australian culture (Bradley & Bradley, 1984, p.256). However, intentions may well change
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during candidature. For example, initially the Indonesian students in the Adelaide Longitudinal

Study could be classified mainly as the second group. This might reflect the fact that they were

all postgraduate students and all but one on scholarship and so they felt a considerable degree of

responsibility for focusing on their course and achieving results within the time defined by their

scholarship and visa. However, as Chapters 7 to 10 will show, for many of the students their

intentions changed quite significantly during candidature.

Research reported by Everts and Sodjakusumah (1996) of Indonesian students in Canada

indicate that the adaptation and change of Indonesian students was a complicated process.

All of them experienced culture shock, a lack of social support from co-nationals,
difficulties in their adjustment to food and climate, low self-confidence, and low-
satisfaction with host-national interactions. Most of them also reported facing
problems due to lack of general cultural knowledge prior to coming to Canada,

adjustment to Canadian social customs and norms, verbal and non-verbal
communication with host nationals and difficulty in making social contact inside
and outside their social academic environment. (p.2)

The same researchers, Everts and Sodjakusumah (1996), compared Indonesian students

studying in New Zealand and reported similar findings. All students had difficulty with

language, food, weather, academic environment,leaving families and fltnances. Not surprisingly,

those who had been overseas before their current sojourn felt more confident.

Despite often a difficult start, research indicates that the majority of international students adjust

to their new environrnent and learn 'the rules of the game' and how to cope, generally within the

first twelve months (Barker, Child, Gallois, Jones & Callan, I99I; Church, 1982; Volet,

Renshaw &. Tietzel, 1992). Attitudes, traits and abilities which affect adjustment include:

language proficiency, age, sex (female students appear to have more adjustment difficulties than

males), nationality, status, previous cross-cultural experience, health, and social interaction with

host nationals, increased personal flexibility, realistic goals and expectations, and a low level of

authoritarianism (Church, 1982; Hannigan, 1993). Language proficiency enables social

interaction and therefore the likelihood of faster adjustment. In addition:

Communication skills including listening skills, the ability to enter into a meaningful
dialogue with others, to deal with communication misunderstandings and different
communication styles as well as linguistic ability in cultures that have a different
language from that spoken by the sojourner, and interaction competence in one's
area of expertise, the ability to effectively communicate one's knowledge to others,
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and the ability to deal with psychological stress are all components of successful
cross-cultural functioning. (Hannigan, 1993, p. 267 )

Language proficiency will be shown to be significant in the adjustment of students in the

Adelaide Longitudinal Study. With regard to age it appears that while "younger sojourners and

undergraduate students have more social contact with host nationals both as friends and in their

living arrangements...older sojourners and graduate students generally report greater academic

and general satisfaction with the outcome of the sojourn" (Church, 1982,p.57).

Good personal adjustment is often hard to manage, particularly if the student is without family.

Difficulty mixing with Australians and having local students as friends is an issue frequently

discussed in the literature, including studies of Indonesian students (Barker, 1990; Daroesman

& Daroesman, 1992; Goold, 1989; Mullins, Quintrell & Hancock, 1995). Five barriers to

communication, especially inter-cultural communication, are suggested "(1) Ianguage; (2) non-

verbal communication; (3) perceptions and stereotypes; (4) the tendency to place different values

on the same behaviour; and (5) high anxiety" (Barker, 1990, p. 11).

It is suggested in the literature that one of the reasons Indonesian students experience this

difficulty is because, in line with Indonesian culture, the students wait for their host to initiate the

interaction but the locals tend to expect the 'visitors' to initiate interactions (Everts &

Sodjakusumah,1996). Certainly students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study reported similar

experiences where they were waiting as a 'guest' to be involved and the local students seemed to

be assuming that it was the responsibility of the 'visitor' to make the effort to be involved. This

tendency to adopt 'host' and 'guest' roles is concerning if it results in a negative 'introduction'

to interactions, particularly as Volet and Ang (1998) suggest that, for undergraduate students at

least, "students' preference/attitude for cross-cultural mix decreased./became more negative from

first year to second and third year of undergraduate study" (p.6).

Bochner (1994) and Furnham and Bochner (1986) argue strongly that making friends with local

students (host nationals as they call them) is vital for overseas students' culture learning during

their sojourn. Their research indicates that overseas students belong to three groups:

monocultural, bicultural and multicultural. Monocultural groups a¡e those where students have

co-nationals as friends who generally offer emotional support. Bicultural groups, where
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sojourners make friends with host nationals, provide opportunities to "facilitate instrumentally

the academic and professional aspirations of the sojourner" (Furnham & Bochner, 1986, p. 16).

Multicultural groups, those made up of a range of international students provide mutual support

and are often used for recreation. As Part 4 will demonstrate, some students in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study had almost exclusively co-nationals as friends, whereas some others had

very few Indonesian friends.

'With regard to interpersonal skills Asian students are often so conscious of being in a new

environment that they become very aware of norms and values, even more so than local students.

"The students seemed prepared to adopt such behaviours [behaviours exhibited by locai

students], even though they were often not accustomed to acting this way in their home culture,

and they doubted their English ability" (Barker et al., 1991, p. 83). Generally the greater the

difference in culture the greater the degree of self-awareness of the sojourner "whose

experience of culture shock will be severe enough to induce the self-questioning and cultural

analysis required for increased self-awareness" (Church, 1982, p. 557). For Indonesian

students who are very used to 'reading between the lines' and expect to have to work out what is

not being said, more so than what is being said (see Appendix A) this is not su¡prising. In

addition, Barker et al. (1991) and Bochner (1986) suggest these students realise that, even

though it may not be their preferred behaviour, they are prepared to adopt those behaviours of

the local students that they perceive have made the locals successful.

Task effectiveness is reflected in students quickly learning to approach their learning in a way

which seems to be expected in their new environment. A study by Volet et al. (1992) compared

learning of local and overseas students who were studying in the same course and institution.

They found that by the end of the first semester the learning approaches of South-east Asian

undergraduate students and local students had become more similar and more like the local

students. This lead the authors to conclude that approaches to study were closely linked to

specific learning situations rather than some inherent characteristics, and that the overseas

students were leaming from local students:

The similarities in the patterns of change of South-East Asian and local students

support the view that study approaches are influenced by students' perceptions of
course requirements rather than determined by stable personal characteristics of
individuals or cultural differences. (p. 20)
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Here Furnham and Bochners' (1936) contention that international students learn the salient

characteristics of the new culture might well have worked in a negative manner with regard to

students' quality of learning. In terms of the Adelaide Longitudinal Study there were students

who were concerned that they might lose their Indonesian identity if they adopted too many

Australian ways of studying and living.

Racism

Surveys of overseas students in Australia, Britain, Europe and the United States indicate that a

significant percentage of students experience some racism (Bochner, 1994; Hasanah, 1997:,

Jones, 1993; McMulien, 1992; Mullins et a1.,1995; Opper, Teichler & Carlson, 1990). Penny's

(i993) work with Indonesian migrants in Australia also provides insights into racism. Studies

generaily report from40Vo to 54Vo of students experiencing racism to some degree with seven to

ten percent of students experiencing racism as a serious problem. Hasanah (1997) reported one

Indonesian student as saying "Being an overseas student means being second class in the

campus society, especially in using facilities and encountering racism" (pp. a9-50).

It has been argued that sometimes it is diff,rcult to define which interactions are racist:

For example, a person goes into a shop and is treated arrogantly and rudely by the

shopkeeper. The customer, because of his/her different race or colour, thinks the

shopkeeper is racist. However, it could be that the shopkeeper is habitually rude and

¿uïogant and treats everyone appallingly. Equally the shopkeeper may be responding

to his/her perceptions of the customer's non-verbal characteristics. For example,

she/tre may behave rudely in response to the belief that the customer was rude first.
(McMullen, 1992, p.2)

An example from the Adelaide Longitudinal Study also indicates that when asked if they had

experienced racism, students often replied with something like "I'm not really quite sure what it

was they yelled at me from the car as it went past, but I 'felt' that it was negative, but I don't

know if this is racism [my paraphrase]." This was in contrast to some quite clearly racist

comments and actions in other situations to be discussed in Chapters 7 and 8.

McMullen's study (1992) casts some light on the reasons for variations in interpretation of

possible racism and the reporting of it. McMullen looked at 'minority' groups of students such

as Chinese students from Indonesia and Malaysia and 'dominant' groups, such as Chinese

students from Hong Kong and Singapore and analysed their responses accordingly. McMullen
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found that 54Vo of the total cohort thought that Australians were racist. However, only 37Vo of

the 'minority' group considered that Australians were racist blt 64.5Vo of the 'dominant' group

considered them to be so. The author suggested that this might have been because students from

'dominant' groups were unused to being recipients of racist interactions in their home country

whereas 'minority' students might have had considerable previous experience with racism at

home. This result will be considered in reiation to the Adelaide Longitudinal Study in Chapter 8.

Penny (i993) reported that length of stay, socio-economic class, ethno-linguistic background

and religious affiliations did not have a direct relationship to perceived racism. Howàver, women

in her study generally reported experiencing less, and men more, racism'

S/r¿ss and Anxiety

Many overseas students undertaking postgraduate studies are married, often with families, but in

the first instance most of them come to Australia on their own. If, after a semester's work they

are handling the demands of study, and if they feel financially capable of supporting their family

in Australia, they then seek approval for the family to join them. It is generally during that first

semester that Students are likely to experience their greatest stress and anxiety and also to be

without their family. Of course absence of family itself can provoke stress and may reduce

social resources used to alleviate stress (Edmond, 1992; Wimberley, McCloud & Flinn, 1992).

However, students' reactions to stress vary. Where the student feels there is little that can be

done, and in the case of being reunited with families, this is often the situation for six to 12

months or more, then the student is likely to adopt an emotional focus to the problem. However,

when students feel there is something they can do to alleviate the stress they are likely to adopt

the problem-focused approach or try to at least analyse the problem (Edmond, 1992).

A different way of coping with stress is suggested by Moos and Schaefer (1986) who argue for

a five task model:

1. Establish the meaning and understand the personal significance of the situation.

2. Confront reality and respond to the requirements of the extemal situation.

3. Sustain relationships with famity members, and friends as well as with other individuals

who may be helpful in resolving the crisis and its aftermath.

4. Maintain a reasonable emotional balance by managing upsetting feelings aroused by

the situation.
5. Preserve a satisfactory self-image and maintain a sense of competence and mastery. (p.

11)
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The effects of stress and anxiety arising from having to operate within in a new culture for

students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study are reported in considerable detail in Chapter 7.

Homesickness

In an extensive study on homesickness, Fisher (1988) suggests that with a move to another

location, in addition to separation anxiety and loss and intem¡ption to lifestyle, there is reduced

control "defined as mastery of the psychological environment. A person must learn about new

places, people, routines and procedures" (p. 43). Students may also experience a sense of grief

for the loss of family, friends, familiar objects and routines (p. a6). Defining homesickness as

"any condition of unhappiness or malaise following the transition to a new environment"

Fisher (1983) found that homesickness tends to be episodic, usually with episodes early

morning (particularly for males) and late evening (particularly for females) (p. 46). For

university students experiencing homesickness the degree of difficulty tended to correlate with

the number of homesickness episodes per day (Fisher, 1988, pp. 47-49).

However, students who had moved away from home in their previous life history are less likely

to experience homesickness than those for whom it is the first time (Everts & Sodjakusumah,

1996; Fisher, 1988; Hasanah, 1997). As Hasanah states it is clear that students who had studied

abroad before, and in English, "have a competitive edge" (p.32). The findings related to prior

experience of study overseas by students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study and their

experiences with homesickness will be addressed in Chapter 7.

Language Experiences6

English language skills are reported as a major issue for non-English speaking students and

their supervisors during candidature in an English speaking university (Ballard & Clanchy,

1991; Cowrie & Addison , 1996; Everts & Sodjakusumah, 1996; Goold, 1989; Healy, 1997:.

Phillips, 1988). Although students seeking entry to an Australian university have to reach a

certain language score according to a recognised test such as the Intemational English Language

6 While it can be argued that language and learning are so closely integrated that they should not be separated

in a discussion such as this, the fact remains that the literature generally addresses them separately and

students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study frequently spoke of them separately.
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Testing System (IELTS)? these scores do not necessarily guarantee that students will cope

easily with the language system, particularly as Ballard and Clanchy (1997) suggest:

Our broad theme is that many of the difficulties international students experience in
their study derive not from 'poor English' (though lack of language competence is,

in many cases, a real problem) but from a clash of educational cultures. (p. viii)

The English language testing system most widely used for students coming to Australia is the

IELTS which consists of the following test components: Reading (55 minutes), Writing (45

minutes), Listening (30 minutes), and Speaking (15 minutes). Four Modules are available:

Modules A, B, C or General Training. The different Modules depend on the proposed field of

study, for example Module A is recommended for the Physical Sciences and Module C for the

Humanities and Social Sciences (Kiley, 1993).

Studies indicate that language test scores and subsequent academic success have little correlation

(May & Bartlett, !995; Phillips, 1938) as there are a number of other factors determining

student success, for exampie "country of origin, first ianguage, areas of specialisation, and

attitudes to learning" (May & Bartlett, 1995, p. 2). There are also other factors which influence

srudents' language proficiency such as confidence and self-esteem. Phillips (1988) concludes

that students with poor language but with a positive environment were more likely to be

successful than those with good language but a negative environment.

Even if a language score such as one determined by IELTS were to provide some indication of

possible performance, universities do not always adhere to their own requirements. For example

"only llVo of [UK] institutions which lay down a particular standard of language proficiency

for their international students are thought by our respondents to stick rigidly to that standard"

(Cowrie & Addison , 1996, p.230). This is also the case in Australia where some courses have

agreed to accept significantly lower IELTS scores than the general university score. Healy

(1997) reported in 1997 that it was recommended by the Council of Australian Postgraduate

Associations that universities should set stricter English-literacy standards for overseas

postgraduate students. The Association suggested that the "appatent fall in literacy standards

The minimum IELTS score required for entry to The University of Adelaide is an average of 6'0, although

there is one course which accepts students with an average of 5.5 and a higher level of proficiency required

for some courses, e.g. Law.

7
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was being picked up by employers in their home countries" (p. 17). As a result it was

recommended that students should not be accepted for postgraduate study unless the university

was prepared to provide intensive language support.

Having said that, while language support for students is important, the type of support is critical:

It is an important function of English language support units to make explicit the

hidden expectations of British academia, in order to allow international students to

function as effectively as possible in their new academic surroundings. (Cowrie &
Addison, 1996,p.222)

Cargill (1996) in her article on the Integrated Bridging Program describes a program established

at the University of Adelaide to support international postgraduate students. The aim of the

program is to offer language-based support which is integrated within the student's discipline of

study. In this case language is taken to include the aspects of structure, presentation, genre,

discourse and referencing relevant to the student's postgraduate work. This program is far more

sophisticated than simply trying to improve students' English. Evaluations of the Program

indicate that students and their supervisors appreciate the breadth of the program.

In the next part of this chapter specific issues related to English language will be discussed

under the following headings:

. Speaking and Listening which are under greatest pressure in the f,rrst three months

(especially with the Australian accent and the use of slang);

. Reading-both linguistically and culturally;

. 'Writing-again, both linguistically and culturally.

Speaking ønd Listeníng

While the length of time in Australia seems to correlate with improvement in listening skills,

there appears to be far less of a correlation between the length of time in-country and speaking

skills. It appears likely that there are a range of other factors affecting the development of

speaking skills (Bradley & Bradley, 1984) particularly as:

The experience of the British Council is that, while the speed of leaming va¡ies from
person to psrson, students need between 100 and 260 hours of study to improve

their International English Language Testing Service [System] (IELTS) score by

0.5. (Cowrie & Addison, 1996, pp.223-224)
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Given the ea¡lier references to contact with host-nationals as a means of learning the 'cultural

tricks of the trade' it is clear that facility with spoken English is very important. In addition,

Furnham and Bochner (i986), Fumham and Alibhai (1985), Jaspars and Hewstone (1982) and

Nesdale and Todd (1993) all argue that friendships with host-nationals assist in reducing

prejudice. For example, Jaspars and Hewstone (1982) argue that to reduce prejudice five

conditions must be met. Firstly the members must be either equal status or the interaction must

be between majority group and higher status minority group. Secondly the social climate or an

authority figure must support and promote interaction. The third condition is that relationships

between host national and sojourner are intimate rather than casual. Fourthly the interaction is

pleasant/rewarding and finally the involvement revolves round a common task (p. 128). For

students experiencing diffrculty speaking in English some of these conditions will not be met'

In addition to speaking in social situations, in the academic environment students can have at

least two problems when speaking in groups 1) the actual language and2) their belief in whether

it is a 'good' (virtuous) thing to do or not (Balla¡d & Clanchy, 1997 , p. 67).

While students knew that they were expected to express their own opinions; this

form of behaviour was not expected in their home culture. They also felt they did
not have the English competence to knowledge [slc] about how to participate actively

in tutorials. (Hasanah, 1997, p. 83)

For example, many students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study expressed considerable distress

when in groups, for example tuto¡ials or seminars. On the one hand they found the discussion

seemed to progress at such a rate that there never seemed to be a chance to 'jump in' and say

something, particularly when they needed that additional split second to translate the discussion

and formulate a comment. On the other hand some students reported that they thought

Australian students spoke for the sake of speaking. Chapters 7 and 8 highlight the issues of

speaking and listening for the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Smdy.

Writing

V/riting is one area of concern identified in a number of studies (Ballard & Clanchy, L997;

Barker, 1990; Cadman, !997; Chappel, Gray, Head & O'Reagan, 1993; Goold, 1989; Hancock

& Mullins,IggI; Kennedy, 1995) and particularly by students in the Adelaide Longitudinal

Study. While students had some sense of their writing improving over time, when it came to the
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final stages of writing their PhD or Masters thesis, most still experienced considerable difficulty.

There apped to be three quite distinct issues here. The first is writing in a grammatically correct

manner. The second relates to the overall structure of the piece of written work and the third is

writing in a critical, argued manner.

It is possible that students may not have a tradition of writing a great deal in the sense of an

argued essay. Many Indonesian students, although they are likely to have had great deal of

practice in taking many notes and making summaries, "had not written essays at all before

coming to Australia; others had only written short ones, and had trouble with the longer and

more frequent essays needed here" (Bradley & Bradley, 1984, p. 285). Certainly is would not

be unusual to find Indonesian students who during their undergraduate years would not have

had the experiences with writing that provided them with ideal skills for postgraduate work in

Australia. As Rina in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study commented:

It's different not only because I have to read English but because the pattern is
different, just like in lndonesia the essay is just like you know, you can, you can

write lot, anything you want just like the pattern is not so rigid, and the pattern is

not so clear, just like you know you can [go] around and around and around

and....yeah. Here is much more structured and much more, you know, to the
point. So that when here...the student need lto write an] essay it's a certain

number of words, the lecturer limited the essay by the number of words just like

6,000, 3,OOO or whatever but in lndonesia generally...the lecturer never limited

the essay by the number of words so just like you know when I was teaching I

said to the student please do this essay at least ten or 15 pages, yet sometime

student just do four pages or the other is 15 pages or whatever. And it give me

headache. (Rina4: 60-73)

Given their lack of previous essay writing experience, Cadman (1997) suggests that:

Non English speaking background students can quite quickly learn to recognize the

genre landmarks of English and patterns of structural organization, and can often
grasp their signifîcance successfully. Their own writing by contrast, may 'improve'
very slowly, still often remaining to their department's eyes derivative and

uninspiring . (pp. a6-a7)

Of particular signif,rcance and diff,rculty for virtually all the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal

Study in the .initial stages of candidature was the critical approach to reading and writing

required in Australia compared with Indonesia. Critical thinking can be described as being able

"to present, both orally and in writing, an argument which leads persuasively to a conclusion

derived from...critical analysis" (Ballard & Clanchy, 1988, p. L2). There are two aspects to this
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difficulty with being critical. The first is feeling in a position to actually criticise another person,

organisation or program. The other is the critical approach to researching and writing which has

become such an integral part of Western academic life:

There is an expectation in Australian universities that students will not simply accept

what they are told but question it and examine in [src] critically, and this was

something that all the Flinders [University] students had to get used to. In
Indonesia, some people find it quite rude to be criticising others-not quite rude,

very rude. (Donaghy, 1994,pp.Il-12)

Not only do students suggest difficulty with expressing views that are 'critical' of someone else,

but the whole style of writing previously adopted by the students encourages a more circumspect

and less analytical style. This view was supported by three other studies of Indonesian students

in South Australia, (Donaghy, 1994; Goold, 1989; Hasanah, 1997). The experiences of being

critical for str;dents in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study are detailed in Chapter 8.

Reading

As outlined earlier, reading for Indonesian students is not always as difficult as it might be for

some other international students as many of the texts, particularly in certain disciplines, are only

available in English at Indonesian universities. However, as with writing, many international

students, including Indonesian students, have difficulty in reading critically (Ballard & Clanchy,

1991: Grabe, 1995; Parry, 1996). "The reason for this [plenty of reading but little critical

comparison] is not, in most cases, an incapacity for critical reading but a simple failure to

understand what was expected of them" (Ballard & Clanchy , 1997 , p.72).

This more general approach to reading can also pose real difficulties for students who feel they

have to 'read everything.' Learning the various strategies that are not only efficient and effective

but also culturally appropriate can be very time consuming and difficult for overseas students

(and many local students). It is "the ability to use appropriate reading strategies and knowing

when to use them and in what conditions, depending on different purposes and tasks" (Grabe,

1995, p. 45) which students need to develop to cope with the requirements of study in a culture

other than their own.
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AcademicÆducational Experiences

Western Approaches to Learning

Early studies suggested that some South-east Asian students had inherent difficulties with

learning in a'Western educational environment for example Ballard (1989), Ballard & Clanchy

(1988), Bradley & Bradley (19S4) Burke (1989) and Samuelowicz (1987). These studies

argued that students' prior experiences, conceptions of learning and knowledge, learning

processes and language pose difficulties for students operating in a different learning culture. In

terms of this study there are two dimensions to this difference, a Western learning environment

and a postgraduate learning environment. Resulting from some of the early literature a number

of stereotypes of South-east Asian learners have developed although some recent work strongly

questions a number of these views (Biggs, 1989; Biggs, 1997; Biggs, 1998; Biggs & Moore,

1993; Chalmers, 7994: Chalmers & Volet, 1997; Kember & Gow, I99I; Mohamed, 1997:'

Renshaw & Volet, 1995; Volet et al., 1992; Watkins, Regmi & Astilla, 1991).

Four particular issues are questioned and discussed with regard to the co-called South-east

Asian stereotype. These are that South-east Asian students are rote and surface learners; are

passive, non-participants in class; lack analytical and critical skills; and do not easily to adjust to

the academic environment (Chalmers & Volet, 1997). Each is discussed in turn.

With regard to rote and surface learning, there are two issues. The first is whether rote learning

is also surface learning and the second is whether South-east Asians students are rote and

surface learners. The confusion on the first issue seems to come from assuming that

memorisation is the same as rote learning. Where students use memorising to support their

understanding, or use repetition and refinement of concepts as a means of understanding, the

learning activity could be described as repetitive or memorising, not rote leaming. The activity of

memorising with prior understanding indicates a deep or strategic approach to learning. On the

other hand, where repetition is of facts, lists and such like isolated from an overall structure and a

connective set of concepts, then the activity can be described as rote learning and the outcome is

classified as surface learning (Bain, 1994;Biggs, 1990; Chalmers & Volet, I99l).

Whether South-east Asian students are in fact surface learners has been called into question by a

number of studies, for example Chalmers and Volet (1997) Biggs (1997) and Volet et al.
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(1992). These researchers suggest that South-east Asian students begin their study in Australia

with a deep approach to their learning compared with local students who tend to adopt a more

surface or strategic approach. However, due to the academic environment and assessment

requirements, often within a semester the South-east Asian students are more closely reflecting

the surface approach of the local students. Studies conducted in Indonesia also indicate that

Indonesian students, particularly Javanese students, are more likely than Australian students to

adopt a deep approach to their learning (Cannon, 1995; Meyer & Kiley, 1998).

With regard to the second 'stereotype', while South-east Asian students may appear to be

passive, non-participants in class, as outlined earlier, at least for Indonesian students, this is not

because they do not want to participate, but that they are still developing the skills to enable them

to participate without undue embarrassment:

Being quiet does not necessarily mean being mentally passive...[or it could relate to]

students' beliefs of what is culturally appropriate when interacting with people of
different status and other students and their concerns about use of language.

(Chalmers & Volet, 1997,p.90)

Indonesian, and particularly Javanese, students have a strong sense of when it is appropriate, or

not to speak (see Appendix A). In Adelaide Indonesian students take time to learn the verbal and

non-verbal cues to know when it is appropriate to 'join in' with a cornment. Combine this with a

sense of only speaking if one considers one has something worthwhile to contribute, it is little

wonder that these students do not initially join the discussion.

The third stereotype, that is the matter of analytical and critical skills, is akin to the issue of

srudents participating in class (Biggs & Moore, 1993; Chalmers & Volet, 1997:Donaghy, L994;

Hasanah, Ig97).It is not that students do not understand that they are expected to be analytical

and critical in Australian universities, but rather that they are yet to develop the skills. Certainly

students interviewed in a number of studies, including the Adelaide Longitudinal Study realised

the need to be critical and were keen to develop the skills. This topic is discussed in considerable

detail in Chapter 8.

With regard to the final area in question, that South-east Asian students do not easily adjust to

Australian learning context, Chalmers and Volet (1997) suggest that students adjust strategically

to what is required of them, or as Biggs and Moore (1993) suggest:
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[The students are]...continually monitoring the meaning of what others are saying,
and being very careful about how one expresses oneself and checking others for
signs of misunderstanding, an extremely metacognitive processes to have to do.

Thus these students, at both secondary and tertiary levels and independently of
country of origin, show more metacognitive awareness of their approaches to
learning that do native English speakers, although their actual performance in likely
to be inferior if tested in English. (pp. 317-318)

The reports from the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study will also demonstrate that

while some might have initially appeared to conform to the stereotypes of the South-east Asian

leamer, this was certainly not the case for most by Phase Two.

Indonesian Students in Australia and their Reported Problems

In light of the general summary earlier in Table 1, some of issues specifically related to

Indonesian students have been identified in Table 3. Barker (1990) and Moegiadi (1994)

examine the Australian environment and V/imberley et al. (1992) the environment in the United

States. As a result of, or despite, all the difficulties listed in Tables 1 and 3 Bradley and Bradley

(1984) suggest that, in the main, survival is one of the most significant activities in which

students engage. "As in the case of basic interaction, it is possible to leam gradually by living in

Australia; but just surviving may take so much time that studies inevitably suffer" (p.222).

Table 3. Problems for Indonesian Students Studying Overseas

Barker (1990) Moegiadi (1994) Wimberley et al. (1992)

. Use of language although

suggests that many problems may

be of degree rather than kind.

. Cultural issues including gender,

occupation, age and

communication.

. English language-need for better

bridging programs.

. Disliked overt competition in

classroom.

Educational concerns-study

skills, learning styles, ways of
presenting ideas.

. Difficulty understanding formal ' Changes in supervision.

communication (language).

. Problems with expressing opinion . Teaching of Bahasalndonesiain

(language). Australia (not the same as

Malaysian).

. Some universities, schools etc

charge fees for children of overseas

students to attend.

. Effectiveness of short-term training. . Difficulty with problem solving

(compared with expositorY

papers).

. Delays in certificates-revisions etc ' Confused by the US norms of
plagiarism.

. Difficulty with the transition to

being a student in US.

. Confused by registration

procedures.

. Not accustomed to having to

complete assignments outside

class time.
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Learning at the Postgraduate Level

Much of the research related to student learning at the tertiary level in Western education

systems has been focused on four areas, undergraduate students for example (Bain, 1994;

Biggs & Moore, 1993; Entwistle, l99I; Marton, Dall'alba & Beatty, l99l; Meyer & Sass,

1993; Nulty & Barrett, t996;Taylor, 1997) or adult-education classes for example (Baldwin &

Ford, 1988; Cross, 1981; Knox, 1977: Kolb, 1993; Squires, 1993; Tennant & Pogson, 1995;

Thorpe, Edwards & Hanson, 1993) or workplace training (Kirby, Knapper & Carty, n.d.); and

mature-age learners (Richardson, 1994; Richardson, 1995; Richardson, 1998).8 There is,

however, only a small body of literature developing with a specific focus on postgraduate student

learning (Cliff, 1996; Cliff, 1997; Hasanah, 1997; Meyer & Kiley 1998; Wisker, 1999). The

question of whether postgraduate students learn in the same way as undergraduates is only just

being addressed. Early indications are that there may be differences due to maturity, motivation

and context-particularly the relationship with a supervisor-but the answers are unclear. This

current study is the precursor of further research related specifically to postgraduate student

learning.

A Quality Postgraduate Experience for Student and Supemisor9

Considerable focus has been given in the literature to the individual relationship between the

postgraduate students and their supervisors (Ballard & Clanchy,1997; Channell, 1990; Connell,

1985;Elsey, 1990; Moses, 1985; Phillips, 1994; Phillips & Pugh, 1987; Russeil, 1996; Salmon,

1992; Yeatman, 1995). Despite significant work at some universities to train and develop

supervisory skills in staff, surveys of postgraduate students---either during candidature or on

exit-indicate that there is a consistent percentage of students who are dissatisfied with their

supervision (Armitage, 1997; Chipman, 1998; King, 1997;Powles, 1988).

Student dissatisfaction can be categorised into four main areas: personality factors, professional

factors, organisational factors, and facilities and administrative factors (Moses, 1985, p.4). Two

For example, Richardson (1994) suggests that one might expect that mature learners are more likely to

adopt a 'dèep approach' to learning compared with younger students and Entwistle and Ramsden (1983)

suggests thai "one of the main characteristics of people who have either had an extended education or had

talieì up studying again in adulthood, was the recognition that there are different types of learning

appropriate for different sorts oftasks" (p. 12).

See Appendix B for contextual information about postgraduate education in Australia.

8

9
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Australian studies on student satisfaction, one at the University of Sydney and another at the

University of Queensland, were examined by Powles (1988). The studies reported responses

from a total of 879 students (119 and760 respectively) and Powles estimated that about 205

(23Vo) of all research students are seriously dissatisfied with supervision. This figure was

generally higher in humanities and social science. A third study by Russell (1996) surveyed 39

students (3lVo of the total resea¡ch enrolment in the Faculty of Education, Humanities, Law and

Theology at Flinders University) and 29 supervisors (407o of the total in the Faculty). One of

the research issues was related to the constraints students experienced. The main constraint

reported by 49Vo of students was lack of support. Others involved lack of materials and lack of

time and time management skills. Table 4 compares the main areas of student dissatisfaction

proposed by Moses (1985), the studies reported by Powles (1988) and Russell (1996).

Table 4. Main A¡eas of Student Dissatisfaction

Moses (1985) Powles (1988) Russell (1996)

. personality factors

. professional factors

. personality clash

. sexual harassment

. professionaldisagreement

. conflict over authorship/ patents

. plagiarism by supervisor

. inadequate critical feedback

. lack of support (encompassing a wide

range of support)
. personal problems

. lack ofencouragement, pastoral care

and reassurance from the supervisor

. time and time management

. lack of material (literature, computers

and primary sources)

. unavailableliterature

. funding

. organisational factors ' availability of supervisor

. f'acilities and

administrative factors

Other studies identify the resolution of discrepancy between student and supervisor expectations

as crucial to the postgraduate experience of all students, and in particular international students

(Ballard & Clanchy,1997; Barker, 1990; Channell, 1990: Delamont, Parry & Atkinson, 1998;

Elliott & Aspland , !994; McMichael, 1992). An understanding of overall student dissatisfaction

is important in placing into context the dissatisfaction reported by students in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study.
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The student-supervisor relationship is a complex one where the teacher-learner relationship is

emerging based on an adult-adult interactions compared with the earlier undergraduate

experience of adult-youth. Tennant and Pogson (1995) suggest that:

The ideal adult teacher-learner relationship is not something [that] emerges naturally

from an adult teaching and learning situation. Issues of dominance, dependency and

control are as urgent in adult education as they are in school-based education. (p. 171)

Choi (1997) in her study which reported on 47 Korean students studying in Victoria, Australia

suggested that one of the reasons Korean students had difficulty in developing close

relationships with their lecturers was the different understanding of the student-teacher

reiationship. She suggested that in Korea the relationship develops from instructor-learner to

teacher-student with the relationship often becoming being quite deep where teachers can be

regarded as parents in some cases and where teachers acknowledge their responsibility (p.274).

One cause of dissatisfaction rests with the conflicting views of the role of a supervisor. For

example, is the essential role of the supervisor 'to chase up' and 'to bully'10 or is it to support

someone going through a personal journey which is painful, risky, exciting? If a student is

looking for someone to keep them on track and keep them working throughout their candidature

they might be expecting the 'bully.' On the other hand, for the student expecting someone to

travel the journey with them and support them though it, then they would be expecting the

second option (Salmon, 1992).

Obviously, the choice of supervisor by the student, or student by the supervisor, is very

important. Most international students have little or no choice of supervisor. For example, at the

University of Adelaide the usual practice is for an application from an overseas student for

postgraduate research to be received by the International Programs Office. This application is

then sent to the relevant Head of Department who generally circulates it to staff asking for

anyone interested to so indicate. Most supervisors take international students based on the paper

work which accompanies their application and very little other knowledge. Examples of

exceptions to this include visits by staff to various trade fairs or other marketing activities where

l0 While the term 'bullying' might sound inappropriate a number of students and supervisors interviewed in

the study reported thãt sometimes 'bullying; to keep them on track was just what some students needed (and

wanted) at certain times of their candidature.
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they meet potential students or perhaps academic visits where staff might work with potential

students or their colleagues. Another example might be where a staff member has close

professional ties with a government department as a result of discipline-specific interests and so,

over time, meets and gets to know potential students. Having saíd that, in most cases supervisors

are nominated prior to the student's a¡rival, each with little knowledge of the other.

On the other hand local students are in a position where they generally know their supervisor(s)

prior to enrolling (perhaps through Honours or their undergraduate study), or by reputation, and

the student is often known to the supervisor. This discrepancy between international and local

students is only one of many which tend to discriminate against overseas students. One or two

departments at the University of Adelaide have tried to overcome some of this discrimination by

providing overseas students with the possibility of two or three supervisors with whom they are

encouraged to work for several weeks each, before both parties make a decision. Issues of

allocation/choice of supervisor are addressed in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, particularly

with regard to the supervisor's appreciation of the student's culture and background.

Despite the focus on the individuat relationship between student and supervisor, and not denying

the importance of this relationship, for the quality of supervision to improve there must be a

greater focus on "how to develop institutional and departmental quality assurance processes

rather than a focus on individual student/supervisor processes" (Mullins, 1997 p. 1). A

department/faculty which takes responsibility for its postgraduate students will: provide

induction for new graduate students, have a research seminar program where research can be

presented to an interested audience, provide adequate access to help and advice on computing,

statistical and language matters, and provide a stimulating and supportive environment for

research (King, 1997, pp. 2t-22).

Having said that the provision of a quality supervisory experience is the responsibility of

departments/faculties, the relationship between student and supervisor remains one of crucial

importance. The role of the supervisor and ideal characteristics are very difficult to generalise,

particularly as they tend to vary across disciplines. AIso the student's needs, and therefore ideal

supervisory responses, vary during candidature (Connell, 1985; Hockey, 1996a Kiley, 1993a;

Kiley, I993b; King, 1997;Lee & Green, 1995; O'Rourke, 1997). In addition, a recent study by
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Kam (1997) explored the way in which students' role expectation of supervision interacted with

the way supervisors choose to supervise. Kam's conclusion was that expectations do in fact

influence practice and that "appropriate research supervision had no set prescription" (p. 101).

However, the elements of supervision have been described by O'Rourke (1997) as: person

centred and task centred; an instructional process and situation specific; "an intervention

process involving unequal power" (p. 30); a two-way relationship, that is "an arrangement

established on an accountable basis with certain obligations on both parties. Seeman (I973)

views this as an informal contract which is a powerful tool for developing interpersonal

relationships" (p. 31); and nurturing. Given these elements the qualities required of a supervisor

include academic expertise, empathy with a research culture, being a skilful teacher and

communicator, and being a skilful observer of behaviour. The qualities required of a student are

high motivation, single mindedness, persistence, commitment, intellectual curiosity, independent

thinking, maturity and self conf,tdence (O'Rourke, 1997,p'32).

Table 5 compares the results of four Australian studies related to postgraduate students' and

supervisors' views on supervisor characteristics. The study by King (1997) was undertaken at

Monash University. O'Rourke's (1997) work was at the University of Western Sydney

(Macarthur), and Kiley's two studies (1993a;1993b) were in a science department and social

science department at the University of Adelaide.

The desirable characteristics of a supervisor can be summarised in descending order of

frequency, as:

. Has academic expertise and knowledge of the research area;

. Is a skilful teacher and communicator;

. Provides guidance on the conduct ofresea¡ch;

. HaS time and makes self available for regular student consultation;

. Is committed to one's students and is prepared to 'fight' on their behalf and is enthusiastic

about their projects;

. Is able to identify students' individual needs and meet them;

. Has empathy with the research culture and is respected as a researcher;

' Is patient.
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Table 5. Comparison of Supervisor Characteristics

King
(!997, p. 19)

O'Rourke
(1997, p. 31)

Kiley
(1993a, pp. 15-16)1 I

Science Department

Kiley
(1993b, p. 22) Social
Science Department

. Shows a good

knowledge of research

area.

. Provides appropriate

guidance on the conduct

of research.

. Provides a clear picture

of what is required to

produce a successful

PhD thesis.

. Is available for

consultations when

needetl.

. A skilful teacher

and communicator

. A skilful observer

of behaviour.

. Intelligent, able to think

through problems. Good

knowledge. (. Good

communicator.)

. "Lets you make mistakes

but brings you on track."

(. Stands-by students.)

. Meets regularly.

(. Recognises students as

individuals).

. Academic expertise. ' Enthusiastic, interested in

project. (. Approachable ,

interested in students.) l2

. Empathy with a ' Approachable, good inter-

research culture. personal skills. (' Patient.)

. Respected for abilities.

(' Recognises each student

has different needs.)

. Prepared to 'fight' on their

students' behalf.

(. Available.)

. Approachable, & good

communicator. (' Familiar

with and interested in

topic.)

. Knowledge of research

area. (. Cares about student

as a person.)

. Reliable, punctual. (. Is

rigorous without being

destructive.)

. Reads work in good

time & in before

meetings.

. Indicates how work

might be improved.

. Overall provides

satisfactory supervision.

Significantly, the whole supervisory process can be seen as a sophisticated learning/teaching

activity. "supervising a research degree is the most advanced level of teaching in our education

system. It is certainly one of the most complex and problematic-as shown by the very high

drop-out rate of students at this level" (Connell, 1985' p. 38).

Where students, supervisors and departments recognise the learning-teaching nature of

candidature the notion of an induction program being the beginning and end of any 'teaching'

ceases to be reasonable. Instead, supervision is seen to involve all the ramifications of

curriculum, methodology, assessment and evaluation, including induction. Lee and Green (1995)

suggested that PhD supervision needs to be taken more seriously as 'teaching' and that:

I 1 For both studies by Kiley (l993aand 1993b) the top hve characteristics rated by students are provided first

with the top five characteristics rated by supervisors provided in parentheses ( )'
12 All supervisors assumed good technical knowledge as a prerequisite for supervising.
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Teaching as such remains a marginalised and devalued activity in the Academy, not
withstanding recent emphases through CAUTI3 and other agencies on improving
the quality and effectiveness of university teaching. (p. 2)

Shannon (1995) also suggests that "supervision clearly involves research, but I would claim that

it also involves teaching: teaching of a special sort" (p. 1a). The notion that PhD supervision

involves teaching indicates that there are skills which can be taught and which many students

need to learn in addition to the discipline-specific knowledge, attitudes and originality that are

integral to the area of research. In a project offering training to faculty members regarding

teaching international students Phillips (1994) found that 52Vo of 108 staff were having

difficulty coping with international students, which he suggested stemmed from differences

between teaching styles, assessment styles and learning styles. Kennedy (1995) in an effort to

remedy some of these difficulties suggested that the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee

develop "curriculum standards for overseas students lwhich] would be a guarantee that the

content, pedagogy and outcomes of curricula would meet their needs as individuals as well as the

needs of the countries from which they come" (p. 40).

One integral component of teaching and supervision is feedback to students, or as it is more

formally referred to in teaching circles, assessment. Assessment takes many forms and has

many purposes. In postgraduate research in Australia the most common form during

candidature is feedback on progress, that is formative assessment, with the only summative

assessnìent coming at the end with the Examiners' Reports (Ballard, 1996; Elsey, 1990;

Johnston & Broda, 1994;Kiley,I996b; Phillips & Pugh, 1987).

During candidature students are learning and developing a range of research skills such as

critical thinking, academic writing and experimental design. However, it is unlikely that students

will receive direct, specific assessment of these skills, but rather written or oral comment as part

of their overall progress. For students who are embarking on perhaps their most sustained

period of work on a single project, constant feedback that they are progressing along the right

track, albeit not necessarily a straight track, is essential for their work and well-being (Powles,

1983). The results of a small-scale study of assessment at the postgraduate level are reported by

I 3 Committee for the Advancement of University Teaching, funded by the Commonwealth Government of
Australia.
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Kiley (1996) in Chapter 6. These results indicate that yet again there are quite distinctive

discipline differences in the assessment strategies adopted. Nevertheless, Chapter 7 will

demonstrate the crucial significance of feedback, particularly early in candidature, for students in

the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

Student and Supervisor Availability

One particular area of ambiguity between student and supervisor relates to availability (Connell,

1985; Grig g, 1996; Noble, 1994; Powles, 1988; Russell, t996). "The commonest complaint of

PhD students is that they never get to talk with their supervisors. The commonest complaint of

supervisors is that their PhD students never come to talk with them" (Connell, 1985, p. 40).

While some students, local and overseas, are attracted to prestigious supervisors, the more

prestigious the supervisor, the more likely sheftre is to be travelling or involved in matters which

make availability to students a difficulty (Ballard & Clanchy,1997: Powles, 1988). Having said

that, there is some research to indicate that supervisor availability and adequacy of meetings are

very subjective measures. For exampie, Grigg (1996) and Russell (1996) indicate that

supervisors report that they meet with students more frequently than students report and that

supervisors cornment that they contribute more to the student's thinking and development of the

thesis than students report. These results are understandable if one appreciates that students may

well come with quite different expectations of their supervisor which, in most cases, the student

will not have made known to the supervisor and vice versa. For example, if students come with

an expectation of being able to meet with their supervisor perhaps weekly and that the supervisor

will provide close and detailed advice regarding the steps to be taken and the supervisor has the

expectation that the student will 'get on with it' and arrange a meeting only if there is a specific

problem, then lack of congruence in reporting is a likely outcome.

Of course, frequency of contact is in itself not necessarily a measure of satisfactory or

unsatisfactory supervision. Powles (1988) cites the results of a University of Queensland study

where 64Vo (n=486) of students saw their supervisor at least once per month (or when required)

and 86Vo were satisfied with this supervisory arrangement. Kam (1997) also concluded that

regularity of meetings had:
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Absolutely no effect on the quality of supervision, regardless of the level of
dependency on all three dimensions [of the study]. However, the number of
meetings in an academic year...as well as the length of each meeting,...and hence

the total time of meeting in an academic years...do show some significant
relationship with respect to all three factors [of the study]. These findings suggest

that it is not the periodicity of meetings that counts, but the frequency and time of
contact which matter. (p.91)

However, what is of concern is that Australian Postgraduate Award (APA) Scholarship students

report more frequent meetings with their supervisors than do Overseas Postgraduate Research

Scholarship (OPRS) students (Grigg, 1996, p.56). One might be able to argue that international

students 'feel' that they do not meet frequently (at least frequently enough for their needs) and

Iocal students 'feel' that they meet frequently enough for their needs, hence the difference in

(perceived) response rate. Be that as it may, if international students are not only expecting a

situation which is not the case, and they are meeting less frequently than their local peers (or

even feeling that they are) then dissatisfaction and concem are likely to be exacerbated.

A Supervisory Expectation Rating Scale (Kiley, 1998) has been adapted for use at the University

of Adelaide (see Chapter 7) and was used with students and supervisors in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study. This scale has been used successfully by other student and supervisor pairs

to identify areas where expectations about supervision, including meetings, can be shared and

perhaps resolved.

Acadernic Support

The University of Adelaide has a Structured Program for its all its research students (Kiley &

Liljegren, 1999) and an Integrated Bridging Program for International students (Cargill, 1996)

both of which are generally undertaken within the first six months of Candidature.

The Structured Program comprises Core and Directed Studies activities which meet the

discipline-specific needs of its students.

Within the Core, which comprises the knowledge and skills for all research

students, some of the specific areas which the guidelin¿s suggest each Department

should address included:
. Introduction to the requirements and expectations for successful PhD research at the

University.
. Issues to be considered in the identification of a research topic and the structure and

content of a research ProPosal.
. Preliminary identification of research topics.
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. Relevantdepartmentalprocedures.

. Introduction to University facilities to aid research.

. Exposure to resea¡ch methodologies and technologies and the critical analytical skills
required in the discipline.

. Skills needed to write and publish resea¡ch papers and theses in the discipline.

. Techniques for effective seminar presentation and participation.

The Directed Studies component of the Structured Program provides opportunities
for students and supervisors, in consultation, to determine specific knowledge and/or

skills which the students need so that they can effectively conduct their proposed

research. (Kiley & Liljegren, 1999, pp. 67-68)

For a number of overseas students, including Indonesian students, the need to audit or pass

various undergraduate subjects would be part of a student's Directed Studies component of the

Structured Program. The Integrated Bridging Program for International Postgraduate Students

(IBP) is classified as a Directed Study for all international students.

The IBP aims to show clearly what is expected of students in their Department in
renns of: academic writing; oral presentation skills; and the Australian 'culture' of
postgraduate study. Students in the IBP develop and practise their English language

skills using the concepts and vocabulary of their own discipline area....Research

students in the IBP do two core modules of 1.5 hours per week for 13 weeks, each

Ieading to production of a research proposal and seminar. Additional short modules
(optional) address particular needs of the group and individual consultations with
staff are available. (Kiley & Liljegren,1999, p. 68)

The Structured Program and IBP were introduced to the University within ayeat of each other

and only just before the Adelaide Longitudinal Study was commenced. As a result, it is not

surprising to note that many staff and students confused the two programs. It was common for

staff to consider that because students were involved with the IBP, an intensive program

provided by staff outside the departmenlfaculty, that they were not required to ensure that the

student was also provided with a Structured Program from within the departmenUfaculty.

Administrative Experiences

Financial problems are often reported for international students (Burke, 1989; Everts &

Sodjakusumah, 1996; Hawthorn Institute of Education, i988; Mullins et al., 1995). For some,

the worry over whether scholarship payments will arrive on time, or whether a scholarship will

be extended to allow for completion, is such that it significantly affects their work. For many, the

cosr of living is much higher in Australia compared with their home country. The issue of

finances for students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study was somewhat different, particularly in

the first few years of the study prior to the Indonesian financial crisis in 1998. As Chapter 7 will
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report, the majority of the students were financially more comfortable in Adelaide than they had

been in Indonesia.

All students on scholarships are required to furnish regular reports to their funding body. These

reports are generally prepared by their supervisor(s) and can, on occasion, be a cause ofconcern

between student and supervisor(s) as the time for the report draws near. Indonesian students a¡e

also required to report to their local consular representative.

Students are also provided with a student visa when they come to Australia to study. The

conditions on this visa require that the student must attend classes, engage in paid work for only

a certain number of hours per week, and leave the country as soon as the study is completed. For

research students candidature is considered to be completed as soon as the thesis is submitted,

not wbeîthe examincrs' reports are received and any revisions completed. One change to the

visa policy was made some years ago following the Tienamien massacre in Beijing. Chinese

students on student visas in Australia were able to apply to stay in Australia after their study if

they sought asylum. V/hile some groups of students have a fairly high rate of over-staying their

visa (Chinese students in particular other than those above), Indonesian students have a very low

rate of not returning at the completion of their study (Daroesman & Daroesman, 1992). This

could perhaps be because many are on scholarship, because of their strong sense of duty-to

family, institution and country (Meyer & Kiley, 1998)-and because of their desire to be with

family and friends. The visa requirement has another component to it, and that is the pressure

students feel under to complete their study in the time permitted on their visa. This pressure as

the students reported it in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study will be discussed in detail in

Chapters 8,9 and 10.

Student support services, other than language services, are generally not extensively used by

international students compared with local students. (Everts & Sodjakusumah, 1996; Hasanah,

1991;Kennedy, 1995; Kinnell, 1990; Mullins & Hancock,1995; Quintrell & V/estwood, 1994).

One of the main reasons proposed for the relatively low use of services is that many had trouble

identifying where to go for help.
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Summary of Early Experiences

As the previous discussion indicates there is considerable literature related to some aspects of

international students' experiences in Australia. It was suggested, however, that most of the

Iiterature related to postgraduate education focussed on the student-supervisor relationship and

issues related to dissatisfaction, with very little available on postgraduate student learning.

Further it was argued that most of the literature on international students focussed on

undergraduate students with problems and in the first two phases of their sojourn in Australia.

The next section will demonstrate that there is limited research that assists in the understandings

of students in Phase Three

Later Experiences (Phase Three)

It was proposed at the beginning of this chapter that there was little in the literature that

described the third phase argued in this study, that is students' change in the way they view their

study as part of life and the shift in expectation about retuming home and how they view this

change. There is research, however, on reverse culture shock (Berry, 1994; Draine & Hall, 1986;

Hickson, 1994; Oberg, 1960; Polita, 1990) which indicates that retuming home, for some peopie,

can be as stressful as the initiat move. Hickson (1994) describes her own experience in an article

on culture shock. Prior to moving from the United States to South Africa she went to great pains

to prepare for the anticipated culture shock and apparently the move went relatively smoothly'

However, her return to the United States was anything but smooth:

It never occurred to me that my expectation concerning my return home would not

be met. ..I now realise that the adjustments I had to make in order to live in South

Africa left me a changedperson. Now certain other adjustments have to be made in
order to function in my original society. (p.255)

To demonstrate the return home, what is generally called the ''W Curve,' an extended version of

the'U Curve', is used. The'W Curve'takes into account adjustment on return home.

AusAIDl4 and the Indonesia Australia Language Foundationls (IALF), where many of the

srudents in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study had spent some time with pre-departure English

l4 Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID). This name was changed from Australian

Internationalbeuèlop*"nt Assistance Bureau (AIDAB) during the study. The terms used through the study

will reflect the source and/or the chronological stage where appropriate.
l5 Note that the correct term is 'Indonesia Australia' not 'Indonesian Australian'.
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language training, use the ''W Curve' to prepare students for what was likely to occur on arrival

and then on returnl6. One of the main reasons for experiencing culture shock on re-entry is that

"While sojourners expect to be members of the out-group or minority in the foreign country,

they expect to feel at ease and accepted members of the in-group when re-entering the home

environment" (Polita, 1990, p. 86). As a result, having returned to a changed environment, and

where they had changed while they were away, returnees are likely to feel as if they are strangers

in their own country, when they were anticipating that all would be 'right', once they returned.

Fifty Indonesian returnees from studying in Australia were interviewed as part of this study and,

as reported in Chapter 9, most of them commented on degrees of reverse culture-shock,

particularly for their children.

What is available about Phase Three for students can be extrapolated from the literature that

traces students on their retum home. Three particular studies for Indonesian students are useful,

Daroesman and Daroesman (1992), Gardner and Hirst (1990), and Goold (1989).

Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) in Degrees of success.' A tracer study of Australian

Government sponsored Indonesian fellowships 1970-1989 reported a tracer study funded by

AIDAB and IDP in 1991. The purpose of their study was to evaluate the success or otherwise of

the Australian Government's Fellowship Program from 1970 to 1989. The study drew an

interview sample of approximately ISVr of the identifiable data base resulting in 251

postgraduates(p. 9).17 The findings of their study were, to say the least, disappointing from the

point of view of the Australian and Indonesian Governments. Individuals reported personal

benefits from their study in Australia, for example, increased confidence, increased income,

longer working hours (being equated with being more efficient), increased time management

skills and punctuality and enhanced use of facilities. However, despite the Australian

Government's rhetoric (Jackson, 1934) it was obvious from the study that where there were only

a few returning students at any one institution and there was little evidence of the institutional

l6 Bunari who was the student reported earlier who thought that culture shock only occurred when moving

from east to west was one of the few students who had not studied English at the IALF.
1'. The authors discovered very quickly that there was no single source of data about the number of Fellowships

offered to Indonesians over a twenty year period and estimates ranged from 4,500 to 10,000. However, they

determined that approximately 1,200 to I ,500 of the total of approximately 3,000 Fellowships awarded were

for postgraduate study.
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strengthening and enhancement that had been one of the major aims of the fellowship program

(see Appendix C). Few of the intervierü/ees were able to comment on any 'critical mass' effect in

improving their institution. It was rare for government staff or university teachers to be

immediately re-absorbed into their work on return home and it was common for them to return

to work with little or no notice. Few of the returnees had kept in contact with Australians, other

than in some cases their supervisor, reverse culture shock was particularly high and there was

little mutual assistance of returnees once back in Indonesia. Examples of this sense of isolation

and lack of support experienced by participants in the Returnee Study are provided in Chapter 9.

Among the sample of 25I, I\Vo had not received their award parchment (not including those

who had not completed or withdrawn) and it was common for returnees to comment on feelings

of isolation and lack of interest by the aid agency and their Australian institution. The sample

included people who spent up to four years or more studying in Australia, yet it is clear that

there is little expectation of systemic support and development, but rather individuals were left to

rely on themselves.

Gardener and Hirst (1990) in Returning home after studying in Australia: The experiences of

Malaysian, Indonesian and Hong Kong students reported a smaller-scale study that traced

students who had graduated from the University of New South Wales from 1984 to 1987. This

study included undergraduate and postgraduate students and private as well as sponsored

students. The differences between private and government sponsored students are illustrated in

the finding that while gOVo of the private students reported that their training was in constant use,

only 78Vo of sponsored students reported this. Ninety-four percent of the total reported that their

English language training had been particularly helpful, yet 30.8Vo reported that they felt they

had been discriminated against by local employers by having been overseas for study. As with

the Daroesmans' study, students reported a high need for support on returning home. For those

who had that support, and certainly not all did, it came mainly from family and friends. Again

there was little indication of institutional or systemic support from either Australia or Indonesia

and a re-entry program for returnees was strongly recommended.

Goold (1989) in The retunt home: A tracer study of Australian trained Indonesian women'

reported the experiences of 30Indonesian female graduates from Flinders University in South
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Australia. In this study Goold attempted to examine the problems encountered by the women

while in Australia and how their experiences related to education and values in Indonesian

society. The women reported that individual benefits included: increased knowledge and skill

(l\OVo); better career opportunities (7)Vo); promotion on return (60Vo); cross-cultural

experience (47Vo); and the opportunity to travel overseas (43Vo). Perceived benefits to the

country arising from the womsn's study abroad were reported by a significantly lower

percentage of the women and included: the opportunity to pass on knowledge (53Vo); being

better qualif,red for their work (507o); and improving the existing standards of work (23%o).Few

of them reported being able to implement change in their work-place with the main reasons

being lack of technical information, limited budget, resistance by senior staff and resistance by

younger staff. Also the classification and promotion system adopted in the Indonesian civil

service mitigates against change being made, particularly by more junior members of staff.

Again we can see that the benefits of study in Australia focus more on individual benefits rather

than institutional or systemic ones.

The results of the Adelaide Longitudinat Study being reported will indicate that toward the end

of their sojourn in Australia, students' thoughts turn to what is awaiting them on return. Most

were excited at the prospect of seeing family and friends having been away from their worþlace

long enough to perhaps overlook, minimise or forget many of the difficulties that are inherent in

their work situation. However, as Chapter 9 will demonstrate there is considerable reinforcement

of the outcomes noted above.

Chapter Summary

It has been argued in this chapter that while there is considerable research to support the concept

of Phase One in an Indonesian student's sojourn in Australia, there is significantly less related

to Phases Two and Three.

The discussion of previous research was categorised under cultural, language, academic and

administrative experiences. For Phase One cultural experiences were seen to be strongly related

to culture shock and its antidote, culture learning (Bochner, 1972). While it was suggested that

students adjusted to their new environment within the first 12 months one of the factors assisting

this adjustment was language proficiency. This factor will prove to be an important one when
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discussing the Adelaide Longitudinal Study. Linked with culture shock was the discussion of

homesickness, another Phase One phenomenon, which it was argued was experienced to a lesser

degree by students who had travelled away from family qne prior occasions. Be that as it may,

homesickness and culture shock were argued to contribute to stress and anxiety in students,

particularly during Phase One. This stress and anxiety was not only caused by being away from

family and friends but the very resources generally available to assist in overcoming stress and

anxiety, that is family and friends, were not available at this crucial time.

The literature regarding racism was also addressed under the heading of cultural and personal

issues and covers both Phases One and Two. Of particular concern was the figure of between

40Vo to 54Vo of students reporting racism with seven to ten percent experiencing racism as a

serious problem. As the Adelaide Longitudinal Study will indicate there was considerable

support for these finding within the small cohort of 33 students.

Culture, of course, is more than culture shock and the effects of culture were clearly seen in the

literature related to language and learning. Students' ability to participate in groups and to write

in a manner proposed by their supervisor was seen as being very strongly based in prior cultural

experiences. V/hile listening, speaking and writing were of particular concern in Phase One,

writing, it was argued, continued as a problem into Phases Two and Three.

V/hile there is a growing body of research to call into question the South-east Asian learner

stereotype, particularly with regard to rote leaming and non-participation in groups, there was

little in the way of research specifically related to Indonesian students. The study being reported

here is a contribution to a better understanding of Indonesian and postgraduate student learning.

The student-supervisor relationship was discussed under the heading of academic issues,

particularly with regard to the clarification of expectations in Phase One. Supervisor availability,

it was suggested, remained an issue for some into Phase Two. The significance of expectation

and expectation ambiguity will be developed in Chapter 3 and noted throughout the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study.

Discussion of the experiences of Phase Three was limited by the relatively small amount of

research published on this topic. While reverse culture shock is quite well documented the
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support for students experiencing reverse culture shock was limited. The main studies related to

students returning home after study, that is, Daroesman and Daroesman (t992), Gardner and

Hirst (1990), and Goold (1989), were also limited in that they spoke about returnees experiences

in Indonesia but there was little in the way of discussion about students' last few months in

Australia or their changing expectations of returning home. The results of the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study go some way to redress the lack of research about this third phase of the

students' sojourn and to provide additional insights into Phases One and Two.
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CHAPTER 3 STTIDENTS' EXPECTATIONS

Introduction

It is proposed in Chapter 3 that students arrive in Australia highly motivated (Andressen, 1993;

Andressen & Keichi, 1996; Biggs, 1989; Biggs, 1997; Cannon, 1995; Gatfield & Gatfield,

1994; Nasoetion, 1992) to undertake their study. This is in part due to expectationsl they have

developed about how the successful achievement of their award will assist in fulfilling the

important academic, personal and career goals. As the literature, and the Adelaide Longitudinal

Study suggest, shortly after arrival these expectations of goals being achieved a¡e often seriously

undermined by initial experiences resulting in strong feelings of anxiety and stress. These

feelings remain until students can re-build their expectations and gain a new sense of confidence

about achieving their goals. As the literature, discussed later in this chapter, and the results of the

Adelaide Longitudinal Study, will show, the degrees of anxiety and stress are dependent on a

number of factors. These include: the expectations students have of themselves and of their

supervisors and the role they will play during candidature; feedback on progress; whether

students attribute success or failure to internal or external factors; students' approaches to

learning and beliefs about what constitutes learning; and the spoken and unspoken responses

supervisors make to students in terms of supervisors' early perceptions about students' ability

to successfully complete their degree.

The mismatch that occurs between expectation and experience is usually exacerbated by the fact

that on both sides many, if not most, of the expectations, are implicit rather than explicit' In fact

often neither party is actually aware of holding expectations, thereby. leading to additional

ambiguity and misunderstanding. In addition, universities as institutions often have different

expectations of the service that they canlshould offer overseas students compared with what

students canlshould expect in terms of resources, support, administration and the ability of the

university to meet the students' academic requirements.

The Macquari the following dehnition of
expectatión... expectation' 3.-the state ofbeing
exþected. 4. a looked forward to. 6. (oft. pl') a

prospect offu ofprobability ofthe occurrence of
something. (p.329)
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Phrases such as "That's not what I expected!", and "I thought that you were going to..." are

not uncommon in the supervisory relationship (whether they be explicit or implicit) and the

literature on expectation2 provides insight into this key feature of the study. Chapter 2 presented

evidence that international students do experience problems, at least in their first six months or

so, although a number of these problems diminish over time. In much of the literature these

problems have been explained as being due to language difficulties (Barker, Child, Gallois,

Jones & Callan, 1991; Samuelowicz, 1987); culture shock (Barker, 1990; Berry,1994; Bochner,

1994); or differences in learning style (Ballard, 1989; Phillips, 1994; Zubir, 1988). In this

chapter, however, it witl be suggested that one of the reasons behind many of these difficulties is

the expectation gap. That is, the ambiguity between students and supervisors and their

expectations or the ambiguity between the institution' policies and practices and overseas

students' expectations.

Ambiguity of Expectation

Both students and supervisors start a period of postgraduate research study together

having numerous and diverse expectations of each other. While these expectations

have a superficial similarity at the general level, it is highly unlikely that these

expectations will be sufficiently similar for all students and supervisors for them to

be able to construct realistically a single supervisor's role. Indeed, it is these

differences in expectations for each individual and for each project that are likely to

be most important in determining whether or not the supervision is seen as

satisfactory for the student and for that matter, whether or not the student's

performance is seen as satisfactory by the supervisor. (Walford, 1981, p. 48 cited in
(Powles, 1988, p.40)

Ambiguity of expectation can lead to unhelpful or even dysfunctional behaviour such as wishful

thinking and anticipatory face-saving which may increase to the extent that they distort one's

perception of the probability of success (Jones, 1977, p. Ia\. This problem of differing

2 The term 'expectation' is very closely ali-gned with the word 'hope' and tends to refer to positive outcomes

(Le Pan, 198-9) and in Bahasa Indonesiaz for example, expect and hope have the same root word, harap-

The verb is constructed with meng-kan,leading fo mengharapkan,!. to hope for something,2. expect,3.

with the approach of.'With the addition of -an, one has harapan 1. hope, 2. expectation and then with

peng-an,there is pengharapanmeaning 1. hope,2. placing one's hopes, reliance, expectation (Echols &

Snaãity, 1989, p. 205). Therefore, we can conclude that in Bahasa Indonesia, the lingua franca of the

studenis in the study, 'expect' and 'expectation' are akin to hope and "Hope can. '.be regarde! as a shorthand

term of an expectaiion about goal attáinment" (Stotla rd, 1969, p. 2). As a researcher it has been necessary

for me to be âware of the proõability that the Indonesian students in this study were likely to understand

questions such as "Is thisiow you'expected living/studying in Adelaide to be?" as "Is this how you hoped

Iiving/studying in Adelaide to be?" Certainly when I asked the students in the study to talk about the verbs

'to hópe' and ito expect' they commented that to them the two words meant the same'
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expectations is exacerbated when students come from different cultures and different educational

environments from their supervisor and peers.

In order to handle this ambiguity, students call upon different resources. Some students are

likely to be more resourceful than others and can be classified as 'high resource' students, with

the others classified as 'low resource' students. 'High resource' students Íìre more iikely to be

helped by others than are 'low resource' students (Edmond, 1992). Hence, some students will

take action through other students, advisers or even directly with their supervisor in an effort to

overcome any lack of clarity of expectation. Other, Iess resourceful students, are likely to

become more and more anxious, less and less able to act, and less and less likely to receive help.

Sfr¿ss a.nd Anxiety arising from Expectation Ambiguíty

Expectancy-value theory (Darley & Olsen, 1993;Feather,1982:, Jones, 1977; Murphy Berman

& Sharma, 1986; Stotland, 1969; Weiner, 1936) argues that the level or intensity of one's

expectation of achieving one's goals relates directly to the value or anticipated benefit of their

achievement. "The concepts of expectation and perceived value that we use are framed at the

level of subjective reality and is what is held to be important for understanding a person's

behaviour" (Feather, 1982,p.398). In addition, motivation to achieve is positively linked to the

"perceived probability of attaining the goal and of the perceived importance of the goal"

(Stotland, 1969,p.7).

As suggested earlier international students tend to be very highly motivated particularly as the

expected outcome is generally highly valued (see Appendix A). Biggs and Moore (1993)

suggest that there are four main types of motivation. Extrinsic motivation arises from the

thoughts of rewards and/or punishment. For example it might be the anticipation of promotion

and increased income on return for students in this study. Social motivation is that which comes

from relying on the views and opinions of others. Achievement motivatior¿ is the student's own

sense of pride in achievement, for example, the sense of having completed a postgraduate degree

and having done so in a foreign country (see Appendix B). The fourth form of motivation is

intrinsic motivationthat reflects a desire to achieve for its own sake. The motivation of students

in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study is outlined in Chapter 7. These motivations were strong

enough to cause students to leave family for anything uP to four years while they gained an
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overseas qualification. It will be noted, however, soon after commencement of candidature

students are forced to come to terms with experiences that do not always accord with their

expectations.

While expectation can be positive, anxiety can build up and even become extreme if one

perceives, through current or past experience, a lessening of one's expected ability to achieve the

goal or if the goal itself is increased or barriers to achievement heightened. For example, despite

strongly desiring a goal, one's life-time of experience might indicate that its achievement is

highly unlikely. Another example would be the sudden imposition of a shorter timeline for

completion or lessening of funds, thereby increasing obstacles to successful attainment of the

goal. Anxiety can also increase when 'action' is lessened, that is, if the person is confined or

unable to take action. For example, if one is taken ill. However, students' goals and their

anticipation of achieving those goals are very influential in their academic performance.

Therefore, in this current study it could be anticipated that the value or intensity that students

placed on successful (or unsuccessful) outcomes of their study in Australia would have a

significant effect on their experiences during candidature and the congruence of these

experiences with expectation.

In addition, it is argued that an understanding of anxiety and possible coping measures are likely

to assist students take action with a subsequent increase in self-confidence and ability to cope:

The international student who lacks this information and understanding [about
anxiety, stress and culture] attributes the difficulties experienced to personal failings

or weaknesses and therefore hides the shame so thus becoming increasingly isolated

and vulnerable. (Edmond, 1992, p. 8)

Examples of anxiety can be seen with the student group in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

When suddenly asked by a supervisor to rewrite a section of a thesis when the student only has

a matter of weeks left on a visa, or when illness or family commitments mean that a student is

unable to study for a period of time, significant levels of anxiety develop. Students also

experienced considerable anxiety when they were not sure what it was they were supposed to be

doing or what it was their supervisor expected of them. In these cases students often worked

harder and harder to meet what they considered should be the expectations, even if they were not,

in fact, what the supervisor really expected.
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To summarise, the greater the desire of attaining the goal the more likely is the individual to act

to attain the goal, give more thought to how to attain the goal, and give more selective attention to

aspects of the environment relevant to attaining the goal. In addition, the more important the goal,

the more likely the individual is to attend selectively to aspects of the environment reievant to

attaining it, engage in more overt action to attain it, and give more thought to how to attain it

(Stotland, 1969, p. 17). On the other hand, the perception that one might not achieve the goals set

can lead to considerable levels of anxiety.

Postgraduate Students and Expectation

Postgraduate students generally are older than undergraduates-the mean age of students in the

Adelaide Longitudinal Study was 32 years. Postgraduate students are frequently married and

have children, they have been in the work force for up to 15 years and they have already had

experience of studying at university. Postgraduate students, due to age and experiences, are also

likely to have had greater knowledge of the cultural, social and political life in which they have

been working, studying and living. Postgraduates, particularly older students such as the

students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, also have very high levels of motivation as

described earlier. The work of Richards on (1994; 1995; and 1998) indicates that older students

are more likely than younger ones to adopt a deep approach to their learning, particularly as a

result of their previous learning experiences. However, while the section on postgraduate

learning in Chapter 2 suggested, specific work in postgraduate students' approaches and

conceptions of learning is very limited it is a reasonable assumption that students undertaking

postgraduate study are likely to have had successful positive experiences as undergraduates.

Unlike undergraduate education, the postgraduate experience is very closely linked with the

supervisory relationship. As an undergraduate it is possible, albeit not necessarily desirable, to

graduate without ever having had more than a passing relationship with one or two of the

university lecturing and tutoring staff. For a postgraduate research student the supervisor is

central to the experience, an experience that can be very rewarding, or very traumatic for both

parties, and can influence student learning and development in ways that are generally rare at the

undergraduate level.
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In other words, postgraduate students are likely to have qualitatively different expectations from

undergraduates which, when combined with cultural, social and political experiences, as in the

case ofthe Indonesian students, can result in specific and different expectations developing.

Expectations of Internøtional and Indonesian Postgraduate Students

One of the few studies of postgraduate international students expectations is a British one by

Elsey (1990). V/hile it can be argued that the mix of international students in Britain in the late

1980s would be different from the mix of international students in Australia in the late 1990s

(Opper, Teichler & Carlson, 1990) the hopes and fears of the students surveyed indicate strong

similarities with those interviewed in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study and the supporting Pre-

departure Study (see Chapters 5 and 6). Elsey's study involved 204 students at Nottingham

University and 354 at Loughborough University who had recently arrived from outside Britain,

to undertake their courses.

In South Australia a study by Chappel, Gray, Head & O'Reagan (1993), which was largely

based on the study by Elsey, involved 23 undergraduate Malaysian and Indonesian students.

Despite the simila¡ity in nationality with the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, the fact

that these were undergraduate and not postgraduate students was clear from their responses. For

example the main hopes of students in the British study were: acquisition of knowledge;

academic qualifications; development of English skills; making the most of the opportunity;

developing skills, approaches; and updating specialised knowledge, all similar to the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study. For the Chappel et al. study, on the other hand, the main hopes were: good

grades/certificate; finishing course on time; having enough time to socialise; better job and

higher salary on compietion of study and travel round Australia. However, the fears for the three

groups of students (Elsey, Chappel et al. and the Adelaide Longitudinal Study) were strikingly

similar. That is, failure; language difficulties; inadequate knowledge; coping with teaching and

leaming; exams; and communication with lecturers/supervisors. These fears were not dissimilar

to those of local students which is in accord with the findings of Mullins, Quintrell and Hancock

(1995) who found that differences between local and overseas students rtrere generally more a

matter of degree than of type.
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Where the expectations/tropes of students were met and their fears overcome they were generally

successful in their studies. Many in the Elsey study reported having assistance from supervisors

who understood their needs, with a major component of this teaching was time taken in

discussion as it was:

Seen as a definite aid to understanding, particularly of difficult aspects of a subject

requiring extensive explanation and where the free exchange of ideas stimulated
fresh thinking....The value of discussion as a very personal learning experience

should not be underestimated. (Elsey,7990, pp. 53-54)

Postgraduate students, due to age, previous academic, personal and professional experiences, are

likely to have qualitatively different experiences from undergraduate students. International

students, and in this case Indonesian students, will have a particular group of expectations that

reflect their cuitural experiences and motivations for study. Supervisors also hold expectations

of themselves, the student and the relationship with the student. Often these expectations are

implicit (for both parties) with the resulting potential for the expectations of each not to be met.

Student and Supervisor Expectation

Of particular concern to students and supervisors in the initial stages of candidature is the

relationship that they are establishing and the ways in which that relationship develops. Tennant

and Pogson (1995) propose three dimensions to the ideal adult-adult learning relationship. The

first is the political dimension, for example, the distribution of power within the relationship. The

second is the philosophical dimension, that it, how the relationship serves the purposes of those

involved in the relationship. The third is the psychological one, "the attitudes, expectations, and

actions of teachers and learners toward each other" (pp. 171-172). These three dimensions are

observable in the following discussion of the student-supervisor relationship.

Writers have described the student-supervisor relationship in a number of ways. Hockey

(1996b) cites Rapport et al. (1989) who suggest that supervisors and students are in a very

special relationship akin to tutorship where "the significance of the relationship stems from its

duality; the co-existence of intimacy, care and personal commitment on the one hand, and

commitment to specific academic goals on the other" (Rapport et al, 1989 reported in Hockey,

1996b, p. 363).
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From this description Hockey suggests the following types of postgraduate supervision which is

a clear reflection of Pogson's political dimension: 'infe¡¡¡¿l'-vvhere the notion of a contractual

agreement and trust a¡e of equal ii*portun..; 'com¡adeship'-where trust is more important

than the contract; and 'professional'-where the contract becomes more important than trust.

He reports that the majority of supervisory relations in the United Kingdom are more in line

with the 'com¡adeship' model or verging on 'informal' and there are very few which could be

categorised as 'professional', that is, as being based on a contract System.

There is anecdotal evidence that many supervisors and students, at least at the University of

Adelaide, enter the supervisory relationship with a sense of trust that each party will do what is

expected (although rarely is 'what is expected' defined or discussed) and that the whole

experience will be a positive one. (There are few cases of students and supervisors entering a

contract situation, other than following a grievance or investigation.) Expectations can include the

roles and responsibilities of both parties, expectations about the students' motives for

undertaking postgraduate research and supervisors' reasons forundertaking supervision.

While the trust is maintained on both sides-in some cases as a result of good luck rather than

good design-the relationship flourishes. Student and supervisor work together in an implicitly

agreed environment. However, when one or both members of the relationship break that trust-

possibiy unwittingly, assuming that the expectations were never made explicit-then the

relationship can quickly become fraught with difficulty. Generally, there are three options: a)

struggle along as is; b) draw up a contract with very clear roles and expectations; or c) end the

relationship by changing supervisors. Where 'contracts' are drawn up they are still generally

informal. For example, the student might a9ree to write up the discussion of each meeting,

highlighting actions and providing a copy to the supervisor within a given time. Part of this

contract would then be that both parties ensure that actions are completed and by the agreed date.

Examples of all three options noted above are observable at the University of Adelaide.

An example of misunderstanding and implied expectation is provided by 'Watie who was

reflecting on why she had difficulties with her first supervisor and realised that he thought she

was complaining.

And then [my supervisor] doesn't like if I complain about that [difficulty with work],

because I complain[ed] about that, I too much complain in my department.
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Sometimes [he] said Watie when you come here you have already passed the

IELTS it means you are able to express opinion, so what's point of that? (Watie6:

e3-e6)

The student reported quite significant problems while'she was working with this supervisor, but

it all seemed to change when she got a new supervisor.

He is good. lf I [am] talking about his personality, he's quite friendly and if we

talking with him if there is no reason to get upset about the other students.

He treats you like a colleague, not like a student?

Yes, like a colleague, he says'OK [Watie]what's your problem? Tell my anything

what you're feeling, tell me.' But then I told him about my work and then after I

explain that...and then he tells me'Oh you worry too much, shouldn't be like that.'

(Watie3: 146-152)

Student expectation of supervision is very much a result of previous experience. For example if

students in Indonesia expect their supervisor to tell them what to do, even if the student

considers this might not necessarily be the best approach (or even, in their opinion, the correct

approach), the student is unlikely to question a respected supervisor. This is very different in

Australia where supervisors expect their students to be critical of what they read and hear

(including from their supervisor) and for students to take a significant degree of responsibility

for their own learning. Two pilot studies conducted with postgraduate students in Indonesia

(Meyer & Kiley, 1998) found that there is considerable variation between different cultural

groups of Indonesian students in their conceptions of learning. Nevertheless, it was clear from

the findings that:

Learning experienced as moral duty,learning being influenced by the example of
others, and accumulative conceptions of lea¡ning, are important sources of variation

in Indonesian postgraduate students' conceptions and experiences of learning'

Supervisors thus need to be sensitive to the existence of such (possibly culturally

based) sources of variation and the powerful influence they may have on students'

learning and interpersonal relationship s. (p. 297 )

However, approximately two thirds of the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study

commented positively on the style of supervision their supervisor adopted, that is, significantiy

more informal, collegial and open than they would expect in Indonesia, once they adapted to this

style which took generally six to nine months (Kiley, 1998).
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Expectation of Academic Progress

The self-fulfilling prophecy will be discussed later in this chapter but certainly knowing what is

expected of one is crucial to a sense of confidence and self-esteem and the reduction of stress

and anxiety. One of the main areas of concern for students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study

during the first six months of their postgraduate candidature \üas not knowing how they were

going and whether they were meeting expectations. In fact, many were unaware of what was

expected of them in this new environment (discussed further in Part 4). Feedback for beginning

research students appears to be crucial for the potential success of the overall candidature.

A study by Kiley (1996b) sought responses from 57 postgraduate students at the University of

Adelaide (41 in a science department and 16 in a social science department). Students were

asked whether they had a clear sense of how their study was progressing. The responses are

summarised in Table 6.

Table 6. 'I know how I am going.. .' by Discipline

Science Social Science

'I know how I am going'

'Maybe...Hope so..'

'I don't know how I am going'

30 (75Vo)

4 (tÙVo)

6 (15Vo\

8 (50Vo)

6 (37.5Vo)

2 (l2.5%o)

When asked how they knew whether they were progressing and from where that information

came the most common way for science students was from their supervisor(s) (617o). Of

interest was that eight students particularly commented that it was the informal interaction which

they had with their supervisor that was so helpful. Five students (IzEo) reported that results from

their experiments were the most helpful form of feedback on progress and 12 students reported

that laboratory meetings were very helpful in providing feedback. Two students commented on

feedback from articles submitted for possible publication.

For the social science students, however, the situation was somewhat different. While the

supervisor was still the main source of feedback, in this case six students (38Vo) commented that

it was written comments on their submitted work which was the most significant form of

feedback received, with one student rating written comments second and another rating them

third. Included in these figures, five students rated discussions'with their supervisor as the main
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source of feedback. In only one case did a student talk about informal discussions with

supervisors rather than planned meetings and discussions. None of the social science students

commented on feedback from articles they had prepared for submission. This is not necessarily

surprising given that non-science students tend to publish less than science students during their

candidature and therefore there is less opportunity for external assessment and feedback on

work in progress. Hence they depend more on their supervisor for comment and validation

(Johnston & Broda, 1994).

Interviewees were also asked about the least helpful form of feedback they received. For many

science students this was a difficult question to understand, however, 11 of a total of 17 who did

mention some form of least helpful feedback, were women. From the comments the least helpful

form of feedback was definitely the Departmental Seminars as well as: "Being made to feel

'small' in the lab because I didn't know something," "Pessimistic comments," "Little

comment on written ,ilork," and "Work being attacked because of people's views of the

supervisor rather than the work itself."

For the social science students again the Departmental Semina¡s appeared to be the least helpful

form of feedback. One student commented "...the seminars are penance" and two said that the

seminars they presented to the Department were negative experiences, paficularly as one had the

work criticised by the supervisor the day before the seminar presentation. Chapter 8 will

describe the experiences students in the Adetaide Longitudinal Study had with feedback and the

significance of this in their progress and sense of well-being.

Factors that Influence Learning

Attributíon and its Effect on Learning

A reasonable expectation of successfully achieving a task depends to a large extent on self-

concept. Of particular importance are self-efficacy and attribution, that is to whom or what do

students attribute various successes or failures. There is an extensive literature on attribution

theory (Hewstone, 1983; Inglehart, 1991;Weary, Stanley & Harvey, 1989), a concept originally

attributed to Heider (1953). Weary et al. (1989) state that "an attribution is an inference about

why an event occurred or about a person' s dispositions to other psychological states. ' . . Hence

attributes may be perceptions and inferences about others or about self' (pp' 3-4). In other
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words, we are likely to explain an event in terms of what we think about ourselves or our

environment, including other people.

Internal attributions are those we consider to relate to ourselves, for example, 'The reason I

didn't write that chapter well is that I am hopeless at English.' External attributions are those we

relate to others and/or the environment such as, 'That chapter wasn't good because my

supervisor took too long to respond to the draft.' V/einer (1986) has written on attribution

related to achievement, an important focus for this study. He suggests four basic types of causal

attribution. The first two are ability and effort, both of which are classed as internal attributions,

that is they are a function of the individual. These two forms of attribution are considered to be

stable. The other two forms of attribution, the task characteristics and luck, are both classified as

external or a function of the environment and are considered to be fluctuating. As outlined in

Figure 3, generally it is considered that people with high expectations of success attribute this to

the two stable attributions, ability and effort. Failure, on the other hand, is attributed to the two

external attributions, the task characteristics and luck. For those with low expectations of success

generally the opposite is considered true.

However, there is research to indicate that such views of attribution are different in different

cultures and across gender (Bains, 1983; Bond, 1983). For example, someone from a highly

collectivist society might attribute success to the help of others and failure to lack of effort.

'Whereas someone from an individualist society might attribute success to intelligence and

failure to bad luck. As Biggs (1998) suggests:

Asians attribute success to effort and failure to lack of effort (more than to ability or
lack of ability). Westerners see ability as more important that effort in accounting
for success and failure.. ..This pattern of attribution clearly encourages perseverance

after failure where ability attributions predict a low probability of future success and

hence disengagement. (p. 728)
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Person with Internal Attribution
"If I am successful it is because I am intellectually able and have
worked hard. If I fail it is because of bad luck or the task was
wrong/too hard/the examiners did not like me. .. "

Figure 3. Examples of Attribution

Ability

Stable

Effort
Characteristics

of the Task Luck

Fluctuating

I
"If I am successful it is because of good luck and the exam was
easy. If I fail it is because I am not bright enough or I did not
work hard enough..."

Person with External Attribution

The 'effort' attribution with regard to learning by South-east Asian students is supported by an

increasing body of work (Biggs, 1990; Biggs, 1994;Biggs,1997; Biggs, 1998; Biggs & Moore,

1993; Murphy Berman & Sharma, 1986) and some work related to Indonesian students, in

particular through exploratory pilot work by Meyer and Kiley (1998). However, in terms of the

many of the Indonesian students in the study there is another consideration. For the Muslim3

students there was the ever-present sense of 'God's will.' The students explain it along the

following lines. "'We need to work hard and do the very best we can, and then if it is God's will

we will be successful. We can't just do nothing and then say it was God's will, but if we work

hard and we are still not successful, then we have to accept the situation as God's will [my

paraphrase]." This overlay of what non-Muslims would call an external factor, but which most

Muslims would classify as an internal factor, needs to be considered in students' attribution of

success or failure in this study.

Students' Conceptíons of Learning

There has been considerable research related to approaches to learning and students' learning

styles that are shaped by the student's conception of learning, his/her perception of the learning

J In this report the word 'Muslim' is used to describe adherents to the Islamic religion in preference to the

alternative term 'Moslem'. The terms Islam or Islamic are used when describing the religion itself.
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environment and its requirements, and the student's motivation for learning (Bain, 1994; Biggs,

1989; Biggs & Moore, 1993: Cannon, 1995; Emilia, 1990; Entwistle, 1991; Entwistle &

Ramsden, 1983; Marton, Dall'alba & Beatty, t99l; McKay & Kember, 1997: Meyer, L995;

Meyer & Boulton-Lewis, 1997; Ramsden,1992: Saljo, 1979; Volet & Chalmers,7992, Volet &

Lawrence, 1987).In essence the literature suggests that students adopt one of three main

learning styles: deep, strategic or surface.

Put simply, where a student has a personal motivation to understand what is being learned and

the academic environment, through the teaching and assessment styles adopted, rewards

understanding then it is likely that a student will adopt a deep approach to learning. On the other

hand, where a student is only motivated to pass and is not necessarily concerned with

understanding the material being taught, and where the teaching and assessment styles reinforce

this approach, then students are likely to adopt a surface approach to learning. The student with a

strategic approach to learning will generally determine what is needed to successfully

accomplish the task and approach learning in that manner, even if the preferred style is different.

"student responses to a particular learning task reflect not only the immediate demands of the

task but other much broader background factors which have mediated the student's approach to

the learning situation at hand" (Gordon, Cantwell & Moore, 1998, p. 2). For example, Volet and

Lawrence (1987) indicate "Goals determined students'management of their study, mediated

effects of background, and in turn affected outcomes of learning" (p. 19). Further research by

Volet and Chalmers (1992) indicates that, at least at the undergraduate level, students' learning

goals changed over one semester, in fact to lower goals.

Students' conceptions of learning, that is, what they think learning is (or is not) are shaped by

such factors as culture, previous experience, peers and family. One widely accepted

categorisation of students' conceptions of learning comes from Marton et al. (1991) who

contend that there are six main categories ranging from an accumulative concept of learning to a

transformational concepta. Further work, (Ctiffl 1996; Clifl 1997;Meyer & Kiley, 1998; Purdie,

Hattie & Douglas,1996; Wisker, 1999), indicates that there may be cultural nuances to these

The six categories are: a) Increasing one's knowledge; b) memorizing and reproducing; c) applying; d)

understanding; e) seeing something in a different way; Ð changing as a person.
4
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conceptions. For example, Cliff (1996) found that South African teacher education students

from disadvantaged educational backgrounds reported a strong degree of duty in their

conceprions of learning. The study by Purdie, Hattie and Douglas (1996) indicates that

compared with Australian students, "Japanese students' learning processes, appear, at least

partly, to be regulated by a belief amongst others that learning is a social obligation to one's

community" (p. 209). Of particular significance to this report is the postgraduate work of

Wisker (1999) who suggests that Israeli postgraduate students demonstÍate a somewhat

perpiexing conception of research as "exploration and creation, leading to change, yet often

display an accumulative approach which invests in causal links and categorising" (p. 16). In

addition there are the two pilot studies reported by Meyer and Kiley (1998) where Indonesian

postgraduate students were surveyed regarding their learning. These students reported an

accumulative conception of learning strongly influenced by a sense of moral duty as a

signifìcant factor in their conception of learning, particularly those self-categorised as Javanese.

Past experience, motivation and attribution are key factors in the way international postgraduate

students approach their learning. They "appraise their current context in terms of their previous

learning experiences. Central to this appraisal is their perception of reality in terms of their

desired or expected leaming outcomes and their role-identity" (Elliott & Aspland, 1994, p. 4)-

Self-fulfilling Prophecy ønd Leørning

Given the high level of motivation outlined above, supervisors are often taken aback when

students do not seem more active and energetic in pursuing aspects of their work. Of course

what they are sometimes not arware of are the difficulties some students experience even with

things such as approaching their supervisor. As Watie said when she was asked at the end of her

candidature what would she like to say to her supervisor if she had the opportunity "l would say

a lot to himl A supervisor should be understanding about the culture. Like here, if you don't

ask anything then it means that everything is OK, but in lndonesia it means that everything is

wrong" (Watie6: 98-1 01 ).

This expectation ambiguity, as demonstrated above, if repeated across a number of situations in

the first few months, can put the student in the position of appearing to be dysfunctional, and in

the eyes of a supervisor perhaps lacking the ability to undertake postgraduate research. If
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supervisors come to this conclusion early in a student's candidature, when it is most likely that

srudents wiIIbe dis-oriented and not performing to their ability, then it is possible that their

expectations of the student will be lowered with the following result.

Other people are not merely relevant to an individual's expectations about his [slc]
own actions; their very actions may determine the individual's potential for attaining

goals. Thus, the person's level of anxiety can be influenced by the perceived

effectiveness of groups and others on whom he is dependent, just as his level of
anxiety is influenced by the perception of his own effectiveness. Furthermore, just

as an individual can maintain a low level of anxiety by acting on the environment, so

also can he do so being in the presence of some other person who has been

associated with goal attainment. (Stotland, 1969' p. 106)

This view of the importance of others in an individual's development of herftris goal attainment

strategies and related anxiety, is most clearly seen in research related to the self-fulfilling

prophecy. The phenomenon was demonstrated by Rosenthal and Jacobsen (1968) in their book

Pygmalion in the Classroom where they described "how one person's expectation for another

person's behaviour can quite unwittingly become a more accurate prediction simply for its

having been made" (p. vii). The authors conducted a study whereby they told teachers that

certain students had measured highty on various measures of intelligence, when those students'

names had, in fact, been selected at random. The teachers' expectations of the 'brighter'

students over a 12 month period were actually reflected in a significant increase in those

students' performance. As the authors reported "When one 'knows' a child is bright, his

behaviour is evaluated as of higher intellectual quality than is the very same behaviour shown by

a child 'known' to be dull" (p. 54). White positive expectations are seen to enhance students'

performance, negative expectations can have detrimental outcomes on their performance.

Of particular interest was the duration of the effect of being considered 'brighter.' For the

younger students in the study the effect disappeared fairly soon after not being considered

'special.' However, for the older students, sixth graders, the effect lasted well into their next

year. Rosenthal and Ja.cobsen (1963) argued that this may have been because the older students

actually needed to be convinced in the first place oftheir 'specialness' and so once that occurred

it was more likely that they would maintain that view of themselves. The question of duration of

negative or posiúve expectations on adults is not clear. However, Knox (1977) suggests that:

'When adults engage in learning activity on a self-directed basis, their own

expectations provide the primary guide to activity, and other people serve mainly as
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Sources of encouragement and leaming resources.. ..However, when other people,

such as teachers, counsellors, supervisors and other participants, also take part in

planning and conducting the educational activity, their expectations influence the

Iearning activity. @. a27)

Although the actual pygmalion Effict is related to intellectual performance the self-fulfilling

prophecy can relate to all types of behaviours, not just intellectual ability. Expectations can be

.picked up, from 'key' people, in the case of this study research supervisors, and from

.bystanders', in this case other students, support staff, administrative staff and family. It is not

difficult to imagine the effect on a newly arrived student when her/tris supervisor says something

like .,I,m very enthusiastic about the contribution I think you will make to this project, given

your interests and previous experience", compared with "The last few Indonesian students I've

supervised have had real difficulties with English, particularly writing, so you'll need to do

additional classes to be able to keep up." Given that the work of Abouserie (1995) and Watkins

(19g4) suggests that self-esteem correlates positively with what can be described as a deep

approach to learning, the effects of the self-fulfilling prophecy are considerable.

As with students, supervisors' expectations are brought about by a range of personal, 
'

professional and interpersonal experiences, including relationships with previous students as ,

well as the current student. The bringing together, changing and adapting of these expectations,

that is the expectations of the student and the supervisor, will be shown to be one of the most

significant factors in the experiences of the participants in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

What Students Expect from University

Expectation described in the management literature is that of expectation of service. Shank,

Walker and Hayes (1996), citing Prakash (1984), suggest that these expectations can be

categorised as being either predictive, that is an "estimate of the anticipated performed level of

service,,, normative or "ho\il a service should be perfbrmed in order for a consumer to be

satisfied in a service encounter" and comparative which are "expectations of a consumer

encounter that are based on previous experiences with similar services or brands" (pp. 19-20)'

Expectations of service come from sources such as: word-of-mouth communications, the

particular and personal needs of the individual, past experience with using a similar service, and

advertising and marketing materials (Zeithamt, Parasuraman & Berry, 1990, p' 19)'
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Based on the reports from students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study it is possible to see how

students' expectations are developed from a range of sources. These students reported that they

mainly developed expectations about coming to Australia and the University of Adelaide by

word-of-mouth (frequently from past students, spouses and/or parents); marketing material from

the University, Embassy and media; and past experiencess.

With regard to prior experience, data for the 33 students indicates that three had completed an

Indonesian 52 (Magister),6 eight had completed a Masters and one a Diploma at overseas

universities. These prior experiences of postgraduate study, either in Indonesia or overseas,

played a significant part in influencing students' expectations and will be reported in Part 4.

With regard to parents' prior experiences as a source of expectation for the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study, parents' academic experiences ranged from both parents having received no

schooling to both parents with tertiary qualif,rcations (see Table 7).

Table 7. Parents' Highest Academic Qualification

Both parents with.. n=

tertiary education

senior high school

junior high school

primary School

no formal schooling

One parent with..

tertiary education

senior high school

junior high school

primary School

5

l0

J

7

I

J

4

4

J

In addition, most spouses of students had also some form of tertiary qualification. Given this

situation with parents, spouses, and colleagues, prior experience and word-of-mouth plus various

advertising materials the 'service' factor of expectation has been strong in forming students'

expectations about studying in Australia.

The most recent government survey of international students in Australia (Department of Employment'

Education, Training an Youth Affairs, 1998a) indicates that relatives and friends were the most common

source of informati,o n (42Vo), although this figure had dropped from 55Vo reported in 1992.

Similar to the Australian Masters degree

5

6
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A Proposed Model

This chapter has addressed issues related to students' expectations, how they are developed, how

they affect learning and the effects of expectation ambiguity. A theoretical model which

underpins the remainder of this study is proposed and outlined in Figure 4. This model has been

developed from the literature related to student learning, expectation, attribution, culture and

postgraduate education, all of which have been discussed in this chapter and Chapter 2.

From the model it can be observed that students achievement of goals, for which they are highly

motivated, results in high levels of satisfaction. The goals of students in the study can be broadly

described as increased knowledge, skills and experiences which lead to greater career, academic,

personal and citizenship opportunities. Conversely, non-achievement of one or more of the goals

can lead to levels of dissatisfaction, anxiety and even shame.

Figure 4. Proposed model of postgraduate student learning and expectation

Expectation influenced by:
. Previous experiences
. Promotional materials
. Expectations by/of others
. Attribution

Learning environment includes:
. role of supervisor
. relationship with supervisor
. critical approach to resea¡ch
. independent research
. access to facilities
. time constraints

Outcomes a¡e level of satisfaction (or anxiety) arising from having achieved (or

failing to achieve) goals regarding increased knowledge, skills and experiences

leadiñg to enhanceã ca¡eer, academic, personal and citizenship prospects

Learning and learning style, it is argued, entails motivation and attribution, conceptions of

learning, and students' perceptions of the learning environment. With their beliefs and

approaches to learning well formed in advance of their arrival in Australia, students are often

confronted with a lack of congruence with their expectations when they commence candidature.

I

I

Leaming influenced by:
. Motivation and Attribution
. Conception of Learning
. Perception of Leaming Environment

Expectation of the leaming
environment may or may not
match the leaming environment
experienced
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Stress and anxiety can result along with a sense of lack of control or ability to take action to

remedy this apparent non-achievement of goals and consequent dissatisfaction. For Indonesian

students, with their highly developed sense of duty and well-being of the group, lack of success

can lead to shame for self and family.

Chapter Summary

This chapter has addressed a matter which is significant in this study, that is, expectation. It has

been argued that students' expectations are formed from a range of sources, for example, prior

experience, parents, spouses, advertising and informational material. It was also argued that

supervisors form expectations, particularly from being a student themselves and experiences

with other (international) students. Ambiguity of expectation, generally due to the implicit rather

than explicit nature of expectations held by students and supervisors was suggested as one of

the main causes of stress and anxiety for students, particularly for those operating within a

cross-cultural environment.

A model of student learning was proposed that took into account expectation, attribution,

motivation, conceptions of learning and the learning environment. It will be demonstrated in Part

4 that the results of the Adelaide Longitudinal Study indicate that this model was a useful means

of identifying and addressing the factors that influence the successf"tr'l (or otherwise)

achievement of students' goals.
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CHAPTER 4 THEORETICAL APPROACH TO THIS STUDY

This chapter and the next, Chapter 5, address the theoretical and technical issues of the research

being reported which addresses the following questions:

. What are the expectations and experiences of Indonesian postgraduate students during the

first three to six months of being in Australia?

. How do students' expectations and experiences change over time while in Australia?

. To what extent do students change and what are the factors that influence this change?

. Do these changes affect their expectations of returning home and the experiences they

anticipate there?

Embedded in these questions are the propositions that students' expectations and experiences

change over time as a result of their experiences as postgraduate students studying in Australia'

The discussion in this chapter is divided into four main sections: the epistemology underpinning

the study, the theoretical perspective taken, the methodology adopted, and the research methods

used. Most of the technical detail regarding the conduct of the research, for example, how many

interviews were conducted, with whom and where, is discussed in Chapter 5 'Research Design.'

The discussion here outlines the methodology adopted for this study and the reasons why this

methodology was considered the most appropriate'

The Phitosophy Underpinning this Study

The approach to research and the research strategies adopted are influenced by the view of the

world, that is the paradigm, within which one operates (Crotty, 1998; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994;

Goetz & LeCompte, 1984; Guba, 1981;Marton, 1981; Miles & Huberman, 1984; Patton' 1990)'

The research questions can be asked and answered in different ways depending on one's

epistemology, one'S paradigm "world view, a general perspective, a way of breaking down the

complexity of the real world" (Patton, 1990, p. 31).By ensuring that I understood the

implications of my epistemology I was hoping to avoid the experience of Kapitzke (1998)' who

said ,,It was a sobering moment personally and professionally when I realised that I was in

effect, oblivious to the theoretical, epistemological and politicat implications of what I was doing

to myself and my community [being researched]" (p' 98)'
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Epistemology can be described as 'the way we know what we know' or 'how we know what we

know.' There are three generally agreed epistemologies: obiectivism, constructionism and

subjectivism (Crotty, 1998). In simple terms, someone ascribing to the objectivist epistemology

views the world as containing truths which need to be discovered whereas someone ascribing to

the constructionist epistemology argues that meanings aro constructed through the very nature of

human society and interaction with one another and with one's environment. The constructionist

believes that it is through human interaction and culture that meanings are made of the world. As

Crotty (199S) says, constructionism is:

The view that all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality as such, is

contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out of interaction

between humãn beings and their world, and developed and transmitted within an

essentially social context. (p. 42)

The person ascribing to a subjectivist epistemology on the other hand believes that meaning "is

imposed on the objeci by the subject" (Crotty, 1998, p. 9). Based on the above descriptions the

epistemology that underpins this study is that of a constructionist.

Theoretical Perspective for the Study

Arising from the three main epistemologies briefly described above there arise a range of

theoretical perspectives. There are numerous categorisations of these theoretical perspectives and

their consequent methodologies and methods which are often themselves categorised, rather

simplistically at times, as qualitative or quantitative (Crotty, 1998; Denzin, 1994; Guba &

Lincoln, 1994; Schw andt,1994; Stake, Igg4). Table 8 has been developed in an effort to clarify

these various categories in the context of this research. However, as Crotty (1998) suggests, one

can theoretically draw arrows across the categories left to right linking various perspectives to

various methodologies, and from right to left. One can also draw arrows up and down columns

to some extent, linking various categories resulting in, for example, a feminist critical theorist'

The theoretical perspective which both suited my view of the world and also the study under

discussion was Interpretivist. "The interpretivist approach. ..Iooks for culturally derived and

historically situated. interpretations of the social life-world' (Crotty, 1998, p. 67)' I wanted to

be able to understand the students' experiences from their perspective, attempt to see the world

through their eyes, and understand how cultural and historical influences had shaped their
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experiences. It was clear that the paradigm within which I was researching was one which had

the students as the focus and assumed that their experiences were valid for them' It was the

students' perspective, not that of the postgraduate supervisor, university administration, national

funding body or other group or individual with vested interests, that was the focus of this study.

Table 8. A Possible Categorisation of Research Paradigms

Epistemology Theoretical Perspective Approach to Research

Objectivism P os itiv is t/Emp iric ist re s earc he rs see the world as 'real' and aim to find the 'truth'

which then can be determined and generalised. They

want to verify findings and tend to use quantitative

methods which test hyPotheses.

Constructionism Interpretivist researchers believe that there are many 'realities' which are

constructed and that the researcher and researched are

involved in that construction' Rather than seeking

'validity' the constructivist is concerned with the

trustworthiness of her/his conclusions.

Subjectivism Critical theorist researchers argue that reality is defined by political, social and

economic circumstances and inquiry is dependent on

interaction between the resea¡cher and researched. They

believe that 'action' must result from the research and

the research is approached with a clearly pre-

determined perspective.

Feminist researchers. take as their starting point the particular way that

women view the world and so one could have Marxist

Feminism, Existentialist Feminism and so on.

P o s t - moderni s t re s earc he r s believe that the world is ambiguous, unpredictable and

cannot be categorised and generalised, The post-

modernist (with the term Post-structuralist often used

synonymously) researcher seeks different ways of

representing the world.

The interpretivist theoretical perspective includes three main theories of research: symbolic

interactionism, phenomenology and hermeneutics (Crotty, 1993). Symbolic interactionism is

based on the belief that what makes us human is the interaction with others in our community. In

other words, humanness relies on, and at the same time develops, culture. This form of research

requires the researcher to be able to put her/himself in the place, or role, of others so that

people,s actions are an interpretation and definition of the culture, organisation, norms, and
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values of the culture to which they consider they belong (Bogdan & Taylor, 1975; Bryman,

19gg). Role taking is an interaction and the reason it is symbolic is that "it is possible only

because of the 'significant symbols'-that is, language and other symbolic tools-that we

humans have and through which we corlmunicate" (Crotty, 1998, p. 75).

Also included as an interpretivist perspective of constructionism is phenomenology, a form of

research that relies on intentionality, that is "the essential relationship between conscious

subjects and their objects" (Crotty, 1998, p.79). The third form of constructionist research is

hermeneutics, having evolved from the practice of studying Scripture and making meaning from

the texts through the confluence of the semantics and the context of the text and its writers. For

example, Taylor (1993) argues that in student learning it is not possible to separate students'

writing skills from their understanding of the content:

What we find in teaching students how to use English in their studies is that clarity

and grammaticality stem not from the application of general rules to specific

"ontot, 
of meaning, but rather the reverse: students begin to read and write better as

their grasp of the iortrnt and rhetoric ín a wide variety of contexts of meaning

becomes more sure. (P. 61)

Clearly the cultural focus and 'placing oneself in another's shoes' role of the symbolic

interactionist reflected both the type of study being undertaken as well as my desire to

understand and tell the story of the students concerned. This theoretical perspective had

implications for the nature of the research and the methodology adopted. Figure 5 demonstrates

the development of the theory and methodology adopted for this study.

In summary, the constructionist epistemology leads to an interpretivist theoretical perspective

encompassing symboiic interaction and which in turn leads "the constructivisl inte{pretivist [to]

argue that the theoretical perspective one takes is central to one's inquiry" (Garman, 1994,p'5)'

HoweveL, integral to this study were the cross-cultural considerations which significantly

influenced the research approach adopted.
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Figure 5. Development of the theoretical basis for research (1)

Constructionist EPistemologY

Interpretivist
Theoretical
Perspective

Cross-cultural Research

Lonner and Malpass (1994) contend that "to say that the difference is cultural just means that

we have to look for the explanation in the details of how people live" (p.7). Therefore, it is

essential to appreciate that one must examine differences as well as similarities across cultures'

The rules of culture that hold true across all societies are termed universals. Universals are those

concepts, values, and assumptions that have been determined, by extensive research, to hold true

across cultures (Adamopoulos & Lonner, 1994; Kornadt, Eckensberger & Emminghaus, 1980;

Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition, 1979; Lonner & Malpass, 1994; Triandis, 1972)'

Each person shares certain universal behaviourai tendencies and other

characieristics with all human beings....At the next level, each person shares a

variety of group relatedcharacteristics with certain kinds of people....Finally, each

p"rron is tðtally unique-no two people, not even identical twins, are exactly alike in

every way. (Lonner & Malpass, 1994, p. 91)

When studying culture one can place an emphasis on the cultural context or an emphasis on

commonalities in human experience (Adamopoulos & Lonner, 1994). When developed as a

matrix, as in Figure 6 one can see that a focus on both the cultural context and the commonalities

of human experience result in an approach to research described as (Jniversalism' The mattix

suggests that the researcher working in Quadrant 1 would focus exclusively on individuals in a

decontextualised setting as no emphasis is placed on either research within the cultural context
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or on commonalities within humankind. Quadrant 2 researchers believe that there are 'universal

truths, that one can discover and describe without reference to the cultural context. The

euadrant 3 researcher considers that research into cultural issues must be done only within the

context of the culture. "The general theme in this approach challenges the notion of fixed and

universal truths in the explanation of human nature" (Adamopoulos & Lonner, 1994, p. 131). It

would be the euadrant 3 researcher who would focus on those questions that are classified as

'emic', that is those approaches to research that use only concepts which emerge from the

culture. Finally, euadrant 4 resea¡chers are those who are interested in examining commonalities

and similarities across cultures but are always conscious of the cultural context. "It is possible

to develop an approach to the study of human nature that emphasizes the importance of

psychological universals, and is, at the same time, sensitive to cultural context" (Adamopoulos

& Lonner, 1994,p.13). The Quadrant 4 researcher would adopt 'etic' tesearch which compares

different cultures on presumed universal categories. However, Triandis, Malpass & Davidson

(Igll) warns against 'pseudoetic' research that is, imposing etic concepts as if they are

universal but they are not.

Figure 6. Emphasis on the importance of cultural context and of
establishing commonalities in human nature in three major
theoretical orientations I

Emphasis on Cultural Context

No Yes

No

4. Universalism

1. Limited
possibility for
systemic
explanation of
human nature

2. Absolutism

3. Relativism

(Adamopoulos & Lonner, 1994, p' 131) (Published with permission )'

Yes

C)

C)
L
0)a
X
t¡l
ñ

Ø
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Having argued for an emphasis on commonalities, universalism also requires that research of

this nature has an emphasis on the cultural context. This leads to an appreciation of what one

might broadly describe as an 'Indonesian' culture, and again what could be described as an

.Australian' culture (see Chapter 2 and Appendix A), while recognising that both countries are

made up of many culturally-specific sub-groups of people.

One of the difficulties encountered in any grouping or classification of people according to

cuiture is that "'When humans categorize other humans, they tend to use stereotypes; that is,

they give the same response to different individuals (categorization) and associate specific

attributes to each category" (Vassiliou, Triandis, Vassiliou & McGuire,1972, p. 89). The need

to avoid the negative outcomes of stereotyping in a study such as this is essential. However,

stereotypes need not necessarily be negative, they can be descriptive of particular groups while

allowing for individual differences. It is this stance which I have made every attempt to maintain.

This study is based on Indonesian students studying at the University of Adelaide, in Australia,

and the researcher (a third generation Anglo-Australian) examining their expectations and

experiences within a'Western educational environment. Therefore the issue of identification of

possible similarities in learning experiences, but with sensitivity to the cultural context, underpins

this study. Earlier in this chapter a two-dimensional approach was presented as a four quadrant

matrix that indicated approaches to cross-cultural research could be classified as;

decontextualised, absolute, relative and universal (Adamopoulos & Lonner, 1994).

For reasons outlined above I have chosen a universalist approach to cross-cultural research (see

Figure 7).
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Figure 7, Development of the theoretical basis for research (2)

Issues in Conducting Cross-cultural Reseørch

Conducting research in a cross-cultural environment and understanding the two (or more)

cultures in which one is researching is formidable. Researchers need to have "a clear and

detailed undersranding, incorporation and explication...of the cultural context in which their

research is planned, implemented and reported" (Chesterton , 1986, p.2).

One particular concern, among several, in this study was reporting the findings. Two issues were

at play here. The first was that some students might not have successfully completed their thesis

due to delays and re-writing by the time this report was made public after examination. The

possible result could be the development of a real or perceived negative relationship between the

student and supervisors, department or University. The second issue related to the possible use

of the results of the study once students had returned to Indonesia. If comments reported

seemed critical of Indonesian practices, returnees might be at risk of discrimination by

colleagues, employers or government officers. Methods of counteracting these, and other

possible negative outcomes are outlined in Chapter 5, 'Resea¡ch Design''

Another issue in conducting ethical, cross-cultural research is the development of shared

meanings. This implies "not only knowledge of the meanings of words and phrases and of

grammatical structures, but also an understanding of the cultural setting in which the

encompassing
Symbolic

Interaction

Interpretivist
Theoretical
Perspective

Constructionist EpistemologY
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communication is relayed" (Chesterton, 1986, p. 5). Chesterton here is including non-verbal

communication as well as verbal. As this longitudinal study was taking place in an Australian

university (my .home territory') I had to be very conscious of students' reactions to letters,

comments, meeting venues and workshops which might imply an over-exertion of power or

authority by me due to the cultural setting in which the research was being conducted' It was

important that the participants not only considered that I was exhibiting a level of cultural

sensitivity but they were also gaining as a result of the research. This was not only an abstract

gain of having acted on behalf of the 'greater good'-all subsequent Indonesian postgraduate

students studying in Australia-but also their own personal good. As the Code of Ethics of the

Australian Association for Research in Education (1995) states "[researchers] should endeavour

to see that the participants benefit by their paficipation in the research as well as by the results"

e.Z).Many of these issues are additional to those for any research involving people, whether

the research environment can be described as cross-cultural (in the sense that the term is used in

this study) or not. Implications for addressing these issues are discussed in Chapter 5'

Research MethodologY

As has been stated several times, the research methodology adopted must be congruent, and in

fact must arise from the declared epistemology and theoretical perspective of the researcher'

Having already stated that I was working within an interpretivist, symbolic interactionist

perspective the methodology to be adopted needed to be congruent with, and arise from' this

perspective. A number of possible methodologies emerged, particularly those related to

ethnographic research. A particular approach which seemed to allow me to address the research

in a way that was congruent with my beliefs espoused above was phenomenography'

A PhenomenograPhic APProøch

phenomenography is an understanding of what leads to the development of conceptions and of

the relationships of those conceptions with one another and with the context within which they

are located. central to this current study is the notion of trying to see the world from the

students' perspective and so it has been important that, for each of the students involved in the

study, their experiences and conceptions were recognised aS 'real' and were no less real because

they might differ from someone else's 'reality''
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Marton (1931) argues that there are two ways we can look at the world: the way we orient

ourselves to the world and what we say about it; and the way we orient ourselves towards

people's ideas. He suggests that the second orientation can be described as phenomenography

(Biggs, 1989; Burns, 1994; Entwistle, 1997:Fnnz et al., 1996; Hasselgren & Beach, 1997l.

Johansson, Marton & Svensson, 1985; Jorgensen, 1989; Marshall & Rossman, 1989; Marton,

i981; Prosser, Trigwell, Marton & Runesson,1997; Svensson, L997) (Figure 8).

The following quote from the füm, Elvira Madigan, describes the phenomenograhic approach in

a very 'pure' form. Hedvig's lover, Sixten is talking with a friend who says of Hedvig "She's

changed the way you see things." Sixten replies "Mmm, yes she has. But isn't that.. 'isn't that

what love is? \ü/hen you borrow each others' eyes? You want...you want to...you want to know

how your beloved experiences the world from her side."

Figure 8. Development of the theoretical basis for research (3)

Constructionist EpistemologY

...us¡ng a
Phenomenographic

approach to

cultural research

with a

concept of

encompassrng
Symbolic

Interaction

Interpretivist
Theoretical
Perspective

This study speaks on behalf of the 33 interviewees. However, it was clear that providing a

regular, confidential opportunity for students to share their concerns, their triumphs, their

sadness and their happiness would influence their behaviour in some way. It was not possible to

predict the influence of the interviews on the students' progress and levels of satisfaction or

otherwise. In the scientific community this influence, the 'Heisenberg uncertainty principle'

argues that simply by measuring an object or function we are changing it (Gamow & Clevland,
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1960). In the social sciences the influence in more generally known as the 'Hawthorne effect'

that is, by being examined, researched, evaluated or measured human beings behave differently

simply from the act of 'having been done to' (Eysenck, 1993). The manner by which I

acknowledge and accommodate this influence is outlined in Chapter 5.

Having suggested above that a phenomenographic and universalist approach suited this study, it

was still necessary to determine a strategy or a method which would allow for effective data

collection, management and reporting (Figure 9). The case study method was chosen as the most

appropriate to achieve the outcomes (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982; Denzin & Lincoln, t994;

Huberman & Miles, L994;Meniam, 1988; Stake, 1994;Yin,1989).

Figure 9. Development of the theoretical basis for research (4)

Why Case Study?

Case study is one type of research that lends itself well to research that focuses on humanistic or

cultural differences, where the situation is unique, and where the information is credible

(Merriam, 1988; Manen, Iggi). Certainly the focus of my research was on cultural differences

and so case study provides a useful means of reporting results, particularly as the selection of

research type depended on:

...based on
Case Study

Method

... using a
Phenomenographic

approach to

.encompassrng
Symbolic

Interaction

Interpretivist
Theoretical
Perspective

Constructionist EPistemologY
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a the nature of the research question. The 'how' and 'why' questions upon which case study

strategies are based are explanatory as they "deal with operational links needing to be traced

over time, rather than mere frequencies or incidence" (Yin, 1989, p' 18)'

the amount of control the resea¡cher has over the circumstances; and

the desired end prcduct (Meniam, 1988; Yin, 1989).

However, the literature also indicates that when considering the use of case study one asks

whether a 'bounded system' can be defined, that is, whether "a case study is an examination of

a specific phenomenon such as a program, an event, a person, a process, an instruction, or a

social group" (Merriam, 1988, p. 10). I was researching within a bounded system in that the

focus of the research was on the experiences of Indonesian postgraduate students studying at

the University of Adelaide between January 1995 and December 1998. I considered that the

system being researched was a very complex one, with a range of 'actors' and that the insights

gained would certainly aid in understanding and improving the situation, not only for students

but for supervisors and related staff. On the other hand I was aware that the case study approach

would limit the generalisations that might be made to say all postgraduate students or all

Indonesian students. Clearly, this research method, while ideal for the research sample, had

limitations that nare recognised.

Definition of Case StudY

According to Bogdan and Biklen (1932) case study is a "detailed examination of one setting, or

one single subject, or one single depository of documents, or one particular event" (p. 58) and

the purpose of the case study is to find out what is going on within that system (Burns, t994, p'

313). While Burns (lgg4) suggests that "most case studies are based on the premise that a case

can be located that is typicat of many other cases" (p. 314), Denzin and Lincoln (1994) argue

that every research instance belongs to a general class, but is also specific. "Any given

classroom is like all classrooms but no two classrooms are the same" (p. 201).

The study being reported comprises: people (the students, supervisors, support and

administrative staff, and government and home institution staff); things (reports, surveys and

quantitative research); events (interviews, visits, social meetings and presentations); context

(location and previous experience); and relationships (interviewee-interviewer, student-

a

a
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supervisor, employee-employer, student-student and student-family). All of these components

match with the suggestion that "a case is constmcted by a set of features. These features consist

of a set of components, each one of which is comprised by its own set of properties" (Tripp,

1992,p.8).

Types of Case Study

Although using different terminology the literature indicâtes that there tend to be three broad

types of case study in qualitative research. As examples, the descriptions of Merriam (1988) and

Stake (lgg4) are outlined in Table 9. For this study an 'evaluative' or 'collective' approach has

been adopted, that is, the understanding of a larger phenomenon'

Table 9. Sample of Types of Case Studies from the Literature

Merriam (1988, pp, 27-28) Stake (1994, pp. 234'244)

Focus on detail

Focus on theory

descriptive which "presents a detailed

account ofthe phenomenon under study."

interpretive is "used to develop conceptual

categories or to illustrate, suPport or

challenge theoretical assumptions held prior

to data gathering."

intrinsic which finds out more about a

specific case-selected f-or variety rather than

representativeness.

instrumental provides insight to an issue or

refine a theory-may select on the basis of

the opportunity to learn the most from the

study.

Focus on evaluative provides "'thick description', is

understanding a grounded, is holistic and lifelike, simplifies

larger phenomenon data to be considered by the reader,

illuminates meanings and can communicate

tacit knowledge'"

collective provides insight into a larger

collection of cases or theory-may also select

on the basis of 'learning most' rather than

being representative.

Cøse Study Design

To assist in the design of the research, Table 10 was developed which compares the steps in

designing a case study (Hubeûnan & Miles, 1994; Yin, 1989). While in his five steps Yin does

not list a ,conceptual framework' he does suggest that the researcher should ask three questions

to decide what sort of research strategy to use "a) the type of research question posed, b) the

extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioural events, and c) the degree of focus on

contemporary as opposed to historical events" (p. 16).
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Table 10. Main Conceptual and Analytical Aspects of Case Study Design

Huberman and Miles (1994) Yin (1989)

Overview

Question

Assumptions

Definition

Sampling

conceptual framework-key factors,

constructs and variables

research questions

case definition

sampling-within and across cases

questions to ask oneself to define the research

strategy

research questions

propositions ('how' and'why])

units of analysis

logical link from data to proposition (pattern

making)

criteria for interpreting findingsTrustworthiness instrumentation-valid, generalisable

(interpretation)

Each of the stages outlined in the left-hand columns-overview, question, assumptions,

definition, sampling, and trustworthiness are addressed in the design and implementation of the

study. However, they do not appear necessarily in the same order. Table 11 provides an

organising structure for each of the aspects of the study as it links to this final report.

Table I 1. Organising Structure of Reporting Aspects of the Study

Aspect Description Chapter

Overview

Question

Assumptions

Definition

Sampling

The paradigm within which the study is located

The research question and purpose ofthe study

Personal assumptions, biases and views as well as possible propositions

Defining the methodology adopted and the 'bounded system' of the study

Explanation of method for seeking information and for selecting information to

be analysed

Methods for interpreting the data and for conf,rrming it

Criteria for interpreting data

4

1

1

4&5
5

Trustworthiness

Inteçretation

5 &6
4

Sources of Informøtion

As outlined earlier, case study relies on a range of sources of information including

documentation, direct observation, archival material, participant observation, interviews and

physical artifacts (Yin, 1989). This study accessed information through a range of sources,

including: in-depth, semi-structured interviews over time with 33 Indonesian postgraduate

students; interviews and workshops (W'shop) and/or discussions with supervisors, support and

administrative staff at the University of Adelaide; surveys of supervisors; program evaluations;

email and mail correspondence (C'spnd); interviews with senior staff and returnee students in a
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range of Indonesian organisations; interviews with staff of funding bodies; and student surveys.

Table 12 provides a summary of the sources of information used. The details of how each of the

above data collection types was used are provided in Chapter 5. However, it was the in-depth,

repeated student interviews where "the researcher [was] bent-on understanding in considerable

detail, how people...think and how they came to develop the perspectives they hold" (Bogdan &

Biklen, 1982,p- 55) that provided the main source of information for the case studies:

The purpose of interviewing is to find out what is in and on someone's mind' The

purpôse of open-ended interviewing is not to put things in someone's mind (for

ãxample, the interviewer's preconceived categories of organizing the world) but to

u.""si the perspective of the person being interviewed. (Patton, 1990, p.278)

Table 12. Matrix of Data Source and Collection Type

Source Data collection

Inventorv Reoort

tyPe

Ratins C'sond W'shoPSurvev

Indonesian students at

Adelaide University

Supervisors

Administrative staff

Support staff

Funding bodies

Indonesian Senior Staff

Studens in Indonesia

Literature

X

X

X

X

X

X

x X X X X

X

X

X

XX

X

In-depth interviews within a case study approach allow for the contacts being repeated and for

the development of rapport over time. This style of interview also means that the informant's

perspective is able to emerge through the use of language natural to them rather than trying to

understand and fit into the concepts of the study. As rapport develops so the informant is seen

as having equal status to the researcher in the dialogue rather than being a guinea pig (Burns'

1994,p.218). Therefore, there is:

A 'real' conversation with 'give and take' and empathic understanding" "This
makes the interview more honest, morally sound, and reliable, because it treats the

respondent as an equal, allows him or her to express personal feelings, and therefore

presents a more 'reãtstic' picture than can be uncovered using traditional interview

methods. (Fontana & Frey, 1994,p.371)
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'Real' conversation was certainly the method used in this study. My own role as a postgraduate

research student, working and living through many of the Same experiences as the students

involved in the study, meant that there were many shared understandings and experiences. In

fact, it could be argued that the quality of the interviews and responses made were substantially

enhanced due to the student-student nature of interviewer and interviewee. Also, having

experienced a significant level of 'culture shock' for the first three months living in Indonesia

there was again an area of common understanding and empathy. "The researcher must adapt to

the world of the individuals studied and try to share their concerns and outlooks" (Fontana &

Frey,1994,p.371). Students were invited to ask personal or professional questions of rne

throughout each interview and "Do you have any questions for me?" was asked at the end of

every interview. It is true to say that in the study being reported the material from the intensive

interviews was "the joint product of the questions as perceived by informants and the social

situational circumstances within which the questions were put to them" (Brenner, 1985, p' 154)'

Within this context, however, it is recognised that an in-depth study involving 33 students, even

when supported by published research, limits broad generalisations of the results'

Sampling

The literature generally discusses two different processes of sampling within a qualitative

research study: a) sampling possible participants while seeking information, and b) sampling the

information gained during analysis and reporting (Bogdan & Taylor, I975; Burns' 1994;

Huberman & Miles, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1994; Yin, 1989). While sampling of the

information is discussed in the next section of the chapter, the method of sampling participants

is discussed in this section.

Two kinds of sampling of participants are proposed: non-probability sampling and theoretical

sampling. For example, one form of non-probability sampling is snowballing sampling-where

one person teils about another person who could be involved in the study (Burns, 1994)' This

occurred in the study undertaken here where administrative staff at the University of Adelaide

and in institutions in Indonesia were asked to provide names, or categories of other participants,

who shoutd be approached to contribute to the study. In addition to non-probability

(snowballing sampling) the main method of sampling was theoretical sampling where the
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collection of data was influenced by the theory that is developing. Theoretical sampling allows

for the sample to be changed and"/or extended as the theory develops' The purpose of theoretical

sampling is to assist in the discovery and development of categories.

Chapter 5 outlines how these sampling strategies operated in practice. In brief, while the student

cohort remained stable the additional people interviewed and the small scale 'sub-research

projects' involved arose from the responses received from students during the interviews and

workshops. For example, the inclusion of the Returnee Study was a direct outcome of the

emerging theory that expectations of returning home significantly influenced students'

experiences while in Australia.

The sampling in this study can be discussed at two levels: sampling of participants, and

sampling within cases. Details of how and why various participants were invited to take part and

details of how information was analysed will be provided in Chapter 5 'Research Design''

Analysis

Within this study, there are many individual cases and the danger exists that in trying to

generalise across them that they "will be analyzed at high levels of inference, ag}regating out the

local webs of causality and ending with a smoothed set of generalizations which may not apply

to any one case" (Huberman & Miles, Igg4, p. a3j). However, aS a way of overcoming the

,over-generalised, possibility the following cross-case analysis strategies have been adopted

(Denzin, 1994; Huberman & Miles ,1994; Yin, 1989)'

l. Case-oriented strategi¿s, including replication of cases, the inductive building-up of

framework using grounded theory and the use of multiple exemplars.

Z. Variable-oriented strategies where one looks for themes and pattern clarification across

cases.

3. Mixed strategiesusing interactive synthesis where individual case synopses are prepared

and then cross-case narratives are developed based on themes.

For this study all three strategies have been used. Case-oriented strategi¿s have been used when

analysing for development over time, looking for changes in attitude and approach throughout

the candidature of students. To analyse for particular themes and variables, for example, course

type, employment background and previous academic experiences variable-oriented strategies
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have been adopted. The third, mixed strategies was adopted to allow for analysis which might

not otherwise have been obvious through the other methods.

To enable insightful analysis one of the requirements is that data analysis occurs throughout

data collection. "Analysis during data collection lets the field worker cycle back and forth

between thinking about the existing data and generating strategies for collecting new---often

better quality-data" (Miles & Huberman, !984, p. 49). This process allows for the data to be

"both the evidence and the clues" (Bogdan & Taylor, I975,p.73)'

Ongoing analysis was adopted in this study in three particular ways given the 'staggered' nature

of the cohort as outlined in Table 13 and thlee strategies were adopted.

Table 13. Outline of Cohort

February 1995

Cohort I
July 1995

Cohort 2

February 1997

Cohort 3

July 1996

Cohort 4

Total

.l 
6 students 8 students 4 students 5 students 33 students

The first strategy adopted was the analysis of previous interviews to assist in the development of

the next set of questions for the first cohort. The second strategy was the use of student

workshops. These were held in each fourth quarter. At these workshops the results of the study

were reported to the students for critical comment and suggestions sought for further

questioning and research. The third strategy was the actual analysis of a set of interviews. For

example, once interview one had been completed for all four cohorts then the first interviews for

aII the students were analysed. This form of analysis enabled any differences between the

cohorts to become evident, and also enabled a more comprehensive picture to develop.

Trustworthiness

Rather than using the term 'validity' which is identified with quantitative research, Guba (1981)

refers to the term 'trustworthiness' (pp.79-80). The literature generally suggests two main ways

for ensuring the trustworthiness of qualitative research, a) saturation, and b) triangulation

(Denzin, 1990; Glaser & Strauss,1967;Hopkins, Bollington & Hewett, 1989;Mathison' 1998)'

Saturation is described as follows:
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If, on repeated testing the category is found wanting, it is then discarded"'the

concept is modified, refined and amplified...repeated observation leads neither to

refutaiion or amplification and only serves to suppoft the hypothesis. (Hopkins et

al., 1989, pp.64-65)

Triangulation on the other hand "is the application and combination of several research

methodologies in the study of the same phenomenon" (Denzin, 1990, p. 592). Four types of

triangulation are suggested: use of different data, including different time, space and persons, use

of different investigators, use of more than one theoretical scheme, and use of more that one

methodological strategy (Denzin, 1990, p. 593). The three outcomes of triangulation are

convergence, inconsistency and contradiction. Inconsistency and contradiction are particularly

helpfut to the researcher in gaining a greater understanding of the phenomenon (Mathison,

1998) because they pose questions to the researcher as to why there are contradictions or

rnconsrstenctes

When hypotheses or concepts are validated by saturation or triangulation the "qualitative

researchers are producing what Guba and Strauss called 'grounded theory', because it is theory

grounded in data gathered from, and applicable to, a specific social setting" (Hopkins et al.,

1989, p. 66).

Both saturation and triangulation have been used in this study. The triangulation exercise used

different persons, place and time-different students, supervisors, support staff, employers and

funding bodies in Australian and Indonesia over a period of four years and using interview,

rating scale, inventory and correspondence. Saturation has occurred through asking the same

question of a range of people until the responses were confirmed or not. In addition, certain

questions were asked of the same students but at different times of their candidature.

The use of the term 'trustworthiness' implies a strong 'moral and ethical' imperative for the

qualitative researcher (Guba, 1981). Can the researcher be 'trusted' to act in an ethical manner in

the way she seeks, anaiyses and reports her information? How can she ensure that her results are

.trustworthy'? The concept of 'trustworthiness' in research is fundamental to the whole pursuit

of phenomenographic research and central to my thinking as a researcher in this study.
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Ethics

Various ethical positions in research are proposed (Denzin, 1994; Fine, 1994: Fontana & Frey,

1994;punch, tg94).The absolurlsr position is one where a researcher has no right to invade the

privacy of others. This is quite different from t\te deceptlon position which suggests that

anything is acceptable 'in the name of science, truth and understanding.' The relativist position,

on the other hand, argues that one should only study problems flowing from one's own

experience, whereas the contextualizedposition argues that all research is contextual. Finally the

consequentialist position considers that each research act has a consequence.

The contextualized-consequentialist model...builds on four principles...mutual

respect, noncoercion and nonmanipulation, the support of democratic values and

institutions, and the belief that every research act implies, moral and ethical decisions

that are contextual. Every ethical decision, that is, affects others with immediate and

long range consequences. These consequences involve personal values held by the

researcher and those studied. (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994,pp'2I-22)

prior to commencing this study it was clear that there were serious ethical considerations given

that in conducting the study there would be contextual and consequential decisions particularly

for the students and to a lesser extent the supervisors. I was aware that it was possible, through

inadvertent comments or reporting, that there could be negative effects on students, their

supervisors, or others involved in the study. This was of particular concern given that I was

working with students from another country. As Miles and Huberman (1984) state

,,Fundamentally, field research is an act of betrayal, no matter how well intentioned or well

integrated by the researcher" (p.233)-

This is particularly the case when one realises that it is not possible to predict the ways in which

one's research might be used. I was aware, too, that there would be consequences for me' both in

terms of my understanding of myself and of my understanding of, at the very least, 33

Indonesian students studying at the University of Adelaide and their supervisors. I was also

aware that I must not 'spoil' the research area for others or 'soil the nest' as (Punch, 1994)

suggests. The political, cultural, economic and education relationship between Indonesia and

Australia has been developing over time. There have been 'hiccups' in this process, and I did not

want my research to contribute to one of them. Therefore, I took seriously the comment that:
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In general, serious academics in a sound academic community will espouse trust,

reject deception, and abhor harm. They will be wary of spoiling the field, of closing

dõors to reìearch, and of damaging the reputation of their profession-both as a

matter of principle and out of self-interest. (Punch, 1994' p' 94)

The Code of Ethics of the Australian Association for Research in Education (1995) has provided

guidance in this matter. Details of how ethical considerations were dealt with in a practical way

are outlined in ChaPter 5.

Writing

when one attempts to see 'differently" that is through someone else's eyes, one sees a different

world and "different ways of saying allow us to represent different worlds" (Eisner, 1992, p.

14). Therefore to understand how I might adequately represent the views and experiences of

'othersl when writing the report for this research study I heeded the following advice:

In qualitatively oriented approaches and among the more self-consciously
,scientific' qualitative types as well, researchers typically desert their subjects at the

last minute,leaving folks and findings to fend for themselves, seemingly untainted

by human hands and most certainly untouched by human hearts. (Wolcott, 1990, p-

1e)

I have tried to make sure that the participants in this study will not be 'deserted.' At the same

time, I have been very conscious of my position as resea¡cher, staff member at the University of

Adelaide, native English speaker and native of Adelaide, when researching the experiences of

Students from another country, culture and language base. I have attempted to maintain an

awareness of the 'hyphen', that is, the knowledge, experience, values and beliefs which come

between the perceived reality of two groups, in this case the researcher and the researched.

Sometimes explicitly trading on race/class privilege, [and in my case, position] in

these instances researchers understand the hyphen all too well. Bartering privilege

for justice, we re-present stories told by subjugated Others, stories that would

otherwise be discarded. And we get a hearing...Here at the Self-Other border, it is

not that researchers are absented and Others fronted. Instead, the class politics of

transition demands that a researcher is doused quite evidently in status and privilege

as the Other sits domesticated. (Fine, t994,pp.79-80)

It is because of the privileged position I hold that I am able to tell the stories of these students in

a way which will receive a hearing and may well result in future change and improvement for

Indonesian postgraduate students studying at the University of Adelaide, and possibly other

Australian universities.
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I have adopted a comparative structure, that is, one which "compares alternative descriptions or

explanations of several cases/problems/issues, or is iterative of the same case/issue from

different points of view" (Burns, 1994 p.378) to allow for the reporting of a number of

different cases and/or themes from case studies. I have also attempted to include, wherever

possible, direct comments from participants. However, I have also been aware of the need to

maintain confidentiality and privacy, so in some cases modifications have been made, and are

noted in the text.

Why not other Methodologies?

Clearly from the above descriptions there are a number of alternative methodologies and

approaches that could have been adopted in this reseatch, however, none seemed as appropriate

as that adopted. This was for three reasons. Firstly my personal epistemology does not support

a positivist view of the world and, therefore, of research and it was clear that the very nature of

the research questions meant that a positivist approach would yield only the most superficial of

explanations for what is a highly complex interaction of factors.

Secondly, the researched and the researcher were operating within a defined cross-cultural

context and the research was related to those students' experiences within a culture other than

their own. Having said this, the research was focussed on the students and their own cultural,

political, religious and academic backgrounds and what that meant for them studying in

Australia. As a result, methodologies based on critical theory or a feminist perspective while

being possible, would have focussed more on the environment into which the student was

moving, rather than the student and her/his own experiences of that environment. The

phenomenographic approach was quite specifically adopted to allow the focus on the students

and their experiences to dominate the research'

Thirdly, one of the most significant factors of this study was its focus on change over time and

hence a longitudinal study, with the constraints and benefits that this approach brings, was

clearly essential. Ideally the longitudinal study should have commenced with the students while

still in Indonesia and then traced through for several years after their return. However, the

requirements of doctoral candidature in Australia, even for part-time students, made such an

approach impractical.
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methodology adopted for this study is located within a paradigm w

can be described as 'interpretivist.' This approach requires that the researcher interacts with the

people involved in the study so that their 'realities' are seen and interpreted from their

perspectives and not from the perspective ofthe resea¡cher as an outsider.

It was argued that this approach was appropriate for the research being undertaken as it allowed

me as the researcher to be able to put myself in the place or role of the students so that I could

interpret their experiences in ways which took into account the prior experiences, the cultures

that defined them.

As the research was taking place in a cross-cultural environment the section on cross-cultural

research argued for a universalist approach to research, that is one where the research focuses on

both the cultural context and the commonalities of human experiences. While ethical issues are

aiways of fundamental importance in all resea¡ch, in the case of cross-cultural research they take

on added dimensions. In this study the particular concerns are with understanding the cultural

influences sufficiently well to be able to interpret students' coÍtments appropriately and report

the findings.

A phenomenographic approach to the interviews was adopted to allow for an understanding of

the experiences through the students eyes. In addition, a case study strategy was adopted to

allow for in-depth examination of a sample of the phenomena being discussed in the study.

While the 33 students in the main study provide the focus for the study, the results from the in-

depth and repeated interviews are triangulated through fîve data sources with early and ongoing

analysis of the data in order that early analysis can inform continuing analysis.
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CHAPTER 5 RESEARCH DESIGN

Introduction

This chapter is presented in three sections. Section 1 outlines the various components of the total

study being reported here. Section 2 describes the design and conduct of the central component

of the research, that is the Adelaide Longitudinal Study. Section 3 then describes the design and

conduct of the research components that support the Adelaide Longitudinal Study. The

following chapter, Chapter 6 provides some initial findings from the Adelaide Longitudinal

Study and each of the supporting studies and demonstrates their relevance to the total study.

Section 1.: ComPonents of the StudY

This research involved the Adelaide Longitudinal Study and supporting studies. Figure l0

provides an overview of all of the components of the research and their relationship to the overall

study. The Adelaide Longitudinal Study comprised interviews and workshops with 33

Indonesian postgraduate students at the University of Adelaide, their supervisors, administrative

and support staff of the University, funding and administrative bodies and some senior staff in

Indonesia. The students were also asked to complete a Supervisory Rating Scale, Culture Shock

Schema and Resources Inventory. Emails and Letters from the students along with the results of

the Supervisory Rating Scale completed by supervisors all provided data for the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study.

Five small-scale studies have also contributed to this overall project. The first was the Pre-

departure Study that interviewed 20 students and five staff involved in English for Academic

purposes (EAp) classes at rhe IALF (Bali Branch) prior to departing for postgraduate study in

Australia. The second was the Retumee Study. This research involved interviewing 50 returnees

in Indonesia after studying in Australia for their reflections on their experiences while in

Australia and more particularly their experiences on return. The third was a quantitative study

conducted in Indonesia relating to Indonesian postgraduate students' conceptions of, and

approaches to, learning (Meyer & Kiley, 1998). The fourth, conducted in Australia, focused on

55 local and international postgraduate students' experiences with feedback as a form of
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assessmenr on their progress (Kiley, 1996b). Finatly the fifth study examined postgraduate

students' and supervisors' views on quality supervision (Kiley, L993a; Kiley, 1993b)'

Figure 10. Overview of the total research

The study by Daroesman and Daroesman (lgg2) further guided the research design of this

project. ln Degrees of success: A tracer study of Australian Government sponsored Indonesian

Fellowships 1970-1989, Daroesman and Daroesman have provided one of the few studies that

focuses on Indonesian students. As a result of this research the authors determined a range of

issues which will be highlighted and discussed in Chapters 7 to 10'

Section 2: The Adetaide Longitudinal Study

Initiøl Støges

Forty-two students were approached by letter to take part in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study'

These were students from Indonesia who commenced their postgraduate candidature at the

University of Adelaicie over four intakes, January and July 1995 plus January and July 1996'

For 1gg5 the criteria used to invite students to be part of the research project were that: they were
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from Indonesia; in their first year of candidature for PhD, Masters by Research or Masters by

Coursework; and that they appeared on a list provided by the International Programs Office. It

was clear after the first two intakes that the lists of names provided by the International

programs Office were not complete and so some potential students, whose names did not

appear, were unfortunately omitted from the study. This difficulty was rectified in 1996 by using

the data from the Intemational Bridging Program (IBP) which appeared to be more complete.

Also in 1gg6, given that46Vo of the students in the study to date were undertaking coursework

Masters, it was decided to invite research-only students to join the study (see Table 14 for

summary of the data for all students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study). The differences

between coursework and research-only students, which will be discussed in Part 4, were

becoming evident, and with almost 50Vo ofthe cohort being coursework students by the end of

the first year it was deemed necessary to aim for a different balance between coursework and

research students.

Table 14. Summary of All Adelaide Longitudinal Study Student Data

Female Male Total

Total students invited to join study

Number agreeing to continue

Masters by coursework

Masters by research

PhD

Mean age at commencement

77

13

6

5

4

32

42

JJ

1l

9

l3

32

25

20

5

6

9

??5

Up to three letters were sent to students explaining the project and inviting them to discuss their

possible involvement during an initial meeting (see Appendix D). It was assumed that as this

was a new study it would take some time for these recently-arrived students to come to an

understanding of the request and feel comfortable enough to make contact. It was also assumed

that if a student had not responded after three letters that this was considered to be a 'No.' Of

the 42 students approached, two did not respond, four came for the first interview and then not

again, one moved to another university, and after discussion with another two it was agreed, that

due to their impending resident status that they would not continue as part of the group' In

summary the selection criteria for the 33 Indonesian students in the sample were that they were
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higher degree students, with a balance between coursework and research-only degrees, they were

from Indonesia, that they commenced their award during 1995 or 1996, that they agreed to be

part of the study, and that they remained in contact with the study beyond 12 months. From the

initial42 students approached Tgvo,thatis 33 students constituted the sample (see Appendix E

for demographic data on the four cohorts).

The University of Adelaide, while theoretically encouraging continuous enrolment for higher

degree awards, in practice tends to enrol students either at the beginning of each academic year

(February), or mid-way through the year (July). The cohort structure comprised four groups

reflecting these two enrolment periods over two years, that is February and July 1995 and

February and July 1996'

Given the differing starting dates and differing lengths of candidaturel there were clearly

differing finishing dates for various students. At the time of completion of this study, some

students were still enrolled because they had received extensions to their scholarship, had their

candidature upgraded from Masters to PhD, or had been in the last cohort and had been granted

four year PhD scholarships. Having said that, 85Vo (n=28) of the students had, or were about to

submit, at the time this study was completed'

The Interviews wíth Students

The 33 students who remained with the study were interviewed, on average, every three months,

with generally every fourth interview being a group workshop (see Table 15)' At the workshops,

findings to date were presented and comments sought on the accuracy or otherwise of my

conclusions. During the workshops students were also asked to suggest topics and issues to be

followed up in the next twelve months. V/hile the interviews were all conf,rdential the workshops

provided opportunities for students to share their ideas with others and to check whether they

were not the only ones with such experiences. Clearly not all students would have completed

candidature by the November 1998 interview. However, all students were informed well in

advance of the final interview, and particularly for Cohort 4 the main outstanding questions were

asked of them as well as the final questions asked of everyone in the last interview.

These differing lengths resulted from different awa¡ds, that is PhD, Research Masters and Coursework

Masters, and iñdividual student progression rates which occur in higher degrees'
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Table 15. Program of Interviews and Workshops

Date Cohort 1 Cohort 2 Cohort 3 Cohort 4

February'95

May'95

August'95

November'95

February'96

May'96

August'96

November'96

February'97

}llay'91

August '97

November'97

February'98

May'98

August'98

November'98

March'99

Interview 1

Interview 2

Interview 3

Workshop I

Interview 4

Interview 5

Interview 6

Workshop 2

Interview 7

Interview 8

Interview 9

Interview l0

Workshop 3

Interview ll
Interview 12

Interview 1

Interview 2

Interview 3 Interview 1

Workshop I Interview 2

Interview 4 Interview 3 Interview I

Interview 5 WorkshoP I Interview 2

Interview 6 Interview 4 Interview 3

Workshop 2 Interview 5 WorkshoP I

Interview 7 Interview 6 Interview 4

No Interviews due to Fieldwork in Indonesia

Interview 8 Interview 7 Interview 5

Workshop 3 WorkshoP 2 V/orkshoP 2

Interview 9 Interview 8 Interview 6

Interview l0 Interview 9 Interview 7

Final workshop and farewell PartY

The first interview was held when each student was within the first three months of arrival at the

University of Adelaide. During this interview students were toid about the project and invited to

take part. If they agreed, then the rest of the interview was used for both interviewer and

interviewee to get to know one another. General questions were asked, particularly those

perceived by the interviewer to be non-threatening and appropriate within the Indonesian context,

for example age and marital status, questions which are coÍtmon on first meeting in Indonesia'

Students were also encouraged to ask personal questions of the interviewer, with the most

common being "Why are you doing this study only for Indonesian students?" As this

interview was the first time for meeting, it was decided not to ask students if the interview could

be taped. As a result, any student 'quotes' from the first interview, ate in fact paraphrases.

However, at the coÍtmencement of the second interview students were asked if they were

comfortable for that, and subsequent, interyiews to taped. All agreed, thereby enabling student

quotes from interview two and following interviews to be transcripts'
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Throughout the study the students were generous beyond expectation with their time,

commitment and support for the project. Comments relating to the evolution of the relationship

between the interviewer and interviewees and the trust which developed during the project are

mentioned throughout the reporting of the findings. However, it is important to note the

significant change in the overall quality of the interviews after two, to two and a half years'

Rather than the interviews being 'question/answer' sessions they became much more of a

discussion of issues important to the student.It was quite common in the later interviews for

students to Say something like "Do you have anything you have to do now or someone else to

see [my paraphrase]?" If my answer was "No" then the interview would often continue for

anything up to another hour while students shared views and opinions related to politics, social

and religious issues and issues related to relationships. The final interview was the most open of

all. I explained to the students five weeks in advance that this would be the last interview and

invited each of them to come prepared to talk about anything they thought they wanted to

discuss with me or that they thought I 'should' know to help me better understand them and

their situatlon.

one of the issues arising from the type of interaction engendered in these interviews is that it is

not possible to remain the dispassionate interviewer. I have identified my involvement with the

students and recognised that it has ultimately affected the results of the study responses' For

example, some students asked me what they should do about certain difficulties with their

supervisor or on an issue related to their learning. I discussed the matter with them and

encouraged them to take action to resolve the difficulty which in some cases they did. Had they

not been able to talk with me I can not assume that they would have found someone else, or

resolved the difficulty in the same way. I was also aware of the issues related to the Hawthorne

effect2 of research and evaluation. As one student who wrote to me after her return said:

Did you still remember when the first time you interview me? At that time when

you gave me opportunity to rise [sic] a question about anything to you, my

question was...something about can I finish the study successfully? When I

Ürinring back of that time of that question, that was a silly question but that it was

"n "rpr"rrion 
about my worriness [sic] about dealing with the new academic

environment in Australia. Now, what I am trying to say is you are very helpful as

2 Dir"usred in Chapter 4.
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an ¡nterviewer and also as friend for giving me helpful suggestion [sic]
(lemLetterl : 13-20)

Interview Ouestions

Each interview started with general, informal discussion about family, study or a recent social

function. As each session progressed I asked the questions determined for that session but in

whatever order seemed appropriate at the time. Questions for each interview are provided in

Appendix F. These questions arose from a number of sources: the previous set of interviews;

students' comments and suggestions at workshops; relevant literature; contemporary issues; and

suggestions made by Daroesman (pers. com. 1995), particularly where the same question was

asked a number of different times.

Daroesman suggested that there were four critical issues which the Adelaide Longitudinal Study,

compared with other forms of research, was well placed to address. Thefirst was the importance

of 'getting beyond' the expected answers that participants were likely to provide, at least in the

first instance. She recommended that various issues be revisited during the study and that

variations in responses over time, be carefully heeded. The second critical issue was to determine

how students were identified for selection. Who encouraged"/discouraged them and how was this

done? Although there is Joint Selection3 of students, Daroesman suggested that what was at the

heart of the issue was how students got to Joint Selection in the first place. The third issue was

to consider carefully the effect of students' home location and institution on their experiences as

international students. She suggested, for example, that students from the capital, Jaka¡ta, might

experience their sojourn differently from students from a regional area. The students in the

study also pressed this point on a number of occasions and it is discussed in Part 4. Thefourth

issue for Daroesman was how students were allocated their supervisor: whether the supervisor

and student had any knowledge of one another prior to cornmencement of candidature; what

experience supervisors had had with supervising foreign students; and how they felt about

having these students. These issues have been carefully considered in the overall design of the

study and this report.

3 Joint Selection was discussed in Appendix C.
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Each session always ended with "Do you have any questions of me?" Invariably students

would have something to ask. The most usual question was about the study itself and we would

often discuss that for some time. Several students were particularly keen to know whether their

experiences were similar to those of others in the study. But the questions ranged from a

personal problem they had with a partner or child, or a difficulty with their supervisor, to how to

negotiate a particular cultural event such as Christmas'

Location

For students on the North Terrace (main) campus of the university the interviews lvere

conducted in my office, located within the same Centre that many of them attended for their

Integrated Bridging Program or language and learning support. The location was generally well

known to them prior to the interviews and provided a comfortable and private environment for

the interview. For stucients at the'Waite (suburban) campus-and one at the Roseworthy (rural)

campus for the first twelve months-locating the interviews was somewhat more difficult' As

most of these students were working in laboratories it was hard to find a place where the

interviewer and interviewee would feel comfortable discussing issues arising in the interviews'

After trying a few venues we found that the most comfortable location seemed to be the student

and staff cafeteria. Busy times (morning tea, lunch and aftemoon tea) were avoided and on each

occasion it was possible to find a table away from others, usually by a window' with the

interviews occurring over coffee. This turned out to be a central and comfortable venue'

Reporting Conventions

To ensure anonymity, each student reported in the study has been given a pseudonym' The

pseudonyms were generated as a group exercise consisting of Indonesians and Australians who

were very well versed in matters related to Indonesia. V/hile it is recognised that students from

different parts of Indonesia would have quite distinctive names, for example Balinese names afe

generally quite different from Javanese names, it was decided to not allocate names according to

Iocation. There seemed little point in using pseudonyms if the one Balinese student in the study

was given an obviously Balinese name. The names are, however, sex-differentiated' These

pseudonyms plus a numeral designating the interview, have been used whenever citing students'

comments, for example 'Watie3' followed by the text units cited. Other teflns such as 'Letterl'
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and ,Email2, areused if the quote did not come from an interview. The numeral represents the

sequential numbering given to each communication, per Student, of this sort.

Appendix G provides a list, by chapter, of all of the interview quotes. Included are the

pseudonym, interview number, and text units. It will be noted from this list that each of the 33

students was cited at least once, with an average of nine quotes per student. With regard to

quotes from supervisors and others interviewed as part of the study, pseudonyms have not been

used. Rather, a term describing the discipline or function from which the interviewee came has

been used. For example, Supervisor plus a numeral as an identifier for organisational purposes

(,Supervisor4T') has been used or Student Support plus an identifier ('student-Support2l')

followed by the text units cited.

When the students were talking in the interviews, they were often relating emotional experiences

and they tended to be concentrating more on the content than on the English language

expression of what they were saying. It was not uncommon for students to use Bahasa

Indonesia words to explain something or to explain a concept in a form of English that they

would not use in a more formal situation. 'When transcribed, there were occasions when the

English expression of some students either did not make it clear what they were intending

(without far more context), or their English language expression tended to make them appear

incoherent. This matter was of some concern to me as a researcher, in that I did not want

students to feel that they might be being 'parodied' but at the same time I did not want them to

feel that their thoughts and ideas had been altered.

I took this issue to the students and sought their advice. The result was that they wanted me to

make clear the meaning, even if it meant altering the text slightly, and that they definitely did not

want to appear to be incoherent. Given their comments, Some quotes by students have been

altered in one or more of the following lvays:

. if students used an English word or phrase and then corrected themselves with a more

appropriate word, then an ellipsis has been used to show where the repetitions have been

omitted;

. where students used a word, but the use of that word has not clearly expressed their intention,

then an explanatory word or phrase has been included in square brackets;
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a where students have used she instead of he, her instead of him and vice versa,4 and where that

third person pronoun is important, the appropriate one has been included;

in the cases where I consider that a substantial amount of a sentence or paragraph might be

unclear to the reader I have paraphrased, in square brackets;

my questions/statements a¡e italicised for ease of differentiation.

EthicøI Concerns

The University of Adelaide does not have a formal social sciences code of ethics' Therefore' I

refened to the Code of Ethics of the Australian Association of Research in Education (1995)

and adopted the principles contained within that Code. All students at the end of the first

interview, if they agreed to continue, were given a letter of contract (see Appendix H) which was

carefully explained. In addition, the workshops were used to raise and discuss issues of ethical

concern to the students and to me.

Given the interest the students took in the study and as a means of recognising their

contributions, it was agreed that after submission for examination,I would prepare a summary of

the main findings and forwa¡d a copy to each student who had taken part in the study. This was

in addition to copying and distributing relevant written work to students during the study.

Embargo of Publication of PhD Thesis

To ensure that all students had an opportunity to complete their candidature without feeling

disadvantaged because of any perceived negative effects from the results of this study, an

embargo has been placed on its publication until every student had either completed or

withdrawn. while it is unlikely that supervisors will be able to recognise their students or

themselves it was anticipated that students would feel more comfortable if they knew that they

had completed before anyone, other than the examiners, had read their comments5'

One possible difficulty, which was overcome, is that one of the supervisors for this study also

supervised some of the students in the cohort, as principal supervisor to one and joint supervisor

for two others. While his role with this study was very much aS a consultant on one or two

4 One of the few things most Indonesian students seem to have consistent difficulty with is the use of the

third person Pronoun.
5 Tttit does not include the summary being sent to participants'

o

a
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specific issues related to Indonesia, the students and supervisor concerned were fully informed

of this situation. As a result, with the students' and supervisor's agreement, only very small

amounts of written work were shown to this supervisor at the end of this study, none of it

involving comments by students in his department.

Cross-cultural Issues

The issues related to researching in a cross-cultural context were raised in Chapter 4. In order to

address these issues a number of strategies were developed. The first related to language. As

students were studying in an English-speaking university it was considered appropriate that the

interviews be conducted in English. However, every now and then several of the students would

use an Indonesian word or phrase to describe an event, emotion or phenomenon, often when

they could not think of an equivalent English word or phrase. 'Where this occurred, if I did not

know the meaning, we would consult an Indonesian-English dictionary and work out the most

appropriate meaning. On other occasions there was no difficulty with joint understanding.

Another strategy was to talk regularly about the different cultural contexts in which both the

students and I found ourselves. It was not uncommon for the discussion to go something like

',Given my position as an Anglo-Australian who is trying to understand...from your point of

view as an Indonesian, is there some way you can explain it to me." Or "I know from my

reading that...but how does that actually work in practice?" In most cases students went to great

lengths to ensure that I understood cultural, religious and language issues which impacted upon

our relationship and my understanding. While there is no doubt that I often made 'blunders' or

cross-culturalfava pas in my efforts to work with the students, my time living in Indonesia and

regular subsequent visits and my ongoing Bahasa Indonesia classes assisted with some

understanding. Also, my own experiences of living in a different culture, as well as being a

postgraduate student like them, struggling with my own research, often sensitised me to

difficulties and issues confronted by the students.

During the second interview students were shown a Culture Shock schema and asked to locate

themselves according to the way they felt at the time (see Appendix I)' The use of this survey

was intended as an 'ice-breaker', that is a way of helping the students talk about how they felt

after having been in Adelaide for approximately six months The use of the 'faces' to denote
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feelings such as happiness and loneliness assisted students identify their own emotions. This

was certainly not a 'scientific' study of the topic of culture shock but a way of 'chatting' about

the issue. As many of the students had already been exposed to the notion of culture shock there

was little need to explain the purpose and phrasing of the survey and several immediately

identified with it.

Resources Inventory

In order to evaluate t¡e students' access to resources compared with an Australia-wide cohort,

and thus the relevance of the resource issues in their replies, a small-scale survey was conducted

based on the work of Grigg (1996) (see Appendix J). In 1996 Grigg surveyed 437 Overseas

postgraduate Research Scholarship Scheme (OPRS) students and 396 supervisors in Australia'

The survey instrument used a modified form of the questionnaire developed and used by Powles

(1995) in her study of the Australian Postgraduate Award (Industry) (APRA(I)) scheme in

1994. Amodified form of the survey was given to students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study

at the end of Interview Two with an explanation of its origin and purpose. Some students chose

to complete it while still with me, others took it away with them and returned it at a later stage.

The results of this survey, outlined in Chapter 6, provided insights into students' access to

facilities and support.

Intervíew s with Supervisors

With students' knowiedge and agreement their Supervisor(s) were interviewed. Twenty six in all

were interviewed, 22males and 4 females. These 26 supervisors, between them, were supervising

29 of the 33 students in the study (the four MBA students did not have supervisors).

Supervisors were interviewed in their own offices. After a brief explanation, introductory and

demographic questions were asked, for example, age group and years of experience supervising

students. The interviews then focussed on the supervisors, rather than their students, with

questions about their own experiences as doctoral students, their concerns and satisfactions

regarding supervision, particularly international students, and what they considered to be the

main roles of a supervisor. These interviews were particularly relevant to the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study as they provided insights into supervisors' motivations and concerns

regarding supervision.
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Other Interviews at the Uníversity of Adelaide

Over recent years, particularly since the early 1990s, the University of Adelaide has invested

considerable financial and personnel resources into attracting international students to the

University. In an effort to determine the philosophy underpinning this focus on international

students interviews were conducted with key relevant administrators in the University of

Adelaide. There are a number of staff employed to support international students including

counsellors, housing and finance advisers, course advisers and staff to assist with visa and other

administrative issues. This is in addition to the Graduate Studies Office, Health Service and

Advisory Centre for University Education which provide assistance to all students although

often with particular services for international students. A range of these support people were

interviewed regarding the various services and their use by Indonesian students'

Interviews with Representatives of Funding and administering orgønisøtions

Representatives of various funding and support organisations in Australia and Indonesia were

interviewed in an effort to determine policies and practices related to international students,

particularly those from Indonesia. These organisations included IDP (in Australia and

Indonesia), AusAID (again in Australia and Indonesia), the Australian Embassy in Jakarta, the

Indonesia Australia Language Foundation (IALF) in Jakarta and Bali, and the Department of

Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs. In addition, in 1995, I was invited to

observe a series of Joint Selection interviews conducted in Jakarta. With the applicants'

agreement I sat in on the interviews and subsequent discussions regarding student selection' As

this process was confidential it will not be specifically reported here but the opportunity

provided insights into the selection process engaged in by the students from the Adelaide

Longitudinal StudY.

Interviews with Senior Staff in Indonesia

Eighteen senior staff members in Indonesia were interviewed as part of the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study. These were people responsible for encouraging staff to apply for study

overseas, and who place these staff on their return. several were in government offices, for

example the Department of Family Planning (Badan Koordinasi Keluarga Berencana

Nasional-BKKBN),Bureau of Economic and Financial Analysis: Department of Finance'

(Departemen Keuangan) andDepartment of Manpower (Departemen Tenaga Kerja)' Others
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were in universities, for example, University of Indonesia (Universitas Indonesia), Bogor

Institute of Agriculture (Institut Pertanian Bogor), and University of Mataram (Universitas

Mataram).In addition, conversations were held with project staff responsible for selecting and

placing participants for example the Indonesian Australia Eastern Universities Project. These

interviews provided insights into the identification and nomination of potential applicants and

concerns and benefits regarding their return home.

Analysis of Adelaide Longitudinal Study Intervíew Data

Interview data from the 33 students were analysed in a different way from that of the one-off

interviews with all other interviewees. The student interviews were approached from three

different perspectives. The major focus was the identification of themes and the grouping of

these themes into what phenomenographers describe as 'categories of description' (Bryman &

Burgess, 1994; Entwistle, 1997; Johansson, Marton & Svensson, 1985; Svensson, 1997). Once

the categories of description had been identified they were then re-examined to highlight links

between them and to the results of all the other interviews and studies conducted. (see Figure 11

for an overview of the process). In the main, the results of this analysis are reported in Part 4.

A subsidiary, but important, analysis focused on particular variables of the student population,

for exampl e, age,job in Indonesia and previous overseas study. These results are also used to

reflect and compare the phenomenographic results outlined above.

The third focus for the analysis was the development and change of both the students and the

various themes of the study over the four years of the research. For example, one matter alluded

to earlier in this chapter is the qualitative change in the interview content, style and length as the

study progressed. Others will be described in Part 4.
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Figure I I. Steps in analYsis

Collect data

+
Read several times
seeking repetition of
concepts

Develop categories
(Coding)

Formulate more abstract
categories to embrace and
widen range of original
concepts

Determine the
interconnection of
categories and test the
hypothesised links
between categories

A key concept in this form of interpretive research and analysis is the notion of ongoing

analysis. This was a crucial aspect of the analysis of the student interviews. For example, once

the first cohort of Interview One had been completed, the transcripts were analysed to determine

emerging themes. As a result, frequently-asked questions with subsequent cohorts would take a

different slant, based on the analysis of the responses from an earlier cohort. Ongoing analysis

had even more immediate effects, for example, in Interview Six Muslim students were asked to

talk about the Islamic religion as it is practised in Indonesia. However, after several responses it

was clear that what was much more important to the studènts, and the study, was how their

practising of Islam affected them, particularly as students in Australia. Therefore' the question

was altered in subsequent interviews to reflect this different focus'

Also the concept of 'saturation'6 was important in this ongoing study. Saturation occurred

frequently during the study. For example, after fourteen or fifteen interviews one could virtually

predict the initial answer to "'What has been the best thing about being in Adelaide?" that is, "It

+

6 See Chapter 4 for a description of 'saturation'

Further research until
saturation of categories
is reached i.e. assured
of the meaning and
importance of the
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is so easy, easy to get around, easy to do things [my paraphrase]." In the same way, after 15 or

so interviews it was almost possible to predict the answer to "Do you have any real financial

difficulties here in Adelaide?" The answer, prior to the economic crisis, was invariably "No."

With the onset of the Indonesian economic crisis some students were concerned about the

continuation of their Indonesian-based scholarship and most students were concerned about

their families at home. However, prior to the crisis all students were coping quite well financially.

Such an answer would not have been predicted from the literature where financial diffrculties are

frequently reported. However, having reached this predictable response it was possible to

question the literature, at least where Indonesian postgraduates are concerned.

Døta Management

The computer program NUD*IST7 was used to store, retrieve and analyse all interviews. The

program "manages data documents.. .creates an environment in which you can create, manage

and explore the ideas and categories...[and] is above all designed for asking questions and

building and testing theories" (Qualitative Solutions and Research, 1997 , p.3).

NUD*IST was considered the appropriate tool to use in this situation for a number of reasons.

First it provided the opportunity to categorise, to develop, and to change as the interviews

advanced and students were able to provide more in-depth and complex responses. Secondly,

NUD*IST allowed analysis of nodes to be 'fed back' into the data to be re-analysed. Thirdly it

allowed the results of interviews to be analysed without requiring the questions and answers to

follow any pre-determined order. A fourth, and very pragmatic reason for choosing NUD*IST

was that the developers provided ease of access to helpful on-line support and advice-

NUD*IST uses a tree structure utilising nodes. Nodes can be 'parents' of 'children' and/or

'siblings.' While the structure for this project has been provided in Appendix K an example has

been drawn up in Figure 12.Inthis case, ''Work' is the 'child' of 'supervisor', the 'sibling' of

'Perception' and 'Relationship' and the 'parent' of 'Feedback-

7 NUD*IST (Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing Searching and Theorizing) is developed and published

by eualitative Solutions and Research (QSR), Australia (Richards & Richards, 1991; Richards & Richards'

1994).
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Figure 12. Example of NUD*IST Tree Structure

2l 2 Work 2 3 Relationship,r1i.
231Respect | 23ìFrieno

23 2 Collegial

2lloK 213NotOK 22 Support

2 1 2 Yes...But 221

221 l Quality 22 | Time 221 3Type

The transcribed interviews for the study were imported into NUD*IST and each line (called a

text unit) was 'coded' against as many concepts, themes or variables (known as nodes) as

appropriate for that particular text unit. Coding, as (Bryman & Burgess, 1994) suggest, provides

a link berween the data and the category. A very simplifîed, hypothetical example might be the

following sentence

My supervisor is very nice...but sometimes he does not return my work for two

months and I don't like to ask him because I know he is very busy'

This sentence consists of three text units (lines). Using the example in Figure l2,Iine one would

be coded to2 | 2 ,yes...but'where students are having difficulty in being critical of their

supervisor in an outright manner and line one and two would be coded to the node 2 2 | 2

.Time' which relates to the time taken to provide feedback, as well as to node 2 3 1 which relates

to respect in the supervisory relationship. Line three would be also coded to 2 3 I 'Respect' and

probably to another node related to supervisor availability. Therefore when citing a 'node'

response regarding 'yes...but' the reference would be 2 I 2 that is, the second child of '2 I

perception' which is the child of '2 Supervisor' which is the second child of the Root.

Hence, when citing a single interviewee the reference is to the name and interview as outlined

earlier, for example 'Amina2:22-23', but when citing a collated 'node' result the NUD*IST

reference is used, for examPle'2I2.'
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Section 3: Other SupportÍng Studies

Here follows details of the five studies that supported the overall research. Each of these studies,

in a sense, stands on its own, sometimes with publications arising from the results (Kiley, 1993a;

Kiley, 1993b; Kiley, 1996;Meyer & Kiley, 1998).

Pre-departure StudY

Backsround

Given that it had not been possible to speak with the 33 students prior to their departure from

Indonesia a small-scale study was undertaken with a pre-departure group in Indonesia.

Comments made by these students provided helpful insights into expectations, fears, concerns

and practical matters that beset them prior to departure.

Method

The 20 interviewees were enrolled in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) classes at the

Indonesia Australia Language Foundation (IALF) in Denpasar, Bali in 19978. of the students in

the Adelaide Longitudinal Study who had undertaken English for Academic Purposes courses

prior ro departing Indonesia 86Zo studied at the IALF. Therefore the choice of this institution to

interview pre-departure students was deemed appropriate. The interviews were ¿uranged through

contact with staff at the Foundation whom I had previously known when they worked in the

Jakarta office. The interviews were arranged as part of the students' cross-cultural training-

with the understanding that I would add a cross-cultural component to their study. The

interviews, which were not taped, were conducted in ttvo groups. In addition, a 'round-table'

discussion was held with five IALF staff following the group sessions with students.

Analysis

The interviews, imported into NUD*IST, were analysed with two particular questions in mind'

,Why did the students want to study overseas, and particularly in Australia?' and 'What were

their main hopes and fears, their expectations?' These data are reported in Chapter 7-

8 To date these data have not been published separately
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Relevance to the Main Study

This small-scale study assisted in 'rounding out' the information received from the 33 students

in Adelaide by suggesting the sorts of issues that they would have considered prior to departure.

Returnees Study

Background

As the Adelaide Longitudinal Study developed it became clea¡ that the effect on students of what

they were expecting when they returned home was of considerable significance to the overall

results of the study. Specific and formal follow-up with students on their return was not built

into the overall study as this would have added considerably to the time needed and would have

been outside the eight years (half-time) maximum permitted for PhD candidature at the

University of Adelaide. However, as students returned, particularly those who had completed a

Masters degree, they were contacted by letter, email or sometimes in person during visits to

Indonesia. This contact provided an opportunity to ask students about their experiences on their

return and a follow-up study of students and their families is an a¡ea for further research.

However, this correspondence was deemed insufficient in volume to give an adequate

understanding ofreturning students' experiences. Therefore a study of 50 returnees, other than

the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, was specifically conducted in Indonesia over

the period 1996-1997. The interviews in 1996 were located in provinces in Java and in 1991 in

the provinces of Bali, Nusa Tenggara Barat and Nusa Tenggara Timur' Whiie not published

separately at this stage, the results of this study were circulated all students in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study, at their request. The purpose of these interviews was to talk with people who

could reflect on their experiences in Australia.

Method

The 50 interviewees were from eight universities and government offices in Java, Bali, Lombok

and Timor. Fourteen interviews were with individuals and the others were conducted in groups.

The interviews were arranged through a number of sources including IDP, the Australian

Embassy, colleagues working in Indonesia, regional representatives in the Indonesia Australia

Eastern Universities Project, and students from the Adelaide Longitudinal Study who made

contact with their home institutions on my behalf. In the majority of cases the interviewees did
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not know me prior to the interview and so a brief description of the project was generally

provided. Most interviews were extensively noted then typed'

Analysis

The interviews were imported into the NUD*IST database and analysed for themes and

concepts which became evident. Particular attention was paid to 1) differences between

interviewees from Eastern and'Western Indonesia, as this was regularly commented upon by

students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, senior staff in Indonesia and representatives of

funding bodies; and2) the links between expectations and experiences.

Relevance to Main Study

It seemed reasonable to conclude that the discussions held with other returnees and the lessons

learned by students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study from other returnees were significant in

the understanding and anticipation of studying in Australia and on their return to Indonesia' At

the request of the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, a workshop was held to discuss

the outcomes of this particular study and a draft copy of the findings circulated to all students in

the study. Many of them had expressed interest in learning what returnees had to say and any

lessons that could be learned from this small research project. The results of this study are

integrated inro the data from the Adelaide Longitudinal Study reported in Chapter 9.

student Approaches to, and Reftections on, Learning study

Background

The third of the supporting studies was the Student Approaches to, and Reflections on, Learning

Study. This pilot work aimed to explore particular aspects of the approaches to, and conceptions

of, Iearning of Indonesian postgraduate students. Meyer's Experíences of Learning Inventory

(1995) was administered to 105 postgraduate students at the University of Indonesia in 1995. In

1996, Meyer and Boulton-Lewis' Reflections on Learning Inventory Q997) was administered to

a separate group of 94 postgraduate students studying at the same University. These two studies

were reported in Meyer and Kiley (1993) and were quite specifically designed to support the

overall study by shedding light onto the learning conceptions and approaches of Indonesian

students
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Methodology

The purpose of the pilot study was to capture students' perceptions of what learning is and what

causes those perceptions. The study was undertaken in Indonesia to minimise the effect of

programs such as English for Academic Purposes (EAP) undertaken by students prior to

commencing study in Australia. It was argued that students in Indonesia would find it less

confusing to respond to statements about their learning and the influences upon it than those

who had arrived in Australia.

Both inventories were translated by a qualified Indonesian translator and examined for cultural

bias by Indonesian students (in Indonesia and Australia) as well as Australian academics who

had worked for long periods in Indonesia. The inventories were administered prior to, or at the

end of, scheduled classes atthe Salemba campus of Universitas Indonesia'

Analysis

Data from the two inventories were analysed using exploratory item correlation and factor

analyses to isolate the dominant constructs. The Experiences of Learning inventory reflects

.,variations in contrasting forms of intention, motivation, process, learning pathologies,

perceptions of the learning environment, and other related constructs." [The Reflections on

Learning Inventory (RoLI), on the other hand, reflects students'] "conceptions of learning and

other proximal effects"(Meyer & Kiley, 1998, p. 290). The results are integrated into the

discussion of Adelaide Longitudinal Study in Chapters 7 and 8.

Relevance to Main Study

This study provided background information on Indonesian postgraduate students' approaches

to, and conceptions of, learning prior to being exposed to pre-departure English classes or

experiences in Australia, as was the case with the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

It is clearly recognised that as a stand-alone pilot study there is considerable development

required before any conclusions can be substantiated. The inventory needs to be administered to

students in a range of universities, not just Universitas Indonesia. The difficulty, of course, is

that to go outside Java with research related to postgraduate education one is very limited as the
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majority of universities approved to confer postgraduate awards are located in Java. However, as

support for the overall study it was very useful.

Assessment Study

Background

This small study was conducted in conjunction with Keller and Austin of the University of

Adelaide in 1gg5. The aim of the study was to investigate the forms and sources of feedback

postgraduate research students found helpful to their progress. Two departments, one a science-

based discipline, the other social science, were specifically chosen for this study because of the

high percentage of international, and in particular Indonesian, students enrolled in each. The

focus of the study was on the students and their perceptions of the feedback they received, rather

than supervisors and the feedback they thought they gave to students'

Methodotogy9

postgraduate students in the two Departments were sent a letter which explained the purpose of

the study and invited participation. The letter explained that the researchers were interested in

hearing about the students' experiences and comments related to feedback on their work' No

student objected to the interview being taped, but most required reassurance that they would not

be able to be identified. The interviews were then typed (but not transcribed) and analysed. In the

science department 41 students (9IVo) of a total of 45 students listed by the department took

part. Sixtee n (73Vo) social science students took part in the study with six others not attending

the interview.

Analysis

The interviews were analysed in a number of ways. Initially there was a quantitative analysis to

determine the major forms of helpful and unhelpful feedback reported and who provided that

feedback for each discipline. Following that analysis the comments were examined for common

themes and concepts. The main results of this study are reported in Chapter 6'

9 The following description is based on an unpublished conference paper (Kiley, 1996)'
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Relevance to Larger Study

When discussing the outcomes of the study with the Departments' Postgraduate Coordinators it

was clear that one of the most interesting findings was the difference in perceptions held by staff

of the Department from those held by students. These differences mainly, but not only, related to

the purpose and usefulness of Departmental Seminars and the Annual Review. Another finding

was the desire of international students to have some form of coursework in their research

degree as a means to early and effective feedback on progress. These differences in perception

and desire for a coursework component in a research degree were in strong accord with the

findings of the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

Quality of Supervision StudY

The fifth supporting study consisted of two inter-related, small-scale studies which were

conducted at the University of Adelaide in 1993 to determine students' and supervisors' views

about quality postgraduate supervision. Interviews were conducted in a science-based

department and a social science-based department. The purpose of the study was to identify

what students and staff thought were the key factors in quality supervision and to see if these

factors were different in the two types of disciplines and if so, how. These two small-scale

studies preceded, the Adelaide Longitudinal Study and provided invaluable insight into the

preparation of appropriate questions and the development of skilts related to interviewing

techniques.

Methodlo

Letters were sent to all staff members (academic and general) working with postgraduate

students and phD and Mastersll students listed by the two departments (see Tables 16 and 17).

Following the letter, individuals were contacted and an appointment made for the interview' Each

interview usually lasted between thirty minutes and one hour, with a few going slightly longer'

Interviews were conducted only with 'successful' students, in other words, students who had

withdrawn prior to completion were not interviewed.

l0 These rwo srudies were reported in University reports Kiley (1993a) and Kiley (19??b)

I I There were no Masters sìu'àents in the sciencó Dêpartment. Students argued that a Masters was worth very

little in the field with a PhD virtually the minimum qualification for employment.
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Table 16. Staff Interviews

Female Male Total

Possible Interviewees I 2

Interviewed

7o of Possible Interviewees

l9

10

53Vo

25

t4

56Vo

44

24

55Vo

Table 17. Postgraduate Student Interviews

Female Male Total

Possible Interviewees I 3

Interviewedl4

7o of Possible Interviewees

3l

t'l

55Vo

42

24

5'lVo

t5

4t

56Vo

The interview schedule was developed in consultation with representatives of the University's

Graduate Studies Branch and the Postgraduate Students' Association. The interviews

commenced with the collection of demographic information to enable a department and student

profile to be prepared. The profile included information about the number of students supervised

per Supervisor, age, students' plevious study and employment' and course offerings'

Information was then sought on progression and completion rates and support structures

available to students. euestions included the provision of information early in candidature, help

in getting started, general department and university support structures, personal support

structures, and language Support. Finally Students and staff were asked about aspects of

supervision and what they thought were the characteristics of a good supervisor.

Relevance to Main Study

The results of the euality of Supervision Study shed considerable light on staff and students'

expectations of postgraduate supervision and much of this information-for example the timely

provision of information, personal support networks, and provision of resources-was used in

framing the Adelaide Longitudinal Study. However, the most significant finding for the overall

12 Applies to all staff (general and academic) involved with postgraduate students and on-campus during the

interview Period.
l3 Refers to those postgraduate students who were on campus (i.e', several were on field work)'

I 4 Coursework Masters students (n=14) interviewed as a group
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study was the characteristics of a successful supervisor (see Chapters 2 and 9). It was also

useful to work in two departments, one which had only one international student who reported,

and was considered to have no language difficulties and the other which had a significant

number of international students (approximately 50Vo of those interviewed) many of whom

required specific language support.

Chapter SummarY

This chapter has outlined the specific issues related to the design of the research for this study.

Complementing the main Adelaide Longitudinal Study were several small-scale projects, the

results of which all contributed to the main study and an understanding of the students'

expectations and experiences. Issues related to anonymity, ethics, cross-cultural research and

involvement of students in the study have been discussed and explained. Analysis methods,

particularly the use of the computer program NUD*IST, have been described, including the

citing system adoPted.
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CHAPTER 6 DEMOGRAPHIC DATA AND INITIAL FINDINGS

Introduction

The demographic data and some of the more general findings of the Adelaide Longitudinal

Study and each of the supporting studies are provided in this chapter. These are findings that

have relevance to the whole study, not only specific phases, information such as the age and

employment background of students or demographic information about the supervisors who

were interviewed

The Adelaide Longitudinal StudY

The Student Cohort

Thirteen women and 20 men from 14Indonesian provinces, aged between 25 arrd 43 years were

the focus of this four year study (see Appendix E for demographic information by cohort).

Participants were all postgraduate students (PhD, Masters by Research and Masters by

Coursework) who commenced candidature at the University of Adelaide during 1995 and 1996

(see Table 18).

Tabte 18. Students by Degree Enrolled and Sex

PhD Research Masters Coursework Masters

Female

Male

4

8

7

6

2

6

Total 13 (39.4Vo)

Research Total=2O ('7 8.6Vo)

As Table 19 indicates, the students were enrolled in a range of disciplines: twelve in soft/applied

disciplines for example, Education; eight in transitional disciplines for example, Agricultural

Science; seven were enrolled in hard/applied disciptines for example, Dentistry; four in

hard/pure for example, Mathematics; and two in a soflpure discipline for example, Linguisticsl'

Based on typologies discussed in Appendix B and adapted from Nulty and Ba¡rett (1936) and cullen et al'

(1994).
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Table 19. Students bY DisciPline

Female Male TotalDisciplines

Soft/applied

Soft/pure

Hard/applied

Hard/pure

Transitional

Total

7

1

5

2

5

18

5

I

2

2

J

r3

t2

2

7

4

6

3t

The typology which has been accepted for this study and used in the analysis of the results from

the Adelaide Longitudinal Study is that described by Cullen, Peatson, Saha and Spear (1994)'

This typology argues íor five categories to define whether a discipline is: hard/soft, applied/pure,

resrricted/unrestricted, empiricaV theoretical and qualitative/quantitative (p. 121). This typology is

similar to Kolb's Experiential Learning Model of Concrete Experience with characteristics that

include reflections and observations,formation of abstract concepts and generalisations' and

testing implications of conceptions in new environment (Adapted from Kolb (1981) in Nulty

and Barrel (1996). The categories of Cullen et al., (1994) and Nulty and Barrett (1996) are

compared in Table 20.

Table 20. Comparison of Discipline Categorisation

Example of discipline Cutlen et al', (1994) Nulty and Barrett (1996 P. 334)

Chemistry, Mathematics

Computing, Law

Biological Sciences2

Commerce, Education

Astronomy, Classics

Hard/Pure

Hard/Applied

Transitional

Soft/Applied

Soft/Pure

Abstract/Reflective

Abstract/Active

Concrete/Active

Concrete/Reflective

Age of Students

For many years priority was given by the Government of Indonesia to older applicants (taking

into account the culturally appropriate seniority and respect)' However, emphasis is now on

giving younger applicants priority for overseas study and older applicants are encouraged to

Cullen, D. et al. (1994) argue that the "Biological Sciences may not require another dimension but a

."*gniion of tnòir transittnaUcent¡al naturJwith respect to bõth the Applied/Pure and Hard/Soft

dimensions" (P' 120).

2
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study at a domestic university (Daroesman & Da¡oesman,1992). This policy is reflected in the

age of the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study (see Table 21). Students' age at

commencement of candidature ranged from 25 to 43 years with the majority (78.8vo) being in

the26to 35 age range and with a mean of 32 and only 9.IVo aged 4I+ years'

Table2I Age at commencement of candidature

2O-25 years 26'30 years 3L'35 years 36-40 years 41'45 years

Female

Male

I

2

5

,7

5

9 20

Total 3 (9.lVo)

Home Location of Students

Table 22 indicates that the majority of the students in the study came from Java, and particularly

Jakarta. Fifty percent of the students from the Eastern Provinces (Sulawesi, Bali' Nusa Tenggara

Timur, Nusa Tenggara Barat and East Timor) had been nominated by the Indonesia-Australia

Eastern Universities' Project.

Table22. Students' Address in Indonesia

Province Number Total (7o)

Jakarta (DKI)

West Java

Yogyakarta (DI)

East Java 21 (63.6)

North Sumatra

Bengkulu

West Sumatra 4 (12.r)

North Sulawesi

Central Sulawesi

South Sulawesi

West Nusa Tenggara

East Nusa Tenggara

East Timor

Bali 8 Q4.3)

JJ

1 (37o) 14 (42.4Vo) t2 (36'4Vo) 3 (9'IVo)

1l

6

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

I

I
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While some students were working in the province of their childhood, many had moved because

of their cateer, family or marriage. Fifty-eight percent of the total cohort had been born on the

island of Java. This figure and the total for Java in Table 22 is understandable given that

approximately 6OVo of the total Indonesian population comes from Java. Had the Australian

Government's policy of targeting undergraduate scholarships been extended to postgraduates it

is likely that the 24Vo ofstudents from the eastern provinces would be significantly higher.3 It is

of interest to note that although ten of the 20 Indonesian university academics in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study came from regional universities outside Java, not one of the government

officersa (n=7) was from an office outside Jakarta, let alone Java. It can be argued that the

student population under study had a very strong Javanese, and particularly Jakartan, influence.

Religious Affiliations

The religious affiliations of students in the group, as shown in Table 23, are in sharp contrast to

the overall Indonesian population where the percentage of Muslims in the Indonesian population

is estimated to be over 90Vo. Sixty one percent (n=20) of the students stated that they were

Muslim, Roman Catholic 2TVo,Protestantg{zo, Buddhist 6Vo and Hindu 3Vo.However, the

religious affiliations of Indonesians vary across Provinces. For example, while in South-east

Sulawesi 98Vo ofthe population is Muslim, in Bali 93.tVo is Hindu and in East Timor 9I.4Vo is

Roman Catholic (Department of Information Republic of Indonesia, 1991, pp. 74-88).

Table23. Students by Religious Affiliation

Religion Female Male Total

10

I

1

I

Muslim

Roman Catholic

Protestant

Buddhist

Hindu

Total

10

6

2

I

1

20

7

2

20

33t3

J

4

The Australian Government has a policy of supportin
(those provinces north and
(1986) because the Eastern
Australia, have similar agri
'While technicallY all civil s

refers to those people who were civil servants, but not academics'
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Marital Status

The majority of students ,ù/ere ma¡ried, many of them with children (Table 24). The influences of

spouse and children on students' sojourns are described in detail in Part 4. Of the 33 students in

the Adelaide Longitudinal Study 2I were either engaged or married at the commencement of

candidature. Of these students 95Vo (n=20) had spouses with, or studying for, a tertiary

qualification and the other spouse had a Senior High School qualification.

Table24. Marital and Family Status of Students

Marital Status Female Male Total

Married with children

Married without children

Single

Total

6

I

6

ll
2

7

20

t7

J

13

.JJt3

Student Funding

Indonesian students in higher education institutions in Australia are, in the main, either privately

funded (a significant minority in postgraduate education), sponsored through a project or are in

receipt of a scholarship. At the time of students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study applying for

the Australian Government scholarships there were two types. Australian Sponsored Training

Scholarships (ASTAS)5 a¡e awa¡ded to government employees within priority areas determined

by the Government of Indonesia. They are generally advertised and organised through

departmental professional development and training offices. Australian Development Co-

operation Scholarships (ADCOS), on the other hand, are not restricted to government

employees. For undergraduate study they are, however, targeted, although not at the postgraduate

level6. Opportunities ior study in Australia also exist through Australian Aid Projects such as

the Indonesia-Australia Eastern Universities Project. Of the students in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study 32 were on scholarship and one student was privately funded. Of those on

scholarship, SlVo were Australian Government scholarships (see Table 25).

5 Th"t" scholarships have now been renamed Australian Development Scholarship Scheme. However, all
students in the longitudinal study were on the ASTAS or ADCOS program, hence these titles will continue
to be used in this report when relating to the students.
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Table 25. Students by Sponsorship

Funding body Scholarship Number Total

Australian Government

Other

Student's own university

Fully Private

AuSAID ASTAS

AUsAID ADCOS

Eastern Universities Project, Basic Sciences Bridging

Program

IDP

Government of Indonesia, ADB, WHO

IPB, University of Surabaya

t3 (46Vo)

6 (18Vo)

5 (9Vo)

2 (6Vo)

3 (9Vo)

3 (9Vo)

1 (3Vo\

l9

5

2

J

J

I

Total 35

The percentage of students holding AusAID scholarships in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study

exactly reflects the overall allocation of AusAID scholarships throughout Australia for 1995/96.

There were 695 students on ASTAS scholarships in 1995 with an additional 250 allocated for

1996 (70Vo of AusAID scholarships) and 291 students holding ADCOS scholarships in 1995

with an additional 76 new awards for L996 (30Vo of scholarships) (AusAID, 1995, pp. 18-19).

Nomination of Students

The organisation and nomination for the Australian Sponsored Training Scholarships (ASTAS)

is generally handled through the university or government administration. Most government

departments have a section akin to a staff development section which takes responsibility for

organising applications for such programs. While in many cases employees themselves take the

initiative to apply for study programs it is not uncommon for students to be nominated for

programs by a senior officer, even if the student does not particularly want to go overseas. The

Australian Development Co-operation Scholarships (ADCOS), on the other hand require

interested applicants to take the initiative.

In terms of who made the decision about applying for selection, the candidate or a senior

member of staff, Table 26 compares the results of the Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) study

on initiative to apply with those of the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

6 Applicanrs for the 'targeted' scholarships must have completed high school education in one of the nine
eastern provinces and be a resident of one of these provinces, as well as fulfilling academic requirements.

Female students are also targeted (AusAID, 1995).
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Table26. Comparison of Self-nomination or Nominated for Selection

Daroesman & Daroesman

(1992, p. 31) (n=l{l)
Adelaide Longitudinal Study

(n=33)

Own initiative to apply

Selected by Supervisor

Selected by Project Staff

62Vo

25Vo

l2Vo

7ÙVo

15Vo

l5Vo

The higher percentage of 'own initiative' respondents in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study is

almost certainly due to the number of students who were ADCOS recipients whereas the

Daroesmans' study involved only ASTAS recipients.

Students' Educational Background

Of the 33 students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, 20hadcompleted SI (Sarjana I) only,

(approximating an Australian Bachelors Degree). Of these 20 students, four had completed their

undergraduate degree at Gadjah Mada UniversityT, two at the University of Indonesia, two at

Padjadjaran University and two at Hasanuddin University. The other ten students had completed

their undergraduate degrees at smaller and generally less well-known universities.

Three of the 33 students had completed an Indonesian 52 (Magister), approximating an

Australian Masters degree, all of them at Bandung Institute of Technology (ITB), one of only 12

institutions authorised at the time to award 52 (Magister) degrees in Indonesia at the time

(NOOSR, 1995, p. 25).In addition, eight students had completed a Masters degree, and one a

Diploma, at an overseas university: four in Australia, three in the Netherlands and one each in

New Zealand and the UK. Four of these nine students originally completed their 51 at Gadjah

Mada University, giving a total of eight students (24Vo of the total) who had studied at Gadjah

Mada University at some stage of their academic life.

Career Background of Students

All but one of the PhD candidates was a lecturer at university (n=18) or IKIPs (n= 2) (see Table

27) and that student was a researcher with the government. Other than where specifically stated,

7 The first university to be proclaimed in Indonesia after independence and the alma mater of the a particularly
high number oflndonesia's top social sciences civil, servants and business people.

8 Institut Keguruan dan IImu Pendidikan (Teachers Training College)
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this student has been categorised with the tertiary staff rather than govemment office staff, panly

because of the PhD study but mainly because the student considered that the research and career

prospects were more closely aligned to the staff in tertiary institutions than those from other

govemment offices. While four of the university staff undertook a Masters by Coursework, five

did a Research Masters giving a total of 17 of the 2I tertiary staff undertaking research degrees.

Table27. Students by Employment

Employer Female Male Total

University

Government Office

Private Enterprise

Total

9

3

1

t3

20

5

8

JJ

il
2

7

20

Of the six students (187o) who came from government offices (not including the researcher), all

were enrolled in a Masters by Coursework. A further six students (187o) were from non-

government, that is private ente¡prise, backgrounds. Four of these students were enrolled in an

MBA and two in Masters by Research. The students' employment in Indonesia and the award

undertaken can be broadly categorised as in Table 28.

Table 28. Categories of Employment by Award

Employment Award

Research (PhD, Masters) Coursework

Tertiary Institution

Government Ofhce

Private Enterprise

17 (52V0)

2 (6Vo\

4 (r2Vo)

6 (t8Vo)

4 (lZVo\ (All MBA)

Total 19 (58Vo) 14 (42Vo)

Civil Servants in Indonesia (21 of the 33 students in the study) work on a Credit Points system

for promotion and salary increases called Golongan Pegawai Negeri (Civil Service Level) (see

Appendix A). The levels for the students involved in this study ranged through 34, 38, 3C and

3D with over 40Vo of the university staff holding a 3A classification.

For staff to move to the 4A category indicates that they are in administration. For example, a

university lecturer moving from 3D to 4A would be someone expected to take on administrative
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rather than teaching responsibilities, a role such as Vice-Dean. Credit Points can be gained

through study, for example, a Masters degree is worth approximateiy 25 points, but it is essential

that the candidate has gained points in three a.reas. In the case of university staff the three areas

are a) teaching, research and publication, b) 'Extension' (community service) and c) attending

seminars and conferences where there is some record of attendance (with presenting at these

forums worth additional points).

The Credit Point level of students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study seemed to bear only some

relation to their age or the degree in which they had enrolled. For example, one 3A student was

25 years of age and another 35 years of age, however, all 3A students were enrolled in Masters

courses. Of the 3B category the age range was27 to 42years with some enrolled in Masters and

others in PhD. The 3C age range was a much narrower age range (from 34 to 38 years) but with

students enrolled in Coursework Masters, Research Masters and PhD. There were only two

students at the 3D level, one enrolled in a Research Masters and the other a PhD. Several

students commented that had they been in Indonesia rather than studying in Australia they

would have been able to apply for their higher Credit Level, but had to wait until their return.

Reasons for Undertaking Postgraduate Study

The most common reason expressed by the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study (60Vo)

for wanting to undertake postgraduate study in Australia was to increase their knowledge and

their qualifications in their given field. Comments such as "lt is an unwritten regulation that one

must continue to obtain degrees until PhD to stay as a lecturer, othenruise one should move

into another field" (Rani1: 89-92) were not uncommon. Twenty four percent of the students in

the Adelaide Longitudinal Study specifically said that they were studying to improve their career

or job prospects; however, this figure would be supplemented by those who suggested the

reason for studying in Australia was to gain qualifications which, in turn, would enhance their

career prospects. More specifically some students (9Vo) suggested that they wanted to improve

themselves so that they could contribute to the development of their county. One student in the

Adelaide Longitudinal Study said that she had no choice as she had been 'sent' by her

University. The study by Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) reported that 62Vo of respondents

had applied to study overseas with the remainder 'being sent.'
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Of the 33 students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, 19 (58Vo) had nominated the University

of Adelaide as their first choice. Their main reason for selecting the University of Adelaide was

because they had met a member of staff from the University who had suggested a person, a

course or a department which would suit their needs. Other reasons included: the

recommendation of friends/colleagues, advertisements and information about Adelaide as a city,

and information about the University which indicated that it was the best location for their topic.

Resources Inventory

Students were asked to complete a small-scale survey based on the work of Grigg (1996) (see

Chapter 5). On the whole, the Adelaide data indicate some striking similarities with Grigg's

study, although the Adelaide students reported higher availability of free photocopying (967o

compared withSíVo) and secretarial support (78Vo compared with 54Vo) and a lower availability

of consumables (65Vo compared withlsEo).

Two areas of particular concern in the data are, however, the access to 'specific programs to

improve English language skills' and 'editing assistance in preparation of thesis.' The Adelaide

students reported that only 52Vo of them considered that they had access to Engiish language

support (compared with Grigg's70Vo).Initially this is a very surprising result given that every

student in the study had undenaken the three month Integrated Bridging Program (IBP) for

intemational students. This Program is aimed quite specifrcally at developing students' English

language skills within the context of their research discipline. However, Grigg's sample included

students from English as well as non-English speaking backgroundse" Be that as it may,

students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study suggested that once the IBP was over (by the end of

first semester) they felt that there was little in the way of ongoing language support from their

Department or Faculty (see Appendix L for the comparison of results from both studies).

Having said that, aspects of satisfaction that were particularly low in the Adelaide sample were

assistance with the development of English language skills (39Vo compared with 59Vo) and

opportunity to attend conferences/scholarly meetings (52Vo compared with 67Vo). Here again we

have concern with English language. This low rate of satisfaction with English requires further

9 Approximately SOVo of the total cohort of OPRS students (1990-1994) were from Asian countries although
only 0.8 Vo (n=9) came from Indonesia.
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elaboration later in this study, particularly when it is noted that 40Vo of student listed 'language

difficulties' as a major concern.

Grigg asked students to report on their level of satisfaction with aspects of candidature and on

the whole there was general satisfaction (68.5Vo satisfied, I8.87o neutral and I2.6Vo not at all

satisfied) (p. 61). Of particular note were students' satisfaction with the match of their thesis

topic with their own interest (86Vo), supervisor competence (75Vo), realistic expectations (75Vo)

and general satisfaction with candidature (75Vo) (p. 60). In the Adelaide sample the particularly

high areas of satisfaction were guidance on topic definition (837o compared with 63Vo for

Grigg), competence of university supervi sor (9IVo compared with 7 5Vo), and quality of feedback

on work compieted (87Vo compared with TIVo).

Ninety one percent of the supervisors in Grigg's study reported satisfaction with the enthusiasm

of students andS6Vo with motivation to complete on time which is significantly higher than the

APA(I) results. Many of the supervisors interviewed as part of the Adelaide Longitudinal Study

also commented very positively on the motivation and enthusiasm of their Indonesian students.

One area of concern which has been consistently reported in the literature and experienced by

overseas students is financial difficulty. Thirty six percent of the OPRS sample reported

difficulty coping financially. However, this has been startlingly different for the Adelaide study

where only l3%o reported this as 'some/great concern,' a finding certainly supported by the

interviews. As outlined in Part 4 it is argued that this is because the stipend for most students on

scholarship is significantly better than their salary in Indonesia. This is not to say that

Indonesian students were not concerned with financial issues, but it appears that it is not the

same level of concern that it is for many students from other countries.

Interviews with Supervisors

For the 26 supervisors interviews as part of the Adetaide Longitudinal Study the number of

overall research students (Honours, Masters and PhD) supervised per supervisor ranged from

one to twelve, with thc mean being seven. Three supervisors had not supervised an international

student before. The age at time of interview for supervisors ranged from 30 to 34 years through

to 55 to 59 years with the mean being 41 years. This compares with the mean age of 32 years

for students. Of the 26 supervisors interviewed as part of this study, the years of experience in
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supervising research students ranged from one to 30 with the mean being eight years. Given that

85Vo of the supervisors were male it is clear that there were a significant number of female

students with male supervisors. The combination of male/female supervisor and male/female

student is shown inTableZ9.

Table29. Male and Female Supervisors and Male and Female Students

Male supervisor
and male student

Female
supervisor and

female student

Male supervisor
and female student

Female
supervisor and
male student

Totall o

15 29

The only comments made by supervisors about a difference in gender between the supervisor

and student were from two male supervisors of female students and both related to the students

being Muslim. For example, one supervisor commented:

Watie is a Muslim student and so I would be very ret¡cent to suggest to her that
she come on a field trip. Whereas, with one of my students from Singapore, I

have no qualms. \lr/hereas some of my other colleagues wouldn't face up to that.
(SupervisorSS: 3741)

While there were no comments directly related to the difference in gender from male and female

students about their male supervisors, there were cornments from both male and female students

about female supervisors. The male students likened their female supervisor to a 'mother',

someone who cared for them and who, as a mother, they respected. Three of the four female

students commented on the closeness of their relationship with their female supervisor where the

felt they could talk about personal issues 'because she was a woman.'

Of the 26 supervisors, five did not have a PhD although three of them were currently enrolled in

doctoral studies. All of these five supervisors were supervising Masters, not PhD students. Of

the 2I supervisors with a PhD, 15 had gained their degree in Austraiia,2 in the UK and one each

in New Zealand, Canada, the USA and Russia.

l0 Noæ that the total of 29 does not include the four MBA students who did not have supervisors. Also while
26 supervisors were interviewed there were 29 student-supervisor pairs.

284
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In an effort to gauge how supervisors understood the situation oftheir students all supervisors

were asked whether they had learned another language or whether they had worked in a

developing country for any length of time and whether they considered that these experiences

had helped them to understand the particular situation of their international students studying in

a foreign country. Twelve supervisors had worked in communities which could be described as

'developing,' three had visited developing countries for various lengths of time with work-

related activities. One supervisor reported that his wife was from what he classified as a

developing country and he felt that through her, he gained considerable insight into the particular

needs of international students. Therefore, ten (39Vo) of the supervisors had not had any

experience in developing countries. In addition, three others had been born in non-English

speaking countries and had studied in English speaking tertiary institutions. Of those who had

worked in developing countries all but one felt that the experience was invaluable in the

understanding and support oftheir student:

Having worked there flndonesial I know so much more about their background
resources and what the reality is. They might say that they have electricity but in
reality that might only be for a couple of hours a day. (Supervisor57.31-34)

And "Undoubtedly the experience has given me a real insight into issues related to overseas

students" (SupervisorSl 31-32). The one supervisor who reported that the experience of

working in several developing countries did not assist with a greater understanding commented:

I don't know. People used to ask why I didn't speak the language of the people

when I was working overseas [in several different non-English speaking
countries]. But there were three reasons. One I am not good at languages, two
which language? and three I always found that the expatriates who got into most
trouble overseas were the ones who spoke the language and got involved in

what was going on. There is a big advantage in not knowing what is going on. I

don't have any problems-ljust don't understand. (Supervisor5S: 30-37)

Of the ten supervisors who had not had experience of working and/or living in a developing

country or where English was not the main language of communication none of them thought

that this lack of experience affected the manner in which they supervised overseas students or

inhibited their understanding of overseas students and their particular situation. One could argue

that this is to be expected. Not having had the experience, the supervisors are unaware of what

they do not know.
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How Supervisors Learn to Supervise

Given that the University of Adelaide does not have any formal training program for supervisors

(new supervisors are only required to supervise their first student with an experienced co-

supervisor) it is reasonable to assume that supervisors learn most about supervision from their

own experience of being supervised. Supervisors interviewed tended to learn how to supervise

from three main sources: their own experience of being supervised, their mistakes in supervising

previous students, and from examining theses.

Supervisors were asked to talk about their own experience of being supervised and how that

influenced the way they now supervise. I found, as did Delamont et al. (1998) in their study of

94 social science and natural science supervisors in the UK that "One common theme was the

contrast between the way staff had been supervised during their own doctorates compared to

their aims and practices as supervisors. The contrast between the past and present was strongly

drawn" (p. 159). Supervisors' comments on their own supervision tended to fall into three

categories. The first was supervisors (approximately 42Vo) who thought that their own

supervisor was very good and much of what they now did was modelled on that experience:

My supervisor had great knowledge and that was something to aspire to. He is
still my mentor and I don't know how he does it. The other thing was that when I

had a good result he was excited about it the same as I was and so the sharing
of success was so important and so I like to do that for students. (Superuisor5O:
161-165)

The second group (approximately 20Vo) was those who thought that their supervisor was good

for them, but believe that it is necessary for them to supervise most students quite differently:

My PhD supervisor was, for me, an almost pedect supervisor because he hardly
ever interfered with what I was doing. But for many people, however, he was a
disaster because he didn't help them at all, so he was really a one dimensional
supervisor and if you matched his style it was OK but if not, then he wasn't any
good for them. (Superuisor55: 150-155)

The third group was the supervisors who thought that their own supervision was very poor

(approximately 38Vo) "1 learned how not to be a superuisot'' (Supervisor94: 163) or "l thought I

was slack but my supervisor is hopeless. He is really slack. I don't think there is really

anything I have learned from him because the personalities are very different" (SupervisorSS:

127-129).
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Most supervisors commented that they had not thought about what they had learned from their

own experience until asked in the interview, but many then reported how often they found

themselves doing something their supervisor used to do to them:

One thing which we have mentioned today is that I have a weekly discussion
and each week one of the students leads the discussion and it usually focuses
on their research. I try to bite my tongue and don't say anything and let the
students ask questions and lead discussion, but occasionally I have to wade in
and you can tell they think 'Oh, it's coming!!' And that's just exactly what my
supervisor used to do to me. I'd go in to speak with him and he'd say 'Well now...'
and you'd think 'lt's about to happen.' You feel that you have this bull's eye on
your chest. But it is still done in a friendly atmosphere. (Supervisor3l:238-247)

Three of the supervisors interviewed were themselves international students when they

undertook their PhD at an Australian university. Not surprisingly these three supervisors went to

some length to describe how their own experience had influenced the way they interact with their

own international postgraduate students. "My experience was that the overseas student must

have cultural matters sorted out othenruise it becomes unworkable, but they need help in

realising that some things aren't important" (Superuisor96: 19-21)- Another suggested that:

For overseas students, in the first six months it is very time demanding. I don't
think I would be prepared to take three or more new overseas students at any
one time.... But after six months the time demand is reduced a lot. (Supervisor52:
1 76-1 80)

A second source of learning for supervisors on how to supervise was from mistakes. Hockey

(L996) in interviews with 89 social sciences supervisors, reported that "Frequent mention was

made of previous 'mistakes' in supervising students. In such cases, the candidates 'drifted' in

all sorts of directions, intellectually as well as socially, and...the results may be delay or non-

completion of the thesis" (p. a8a). For example, one supervisor reported that he is now able to

detect students' needs within six months, and then do something to address these needs.

Whereas, with an earlier student it was eighteen months before he realised there was a difficulty

and "that he [the student] wasn't really going anywhere" (Supervisor59: 68).

Cases were reported by students whereby their supervisors were made aware of difficulties

caused by the supervision, generally during the Annual Review process. As a result several of

these supervisors made changes to their supervisory practices. However, it is important to note

that in the case of Indonesian students, this approach only occurred where several students (local
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and overseas) discussed the issue together before taking it as a group to the supervisor. No

individual Indonesian student commented to a supervisor about inappropriate supervisory

practice during candidature.

A third source of learning about how to supervise came from examining theses. For example,

one supervisor said about the first thesis he examined "this really helped me understand just

what was a good standard" (Supervisor55: 173-174).

Chapter 7 provides analysis with regard students and supervisors expectations about the role of

their supervisor, the type of relationship considered appropriate and responsibilities for the

standard of work. It will be shown that approximately half of the supervisors tend to focus on

the task at hand or the product as a way of 'getting the students through.' The other half focus

more on the student or the process of supervising as a means of being successful.

Other Interviews at the University of Adelaide

Of the administrators and support staff interviewed administrators most commonly cited

advantages for having international students studying at the University of Adelaide were the

cultural benefits from having a diverse student population and the enhanced diversity in the

doctoral topics undertaken. Wttil. the income received from international students was seen as

an advantage it certainly was not considered the most important advantage. One administrator

commented on how important it was, however, to maintain a balance between international and

local student enrolment.

This University has to be careful to keep a balance between overseas and local

students. Firstly we have to educate the public that overseas students are not
here to take the jobs of local students. lf we suddenly got to say forty percent

there would be some serious public concern. (Administrator64: 81-85)

The main concerns related to the general overseas student enrolment were the apparent lack of

interaction between local and overseas students, the need for additional support, and for finding

effective ways of continuing the University's support to students on their return home. When

questioned specifically about Indonesian students the most common concern was the interaction

between students and supervisors and the need for a good match of supervisor and student:

But someone who get one of the 'good' culturally sensitive supervisors they are

lucky, but some come in and get the culturally insensitive supervisors and they
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actually survive. The fact that they survive is good, but it worries me that they
have to survive

There is also the problem of students who get a supervisor who is not on top of

the student's topic and then because of cultural issues, the student doesn't say

anything. Changing topics can be a problem. lt's not the actual topic so much

which worries me, it is their attitude to supervision. (Administrator64: 123-135)

The crucial need for an appropriate match of supervisor and student will be demonstrated later in

this report. Another concern which was mentioned was students' and supervisors' appreciation

of the full potential of research training. This particularly related to students' ability to publish in

international journals on their return home. Where supervisors were focussing on completion of

the research only, and not considering the development of writing and publishing skills, these

students were poorly positioned to publish on their return'

According to staff of the Health Service Indonesian students used the Service to a limited extent

and appeared not to have any particular health problems. In fact, it seemed that they were one of

the healthier groups of students. The main causes of visits to the Service were colds and flu "not

much in the way of stress related" (Nurse: 72). Generally Indonesian students attend the clinic

in same gender pairs:

They seem to be very involved with groups and perhaps that might be one of the

reasons that they don't have as many stress related problems because they are

able to talk with their friends about it before it becomes a problem. (Nurse72: 83-

86)

While the University has a number of designated, qualified counselling staff, a range of other

staff members often provided forms of counselling, particularly departmental secretaries,

language and learning advisers, and health staff. As one departmental secretary commented:

Sometimes I act as a counsellor, I discuss personal issues with them. I have

helped some of them find accommodation, that sort of thing. One student last

year, her mother died and she couldn't get on a plane for a few days and so I

spent a lot of time talking with her because my mother had died and I knew how

she felt. (Administrator69: 19-25)

The overwhelming response from virtually all administrative and support people interviewed (n =

14) was that Indonesian students were very polite and friendly with a sense of humour. One

staff member summed up for several others by saying:

They are very good students to have around. Of course, this might be a bit of a

problem, because they might be too reticent for their own good when they might
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be competing with say Australian students for a desk or something like that. lt
might pay to be a bit assertive every now and then. (AdministratorT4: 134-139)

This need for greater assertiveness was mentioned by a number of those interviewed. It appears

that Indonesian students could be 'too polite and pleasant for their own good.' However, they

were generally very well liked and admired by all administrative and support staff. Particularly

the women interviewed commented on the admiration they had for the Indonesian students who

worked so hard, often against considerable odds.

Language and learning support staff frequently commented on three main issues: the diversity of

international students, and in particular Indonesian students; the inner strength of many of the

Indonesian students; and their concerns about the student-supervisor relationship. These staff

were quick to recognise the particular needs of individual students and the contribution each

made to the learning of others, including the support person. The inner strength of students and

ability to remain focussed tffas a coÍìmon theme:

They bring tremendous underlying strengths which they need to cope with what
happens to them here. Real resilience. 'l am having a bad time at the moment but I

will get there'which is not the same with all nationalities in my experience. They
will even say 'l am going through a bad patch, but I will be all right.' I am never one

hundred percent sure whether it is a cultural thing that they can't say that they
are depressed or whether they have an inner confidence that it will be OK.
(Student_Su pport30: I 1 -99)

With regard to the student-supervisor relationship, while these and other staff can support

students and encourage them to talk over difficulties with their supervisor, they can not do it for

them. On the other hand these staff members also hear of the supervisor's concerns.

The supervisor will say something like 'Took this student because on paper

she/he appeared to be prepared and they had the background, but in fact they
don't.' So what is adequate background and understanding on both parts?
(Student_Support3O: 1 1 0-1 1 4)

Other administrative and support staff interviewed included counsellors, clerical staff and

administrative support such as the accommodation officer. Again these staff commented on the

politeness and pleasantness oflndonesian students and how easy they are to help.

lf they want a certain kind of letter (say to support their application to bring their

spouse out) then they will come with a copy of a similar one I have done for
Someone else and ask me to do one the same. They know what they want and

they make it as easy as possible. (AdministratorTl: 64-70)
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However, despite their wide range of roles, backgrounds and knowledge of the University the

examples these staff could offer of practices adopted by departments or faculties to assist

international, and particularly Indonesian, students, were very limited. The same three or four

departments were regularly reported as having developed particular practices-generally

focussed around food. None was able to report any programs which encouraged students to

share cultural, religious or political issues at a more intellectual level than perhaps a Food

Festival. On the other hand there were frequent comments about the way international students

learned from one another through programs such as the Integrated Bridging Program. One can

not but be struck by the irony of international students returning home with wonderful insights

into a wide range of cultures where the local students remain almost untouched.

Interviews with Representatives of Funding and Administering Organísations

One particularly relevant finding from many of the interviews with funding and administering

bodies was the lack of comprehensive data maintained by these organisations. For example, no

data are available which correlates students' IELTS scores on departure from Indonesia and

their subsequent completion rate. Be that as it may, because of complaints from institutions in

Australia the language score required prior to applying for an AusAID scholarship was raised

from 4.5 to 5.0 for the 1998199 selection round. While this decision was not based on any firm

research data the Department saw this as a way of generally lifting the standard of applicants and

of minimising the time, and therefore cost, of pre-departure English language training. (Of note

is that the number of applicants in 1998 rose to 536611 compared with approximately 2,000 in

previous years. This is despite the increased language score.)

While individual organisations collect and analyse data about Indonesian students in Australia

there appears to be little in the way of coordinated reporting other than the statistics compiled by

the Department of Employment Education Training and Youth Affairs (1998b). Even these

statistics relate, in the main, to students commencing their study, not completing it.

I I Of the 5,366 applicants, 720 were short-listed and 360 awards made for 1999
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Interviews with Senior Staff in Indonesia

The interviews with 18 senior staff in Indonesia on the whole indicated that identification and

nomination of potential applicants was a very personal and subjective exercise, with little overall

planning, other than perhaps when associated with an aid project. It was rare for an organisation

to have a plan indicating particular areas of need and designing ways to fill these needs with

trained staff. More worrying was the almost, but not quite, total lack of planning regarding the

utilisation of staff skills and interests on their return. It almost seemed that most returnees

'turned up on the doorstep', seemingly to the surprise of the organisation which was ill-

prepared to accommodate them and their newly developed skills. Having said this, most senior

staff interviewed, generally themselves returnees from study abroad, were aware of the

difficulties and were attempting to address them. Clearly this situation was of concern to

students in the study who had no defined institutional role awaiting them, other than their old

job, where they could effectively use their new skills and insights. The information from these

interviews is included in Part 4 where it is relevant to the cornments of students and/or returnees.

Student Approøches to, and Reflections on, Learning Study

There are two findings from the Student Approaches to, and Reflections on, Learning study of

particular relevance to this thesis. Firstly the noticeable differences between the responses of

students who self-categorised as 'Javanese' and those who self-categorised as one of over 20

different ethnic groups-and categorised as 'non-Javanese.' The alpha coefficients for four of

the main learning constructs for Javanese and non-Javanese students are compared in Table 30.

Table 30. 'Javanese' Alpha Scores Compared with 'Non-Javanese'

Scale tJavaneset

(n=49) d,

tnon-Javaneset

(n=56) q,

Deep Approach

Intrinsic Motivation

Use of Evidence

Relating Ideas

Operation Learning

.28

.36

.30

.51

.18

.60

.76

.6s

.68

.54

The second relevant finding was the very strong sense of duty reported by all students, and

notably by Javanese students, in their conception of learning. This phenomenon was particularly
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noted in dimension two that is, influence on, and experiences and conceptions of, Iearning and

dimension three, learning experienced as personal growth

The basic pattern of variation suggested in Dimension 2 that is common to both
subgroups reflects an emphasis, in terms of the higher loadings, on learning being
influenced by a sense of duty and the examples of others in association with an
accumulative conception of learníng, 'lcnowing in terms of recall, and an experience

of control in the absence of íntegrating.

However, for the Javanese subgroup, the loading on learning experienced as a moral
duty is high in absolute terms and more than double that for the non-Javanese
subgroup. The Javanese subgroup also further qualifies this dimension with the
experience of chønge, growth and enjoyment. Intuition as a basis for 'knowing'
when learning has occurred is a qualification for the non-Javanese subgroup, as is

learning from the example of parents.In addition, the loading on recall as a basis

for 'knowing' when learning has occurred is more than twice as high for the non-
Javanese subgroup.

In Dimension 3 there appears to be a larger range of differences between the two
subgroups that makes a comparison more difficult. A common, but comparatively
narrower, basis for comparison is suggested in terms of the influence of life
experiences, the experience of personal growth and the conception of seeing things
differently.

The Javanese subgroup adds to this dimension the influence of parents, the
experience of enjoyment, and a relational basis for 'knowing' when learning has

occurred. In contrast, the non-Javanese subgroup builds on the common basis by
the addition of changing as a person, the influence of moral duty, the influence of
learning from the example of others, as well as learning as 'not knowing.' (Meyer
& Kiley, 1998, pp. 295-296)

Assessment Study

The findings from this small-scale study were reported in Chapter 3, Students Expectations. In

summary, however, 6l%o of science students reported that the most common form of helpful

feedback came from their discussions with their supervisor(s). Eight students particularly

commented that it was the informal interaction which they had with their supervisor that was

most helpful. For the social science students, while the supervisor t'vas still the main source of

feedback, in this case six students commented that it was written comments on their written work

that were the most significant form of feedback received.

Quality of Superuision Study

Forty one students were interviews for this study. Students in the science department were

virtually all in their twenties, with one early thirty year-old (an international student). This
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compared markedly with the social science students who ranged from early twenties to greater

than fifty years. It was notable that the majority of the older students were female. The majority

of students interviewed held scholarships and those students who did not have a scholarship had

passed the time limit of their previous scholarship and had found alternative funding (or had it

found for them).

Entry criteria for the two departments were quite distinctive. In the science department 89Vo had

entered their PhD with First Class Honours from the same department whereas for the social

science department approximately 50Vo of the students entered with a Masters degree. A staff

member from the science department commented that "There is no doubt that any student who

gets First Class Honours from this department can get a PhD anywhere" (Kiley, 1993a). In

contrast the social science students generally had to enrol in a Masters first and then upgrade if

progress warranted such a move, as staff argued that Honours was not a good enough indicator

of a student's 'stick-ability.'

Some students get a good result in their Honours because they have very close
supervision whereas others do it with little supervision. Unless one knows the sort
of supervision in Honours, it may be a misleading indicator of potential
postgraduate success. (Kiley, I993b, p. 7)

There were no part-time postgraduate students in the science department and none of the

students interviewed had intermitted whereas in the social science department there were both

full-time and part-time students as well as those on scholarship and those employed. Three PhD

and two Masters students had intermitted or planned to intermit during their candidature.

The characteristics of a 'good' supervisor arising from these two studies were reported in

Chapter 2 where they were compared with the characteristics determined by King (1997) and

O'Rourke (1997).In summary, however, students suggested that the main characteristics of a

good supervisor can be grouped into three categories. The first is personal qualities, for example,

enthusiastic, encouraging, approachable, good inter-personal skills, committed to students and

prepared to 'fight' on their behalf if need be. The second is academic qualities, for example,

respected because of demonstrated research abilities and knowledge of the area being

researched, intelligent, able to think through problems and having good scientific knowledge.
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The third category is administrative qualities, for example, able to see the student regularly, and

being reliable and punctual with keeping appointments and returning work.

Supervisors' views placed considerably greater emphasis on personal qualities. These included,

recognition that every student has different needs, patience, good communication skills, and

cares about the student being interested in him/trer as a person. The academic qualities suggested

by supervisors included familiarity with the topic, and interest in field of work with the main

administrative quality being availability.

Chapter Summary

The demographic data and some initial and general findings from the Adelaide Longitudinal

Study and supporting studies have been detailed in this chapter. The purpose has been to

provide background to the next four chapters that focus on the three phases of students'

candidature and the changes they experienced.
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CHAPTER 7 PHASE OI\E: THE FIRST SIX MONTHS

Introduction

The results outlined below will demonstrate that the first three to six months of the students'

sojourn in Australia were seen as very significant in their overall candidature. During this crucial

time students had to come to terms with culture shockl, new approaches to learning, being

without family; adjusting to new food, accommodation, and weather; a return to formal study

(for many after several years alvay); and trying to make new friends-all in a foreign language.

Two interviews were conducted with each of the 33 students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study

within their first six months in Adelaide (66 interviews in all). In the second of these interviews,

five to six months after arrival, students were asked to 'place' themselves on a culture shock

continuum to indicate how they felt. They were also asked to complete a rating scale regarding

their expectations of supervision. Students' supervisors were also interviewed within the first six

months. Supervisors were asked about themselves as supervisors and the skills, attitudes and

experiences which they considered important for supervision of all students, and in particular,

international students.

In an effort to determine students' views prior to studying overseas, 20 students undertaking

pre-departure language courses at the Indonesia Australia Language Foundation (IALF)2 in

Denpasar, Bali, were interviewed regarding their expectations, hopes and fea¡s about studying in

Australia. Staff at the IALF Jakarta and Bali were also interviewed for their impressions of

students' anticipated study abroad.3

This chapter describes students in these first, very difficult months of Phase One. However,

discussion of the subsequent phases in Chapters 8 and 9 will indicate that while homesickness

and culture shock were almost overpowering for some students during the first several months,

1 Cultu.e shock is discussed in Chapter 2.
2 Pre-departure group at IALF is described in Chapter 5.

3 the IALF was established in Jakarta by the Austr rlian government in the 1980s to provide English

language preparation for students awarded scholarships to study in Australia (as well as New Tnaland and

Caña¿ã in taier years). Students awarded a scholarship receive, as part of that awatd, English language

preparation for ânything from three to twelve months with the proviso that the student must attain a

äesìgnated IELTS-levefin order to srudy in Australia. In addition to English langlage students take part in

cultural awareness, and approaches to Western learning sessions with staff of the Foundation. Where

appropriate, commerrts frôm these interviews are included to illustrate various points.
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issues such as quality of supervision and ability to cope with time constraints became more

significant issues for most. This was the norm unless students experienced some major personal

trauma for example, the break-up of a relationship and the political, social and economic turmoil

in Indonesia while students were in Australia. The categories for discussing the findings in this

chapter and Chapter 8 and 9, are those determined by the literature discussed in Chapter 2, that

is, personal and emotional issues, administrative issues, course,language and academic issues,4

and those related to supervision.

Personal and Emotional Issues

Homesickness

Homesickness was one of the major issues talked about by students, and it was not unusual for

students to shed a few tears during these first two interviews, particularly the second' On

enrolment,64Vo(n=2I)of thecohortweremarriedorengaged.Of these2l students 19of them

had one child or more. Only two students were accompanied by their family on arrival.S Two

male students had children born in Indonesia within six months of their departure to study in

Australia; for one, his son was 14 months old before he saw him.

In addition to students missing their spouse, children, family and friends many also reported

missing food, music and the social environment. Five students, generally those who had studied

abroad before or who travelled extensively with their job in Indonesia, reported that they did not

experience homesickness.

Amina, Tini, Hermina, Dewi and Iem were five mothers who had Ieft their husbands and children

behind. In Interview One Tini report that in the first month she had a Telecom6 bill of $537 but

that had dropped down a little in the second month. She had never lived alone and when her

house-mate had to return to Indonesia she was very scared at night and used to phone her

husband often twice per day and talk for anything up to thirty minutes. Amina had left her

husband and three-year old son behind in Indonesia. In the first interview she was very

homesick and reported that she was phoning home every three days to check that everything was

4 A, noted ea¡lier the issues oflanguage and learning are closely integrated and it is difficult to report them

separately, even though they are often reported by students and supervisors as separate.

5 Th"r" two students were spouses both of whom received scholarships to the University of Adelaide at the

same tlme.
6 Phon"company
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all right. She commented that when she woke up each morning she had 'a gap in her heart' and

felt very lonely. However, once she got to lectures and courses it took her mind off it. She tried

to work each weekend so that she was not too homesick.

At the second interview she reported that she was going back to Indonesia the following day:

Are you going back to lndonesia tomorrow, is that to get your family?

My husband prepare, he has a scholarship to come next year, but we are hoping

that he can start in second semester...lf he can't I think it is best for him [my son]

to be in lndonesia he has friends and family. And here it will be difficult for him

and for me too. I couldn't sleep last night because I was so excited about going

home...

How have you been feeling about being in Adelaide?

The problem is the phone bills. lt's very easy to make phone calls home, and then

after a month my phone bill is very high, $350 a month, but for my friend it is
worse, she must pay $620. lt isn't her first year here, and she is not married. lt's

cheaper if I callfrom Australia instead of my husband.

How often do you phone home?

Two or three times a week, I just want to hear my Son voice I ask '\lúhat do you

want?' 'l don't want anything ljust want my mummy back.'

Does that make you cry?

Yes, I just want my mummy back. I feel guilty leave my son only three years old,

but at last my husband might come and now I might be able to have him with me.

(Amina2: 5-15; 1 17-131)

Several men had also left behind spouses and children, with two of them, Sugik and lwan, being

in Australia when their wife gave birth. Iwan reported in the first interview that he was

deliberately keeping very busy so that he did not have time to miss his family. He contacted

home about every two to four weeks. In the second interview he said:

The problem just here [hand to heart area]. I mean I don't know how exactly these

things are said in Adelaide, because also Saturday and Sunday I have to come

back [to the campus].

So you're not having any social life?

Ah yes, maybe just go to Rundle Mall7....Yes, I think maybe the first year like that

and I think maybe the second not bad maybe. So I can manage.

So what about yourfamily?

I think for my family I will not take [bring] them to Australia. I am afraid if they come

here make [more difficult] in terms of how to manage my time for my study. So I

have decided not to bring my family, because every two weeks I make long

distance calls to my familY.

7 ¿.d"luide's shopping mall in the main commercial area of the city
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So when will you go home fo see your new little boy?

Maybe no.... I not tell to her. I am afraid she will be hurt.

So she doesn't know yet?

Yes, I mean no. To delay...but lthink no, if I delay next year. But I don't decide
next year or when , delay, delay, delay and then 1... flf I delay telling my wife long

enough that she is not coming here and I am not visiting I will be finished.l (lwan2:

8-26)

The other male students who were in Adelaide without family were,like the women, very keen

not to allow their concentration to wander too much while they were working:

Ah yeah, sometime if I have many troubles in [my study] and so I remember family

come in my mind, one come and one go.

In English we callthat daydreaming.

ln Bahasaitis lamunan. So I think [about] my family. (lgun2: 51-55)

Students had different ways of helping themselves and others overcome homesickness. The

most common was to spend long hours, frequently seven days per week, on their study,

particularly on campus trying to avoid day dreaming and attempting to concentrate on work. But

Antonius and a friend had a novel method for coping with their homesickness:

lf lfeel lonely, then myfriend also ring me or lphone him 1.00 or3.00 am. My

friends will say 'Hello here from Jakarta' [making the beep, beep, beep sound of
an ISD call] and then lsay'You my friend...'because we are very close.
Sometimes we play Sundanese music and say this is radio station in lndonesia.
Every Saturday we went to garage sales. I have four different tape recorders.
They are only $2, I will send one home. (Antonius2:132-144)

Badri, Jono, Buharto and Purwanto had very similar accounts of their homesickness. Married

men without their families certainly reported missing their wives, particularly as someone who

would understand what they were going through. None, however, had high phone bills, with two

buying a weekly $5 phone card to limit their phone calls. Only one man did not have his family

join him at all during candidature, although he returned for a brief visit. Families generally joined

the student within two to 12 months, with the average being six months. Married \women without

their families, on the other hand, reported missing their children as much, if not more than their

spouses. Several reported very high phone bills ranging from $300-$650 per month.

Single students reported homesickness, generally for famity and friends . Idul Fitris was often a

very difficult time for students, particularly as in 1995 it came soon after students had arrived for

8 Celebrations to mark the end of the Muslim fasting month, Puasa-
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first semester. Rina, a single female student, reported in the fÏrst interview that she felt very sad

over ldul Fitri not being with her famity. This homesickness continued through to the second

interview where she said "l am still very homesick, especially now because it is a bad time. The

four months time is really bad, but I hope it gets bettei' (Rina2: 64-66).

It was particularly difficult for students when they had not made friends

That is a problem. Maybe because we can't speak English-very well, so in the

[residential] College just Asians at one table on their own and Australians at
another. Not just me but allAsians, from Thailand from Singapore. (Lena2: 25-27)

Fatimah, on the other hand, who had reported being very homesick in the first interview said in

the second that while she was still missing her family she was not so homesick as she had a

boyfriend, a fellow international (non-Indonesian) student.

Single, male students such as Bunari, Enton, Koko and Beni also reported missing family and

friends and feeling 'up and down'. Bunari met up with his parents in Sydney when they visited

Australia, although he reported feeling "lousy" after he had left them. AII of the students found

that by keeping busy with their study, they could manage their homesickness. (Bunari2: 6I-71;

Enton2: 33-40;Beni2: I2-I5; Koko2: II9-127)

In virtually all cases of ma¡ried students without families or single students the thought of being

able to return home for even a short visit after six months in Australia (the mid-year break or

summer break) or anticipating a visit from family members gave them an enoÍnous boost of

enthusiasm. The anticipated visit itself was often enough to get them over their deep sense of

Ioss and loneliness and after the visit they were generally well able to cope with being in

Au stralia without family.

Five students reported not feeling particularly homesick. Three of them had studied overseas

before (Dian, Yanti and Kintan). As Dian said "l don't have time to miss anything about

lndonesia. I don't harre time to write to my sister or my parents. I just give them a quick call"

(Dian2: 38-40). And Yanto replied when asked what he missed about Indonesia "Because we

can use the lnternet I don't miss too much because I can read Kompas and Repub/rka9, but

not every day as I don't always have the time" (YantoZ: I4-L6).

9 T*o of the best known Indonesian news papers
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For students who had their families with them, and the single students who did not report being

particularly homesick, the main things they reported missing were friends, food and music, as

did many of the others who also missed spouses and children.

Sugik (2:49-51); Fatimah (2:109-114); Tini (2:79-83); Kintan (2:90-92); Bunari (2:38-145)

and Enton (2:26-28) particularly mentioned food including bakso, gado-gado and sambal,

various spicy foods and food from particular areas such as Manado, Palembang and Padang:

I miss the food from lndonesia, partly because I am not very good at cooking. The
food from my home town is hot and I find it very difficult to find food that is hot
enough. I can find hot food but not as hot as I like. My Mum sent me some food in
the post, a typical...food, and when late it lfound itvery spicy and lwasn't used
to it. (DewiZ:15-20)

Other things that students missed were the language: that is, being able to express one's feelings

clearly and easily in one's home language; music; and friends (Basu2: 23-26; Antonius2: 73-85;

Yantl2:20-23) with Arief missing "everything. I miss] everything. I have a very happy life in

lndonesia" (Arief2: 1 1 9).

It was toward the end of the first six months that several students were making anangements for

their families to join them. The effect of family on student progress will be discussed in

Chapters 8 and 10. Having said this, the results of this small sample indicate that married men

with their families and single men adjusted more quickly than single women, married \Momen or

married men without their families. Seventy six percent of all male students reported that they

either felt settled or that 'this was home' after six months. This compares with the four married

men without their families all of whom reported being very unhappy or depressed.

The results for the female students were more varied. Fifty eight percent of all women reported

being either unhappy or depressed at the six month stage, 57Vo of these being single females.

Two others were women without their families. The one woman who had her family with her, but

reported being very unhappy, was also reporting significant difficulty interacting with her

supervisor (who was eventually to be changed). Two married \¡/omen without families reported

feeling settled, one of whom was on a one year course only. It would appear from this sample

that single men adjusted to living in Adelaide more quickly than single women. In this sample,

the only single woman who reported feeling settled had travelled extensively throughout
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Indonesia with her work. Of the men who reported being settled or feeling at home, 54Vo had

either previously studied or travelled overseas.

There are several reasons for the married men whose families were not with them to have

diffîculty in adjusting. One reason suggested by the students, male and female alike, was that the

men, in addition to missing their families, were also finding difficulty with household chores and

with organising their time to manage such activities as shopping, cooking, cleaning and washing

as well as coping with their academic environment. As Chapter 8 will demonstrate, they were

having to do so without the person who they usually turned for support, their spouse:

The third month I feel it in here [hand to heaft area]. I like it in here but the third

month I miss my family yes. For the first month we have Lebaran and so I meet
my friends. [Then points to schema.]

Bùt the fourth month-depressed?

Yes the fourth month work hard and have to cook. I also spend time one hour for
clothes have to wash, one hourfor cook. Spend my time lwantto read but....
(Antonius2: 92-.98)

Single women, while generally adjusting after six months, had considerable difficulty in coping

with their new environment, compared with single men and married women and men with their

families. One of the reasons was likely to be the difficulty women experience going out at night

alone, particularly in winter when it gets dark soon after 5.00 pm. in Adelaide.

My feeling is, my expectation when I come to Australia beside study I can
sometimes [meet] Australian people or other people outside of my country, but
when I stay here I have no time because of my lectures. When I try to [meet]they
got holidays during Sunday to Friday. I always got lectures during from Monday
until Friday from 9.00 until 5.00 so how can I meet [them]. And then after that in
Australia sometimes 6.00 already dark-l in a hurry go home-here is no time for
activities.

I try to involve in international OSAI0...but again, the time. They always have a

meeting if not during I'm studying or in the afternoon. I too scared to go

somewhere else. (Watie2: 174-181)

While certainly many of the students expected to experience homesickness to some extent,

several appeared to be quite taken aback by the level of homesickness they experienced and

particularly the effect this had on their study. This was particularly the case with Fatimah, Amina,

Lena, Rina,'Watie, Tini,Igun and Antonius.

l0 overseas Students Association.
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While homesickness was mentioned in passing by participants in the Returnee Study it had not

been seen as a major factor in their period of study in Australia. I would suggest that while it

was almost certainly of major significance in the first three to six months, by the time students

were ready to return to Indonesia they had overcome most of the negative effects of

homesickness and hence it was not reported as significant. In fact, some of the returnees almost

dismissed homesickness 'with the wave of a hand' something which several of the students in

the Adelaide Longitudinal Study almost did towards the end of their sojourn.

Culture Shock

Students reported understanding about culture shock and most, particularly those who had

studied at the IALF, had been exposed to the '(J' and ''W' curves of culture shock and reverse

culture shock during their language program.ll The IALF (Bali Branch) publishes a small,

regular newsletter titled Dffirent Pond, Different Fislz (Indonesia Australia Language

Foundation, 1998). The main purpose of this newsletter is to highlight common cultural

misunderstandings and cultural differences. It also includes tips from students studying in

Australia on topics such as making friends. Students reported that they found these sorts of

publicaúons quite helpful.

During the second interview students were asked to rate themselves on a diagrammatic

representation of the culture shock 'IJ-curve' (see Appendix I). The diagram showed students at

the 'bottom' of the curve as feeling unhappy and/or depressed and with an improvement on the

up-side of the curve as feeling settled or feeling that Adelaide was now 'home'. However, as is

expected, most students reported degrees of being 'up and down.' However, knowing about

culture shock did not necessarily mean that students did not experience it. Rina, who obviously

knew the terminology well, said "l'm at the nadir point!" (Rina2: 10). Although she lcnew thatwhat

she was experiencing was culture shock and that she was at the very bottom of the 'IJ' curve,

she stilþir wretched. Bunari, Yanti (2:25-30), Antonius (2:89-98), Lena (2:17), and Badri all

talked about their experiences of being in a culture different from their own:

What about the people, are they the way you expected?

Ya. I think because we are different culture sometimes I feel upset because they

are so cool. Like when I was in IALF would have cross-cultural session and then

See Chapter 2 for a discussion of the 'U' and 'W' curves for culture shock.
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they say that Australian people are not like lndonesians and it is quite difficult to

make friends. I know that but it is still difficult. (Badri2: 61-66)

Rina (2: 5-14) reported several of the 'symptoms' of culture shock: health problems, a sense of

despair and tearfulness. V/ithout being able to hear her voice on the tape it is difficult to

appreciate the sense of helplessness which she portrayed. Although her words on paper do not

adequately express it, Lena was another student who was expressing almost a sense of despair in

mtervlew two:

What about changes in your English. Have you noticed that your English has

changed slnce you've been here?

No, actually I think it might be worse, because of the stress. Every day we just

study the subject, so we don't study the grammar. Sometimes I go to the library to

practice English but because I am very busy not often.

Let's go back to the comment about fhe sfress?

I feelthe stress because I can't speak English.

So fhe more sfressed you feel the worse your English gets?

Yes. Do you have any ideas?

(Explanation: t think you are right the more you worry about it the worse it gets.)

ljoined the English Club in State Library but it hasn't helped much because there

are too many people. We just listen. So I don't know how I can improve. (Lena2:

152-156; 162-171)

Only two students Basu (1: 100-101) and Junaidi reported that they felt uncomfortable being a

student (rather than a staff member):

My supervisor just told me about two weeks ago that I have to take qualifying

program. I was very very surprised [but] no choice, that was the decision of the

department. Recently we had Annual Progress Report and I think [my progress is

OKl. I'm very nervous. lfeel a bit stupid in front of him. Positive way...l didn't

mean, he's very nice, just my feeling because [of the Qualifying]. ln my faculty [in

lndonesia] I was best lecturer, you know, for the last two years so I was very

frustrated. Oh, I'm just like a boy here. (Junaidi2: 58-66)

Other students suggested that the reason only two experienced any sense of feeling

uncomfortable being treated as students was that Indonesian culture provides quite a strict and

clear hierarchy and seniority. As the students described it "You always know that there is

someone above you whom you respect and someone below you who offers you respect [My

paraphrase]." Another reason might well be that postgraduate students, particularly research

students, unlike undergraduate students, are often considered to be active member of the

department by staff and other students.
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So while students knew about culture shock and expected to experience it to some extent the

effect of it on their emotional well-being came as quite a surprise to many, particularly when they

felt unable to actively counter-act the 'symptoms' and at the same time worry that the quality of

their work might lead them to being sent home.

Health Effects of Culture Shock

One of the documented symptoms of culture shock is health difficulties. While one might

expect a range of 'normal' health problems (for example, colds and flu) some of the students

reported health problems that they considered were related to stress, particularly in their new

environment "l get sick, just because I want to go home. There's not problem, but I still get sick.

I got the flu" (Amina2'.54-56). Other students reported illness were headaches, an allergic rash

and bowel problems (V/atie2: 254;Igun2:7-32; Rina2: I2-I4; 68-76; Antonius2: 106-110).

Sources of Personal Support

Family and friends provided the greatest emotional support for students. Most married, male

students reported that they talked with their spouse when they were depressed or worried about

their work. Female married students, on the other hand, rarely reported discussing such matters

with their husband, but they often spoke with other female students who were friends. Single

students tended to phone home to their mother or a sibling if they were depressed or upset.

Faiiing this, they met up with friends, generally Indonesian or at least international, and spent

time window-shopping, usually in Rundle Mall or food shopping at the Central Market.12

As the transcripts above indicate, having friends was a crucial factor in lessening the impact of

homesickness. In the second interview students were specifically asked about their social life.

Student organisations were one source of support and friendship for many students including

the Overseas Students' Association (OSA) and the Council of International Students'

Associations (CISA) which provide activities for all overseas students. Some of the students in

the study were involved in these activities. However? one of the main sources of support for

srudents including Bunari, Rina (2: 86-95), Sugik (2: 129-132), Fatimah (2:179-198), Yanti (2:

13-14; 73-79), Basu (2: 79-82) and Watie (2: 56-72) was the Indonesian-government funded

Perhimpunan Pelajar Indonesia Australia (PPIA) or Indonesian Students' Association.

12 Adelaide's market, specialising in Asian and continental food. It is possible tobuy halal food at the Central

Market.
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Do you belong to the lndonesian Sfudenfs Association?

Oh yeah.

Have you been to any of their functions?

Yeah, three times, one of them was a lunch and the last one was here when the

lndonesian Association was at the barbecue. For lndependence Day there will be

a lot for that. We were told to expect something for that. Before I came here I

was told that on 17 August and another day in November when I think it was

when lndonesia was involved with East Timor. (Bunari2: 129-137)

pPIA provides twice yearly welcome and information sessions for new students and organises

regular activities, particularly at the time of Indonesian cultural occasions, such as Independence

Day. As this is a student association it is often of support to students although not necessarily to

spouses and children. "Do you betong to any groups like PPIA? Yes, but my husband can't go

because he is not a student" (Watie2: 49-50).

Kelompok Masyarakat Muslim Indonesia Australia Selatan or the Indonesian Islamic

Association of South Australia, on the other hand, provides a social environment for families to

learn about and maintain their religion and culture through the fortnightly pengajian /3 meetings.

All of the Muslim students mentioned pengajian at some stage during the interviews and found

it a source of social (as well as religious) support in the early days. "We have a small group

pengajian where we read the Koran. ln my friend's house. We get together and we read the

Koran and pray for one another" (Antonius2: 198-200). Usually held in various students'

homes or comfortable a¡eas of the campuses, in addition to reciting the Koran students discuss

issues related to their religion as well as those related to their daily life and usually enjoy a meal

together. During their candidature most Muslim students and their families attended pengaiian

and many reported that being able to talk about issues in such an environment offered them

considerable support.

The Muslim students in the study reported experiencing a number of personal, spiritual and

social positives and negatives. For example, Rina found solace in praying.

I always pray at night, yes because it maintains my mental image. lf I have a

problem I pray and it maintain my mental image. I can not only solve a problem by

an intellectual way but also through praying. Also, I think that everything I have to

do is for God. (Rina2:116-121)

Although for Jono, it was difficult maintaining the level of devotion he had in Indonesia:

13 taji=religious teaching, mengaji=rec\ting Koranic verses andpengajian=recitation of the Koran.
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I have hardly prayed at all first thing in the morning, so now I do it just before I go

to the campus rather than at 4.00. I still go to the Mosque on Friday. But I find it
very ditficult to get up in the winter because it is so cold. (Jono}. 4346)

The negative side of support from their religious group was experienced by some students who

felt that they were criticised by those holding stricter religious views. For example, while it is

possible to buy halalta food in Adelaide, it is not always convenient. Some students, considered

it religiously appropriate to eat non-halal food after a blessing when h"alal foodwas not available

but they reported critical comments from other students who felt that this was inappropriate.

Some students reported that they had to select their non-Islamic students friends with care, for

example, those who would respect their need to stop during a day-outing to pray, or their

concern about not drinking alcohol.

Of particular difficulty was Ramadan, Fasting Month, where participants do not eat or drink

from dawn to dusk. Throughout the study, Fasting Month was in the summer months which

aiso means Daylight Saving in Adelaide .In 1997, for example, Adelaide had its hottest February

week on record during the last week of Fasting Month with temperatures reaching 40 degrees

Centigrade and with the sun setting at approximately 8.40 pm "in lndonesia the Fasting Month is

not difficult but in Australia the day is so much longer. I feel it" (Antonius2:128-129). Students

reported considerable physical difficulty, particularly in a social environment which offered

virtually no support to students who were fasting. This is in contrast to Indonesia where work-

place food canteens are closed for the whole of Fasting Month and non-Muslims make an effort

to be discrete when eating and drinking during daylight hours. In addition, as one student

reported, sex and sexual thought are to be avoided while fasting. However, given it is mid-

summer, many of the young, and not so young, women in Adelaide dress in very light, brief and

often revealing summer clothes. He reported that for some of the male Islamic students this

provided quite a challenge. Having said this, not one complained, in accord with religious

teachings, although many did comment on the long, hot days and the effect it had on their health.

During the study some of the Muslim students discussed how they felt their religion made it

different for them studying in Australia compared with non-Muslim Indonesian students. The

role and influence of religion will be addressed again later in this report, particularly with regard

to personal interactions.

l4 Food, treated in such a way as to make it acceptable for Muslims to eat.
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To a lesser extent than the pengajian,Ikatan Cendekiawan Muslim Indonesia (ICMI), the

Association of Indonesian Muslim Scholars provided some support but ICMI was generally not

considered to be of the same level of support as the other two Indonesian-specific associations.

Christian students also tended to gain some of the support suggested above. For example

several, like Koko, belonged to quite active church groups:

I go to church here, an Australian church so I think the service which I usually

attend there is only two Asian people, just me and another two. lt's just that I

choose that because I just want to meet Australian people. (Koko2: 38-41)

An Indonesian students' emaii discussion group, based at the University of Tasmania, also

provides a useful support net'work for students, particularly for sharing information. It is not

uncommon to have students inquire, or post information, about such things as cheap air-fares

from Australia to Indonesia, or useful information about courses, groups and activities. However,

many of the students in the study did not use this source of support in their first six months as

they were not immediately provided with email, or when they were, they were not sure how to

use it. Early access to email varied across departments and improved significantly over the

duration of the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

One of the issues for students who were involved with the Indonesian-based associations, and

who lived in university residential accommodation, tüas that they mostly mixed with Indonesian

or other international students. For some this is a very positive outcome, whereas others such as

Amina, Edi (2: I34-I4I), and Beni (2: 5I-54) felt that by not meeting and mixing with

Australians they were not making the most of their opportunities:

Actually I would like to make friends with Australians but I don't know what to

say. lf I met my friends from lndonesia it's easy to make conversation but with

Australians it is difficult and I have to think about it, so I don't have many friends,

Australian friends. lt's easier for me to make friends with other Asian students

like Singapore or Malaysian students. \Mth Australians I only have three. They are

in my department. lt's OK I can talk everything with them. (Amina2: 82-91)

As revealed by many studies related to Indonesian students studying in Australia, one of the

difficulties for students was socialising with Australians (Barker, 1990; Choi, L99l; Daroesman

& Daroesman,1992; Everts & Sodjakusumah, 1996; Hodgkin,1972; Kinnell, 1990; Mullins &

Hancock, 1995). The returnees who were interviewed in Indonesia were able to shed some light
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on the situation. As one returnee said, "people blame lndonesians for not mixing but it is not as

easy as it seems" (17 15 8 1 1).

Language was cited as one obstacle to mixing with Australians, particularly the need to spend

considerable amounts of time reading and writing in English. "l had such a heavy workload

with assignments and itwas all in English, lwasworking from 7.00 am to 10.00 pm seven

days per week. But I forced myself to work because I was very worried about passing" (17

15 I 1 1). There is little time and energy in such a regimen for socialising in a foreign language

and culture. Tini, Dian (2: 81-86), Badri (2: 83-86), Lena (2;82-91; I2I-125;230-239) and

Yanto (2:6I-62) suggested that it was difficult to make friends and have any kind of social life

with the workload they were experiencing:

Maybe I got wrong strategy to studying. Because when I during my living in

Adelaide in six months I always studying and studying and studying. I never went

maybe in beach, together with some students, [like the social program], I never
joined this.

And did you join PPIA?

I never joined the program. [On the weekend] I relax, sometimes [a public] holiday

and then I want to take rest at home and then maybe ljust went to Rundle Mall,

sightseeing and after that studying, studying, studying. But unfortunately I feel it

is not right. (Tini2:19-27)

The workload was particularly heavy for Iwan and Siti who were both hoping to upgrade from

the Masters to PhD program and so wanted to demonstrate to their supervisors that they were

capable of the work. (Both did successfully upgrade.)ls

Why did you only s/eep fortwo hours yesterday?

Because I keep studYing. Working.

Have you been doing it for a while?

Because I have to prepare conference for today so I cannot work today so I

have to [spend] my weekend. Everything [has been in the way] but now I have to

prepare everything so I work faster I hope." (Siti2: 5-11)

However, Jono's difficulty was with other students' workloads "When I first came here the

other students were preparing for exams and so they were very serious and so I didn't have

a lot of people to talk with" (Jono2: 3840).

15 Daroesman and Daroesm an (1992) reported thati%o of their sample upgraded their award compared with 6Vo

in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.
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Having other Indonesian students as friends, however, pos.ed difficulties for some students,

particularly as the group in Adelaide was quite small, as Rani discovered:

I live with lndonesian friends but I think that this is not a good position. Atter a

couple of months I stay here because when we are in lndonesia we are friends

but when we are in here I feel just like they use me [laugh] because they are in

the Masters degree and I am in the PhD program and I don't have a strict schedule

and they think that I have plenty of time to take care of them, take care of the

children etc because they do not understand. I just guess that they think that I do

nothing here. That I just read and sometimes and write and have no deadlines

with assignments. I try to explain what I am doing here and what the supervisor

expects from my work and how difficult my situation.

What so¡fs of things so they expect you to do?

Sometimes I have to take care of their children after 5 pm because they have to

attend the class in the evening and sometimes I have to accompany them to the

hospital and some [thing] like that. Small things, but if I knew that I wouldn't have

lived together. I just feel that I am used by somebody else. And because we are

lndonesian friends we are from the same country and I can't say no. Because if I

do that then they will tell everyone and they will say that'Look, that lady becomes

very Australian! She does not want to help.' That is why I plan to move next

year....l can't tell to another lndonesian lady this because she would tell her

husband and he would tell everyone. And also I can't tell my husband because

he would Say...'You know, women are always like that.' I don't want to be like

that. (Rani2: 167-199)

Igun also had difficulty when his Indonesian friends offered him support as he found that the

hierarchical structure of Indonesia was reflected to some extent in Australia:

yeah, I have many findonesian]friends....sometimes I come to my friends'house

to talking about their experience....Sometimes if I come, but not all my friends,

they be more seniorthan me...they come ffrom lndonesial more earlythan me.

There are many friends who come '94 and maybe they experience more higher

than me and sometimes they speaking [to me] like children 'Oh, you don't know!'

[and I think] 'So why you making little of me?' So I better come to my friends who

are the same level [as me and who started in 1995]. (lgun2: 130-140)

Other students such as Dewi, Yanti (2: 59-62), Basu (2: 60-61), and Bunari (2: 122-128) had

already made a number of friends, often quite specifically those other than Indonesian ones. "l

go out with friends to some entertainment. Most of my friends are lnternational Students and

Australian students, but I don't have many lndonesian students" (Dewi2: 72-75)'

Other than Tini, Dian, Yanto, Badri, Lena and Siti, the other students tended to fall into two

groups: those who believed that having an active social life was an integral part of their

Australian experience; and those who saw their friends as a means of support in their difficult

period of adjustment. Edi believed that he needed to maintain a balance in his life:
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How do you feel about being in Adelaide?

I like it. You know that I am not here just to study but to have a social life. I visit
friends. I cannot work from 7 am to 7 pm five days a week. My brain does not

work like that. I work about 6 hours and that is enough. I can not force more than

that. And on the weekend because I have two children and there is no child care

available on the weekend so my wife and I make time for our children. (Edi2: 35-

42)

Others who reported approaching their social life in a similar manner included Buharto (2: II0-

122),Yanto (1: 108-110), Enton (2:42-50;99-102; ll3-125;151-156), Basu (2: 54-57), Junaidi

(2: 88-92), and Arief (2:82-91). The majority of these students had either studied overseas prior

to coming to Adelaide or had travelled overseas before their candidature.

Purwanto (2: 56-61) Bunari (2:73-75), Fatimah (2: 169-114), and Sugik (2: 80-85; 133-139)

reported that their friends had been particularly helpful for emotional support. It was clear that

many students had been encouraged to try to make friends outside their Indonesian 'circle'.

IALF staff reported that they had suggested this in classes and students were aware of the advice

being given. Indonesian colleagues and staff also encouraged students to attempt to make

friends with Australians quickly. For example, I had been present at a meeting in December

1994 of six staff members in the Department of Family Planning who were hoping to be

accepted by Australian universities for 1995. The senior staff member, himself a returnee from

overseas, strongly exhorted the students to make friends as quickly as possible with Australians

so that they might improve their English and learn about the culture. Students arrived expecting

to do this. However, as the above comments indicate, the expectation and the reality were quite

different. Despite their best intentions many of the students found that they needed the support

and understanding of fellow Indonesians or it was very difficult in some cases to make friends

with Australians. As it turned out it was often much easier to make friends with other

international students than with Australian students. In fact many of the students reported that

they found it easier to understand the English of other non-English speaking background

international students than they did Australians.

Racism

While still within the realm of adjustment and social and emotional support, within the first two

interviews when specifically asked whether they had experienced racism, only five students
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reported some racist interaction, although for most of them they were not sure whether what they

had experienced was actually racism:

ln a small way...it's veryfunny. lwentto Coles supermarket and in the cashier

when I went to pay all my things, I had to queue and the cashier at the time [said]
to the people ''Hello, how are you?' Everybody. But when in my turn, he said

nothing! I wondered why he didn't speak anything but to other people he speak.

Why? he is very nice to other people....Automatically my mind works, I said 'Hey,

Hello, how are you, are you fine?'...And he looked at me suddenly and he [went]
red [in] his face and 'Yeah, Yes.' automatically [l did it], because [he spoke to] all

the people [but not me]! (Rina2:124-133)

However, Edi did suggest that there was a form of racism within his department:

The only problem for me is especially about the racism. ln the department there is

racism, maybe because I know that this is a situation that I have to cope with.

The department allows me to do whatever work I think important. This is because

I am a PhD student, you have to make your own way. But we are very busy' ln

lndonesia we still have time to meet others.16....l think, I feel, I hope I am wrong, I

feel that they do not have an appreciation of students [in my area compared with

another area of research in the departmentl so I think when we are with each

other there is a division. So for me it is very lonely. That is why I prefer to work at

home. I have a computer there, and there is more privacy there. lf I sit in a room

[an office] and some one comes I cannot concentrate. That's what I feel. That's

why I don't very often come into the University. (Edi2: 71-95)

The above comment has more impact if one knows that in 'his area' almost 90Vo of the students

were Indonesian and virtually all of the others international students. Whereas in the 'other area'

most of the students were local students, thus enhancing the sense of division and possible

racism. However, this sense of racism continued outside the University:

I try to understand why the environment is like this. I think that there are the

people on the dole and they think that we are coming to take their jobs. But they

don't take the time to realise that just because we look Asian we are not here for

that reason. They need to think about which one is a student and which one is

here to work. I am just here to study.

Have you had people make racist comments to you?

My wife has. But mostly the way they behave and won't sit next to her on the

bus. That sort of thing, body language. That is one reason why I got a car and

now we can go wherever we want.

How is your son going at school?

Because he goes to international [primary] school, Gilles Street, I think he is OK. lt

is especially for students from overseas. So for him there are no problems. But

my daughter in child-care. Yes there are problems. Sometimes, maybe also but I

r6 Here he was referring to the practice of Australian academics asking students to make appointments to see

them and 'implying'-that they are very busy, so busy in fact that they might not be able to see students.
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think that we pay the same amount so I don't know why they act like that. I hope

that this is wrong, but what I think is the care that she gets is not as good as the
other children.

/s fhis as you expected it to be before you came here to live?

Yes. When I was at the IALF I got a lot of information that the one important thing

in Australia was racism but I didn't realise that it was true. (Edi2: 100-128)

Students seemed quite taken aback by racism in Australia and this will certainly be borne out by

reports of later interviews. It can be seen from the comments above, while students might have

been warned about racism, they did not necessarily expect to experience it. Rani expressed the

view of several students when she commented that she was very aware that when she re-met

someone, after having been quite friendly with them on a prior occasion, it would be as if they

did not know her:

I think it is a cultural thing. Like in [the department] itself. We have many PhD

students and Research Fellows and we share rooms and the local students, I

just feel it, maybe I'm wrong, but sometimes when I see a person and then I will

recognise her or him later on but they won't talk to me unless I speak to them first.

But we are all in the same situation as students. But I don't know. I think it is the

culture. (Rani2: 1 15-121)

Lena (2: l3I-I32) and Yanti (2: 65-71) also reported experiencing racism, generally from

commentsmadeinthestreetorpeoplegoingpastin acar. Siti(1: I2-lI5) andBasu (I:I74)

reported friends who had experienced racism.

However, as the later interviews will show, the reporting of racism increased substantially. Two

reasons are suggested for this increase. The first is that students did not feel comfortable enough

within the first two interviews to report negatively about Australians. The other reason is what

has been called 'The Hanson Factor' outlined in Appendix C. Further incidents of racism

reported in the post-six month period will be discussed in Chapter 8.

In summary, lndonesian famity and friends provided the greatest emotional support for students.

This accords well with the research of Furnham and Naznin (1985) and Furnham and Bochner

(1936) who suggest that monocultural friendships play a particular role in students' emotional

well-being. Particular examples of monocultural groups were pengajian, PPIA and personal

family and friends. A less frequently reported, but important source of support was from the

other international students, that is multicultural groups. These fellow international students were

able to share similar experiences and many students reported that it was easier to speak with and
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understand English with other international students. The IBP and residential colleges provided

opporlunities to develop multicultural friendships.

Although many students tried, they found it difficult, at least in Phase One, to develop bicultural

friendships. Several reasons were suggest for this. The first was that the students found it much

easier to make friends with fellow nationals due to similar language, culture and religion and the

provision of social organisations. Secondly students were not always sure how to go about

making friends with Australians, particularly when they appeared to be friendly one day and not

the next, and when some felt uncertain about their English language skills. Thirdly, students

were often working such long hours that there was little time to develop friendships that required

'effort.' The fourth reason was that students who had experienced racist incidents were nervous

about putting themselves in a position where this might occur again.

Administrative and Day-to-day Issues

Departure from Indonesia and Arrivøl in Austrølia

On the whole students experienced very few difficulties with the alrangements to leave Indonesia

and their arrival in Adelaide. One of the few who did was Buharto (1: 101-111) who was not met

on arrival in Adelaide due to administrative confusion. He had been told that someone would be

at the airport but when he arrived there was no one to be seen. He was very disappointed because

his expectations had not been met particularly when he also found out that he was not even on

the list of students expected to come to Adelaide.

Buharto was also one of the few students who experienced difficulties with the administrative

side of his departure:

At the time I was coming here I didn't foresee any problems other than the
bureaucratic constraints....So lwent to Jakarta and went to various government

departments and I went backward and forward. And you know what it is like in
Jakarta. lt was a pain. (Buharto2: 29-34)

Another student who had difficulties was Yanto:

Yes, I had problem, I had big problem, I suppose not coming to Adelaide, I

suppose to go to Melbourne, but they told me about [losing] my photo, I have to
repeat again and then I change. But I find it's quite lucky because I come [to a]

better University and tuition fee is much more expensive [than the other
universityl and will give me...an advantage. (Yanto2: 20-27)
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All other students reported that the administration had 'gone smoothly.'

Adelaide as a Plnce to Líve and Study

Depending on where they came from in Indonesia students had different expectations of

Adelaide as a place to live and study. Those who had come from big cities such as Jakarta and

Surabaya it took time to become accustomed to the quietness of Adelaide:

Yeah, I like it I mean it's kind of good city especially after other cities like Sydney,

I've been there twice and I found the people there very rude if you compare it

with people here....Firstwhen I came lthought itwas very quiet, you don't have

shops open on Sundays so I felt it was restful city. Well two or three months

later I came here I think I like it very much. Especially if I compare it with Sydney, it

is very busy there and if I tell you again, the first time I was in Sydney I found it

very Interesting because I was only there for a week, so it's just like touring

around and around but later I found if I had to stay here and study it would be

impossible. (Bunari2: 14-16; 1 14-1 19)

On the other hand, for students such as Jono and Dewi (2: 68-10) who came from less

populated areas their expectaúons \ilere quite different:

Before I came to Adelaide I was very 'worryful', I thought it was like New York or

something like that, very big city and highly developed. But now I am here it is just

another city anci I like it like that. Adelaide is much more like some lndonesian

cities. (Jono2: 83-88)

However, most students, when asked after six months, how living in Adelaide met their

expectations, reported that it'ù/as at least as good, if not better than they expected. This result

accords with the overall figure for overseas students in Australia report by the Department of

Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs (1998a) where 40Vo of students said that

living in Australia was better, lTVo worse, and 38Vo as good as expected. Most students in the

Adelaide Longitudinal Study said that although they initially found Adelaide very small andvery

quiet after their experience of Indonesia, they found that they got used to it quite quickly and

appreciated that Adelaide was a good city in which to study, meaning that it was convenient and

with few distractions. It was the quietness at night with which many had difficulty. As they

lamented, in Indonesia people sit outside in the evening and chat, or play the guitar and sing, or

just walk round talking with friends or window shop (with the shops open until at least 9.00 pm

seven days per week!). But in Adelaide everything closed at 6.00 pm, and particularly in winter,

when people prefer to Stay indoors, the students found it very 'unsociable'.
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On the positive side, however, most students commented on the lack of pollution and the

generally healthier environment as well as the ease of living in Adelaide. It was not just the ease

of moving round the city, particularly after living in cities such as Jakarta, but they suggested that

it was such things as the ease of using the bureaucracy, the public transport "this is a very

organised place, the buses are on time, not like lndonesia. lt is easie/'(Ahmad2: 61-63) and

people in Adelaide seem so more 'disciplined:'

I like living here. Even I don't want to go back to lndonesia' I enjoy it here.

What do you enioY so much?

Many people are disciplined and it is not so crowded'

What do you mean about the people being disciplined?

They should throw away the waste and follow the traffic lights. And just do

what they are supposed to do. That is what I like. (Fatimah2: 56-65)

Others who commented that they felt comfortable living in Adelaide were Watie (2:18)'

Purwanto (2:13),Yanti (2:16-17),Dewi (2:10-I2),Kintan (2:2-6),Basu (2:4-5), Yanto (2:53-58)'

Enton (2:Zt),Igun (2:83), Rani (2:52),Iwan (2:55-59), Badri (2:6-8),Junaidi (2:2) andHermina

(2:Z-4). However, Ariefls comment was "Adelaide is OK to study...lt is very quiet, especially in

the evening. I like Adelaide but I wouldn't like to live here" (Ariei2:69-71).

Weather

Some studenrs had difficulty coping with the weather in Adelaide. For those who arrived in

summer, the dry heat was difficult "l cannot cope with the weather. My skin is very sensitive

and very dry. I use a iot of cream or lotion but it makes my skin very sensitive" (Rina2: 68-70).

For others it was the cold weather during winter:

Actually I hardly go out because it is so cold. But yesterday I found out that if I

stay in the RAH17 it is very cold but if I go outside it is warmer! I feel very cold in

the room. My feet are very cold. Some of my friends have Ugg Boots. I thought

the name came from Ugly Boots! (Sugik2: 81-85)

Or both! "ln summer I was very hot and now in winter I am cold" (Watie2: 192)' For others, the

weather was more a problem for families, particularly those with young children:

My wife is all right because she was with me too when I was in Queensland but

my son was a bit shock[ed] at the first time because it was still cold. 'l don't like

Australia, this is very cold' because he wanted to play outside. And then at the

11 Royal Adelaide Hospital residential facility
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time at the first week it was raining [and] very wet so the situation was not good

for him. (Junaidi2: 19-24)

Families in Adelaide

Within the first six months only a few students had families with them while a number of them

were planning for their anticipated arrival. 'When the students in the Pre-departure Study (see

Chapter 5) were asked for their thoughts on living in Australia their responses included:

. My wife wants to know what it is like to live abroad-

. I have two children, five and three and they seem happy from what they see on TV.

. My wife is a civil servant and she needs permission to leave, I'm not sure if she will

get it.

. My husband is working in lndonesia but won't have a job in Australia so I am

concerned at what he might do.

. I have a real concern as a mother and wife especially I think my husband might not

be able to come with me, but I definitely want to take my daughter with me as I want

her to experience living in a different culture and I am sure that it will be good for her.

(IALF-Ba|i : 41 -42; 93-97)

Many of these expectations were experienced by students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

Some of the main areas of concern were the need to change accommodation, pressure from their

spouse to not spend so much time on study, and students' concerns for the well-being of spouse

and children. Students such as Amina, Sugik and Iem returned to Indonesia to collect their

families and accompany them to Australia:

What are you doing during the break?

Actually we don't have a break. I am going to ask my supervisor if I can have time

to go home and collect my wife and two children and it would be very difficult for

her to travel with the two children on her own. lf my supervisor agrees. (Sugik2:

124-128)

Once family anived there was often a need to find new accommodation, particularly if children

were involved:

What will happen when your wife comes to Australia? Will you stay in the same

place?

I have spoken with [flat mate and fellow student] for him it is not problem if I want

to stay. Some friends say that I must go, if is OK for me but not for [my friend

who has been sharingl. He will miss family even more. But he is not sure yet.

(Antonius2: 12A-126)

Needless to say students were often very concerned for the well-being of their spouse and

children and helping them settle often took several months and usually significantly lessened the
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amount of time they had been spending on campus with study (Watie2: 37-54;Badrt2: t9-27;

73-7 6; Junaidi2: 130-41):

During the day she sits and waits for me to come home and so that is a problem

for me because I have to go home early. I don't have a computer at home and so I

usually make my concepts at home and then use the computer at work. (Jono2:

95-98)

Children were also of concern getting them settled into child care, pre-school or school:

Having your wife and famity here, how has that affected your work?

Aah. At the beginning I gave more time to them to get them settled. For my son I

had to look for a kindergarten and take him every day. But I hope that by July my

wife can take him there.

What does your wife do during the day?

Looks after the baby. She has a few friends [near where we live], but not many.

We live in a flat and there are twelve of them and we make contact with some of

the people there. I know, it could be boring all day.

What is her English like?

She speaks a little. But that's OK for communicating, She is a bit slow, but OK.

(Basu2: 97-113)

However, none of the children seemed to have any diffrculties once they had settled.

He says that everything is easy. For him not speaking English is not a handicap.

Everything is easy he says....The first day lenrolled my son, he was quite

happy, he can take himself. Everything is easy, writing, singing. But in my

country, in year one they have exams and they have homework and my son

experienced this and so he sees this as very easy. (Watie2: 214-240)

When asked, students reported that they expected that the amount of time they would be able to

devote to their study once their famity arrived would diminish. As Chapter 8 will demonstrate

having families with them made a significant change to the day-to-day life of the students

concerned and often put considerable demands on them. Chapter 8 will also report how students

themselves viewed the differences between married and single students and how this affected

their ability to cope with overseas study.

Ac c ommodøtion and TransPort

Soon after arrival virnrally all students reported having little or no difficuþ with accommodation

and transport. While the University provides a service to assist overseas students to find

accommodation, in many cases the network of Indonesian students provided the most useful
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housing information. As one Indonesian student moved out of a flat another would move in,

usually purchasing the already second-hand fumiture and household goods.

Some lived, at least for the first several months, in residential accommodation such as the Royal

Adelaide Hospital (RAH), which is virtually on the North Terrace campus of the University and

others in university colleges, for example, Kathleen Lumley and St Ann's (Koko2:113-119;

Sugik2:91-93;Lena2;I9-21;Dewi276-79;Yanto2:64-69: Enton2:103-108; Bunari2:139-IM):

I walk in OK and my accommodation is OK but I am thinking of maybe moving as I

would like to have a new experience like sharing a house with Australians so I

might move. ln the College it is not really representative of Australian culture, it is

a bit international but I will find out what is available but I haven't decided yet.

(Kintan2: 64-69)

Fifteen of the students lived in flats or houses often shared with other individuals or families.

However, most of those who had come on their own but were expecting family to join them

needed to seek alternative accommodation "I don't know because when I signed the lease I

wasn't sure when he [my husband] would join me and so I arranged it for one year and then

after one year maybe I can find a bigger place if he is here" (Amina2: 114-116)'

Yanti (2: 81-S2) and Jono shared with Australian families:

How is your travel, accommodation etc working out?

We travel by bus. We rent a room in a house which belongs to an Australian

couple. We share the kitchen and the bathroom and lounge with the other

tenants. We cook our own food, but only for ourselves. (Jono2: 100-104)

While the living arrangements were not always ideal (two students reported having difficulty

with flatmates during candidature) the level and availability of housing did not pose a problem.

Nor did transport. Lena (2: 19-2I),Edi (2: 143-1.44), Buharto (2: 124-125), Dian ( 2:88-90)'

Dewi (2:76-79),Basu (2: Il4-ll6),Antonius (2:204-206), and Junaidi (2:94-98) reported that

they had no problems with transport. Three students bought cars early in the sojourn and several

others reported buying cars later when family arrived. Eight students caught the bus and four

students lived close enough to the campus that they could walk "l am able to walk in and if it is

too late in the night we can use security in a car. They have a service that takes you to the

College" (Yanto2: 65-67). Badri and Iwan rode bicycles. As Iwan said "l had thought to buy a

car but I can't drive and if I had an accident then I would be in real trouble. But riding a bike is

good exercise" (lwan2: 73-76).
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Heølth

Other than the stress-related illness outlined earlier, in general, there were few reports of ill-

health within the first six months:

During the cold weather I had a cold, but nothing serious.

How about your husband and chitdren, how are they coping with the cold

weathefl

My daughter got a cold, but my son he is very strong, and my husband got a cold.

But they are OK. (Watie2: 82-88)

Generally most students reported that they, and their families, had little ill health and some

suggested they were more healthy in Australia than in Indonesia. For example "l think I become

fit compared with my country. Sometimes I start to feel sick but the next day I am OK. Maybe

because of the food. I enjoy Australian food" (Lena2: 158-160).

Students suggested that their good health was due to the greater quantity and quality of

nutritious food, safe drinking water and healthier and less polluted environment. In fact, several

students were to report getting quite ill on their return to Indonesia for field work or a visit,

generally from food-related Typhus.

Food

Cooking and finding suitable food, both in the sense of being halal and food which was

reminiscent of home, did pose some problems for some students in the first six months. Most of

the students, male and female, had had little experience with cooking given the extensive

employment of pembanturs in Indonesia. Very few, if any of the men had cooked, washed or

cleaned a house prior to studying overseas and only some of the women.

Do you cook for yourself?

Yes, but I'm not very good. But my wife doesn't cook very well also because we

have pembantu in lndonesia. AIDAB told us that we were not allowed to bring

pembantu to Australia. (Sugik2: 95-98)

One way of overcoming this problem in Australia was described by Tini.(l: I23-t28) who said

did not like cooking as she had always had pembar¿fø subscribed to a food service from the

spouse of another Indonesian student. She got a full day's food each day and then on Friday

enough for the weekend. She bought a microwave and heated up meals as needed. Another way

18 Household help, generally live in, particularly concerned with cooking, washing/ironing and child care'
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reported by Amina was that she had brought her cousin (who was later to be described as her

sister, then her sister-in-law) with her to assist with household and child care tasks. Her cousin

had travelled on a Visitor's Visa:

Now it is not so bad as I still have my relative who came with me for three

months, because when I was coming back I wasn't sure if my son could get child

care and so she came to help. She is my cousin and is a few years younger than

me. But she is here for only three months. She liked to come here. So at the

moment she can help with cooking and cleaning. (Amina3:235-241)

Other than the reports of missing particular Indonesian food described above in

'Homesickness', on the whole students reported no great problem with finding food and with

cooking (Lena¿: 19-21;8d12 143-144; Muji2: 373-375; Rani2: 137-140; Koko2: 72-76)' \n

fact some students found that they enjoyed Australian food "l like the food in Australia-it is

more nutritious and there are many kinds of food here" (lgun2: 67-68). With regard to the

spicy food of home even when students could buy various spices and sambals at the Central

Market they generally reported that "it did not taste as good as at home [my paraphrase]".

Finøncial Situøtion

Forty six percent of the students from the Civil Service received additional income in Indonesia

from consultancies, projects, research grants or secondjobs:

I was teacher. Life is very hard in lndonesia if you just work in one place. So I

have to look for another job in the afternoon or at night. I was teaching in the

same area. We have two or three private universities in [my city]' (Basu2. 129'

132)

When asked subjectively to rate whether their salary in Indonesia was a reasonable or average

salary, a good salary or a poor one students clustered into 'Average' 39Vo'.

Average. I am level three and that is not too bad. \ffhen I get to four the salary is

OK. Most of the graduate who enter University are 3A and then start to improve.

3C is where you can start to jump-you don't have to go 3D, 3E before four4E
is a Professor. But I also got money from my three research grants. (lsmanto2:

70-74)

Thirty-two percent suggested that their salary was "Below average. I only had the one job but

usually there was the chance of additional activity-projects relating to teaching so that

helped financially" (Beni2: 62-64). Those who said that their salary was poor, or below average'

were all government workers or university lecturers:
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I am government employee and they not pay like some other groups. I enter as
government employee since 1981. For the first while I don't have salary just uang
makan [money for food] Rp20,000 one month. After eight months I had
qualification my salary improved little by little. My salary is Rp200,000 but I have

specialjobs as auditor in my office I have additional money for the function, extra
Rp100,000 so altogether it is Rp300,000. When I come here my salary cut
Rp100,000 because I don't have special salary. (lgun2: 148-157)

Most of the 29Vo who classified their salary was 'good' were those in private enterprise or

single women. However, many students reported that they were financially better off on their

scholarship stipend, particularly if it were one from the Australian Government, often because

they were able to maintain their basic income from the Civil Service "if I compare with here

although they call it small or low here, but for lndonesia it's not enough. lt is better now"

(Punruanto2: 65). Many students found that they were able to enjoy a higher standard of living

in Adelaide than in Indonesia and also save for their return. This was confirmed by participants

in the Retumee Study who commented that one of the things that made life 'easy' in Australia

was that they did not have to worry about money:

ln Australia everything was easy, the facilities, bureaucracy, the traffic.
Supervisor very helpful, interested in even small things, very friendly and even

interested in personal problems. The other thing in Australia is that we never
have to worry about money. We know our stipend will be enough. ln lndonesia I

earn Rp80O,OO0 as a Senior Lecturer but in Australia as a student lgot Rp1.5m

per month-almost double. (UNDANA: 51-57)

Students' standard of living and income while in Australia will be discussed in Chapter 8.

However, in summary, most students found transport, accommodation and f,tnancial matters to

be manageable and often easier than in Indonesia. Cooking, shopping and other household tasks

provided difficulty for most, at least in Phase One, as they learned to manage their home without

the assistance of pembantu.Ten students had family with them in Phase One and for those who

did there were some, although not signif,rcant difficulties. In paficular, children's ability to adapt

posed very few concerns for their parents. Most students and their families were healthy-other

than some stress related illnesses that students suggested were the result of culture shock.

Untike the experiences of some other national groups the financial situation for students in the

Adelaide Longitudinal study during Phase One was not of concem.
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Course Issues

With regard to their academic program students brought with them many expectations. For

example students in the Pre-departure Study at the IALF (Bali) discussed a range of

expectations they held prior to departure to Australia. Worries, hopes and expectations about

their study included:

. I might not be able to participate in discusstons.

. Given we have to enrol in a preliminary course what might happen if we fail, will we

be sent home?

. I hope my supervisor will be an experl in the field and will also know something

about lndonesia.

. The lecturer should support me more than native students because I need more

support.

. I know that the technology will be advanced and I am keen to try that.

. I know I will adapt because I am going to Australia to study. (IALF-Bali: 3647;61-81)

As anticipated many of the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study had colleagues and

friends who had studied overseas and they found these colleagues useful sources of information

or support. One third of the students reported that 'several' through to 'many' of their

colleagues and/or friends had studied overseas:

Yes. I expected this. Because I know from my friends who had studied

overseas. They told me that sometimes I would argue with my supervisor.

Had many of the other peopte you worked with studied overseas?

Yes, almost all of them who were doing the same sort of work as me. (Yanti2:

50-52;97-100)

Seven of the students knew of 'some' colleagues who had studied overseas and for three only

'one or two' other staff had studied overseas, and in Fatimah's case, not always successfully

"only one other, but in the faculty there were three or four. Some had been to America and

another one had ben to Australia. But she was not successful" (Fatimah2 221-223)- Negative

responses to the question of whether they had access to information from colleagues or others

about studying in Australia prior to deparÍure came from five students.

Cours e Appropriøteness

Students had a range of expectations of the course they were undertaking. Some reported that

they had expected their course to involve considerably more coursework. What they described

was the United States model where students undertake courses prior to commencing research.
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Sugik and Bunari, both Masters research students, suggested that with more coursework and

Iittle or no research in the first year they would have been helped to 'get on their feet:'

/s fhis how you expected it to be?

Not really. Some things yes. The main thing that I didn't expect was doing the

research. Before I came here I had a picture of doing research something like in

America, My teachers when I was doing my undergraduate most of them were

form America and so t knew from them about the Masters research program and

thought even I was doing research I would have to do coursework and have

quite strict supervision until I was really able to do the research myself. When I

came here the fact is that you have to do it all yourself. lt's like you have a baby

and you say 'Come on baby, just stand-up by yourself.' So that is the main

difference. But that's OK I have some new experiences. (Bunari2: 100-1 1 1)

Others such as Lena, Arief, and Fatimah, all coursework students, found that the content of the

course did not match their expectations:

When you were in lndonesia ptanning to come, ,s ff,,s how you expected it to
be?

Maybe expect too much?

ln whatway?

I expect from my course to be practical but I come here and I notice that

sometimes it is just theory. Maybe I expect too much. We don't know about the

[course] before we came. (Lena2: 92-99)

Arief expressed concern with his course as all the examples which were given were unique to

Australia and most students did not know what they meant. Lecturers were talking about BHP

and other Australian companies and he thought they should be replaced with talking about

international companies when using examples. Three other students were disappointed by the

lack of options and choice in their course:

I think especially for the subject I want [to] specialise in other subjects... but here

we just join with the other subjects which are very, very general. So I can't take

a specific subject that I want. (Fatimah2 142-145)

A further area of expectation was related to presentation style and experience as Rina explained:

[The seminar in lndonesia] would be formal, not only read the paper, read until

finished and then after that everybody can you know give kind of ideas or argue,

or argue against or argue for but after finishing the speech, but here I mean tend

to be directly if they, I mean, they have to speak. (Rina2: 26-33)
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In summary, the main course concerns for students in Phase One related to the lack of

coursework which they had expected and for six students the course content and structure had

not met their expectations.

Language Issues

English language ability was one of the factors which senior staff in Indonesia considered when

encouraging or selecting staff to study overseas. In fact, in several of the places where interviews

with retumees were conducted senior staff reported that they actively encouraged their staff to

take English classes in the anticipation that it would make them more likely to be selected' One

senior staff member even mentioned that he had written several letters to the potential supervisor

of one his staff as her English was so poor that he was sure the supervisor would not accept her.

However, he believed that she had the intellectual capability and diligence to succeed, so he

continued to write these letters until her English was adequate enough for the her to

communicate directly with her potential supervisor.

Students interviewed in the Pre-departure Study reported a number of hopes and expectations

about their sojoum regarding language. For example:

. One student want to improve his knowledge of English and methods of teaching.

. Another commented that his wife was happy to be going and to support him and she

is helping him to pass his IELTS.

. A third thought that language might be a problem, especially if she wanted to

express an opinion. (IALF-Ba|i: 49-59)

Students' General Languøge Skills

In Indonesia there are approximately 3000 ethnic groups and "583 languages and dialects

spoken across the whole archipelago" (Department of Information Republic of Indonesia, 1991,

p.ZZ). Bahasa Indonesia is the national language, however, the majority of Indonesians have a

language other than Indonesian as their 'first' language.

All students in the study spoke at least three languages. Each of the students spoke English and

Bahasa Indonesia with 13 of them also speaking Javanese (with another three speaking 'some'

Javanese because they had Javanese spouses). Six of the students spoke Sundanese (plus two

who spoke 'some' Sundanese from their time as students in Bandung). Four spoke

Minangkabau, four spoke Chinese, and two spoke Manadonese. In addition students spoke a
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further 12\anguages including Balinese, Betawi (from Jakarta) and Tetum (from Timor). Only

one student reported Bahasa Indonesia as a first language. What these data indicate is that most

of the students learned English through their second or even third language, that is Bahasa

Indonesia, rather than their first. They also indicate that these students were accustomed to

hearing and learning other languages.

With regard to English, students' scores on the International English Language Testing System

(IELTS), at the time of university acceptance and averaged across Reading, V/riting, Speaking

and Listening, seemed to bear only some relation to the level of their degree as indicated by

Table 31. Most students felt that a high IELTS score ttras more important for students enrolling

in the humanities and social sciences than for the sciences.

Table 31. IELTS and TOEFL Scores by Degreelg

7.5 av 7.0 av 6.5 av 6.0 av 5.5 av TOEFL 570/580

PhD

Res Masters

Cwk Masters

0

0

2

1

0

2

2

4

5

7

J

J

I

0

1

I

0

Total 2 \ ll ß3Vo\ 3 9Vo\ 2 (6Vo\

As discussed in the review of the literature, there is not a strong link between English ianguage

competency as scored on a test such as IELTS and success in academic study. However, two of

the three students with a score of 5.5 reported that they had difficulty with language throughout

their time in Australia. The third student suggested that his lack of facility with language

provided more of a social than academic difficulty.

The majority of students with an Australian Govemment Scholarship undertake some English

for Academic Purposes (EAP) courses at the Indonesia Australia Language Foundation (IALF)

prior to leaving Indonesia. Of the 33 students, 18 of them completed some EAP study at the

IALF. Their course of study ranged from nine to twelve months (n=5), five to six months

(n=10) and two to three months (n=3). One student did her EAP through the Basic Sciences

Bridging Program and two through the British Council in Jakarta. Seven students did their EAP

in Australia, three with ten weeks at the Centre for Applied Linguistics at the University of South

ß7o\ 2 (6Vo\ 13 (397o

l9 An IELTS of >6.0 is generally required for entrance to University although there are variations, for example,

at the University of Adelaide one course has been permitted to accept students with an IELTS of 5.5.
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Australia (CALUSA), three with five weeks at CALUSA and one through a private college in the

eastem states.

Five students did not have an EAP program prior to commencing their postgraduate study.

These students had IELTS scores of 1.5 (two students), 6.0 (one student), TOEFL of 580 (n=I)

and 5.5 (n=l). These students had learned English at High School and then had taken private

classes to develop English language skills.

As suggested earlier, the EAP courses, at least at the IALF, aim to assist students with cultural

aspects of their study in Australia as well as linguistic ones. Certainly students appeared to have

listened to their teachers and were attempting to put into practice much of what they had been

told. However, this also provided some students with a dilemma. Students had been exhorted by

IALF staff and senior colleagues in Indonesia to mix with non-Indonesians as much as possible

to improve their English, but the ease and intimacy of being able to share thoughts and concerns

in one's own language was overpowering for many.

Most students reported a real desire to improve their English, yet some found it was often very

difficult to move outside their circle of Indonesian friends and so be forced to speak English "l

have some lndonesian friends, but [when] I meet them, I tend to speak Bahasa lndonesia. I try

to maintain my English with my lndonesian friends but they speak Bahasa lndonesia" (Rina2:

213-216). Students such as Iem quite actively sought out Australian friends so that they could

work on developing their English:

I don't know but my friend said I have improve my English. But there is problem

because most of students in my program...most of them are lndonesian.
Sometimes they speak all lndonesian all the time. I think I said to you before that

it's not good for me because I want something improvement at least in English.

Because [ifl I spent here for two years and when I come back [to lndonesia] and

they said 'Oh you can speak English' and then if we have a meeting or
intemational seminar or a thing like that I cannot do it [with] my English because all

the time here I speak in lndonesian. So that's why I come-often I come on the

weekends to [make] much better my English.

But maybe the important [thing] for me is that to feel confident. Maybe what [l
need to know isl about how to read effectively, how to speak fluently, I think I

had the theory maybe I already know when I did a course in Jakarta but when [l
am herel I have to feel confident, that's what I want to improve that. Little by little.

Because sometimes I understand what people speak, but when they speak very

fluently very hard to hear and then I feel that my English is not right. And then

keep quiet, keep silent but I feel that this way is not good, so that's why I want to
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know what happen. lf I stay like this what there are different accents I want to
know. As long as we try to practise with the good way that's the simple way
you know I think people can [understand]. (lem2: 78-93)

This need to improve English but maintain the support of Indonesian friends posed a real

dilemma for many students, particularly those who did not have family with them.'When talking

about sharing accommodation with another Indonesian student Igun said:

Maybe, I told you I want to stay with my friend, but I want to stay with my friend

but I also I want to improve my knowledge and my English and so I try to be with

others, there are many people from Hong Kong, Singapore.

So you have to speak English?

Yeah, lf I stay with all the time with friends from lndonesia it [my English] cannot

change. (lgun2: 21-26)

Not only did students notice a tendency for Indonesian students to socialise together but a

common comment from returnees as well as current students was the grouping together of

Javanese students where they spoke Javanese rather than Bahasa Indonesiø. For the non-

Javanese students, this was often seen as elitist and generally unacceptable, although common.

As one Javanese student commented "even when I speak lndonesian my friends tell me that I do

not speak so well. I prefer to speak Javanese. So I speak to my Javanese friends in Javanese

because my friends asked me to" (Yanti2: 106-1 10).20

Approximately half the students had noticed a general improvement in their English over the six

or so months since their arrival "Yes, it has improved. lf I went for the IELTS now I would get

7.0" (Edi2: 148-149) although Beni was not sure "No. Well, I am not sure. Maybe I haven't

realised it" (Beni2: 72-73).

The other half felt it had not improved at all, or even got worse "what do you think? I feel it has

not too much improve. We never speak much in English difficult when you don't mix with other

foreign students. We always speak Bahasa lndonesia" (Tini2: 163-166) or "it is getting

worse! ln lndonesia I felt that my English was very smooth and fast, but when I came here

everyone speaks faster than me! Oh Dear!...My reading, especially, is bette/' (Basu2: 30-32).

20 One returnee told me a joke which is common among many Javanese students and which she was told before

leaving for Australia "when you are in Australia you can expect that your Javanese will be better than

your E-nglish when you return" (17 15 8 14). This is because the Javanese students have a reputation among

other Indonesian students for 'sticking together'.
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Students were obviously finding it diff,rcult to cope with their language not being as good as they

might have thought when in Indonesia. Having passed the IELTS and obviously being

considered to be quite good speakers of English to arrive and find that this expectation was not

realised often dealt a real blow to their self-esteem. Nevertheless, many students considered that

their English had improved since arival in Australia, particularly listening, although most had

experienced difficulty with understanding younger undergraduate students:

People who work with me, lab technicians they are very young so they tend to
speak fast and tend to use words that are a little bit hard, unusual for me....when
he speaks he tends to mumble I have to concentrate hard, rather than getting

used to people who just speak up clearer. Maybe the older ones of course are

teachers. (Koko2: 132-138)

Listening

Despite their expectations students' self-confidence seemed to deteriorate when they first arrived

in Australia. This inability to understand caused students double distress as not only could they

nor undersrand but before leaving Indonesia many reported that they thought their English was

quite good. However, as one returnee reported, "in pre-departure classes everyone speaks

clearly and systematically, but it is not like that in Australia. lt's very hard" (17 15 8 11). The

Ianguage teachers in Indonesia tended to use clear, structured conversations and classes were

often taught by non-Australians. But when the students first arrived in Australia, their

nervousness and the new accent and slang meant that their confidence with language often

plummeted "sometimes I find it difficult to understand some of the young people. At St Ann's [a

residential collegel many of the them are undergraduates and they speak very quickly and

use a lot of slang and so I don't understand them" (Yanto2: 3943)'

Lena had thought to move to Homestay so that she could practise her English as she felt that she

had difficulty with speaking and listening, especially other Australian students. Amina and Dian

commented that they thought their listening had improved "when I first came here I couldn't

understand people when they spoke and we were confused and we had to keep asking

people to repeat what they were saying" (Dian2: 119-120). However, students such as Sugik,

Amina, Badri and Dewi reported that they thought their listening had improved as shown by

Badri "lt's OK. lfeel that my English has improved, especially in listening. When lfirst came

here I couldn't understand anything that people were saying but now I can. I still can't

understand everything but it's OK" (Badri2:4347).
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Despite students' often-expressed difficulty in coping with language many of them did very well

in their exams and with thesis writing. As Mills (1997) in her study of students in New Zealand

suggests, despite a sense of hopelessness and shame experienced by some they generally

performed well.

Speaking

Most students within the first six months at least felt that their English language was not

sufficient to adequately participate in class:

Yeah, For [my] course you should have higher score for speaking because
sometimes we don't have lectures, just class participation and if we can't speak
we are just quiet, quiet, and really depressed.

So you think one of the big difficulties for you is being able to talk in tutorials or
group drscussions?

Yes.

Some of the sf¿¡denfs have said that one of the reasons for that is not that they

don't know what to say and it's not that they are shy, but it takes them a moment

or too longer to work out and answer and by the time they go to give the answer
someone e/se has gone before them. ls that what you've found?

Yes, And sometimes we just speak a few sentences and we stop and the

lecturer can't maybe doesn't have much patience and keeps talking.

Do you have that situation in a lot of the suó1'ects which you are doing?

Yes. (Lena2:36-57)

In addition, students argued that in subjects which required considerable writing skill, a higher

Ianguage score would be beneficial. Yet when asked whether they thought the University should

require a higher entrance score for language most corrìmented that it was hard enough to get the

score they had without making it any more diff,rcult.

Students such as Arief (2: I34-I39) Iwan (2:95-98) Koko (2:13l-136); Jono (2:ll3-122) and

(Enron) 2:136-138 had noted an improvement in speaking which was often linked with improved

self-conf,rdence as outlined earlier in this chapter and demonstrated below:

Usually before I came here people used to say that my English was good but it is

very American, and I would say 'No.' I watched movies on TV and a lot of them

were American. When I first came here, after I came here, well it's changed I

used to Say'can't' now I say'carn't'and I feel like mixed up. Perhaps I will speak

in Australian because trying to speak in this way can be very confusing. Before I

came here I used to feel very confident about my English but when I came here

first day the first week, and then you meet these people, probably the 'bushmen'

how you call it and they say things very hard to understand. lt's very difficult first
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time but gradually I am getting used to it. I am trying to get used to it. Expressions
like 'G'day' My friends and I used to make jokes about that. One friend of mine told

me about a joke. We went to her place for this potluck party. And one of the

students she told us about a joke about G'day. And it goes something like this:
'There is an Australian soldier going to war and during the war he met a

colleague from America and the American said 'Did you come here to die?'And
the Australian said 'No I came yesterdie.' (Bunari2: 161-177)

Antonius (2:29-36) and Siti were particularly concerned about speaking in their presentations:

Have you noticed any changes to your English srnce you have been here?

No, I think it is still very bad. Last time I did a presentation it was very 'rubbish'

because my English is terrible. My academic writing is also terrible. ln my

presentation I couldn't explain what I wanted to explain. The trouble is my IBP

class is over and so I don't get the same help I used to get. (Siti2: 100-109)

Amina (2:25-27), Lena (1:95-101), and Beni (2:45-40) all felt that their spoken English was

posing problems for them in their academic as well as social communication.

Reøding

As outlined earlier, students tended not to experience difficulty with reading as many of their

academic texts in Indonesia were in English "l don't have any problems with reading because

the business te)d books in my University are in English" (Enton2: 144-145).

It was often the amount and approach to reading that students found difficult:

When the first time I was] worried about the academic stuff because I think I

cannot handle before I finish the article I have another article I think I have to

finish them all and I have to understand all...so I come to my supervisor...and she

said that is not all material you have to read, you have to choose which one is
significant, which one is not. So at the time I still can not distinguish which one is

significant, which one is not. So I just do it every day. Reading, if I have time,

reading, reading, reading, reading, make summary, and then it give me a lot of

assignments...and all, everyday I mean, there is no space for relax. So OK I

choose every day without delay what I want to do. I think everyone do the same

thing as me so maybe I am very nervous I am new student,

When I have [the IBP lecturer] to help me with English and writing and with a

presentation how to present[ation] in front of the class and...how to handle the

material, the reading material, how to find it quick, significant subject or thing like

this is very helpful. (lem2: 23-39)

Writing

One of the most frequently made anecdotal comments by supervisors about Indonesian students

was the considerable amount of time required to work with students on the writing of their
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thesis. While most returnees reported some difficulty with English during their sojourn in

Australia-with listening being particularly difficult in the first few months and expressing

opinions and ideas in seminars being a difficulty for some-writing appeared to be the main on-

going difficuity. As one retumee put it:

Writing was a real problem, especially structure. My supervisor used to say 're-

arrange it, what you have written is too general'. lt was quite diffTcult to keep

within a word limit. ln lndonesia we can write as much as we like and we have to

spend a long time providing allthe background and leading the reader to the topic.

But in Australia we have to see the core problem quickly. (17 15 8 11)

A few of the studenrs in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study (Fatimah2: 4I-47; Yanto2: 76-77 and

yanti1: IM-|I}) felt that by the second interview their writing was improving as Basu describes:

I get help from someone IBP lecturer] there are still some corrections. But [she]

has a very nice program because she ask me...to write a proposal and then she

helps to correct it...but I still make some errors and it is difficult but [it's] OK. lt's a

bit hard. Subject agreement with verbs, especially verbs, but [she] inspect my

errors. lt is very hard to do work without errors. (Basu2: 190-196)

Students were often quite surprised if I told them that when I handed in early drafts of my work

it would come back with several corrections per page. They seemed to expect that local students

could write without mistakes.

Retumees who were interviewed commented that it was not always the actual language that was

posing difficulty for students but factors such as structure and critical thinking. As Daroesman

and Daroesman (1992) repof from their study:

While almost all awardees had some difficulty with English, particularly listening to

Iectures and in writing, and while many supervisors blamed poor English for poor

academic performance, it was in fact not easy to determine whether it was the level of
English oi whether [there were] other cultural factors which rwere causing the

trouble. (pp. a6-al).

One returnee reported that he found it difficult being direct (like Australians) instead of being

courteous (like Indonesians) in writing. Returnees commented on the diffrculty they initially had

in writing critically and analytically and commented with interest that they noticed that these

skills were being developed in their children who were attending primary school in Australia'

In summary, speaking and listening were major concerns for many students during Phase One'

Speaking in groups, as well as socially, caused real frustration for a number of students,
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particularly when they felt that they had something to contribute but were unable, for a number

of reasons, to state their case. Listening, while an early problem, for example coping with slang

and speed of speech, was generaily reported as an area of significant improvement by the end of

Phase One. Reading critically and writing concisely and critically were two areas of language

which continued to be issues of concern for students into Phase Two (and in the case of writing,

Phase Three). These matters are addressed further in chapters 8 and 9.

Academic Issues

Topic Choice

Participants in the Returnee Study reported that it was important to have easy access to detailed

information about courses available prior to coming to Australia2l. For example, one returnee

was interested in Marine Biology, particularly fishing. He found that there were three

universities which offered research in this area, Tasmania in southern Australia, and James Cook

and Northern Territory University in far-north Australia. The research at James Cook was

related to tropical fish, obviously the sort of fish in which a student from an equatorial area

would be interested. The research at Tasmania, on the other hand, was related to cold water fish.

Had the student not had access to detailed information and advice the possibility of an

Indonesian student researching sub-Antarctic fish could have been a real possibility. Several of

the returnees and senior staff commented on the need for relevant, detailed and current

information about courses and research groups in Australian universities.

Returnees were adamant about the importance of having a relevant topic. Although they could

appreciate the supervisor's need to have someone 'fit into' a research team, they were also aware

of the limitations of a topic which had no relevance to Indonesia. As one returnee reported:

One of my problems was that the topic for my research, blowflies, was

something that is not at all relevant to Lombok, but because it was my

supervisor's area I had to research that. But he told me that I had to 'catch the

philosophy of research rather than content'. (17 15 I 1 1)

While from a pedagogical perspective the 'catching of the philosophy' might well be argued,

there are three difficulties with this practice from the Indonesian student's point of view. The

2l This issue was strongly supported by Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) and Department of Education

Empl found that about}07o of
respogradingtoaloweraward.
Only
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first is the need to undertake preliminary research into an unknown topic. In some cases this

preliminary research can be quite considerable. The second is the student's ability to sustain

interest in a topic which is not going to be applied on return. However, it is the thirdwhichisthe

most significant. If a student has worked on a topic of his/trer supervisor which has no relevance

to the home environment there is little or no opportunity for ongoing, collaborative research on

return to Indonesia. So not only does the student lose intellectual contact but the supervisor

loses a potential collaborator. The University's Split Program where students spend the first and

last six months of candidature in Adelaide and the remainder in their home country where they

undertake 'local' research is attempting to address this issue.

In many cases students are 'sent' to Australia by their institution with a specific topic or area of

research to be followed. In far fewer cases students have selected their own topics or areas of

research. Given this, it is not surprising that students find it difficult when they arrive in

Australia to discover that their nominated supervisor does not research in the anticipated area.

Iwan had expected to be developing a particular scientific technique in rice or maize. However,

he was told on arrival that these grains were not resea¡ched in the laboratory and that he would

have to change to barley or wheat:

Not just what I will do, barley and wheat I never seen before. So to work in

barley and wheat seems like [a] surprise, you know, this barley how you want to

look at it! [what does it look like?]

So dld your superuisor suggesf that topic?

ln this I was to limit my research to just one, wheat or barley, just one but with

different types [of grain], but my supervisor suggest me to use both. So I think,

this is a challenge! But I like also how to because the more I do the more

information I can get and just apply, what aspect [of grains] apply this for corn or

maize. (lwan2: 3443)

Six other students had to change their topic because supervision was not available in their areas

of choice. Others, such as Jono (2: 7l-74), Yanti (2: 4-8), and Badri (2:34-37) were able to

work with their supervisor to determine a mutually acceptable topic. Purwanto (2: 7-8) was given

his topic by his supervisor.

While in most cases these students were eventually quite happy with their new research areas

rhey experienced considerable difficulty and stress developing the requisite background

knowledge in their new areas. However, not all students were so lucky. As Chapter 11 will
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describe toward the end of candidature one student was still very unhappy with the lack of

expertise available to him in his chosen area-information known to his supervisor prior to

being accepted. His supervisor commented:

I wouldn't have actually, personally picked that topic, because I thought that it
was one aspect of a range of interactions [] and I just don't view it as being the
most important from a practical sense, but from an academic sense, for a PhD it
is very good. And so, because of my background I have this very practical bent. I

guess that is my only reservation and there has been some recent research in

NSW which indicates that it may be very important. (Supervisor23: 55-62)

This student experienced constant difficulty throughout candidature and eventually needed to

seek outside assistance with the topic.

Approximately half of the supervisors interviewed reported that they had given their students a

topic, with by no means atl of them in the sciences, "When students come to work on my

projects, I give them a topic. A lot of others come with their own ideas and you have to

convince them that those ideas aren't appropriate" (Supervisor5T: 67-69). In about 20Vo of

cases students came with very clear topics which they wanted to research, whereas for the

remainder, supervisors commented that they either helped the student to refine the topic

considerably or it was jointly negotiated between the two of them.

Of the 20 research students, eleven (55Vo) were researching in areas which were not their first

choice and/or background. Six (30Vo) had to change research area because supervision was not

available in the areas they wanted (one student had to find a principal supervisor at another

university to get the supervision he needed). Five students chose to research in a¡eas which were

not the same as their previous study because they were fulfilling a certain research need for their

institution in Indonesia or there were greater career prospects in the alternative area. For these

eleven students the first six months were particularly difficult as they had to either sit for

qualifying exams or audit additional subjects as well as gain an understanding of a new body of

literature and often develop new technical and analytical skills.

Working in Groups

Loss of self-esteem can pose real difficulty for students who need to work in groups, present

seminars, or participate in tutorials. Their inability to join in the melee of discussion and
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argument provided several frustrations for students who were used to waiting to be invited to

speak. The first is that they have ideas they want to express, but do not get an opportunity to do

so. The second, aligned with the first, is their concern that the lecturer will think they have either

not done the required reading or have no knowledge of the topic and so might mark them down.

Six of the students expressed this concern and Rina and Watie provided very graphic

descriptions of their difficulties:

I can cope with the class every week, sometimes I prepare material for

seminar...we have to prepare every week [but]...1 don't get input so many, ljust
litle bit. Oh yeah, I think maybe Australian students tend to be directly in

expressing ideas....l know that lhave ideas, but how to express my ideas.

Sometimes I have to speak... but when I speak the topic has already changed you

know. I think slowly. I think slowly because I have to translate to English and

when I want to speak, when I want to speak this idea, this idea must be like this,

like this. But in the class in the time-Gone!Augh, it's terrible! [By the time I work

out the idea in English the topic has change and the opportunity gone.l Yeah, I get

involved a little bit, one ortwo ideas...butwith me [ittakes so] long!...Still hard.

(Rina2: 1-23,3647)

Watie reiterated Rina's frustration. However, she had a slightly different view of working in

groups. She was concerned that just because the Australian students spoke a lot it did not

necessarily mean that they were right and the whole group (including V/atie) might be 'marked-

down' for incorrect work:

But, to be honest, for me it is really difficult to be working in group, because

sometimes I don't understand what they want. And they are talking too much I

can't keep up and sometimes I feel that is why it is so hard to making something

[in group] because I can't explain my feelings because it is in another language,

but I can express my feelings through writing. But sometimes people not so

patient to wait for me how to express my feelings....They say 'OK I understand

what you mean.'

And they don't reallY?

They don't really understand what I mean. So for me sometime the lecturer ask

me to say [speak] and I think'Oh my God. I don't like this.' ln fact that they don't

understand what I mean.

lf I do by myself, that's my feeting [opinion], I can do better [than in a group]. But

we can't blame everyone, but that's my feeling, because maybe it is also my fault,

I can't express my opinion well in the correct way. But through writing I think I

can. [Each person works on a topic] and then after that we express our

feelings....Everybody had got opinion and afterwe collect allthe opinion, lthink in

my theory [opinion] you should not be talking about this. because it is out of the

context, because it is too general or because it is special' [l suggest, to the

group, that based on my knowledge we shouldn't be talking about this or thatl but

they say 'No, I don't think so.' They always give their opinion. So in this case is
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ditficult how to gather all the opinions in one project....l [do] not expect to have a

good mark.

That's my feeling now, not all Australian people is better than me. First I just

feeling about them they better than me and they should get higher [marks] than

me and everything is better for them because they had already got some

experience and it is in their language so they can express everything well, in

discussion everything is well, but not for me....But when they express their

feeling [opinion] I am not so comfortable with their feelings I think '\tVhy are having

that feeling [opinion] because that is not what the lecturer wants, you are in the

wrong place.'That's my feeling I know. And after that I give them my opinion how

to organise. But for me I am not so satisfied it is so hard for me to join in group. I

don't know...That is why sometimes I think about the main project should not be in

group. They should give us one by one. (Watie2: 107-117;133-148)

In addition to working in groups, most students found it very stressful presenting

tutorials/seminars:

What is the most difficult thing?

lf I have to give tutorial because I have to make an outline and also explain [the

topicsl. I have to explain it to my, to my lecturer or [others]. Although the weather

is very cold but I sweat-too hot when I present I get [nervous] in front of my

friends. (lgun2: 97 -102)

So while some students expected on arrival to be less capable than local students, most of them

discovered after six months that they were at least as capable as some of the local students. V/ith

this realisation their self-confidence increased considerably. However, a few students, such as

Tini, had expected to perform well academically based on their experiences in Indonesia yet,

even allowing for English difficulties, they were often disappointed and frustrated when their

initiai expectations were not realised.

Analysis and Critical Thinking

Virtually all the students in the study commented on various occasions that one of the issues

which they had difficulty coming to terms with was to approach their reading and writing more

critically. There are tr',,o aspects to this: feeling in a position to actually criticise another person,

organisation or program, and the critical approach to researching and writing which has become

such an integral part of Western academic tife. This view was supported by Hasanah's (1997)

study where she found that when asked to compare the Indonesian and Australian Higher

Education systems "most of the students, basing their replies on their personal experiences,

pointed out that 'critical thinking' is the distinguishing factor which has been developed in

different ways" (p. 45).
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Not only did the students suggest difficulty with expressing views which are 'critical' of

someone else, but the whole style of writing in Indonesia encourages a more circumspect and

less analytical style. As Antonius reported in a later interview:

My supervisor said, with the introduction'Just start'...[but in lndonesia] we

should talk about our role flrst, our role and from the government role, this and

this and this... but here it is straight! I am still [using] lndonesian style for writing. ln

lndonesia we are kabutan [hazy] or keliling-keliling [around, circuitous].
(Antonius5: 35-39)

Nor only did students experience difficulty with writing critically and analytically but also

concisely:

I think I misunderstood what the lecturer wanted [coursework student]. She

wanted only 20 pages and I gave her 50 pages and she was quite unhappy with

me. 'You expect me to read all this?' 'Yeah.' 'Wrong!' I think it [a P1 instead of a

better resultl was part of the punishment because I wrote too much!

Often people argue that it is more difficult to write more concisely'

Yes, many of her comments were that 'You could summarise this, you could

summarise that.' So I need to be able to summarise. (Enton2.72-81)

The more general approach to reading can also pose real difficulties for students who feel they

have to 'read everything.' While many did not experience severe difficulties in actually reading

in English-many texts in disciplines such as Medicine, Mathematics, Commerce and

Engineering are only available in English in Indonesian universities-it was more the manner of

reading critically and for a specific purpose that posed problems for some. For example lem's

comment earlier where she felt she had to read 'everything' until the IBP lecturer helped her

"how to hand[le] the material, the reading material, how to find it quick, significant subject or

thing like this is very helpful" (lem2: 36-38).

While students argued that during the first six months language was the most significant

difficulty they encountered after culture shock and homesickness, it will be demonstrated with

the later data that language continued as a problem, albeit somewhat reduced, whereas culture

shock and homesickness almost ceased to be problems at all after nine to twelve months.

Exams and Feedback on Progress

The 13 coursework students had to pass exams within the first six months of their sojourn in

Australia and several of the research students had to pass qualifyiig exams. The exams posed
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considerable difficulty for most of the students, for two reasons: one they did not know what to

expect (of the exam and of themselves in terms of their ability to 'compete' with the local

students) and secondly they were concerned that if they did not do well they would be sent home

without really having an opportunity to settle.

Tini's story below is a poignant example of how one student experienced her first exam:

Professor...she is very [nice]. Yesterday ldidn't [feel at all confident] but she

said to me'Oh don't be like this, keep smiling because all of us will help'...1n my

mind all Australian students can do very well because they know all about
culture and so in examination they can do very well and a good mark and in
contrast I [can only get low mark].

So úhrs exam is really bothering you, isn't it?

Yes and sometimes I can't do another job, another work, because I worry about

it. After examination...l worry and then I can't eat. Before examination because I

got stressed...l had to eat rice lonly drink milk. lfeel sick and can't
eat.... Yesterday after examination I went to the shop but still it [the food I bought]

is my refrigerator.. . .Actually I study in the IBP] with learning. . . I haven't write any

drafts of, [of the work] and then examination. [n the past I did not prepare drafts

and notes of the work before exams.l Maybe it is the wrong strategy for getting

[good marks]. (Tini2: 43-49; 1 00-1 16)

Fatimah was another student who was very worried about her exam results, particularly as she

did not know whether she might be sent home if she failed:

How have you been?

Not too bad, not so good. Especially for my exam. I am very worried.... I don't feel

confident about what I did. I am very worried about the result.

When will you get the results?

Maybe next week or two weeks.

So, t think maybe you will feel better when you get the results?

lf they are OK!! Actually, I know the information. I know what I should write, but

because I was Very nervous at the time so I didn't organise my answer, even

though I knew the important information which I should have included but I forgot

to include it. ljust realised when it was over. Oh!!...My study, it is a

worry....Maybe you know. lf lfail my subject will the faculty send me back to
lndonesia? That's the one thing I am very worried about. (Fatimah2: 5-22:200-
235)

Most students performed above their expectations in their exams, and in a number of cases

surpassed many of the local students. The change in self-esteem and confidence once the results

of the f,rrst exam were known was extraordinary. Fatimatr, who had asked whether she might be

sent back to Indonesia if she failed, topped the whole class with her results. She had reported
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earlier that most of the other students in her class (mainly local undergraduates) generally chose

not to sit with, or work with, her. However, once the results of her exam were know, most were

keen to 'pick her brains' and be her partner in experimental work during second semester. The

irony of this did not escape her.

It is not until the results of the first exam or their first assignment or seminar presentation are

known that many students have some sense of their ability vis avís the other students:

When I came here I think l'm not very confident because about my English but

[and] lthink...it's very different, but after I get here I did my assignment and that

went well I think'lt's not so bad' and after I do my exam and it was OK.

So you're feeling more confident?

Yeah. I can't understand the lectures-in the middle of the lecture I still can't get it,

sometimes I still can't get it....lt's very difficult because I can't understand...and

then I think when somebody says something I can't understand and then I try
hard to find in the books and then after that first assignment when I did that well I

see that all the other students I think when they ask me about it, same with me

[when the other students asked me for ideas I realised that they were not better

than mel and that I can do better and then that's no problem after that. (Amina2:

20-23:59-66)

Yanto (2:28-34) did particularly well in his exams and assignments with90Vo for one subject,

whereas Purwanto (I: 2-5) did not do well, but passed sufficiently to start his research. As

Junaidi was quoted as saying earlier, he did not realise he had to sit for an exam which he

thought he was just auditing "l wasn't prepared for that so I was very surprised. So as well as

attending the class have to complete my proposal as well" (Junaidi2: 78-81).

Workload

Students interviewed at the Pre-departure Study anticipated that they would have to adapt to a

different style of teaching and lea¡ning and that they would need to be more independent as

students in Australia. Comments made by the pre-departure students included:

. Wll lfinish on time?

. With a new study environment lwill need criticalthinking and analytical skills.

. lthink I will need to be more independent and responsible.

. I hope l'll survive in study and family matters.

. I expect that there will be many assignments.

. I will need to adapt to different teaching/learning methods in Australia. (IALF-Bali: 36-

a7;61-81)
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Staff at the Foundation confirmed that these were some of the many points discussed by

students during their pre-departure course.

Most students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study expected to have a heavy workload. However,

for many of them the longer working hours and expectations of supervisors and other students

were quite different from what they had experienced in Indonesia. As Purwanto said:

ln findonesia], what we call Sunday lholiday] it's easy, but every day [here in

Australial we must work but I think it's only because transition from the;ãm karet.

Just one week, you know, in lndonesia for example we work maybe for one

year. [What we would do in one year in lndonesia we would do in one week in

Australia.l Yeah, I think it's very hard. (Purwanto2:4549)'

It was not uncommon for the students to experience significant time pressures and feel that they

were not working fast enough, particularly as they felt that their developing English put them at a

disadvantage compared with local students and also the visa and scholarship constraints which

they felt keenly. As Fatimah commented:

I think the fact that I am nervous is the main problem. Even though I have limited

language but at least ltry. But because lwas under pressure I 'blew it'.-.'l
couldn't work as fast as the other students and I had many assignments and I

couldn't keep up. (Fatimah2: 34-36; 106-107)

By the second interview several of the students were feeling more settled:

I've been good and my work is going well. First when I started I was very

worried about whether I could do the work, but the IBP has been very helpful.

We are approaching the end of the course and I have my research proposal

almost finished. I feel really comfortable because I am getting to like Adelaide

more, the people and the city. (Dewi2:3-12)

Several students reporied being very tired and certainly several others looked very tired during

the interviews:

There is a visiting professor in my department. She is from [overseas] and she

used to be my supervisor'S professor. He has asked her to help me' She is a

very experienced Person.

I am trying to work hard so that I can get the most benefit from her. I found it

helpful having her here, but I am very busy. I am writing a paper with her for

publication. She is very nice and very helpful. She is here for two months that is

why we are working so hard and such long hours. lt is very, very tiring. lt seems

that I never finish my day's work and then the next day there is always new

work. My supervisor said that I am going well, but I am not So Sure. Also, I have a

lot of papers on that topic and they are in English but I have also had to read two
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big papers in French. I don't speak any French and so ljust translate word by

word so it takes me a very long time.

By the time she leaves we have to finish the draft of the paper. All I will be able

to do is sleep. When I am really tired my brain just won't work. I don't have a lot of
time to enjoy Adelaide. Even on the weekend I work until 11.00 at night. Also,

because this work is a bit different from my background so I have to do a lot of
extra work. I have new techniques to learn. But luckily my health is OK. (Dian2: 6-

33)

Not su¡prisingly, this level of work was affecting students' ability to think clearly. 'When I asked

Siti at the end of an interview if she had any questions for me, she answered "no, I am too tired to

think" (Siti2: 112). Students such as Fatimah (2:25-30), Kintan (2: 34-48) and Igun (2: 4-42)

commented that they felt under pressure to get through all the work they had. As Jono says:

The problem is with the pace of the study which is sometimes very fast and we
have much homework which has to be done in a limited time. Personally I like to

finish my homework before the due date but I find it very stressful. (Jono2: 55-

5e)

Almost two thirds of the students reported working very long hours and feeling quite stressed

and tired. Much of the stress came from knowing that they were on limited time with

scholarships and visas, for example,Ismanto's comment about his scholarship:

Actually three and a half years but that worries me. Even the local students take

four years. And it's good for the AIDAB students, they can ask for extension.

[But with my scholarship funded by a project from my university] three and a half
years [and when the project finishes then that is it]. (lsmantoZ: 19-24)

Although a very small number of students reported working quite long hours in Indonesia, for

many a regular working day would consist of three or four hours in their main paid employment,

for example lecturing at university, and then a few hours in private work, perhaps tutoring

privately or consulting elsewhere. As outlined in Appendix A these working hours were often

not of the student's making but due to transport conditions, peer pressure, lack of facilities, work

ethic and payment. Where students had been able to talk with colleagues prior to arrival in

Australia they had some sense of the work practices in Australian universities:

It was a common thing for people from my university to study abroad and so I

was able to learn about the dynamic working habit of people overseas and that
has helped me. lndonesians don't have a dynamic work habit, they mostly go to

the office as a formality so that people can just see them there. Whereas I am in

full-time work and I put in a full day's work there. Also it depends on the situation

where you work. The environment in which I work is conducive to hard work.
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Although sometimes lwish each day had more than24 hours. (Buharto2: 134-
142)

However, even without prior advice, virtually all students arrived expecting to work hard. Most

students, while expecting a change in workload from Indonesia, found the level and amount of

work expected of them enormous. It was not unusual to find students working 12 to t4 hours

per day six or seven days per week during the first six months of candidature. A heavy

workload, although not quite this high, was often expected by supervisors (of their local and

overseas students) with several, particularly in the sciences, commenting during the supervisor

interviews that 50 to 60 hours per week was what they thought reasonable for their PhD

students.

Beins Successful and Hard Work

Most students were deeply concerned about completing their award in the time available to them

on their scholarship. Stories abounded within the student group about other students having to

return without an award, or with a Masters instead of PhD. Most students interviewed knew, or

knew of, one or more such students:

One of my colleagues just went home, he didn't finish his PhD.

Do you knowwhy?

The reason for it, So many reason for it, one of them is he just started [on his

new experimentl last year, the other one [his experiment] it fail, so he has

changed and just started [with the new experiment] last year so and transferred
from Masters to PhD, that happened a few years ago, so his time is not good. But

still it's quite dramatic. He did the research but the results are not good because

the writing is a big problem but he said he will continue [to write up at home].
(Sugik5: 51-60)

The thought of such a 'disaster' befalling them weighed very heavily on the minds of virtually

all students and started even before they left Indonesia. Students interviewed in the Pre-departure

Study were particularly concerned that they might not complete their award in time (7 I I 4).

Given the great concern students had about going home without their degree it is not surprising

that the majority of them worked long hours. The pressure to complete within the time given (yet

to cope with the pressures of a new culture) new approaches to learning and writing and in a new

language, often being without their family and other support networks, and little or no

clarification of expectation as well as lack of knowledge about their level of ability compared

with other students, was enormous. Comments about completing within the given time were
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raised by most research students in most interviews. For example, Ismanto who was on an

Indonesian institutional scholarship (not Australian government), mentioned his time constraints

in every interview. As described earlier Ismanto was aware that his scholarship was only for

three and a half years with no expectation of an extension and yet he knew that most local

students took more than four years to complete. (Completion rates for local and international

(Indonesian) students are provided in Appendix B.)'

There tended to be two different views of working hard. One was that if a student put in the

hours then surely she/tre would be successful. The other was the realisation that sometimes no

matter how hard one works, success is not always guaranteed:

Because all of my time and most of my time ljust spend on my experiments. Every

day I am going home at least at 11.00 or 12.00, 1.00 [am.] every day really and I

don't have time to just go to the library... . I haven't done the main experiment this is

why I worry about the time. Maybe it is the difficulty of my topic! lt is

unpredictable. For the course[work], it can guarantee at least OK [¡f I work the

hoursl but for research, God! Really! At the time I was doing coursework I

thought that research was So easy, no assignments, no due dates, they just

think about thel'research they can do it anytime they want...Oh itwas wrong!

(Fatimah5: 79-87)

The negative effects of not completing before returning home are signif,rcant in terms of loss of

face and self-esteem, loss of career and salary options and, as far as the sponsor is concerned,

loss of a considerable investment. While one might argue that the experience itself of living and

studying in a foreign country might be worth the investment without the successful completion

of the award, the students and returnees interviewed for this study, as well as the returnees in the

Daroesmans' study (Igg2), would suggest that this is a fanciful, Western, middle-class notion

of education and development.

During the interviews the students suggested that there were four main factors at play with

regard to workload. Thefrsl was that they took longer than local students to do anything related

to language, particularly reading and writing. The second was that they found much of the

equipment or ways of working quite new and so had to learn new procedures and techniques.

This included using electronic library searches, computers for data processing and sophisticated

scientific equipment.The third factor was that many students were finding it very difficult to

focus when they were so homesick and spending such a lot of time thinking about their families

in Indonesi a. The fourth factor was learning to read and write in a different, more critical and
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direct manner. Students often had to re-read or re-write work a number of times to be more like

the model suggested to them. Atthough help with writing was available, for many the effort of

getting the work done in time was such that it left little or no time to seek advice.

Students can be categorised into three groups with regard to the way they handled the workload

required of them. Thefirst group of students approached their sojoum in Australia as an integral

part of their life. These students recognised that they had great opportunities for travel, Iearning

about another culture and making friends as well as studying. Although their first six months

were quite difficult, as it was for most of the other students, these were the ones who made sure

that in the mid-year break they went on a trip to see more of South Australia or Australia, for

example those organised by the Overseas Students Association, or some other activity outside

study. Thirty four percent of students tended to belong to this group.

The second group accepted that they were here for a relatively short time and that this was their

one opportunity to establish themselves and their families both financially and in terms of

position back in Indonesia. For Indonesian students this might well be the hardest they would

have to work as once they return with a qualification their careers and financial stability are

assured. At least in the first six months these students did little other than work. Although the

percentage of students in this category changed slightly during candidature, during the first six

months 36Vo of students could be categorised as belonging to this group of students who

considered that their purpose for being in Australia was to gain an academic qualification by

working virnrally day and night.

Tbe third group of students, particularly those with children, tried to fÏnd some time to spend

with family, as well as work quite long hours. One student reported that her spouse, as an

accompanying partner, confronted her one night that she always came home after their daughter

was in bed and was not spending time with the family. As a result she changed her routine. On

the weekend she would cook a large amount of food and freeze it in meal size containers. She

then taught her husband to cook rice in the microwave so that he could begin preparing the

evening meal. (She commented that her husband reported that he had experienced culture shock

with leaming to cook.) She wouid aim to be home by 6.00 pm each night so that she could have

dinner with her daughter and husband and then study once her daughter had gone to bed. Thirty
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percent of students could be classified in this category of trying to balance their long working

hours with family commitments.

Use of Technology

Some returnees reported that one of the difficulties they had on arrival in Australia was the use

of computers for writing and research and for library use. V/hile some students had used

computers before departure to Australia, they had generally not used them for sophisticated

analysis of data or for accessing materials through the library or Internet. Students in the

Adelaide Longitudinal Study had varied experiences depending on the faculty in which they

were enrolled. Those in the sciences were quickly on email whereas those in the social sciences

and humanities took anything up to eighteen months to be given an email account. Even then

they often had little support in how to utilise the service. For example, Rina came to me to ask

for help as her supervisor had given her an email address about 18 months after having started,

but Rina did not know how to use it and where to access the help. There was a noticeable

improvement in the provision of general computing support between the first cohort in February

1995 and the fourth in July 1996.

Academic Support

The main sources of academic support for students, other than their supervisors, were the

Integrated Bridging Program (BP), other students, and the Structufed Program.

Students reported receiving considerable advice and support from the Integrated Bridging

Program in general, and individual IBP lecturers in particular, on study-related difficulties and

also in the development of their self-esteem and confidence. Other students in the IBP group

often provided an in-built support network for students which continued after the thirteen week

program. In addition, having already developed a relationship with the IBP lecturer, students felt

more comfortable and confident about approaching him/her with difficulties related to learning

and/or understanding the culture within which they found themselves.

Seventeen of the students specifically reported that the Integrated Bridging Program was very

helpful for them in their study, often more helpful than their supervisor:

ln terms of help you know getting help in research proposal, the most helpful

resource is from the IBP course. Just before I came here I started to use the
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lnternet so I didn't really have very much help from my supervisors or colleagues
with this sort of thing so I do things like this very much by myself. Although

sometimes my supervisors suggest how, what sort of articles I have to search

for. And sometimes they would give me an article or afticles. I have a colleague
and if she finds something interesting for my work she tells me and if I find

something of use for her work I will tell her. But in terms of writing, it's the lBP.

(Bunari2: 89-98)

As outlined in Chapter 2 the Structured Program and IBP had been introduced to the University

within ayear of each other and only just before the Adelaide Longitudinal Study commenced.

Therefore it was not unusual for staff and students to confuse the two programs. Staff often

considered that because students were involved with the IBP that they did not have to provide

them with a Structured Program from within the department/faculty. The great majority of

students, too, when asked if they had done the Structured Program answered 'yes.' However on

further questioning what they were affirming was that they had completed the Directed Studies

component of the Structured Program only, in this case the IBP and one or two undergraduate

subjects which some were required to audit. Some of the students' concerns about the

development of research skitls through courses might have been alleviated by participating in a

well developed departmenl faculty Structured Program as well as the IBP.

Students such as Rani, Tini, Lena, Ismanto, Beni, and Yanti often reported going to other

students for help on matters such as computer use and technical issues. "There is another

lndonesian student in [my department]-a third year-and he has good experience and he

has already studied in the US and he has been able to help me" (Sugik2: 64-68) and "the

outside supervisor and my supervisor provide most help. I also have a friend who is a post

doc and he helps me a lot. He is German" (Dian2: 70-71).

It has been suggested earlier that some students would only approach other Indonesian students

at least at the same level more senior than themselves in the civil service. However, approaching

younger Australian or other international students in the department did not carry the same

constraints. Students using fellow-students for advice and help will be expanded upon in

Chapter 8.
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Supervision Issues

As discussed earlier there was general agreement among the returnees who were interviewed in

Indonesia that it was helpful to have a supervisor who knows something about Indonesia, or at

the very least, an understanding of Asian students, even if she/he had not actually worked in

Indonesia. As one returnee said "l think some supervisors need help to understand lndonesian

culture-those who had supervised lndonesian students before seemed to be better

superuisors" (17 15 812).

Again there was general agreement on the benefit of regular, scheduled meetings. Most returnees

who had experienced regular meetings and, in some cases, regular research group meetings,

found them to be very beneficial. Returnees who had not suggested that they would have been

helpful. Many returnees describes a 'good' supervisor as:

. one who can understand what I need back here and the constraints of my

scholarship and visa;

. one who can feel what I am feeling;

. one who develops my confidence and self-esteem and who trusts in me. (17 15 8

12)

As one returnee said:

First I would ask my superuisor'Can I do this thesis? Then, when will I finish?' I

was very depressed but he helped and gave advice. Finally I d¡d ¡t and I felt very

rewarded and I felt it was a 'piece of cake'' (17 15 8 12)

Linked with self-esteem and confidence was a sense of responsibility. One returnee reported

how shocked he was soon after arrival to be given a master-key to the whole iaboratory. He felt

an enormous sense of responsibility, but also felt trusted by his supervisor. This trust was

further extended when the supervisor explained that the student was the first of his to be

working on a joint university/government department project and that the supervisor wanted it to

'go well'. The student was aware of the importance of the situation and felt very trusted by the

supervisor to be in such a position.

Expectøtions of Supervision

One of the main concerns held by students in the Pre-departure Study was whether they would

have a good supervisor, that is, one who is an expert in the resea¡ch area and who helps with the

professional aspects of getting settled. Some of these students did not feel that the supervisor
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should necessarily help with personal things such as accommodation but that sheftre would help

with comments on both the content of written work as well as grammar (IALF-Bali: 4-10).

As might be expected there was a range of student expectations about supervision such as the

style of relationship students might have with their supervisor, the sort of help their supervisor

might provide for them, and whether they were capable of attaining the standard the supervisor

might expect. Amina initially found her supervisor's manner and helpfulness diff,tcult to accept:

I think my supervisor is very difficult [to understand]. ln lndonesia it is very formal.

When I first come here my supervisor take me places and showed me

everything. I felt bad because I felt I make him trouble. But my friends told me in

here the supervisors always like that. (Amina2: 140-145)

Whereas Dewi enjoyed her supervisor's relaxed manner "my supervisor is very nice. He is

very casual. lt is much more formal in lndonesia but I have adjusted. I don't think I am as formal

as the Javanese because I am [non-Javanese]" (Dewi2: 30-33). And Buharto was pleasantly

surprised with the level of support his supervisor provided for him. "l had no idea that people

would be so helpful and to my surprise people have been very good. My supervisor is

beyond my expectations" (Buharto2: 107-108).

As described in Chapter 3, supervisor and student expectations and their congruence or

otherwise are key factors in a successful postgraduate experience. In the first few months

students were busy coming to terms with what the their experiences with supervision as outlined

below. Some students such as Bunari, Tini and Watie reported that at times they were scared of

approaching their supervisor because he (in these cases they were all male) might think they

were not capable of undertaking the work. The following report from'Watie indicates how deep

this level of concern can go. In the first interview Watie commented that she was finding one of

the main areas where she had to make adjustments was with the academic expectation where the

supervisor did not give the same direction as in Indonesia. For example she mentioned that she

had realised that she had to find out the information fast, otherwise by the time she had worked

out the book to read, it had gone from the library (Watiel: 103-108). During the second

interview when I asked if it was all right with her that I interviewed her supervisor she seemed a

little concerned and she asked me whether I would talk to her after I had met her supervisor to let

her know what his expectations of her were (WatieZ 7-I0). The transcript below continues
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where she has just commented that she was worried about asking questions in lectures because

they might be seen as being 'stupid:'

Sometimes I find [the supervisor who is also the lecturer] very difficult to
approach. Maybe sometime it's me, but I don't want him to know. But I don't want
to speak with him, even though he is my supervisor. I am nervous-

Has something in pariicular made you feel like this?

There was one time. But maybe it is only my opinion and I am being so sensitive
(uum, uum...). lt happened when I had an appointment [away from campus] and I

didn't tell anyone where I was and I didn't tell [him]. This is usual. But afterwards

[he] said 'Hey, what were you doing? What were you doing in the morning?' I told

him I had a meeting and I hadn't time to tell him. Anyway, I don't think it is
necessary for [him] to know what I am doing all the time. I think I am responsible. I

am responsible for studying. So if I don't go to his lecture I am responsible. I didn't

tell [him] because I didn't know I had to tell him. I said I would show him my

medical certificate. And I felt he was unhappy towards me. But two of the other
lecturers Seem to like me. After that he said 'Watie, remember, if you don't study, I

can't help you.' And that is why I feel worried because how far will this
relationship affect my work. And my friend Said, 'Don't let him disqualify you.' So I

have to be careful.

I had not realised before, I always thought that I was always responsible. But he

seems to pay attention to me, but not the others. He seems to pick on me. All the

others are local students. Maybe he is doing something special to take care of the

overseas students. I didn't realise I was just doing like the others. I am worried. I

don't want to talk with him. Maybe he is thinking that there is something wrong

with me. So maybe it is best to just keep my distance and it is not important for

him to know everything about me. And also I have girl-friend who also feels

something like this with [him], so it is not only me. Which make me feel much

better, because it isn't just me. When [he] said 'Watie, remember, I can't help it if
you can't do the work'why did he say that, because he is there to help me?

But you were feeling quite confident about your work?

Yes. The problem with my friend was that [he, the lecturer] did not let him pass

the Qualifying. And that is why I am worried that the same problem will also

happen to me. ljust want to know how is his expectations of me in the program. I

want to know his expectations of me precisely! (Watie2: 299-339)

While some students reported that they were scared of approaching their supervisors, others

were somewhat taken aback when I suggested that they might approach them:

You could talk to your supervisor about these expectations'

Could l? Would that be OK? I am in the lndonesian way where it is not right to do

that. I am very nervous that it will make him angry or something like that.

(Fatimah2: 245-248)

One of the reasons many of the students gave for not approaching their supervisors was that

they were 'busy:'
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Have you discussed fhrs with your supervisor?

No. I discussed with my friends, Australian and the other is from [the Pacific

areal and they are very helpful because they [are] learning [also]...1 always

discuss with them in terms of how can I express my ideas. But not with [my
supervisorl not yet, because she is very busy. (Rina2: 53-57)

This notion of being busy is important from a cultural point of v\ew22. The students explained to

me on several occasions that in Indonesia only very senior, and therefore 'important' people

made appointments. Generally one was 'always welcome'. An interesting personal experience

of this was when someone (in fact one of my supervisors) came to my door in the middle of

interview with a student. I explained that I was in the middle of an interview and suggested we

catch up later. The student was aghast! When I asked what would have happened in the same

situation in Indonesia he explained that the other person would have been invited in and after

introductions and general conversation for a short while, I would have dealt with the issue or he

would have been invited to join the discussion. Therefore, for students to say that their

supervisor is 'busy' canies with it many cultural overtones.

Despite the difficulties described above several students reported positive relationships with their

supervisor and were feeling confident with their progress:

The IBP has been helpful and my supervisor is a very friendly person. He teases

us all the time. He has even taken us to some tourist places and he tries to
maintain a good personal relationship with us. I am in favour of such an

approach. (Jono2: 68-71 )

Good personal relationships with one's supervisor are not quite as easy as they might seem, as

Buharto describes:

Another problem is the way of addressing my Supervisor. You know how we

Asians like to show respect. But my supervisor said that he wanted me to call

him [his first name], So when I next met him I called him [his first name], but I

found it so difficult I really didn't have the courage to call him [that], I had to try

really hard to call him [his first name]. But when I write to him I have to call him

Professor...l just can't write to him as... (Buharto2: 82-88)

Yanti (2: 32-47),Dewi (2:30-37) and Rani (2: 42-48) were three students who reported having

good personal relationships with their supervisor, although with Yanti and Rani it was after their

22 particularly in light of the Indonesian saying "Busy for nothing' (Edi3b: 132) meaning trying to look busy

when really one has nothing to do.
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principal supervisor had appointed a second supervisor that they felt able to discuss both

açademic and personal issues in an open, relaxed manner.

During the second interview two students (both of whom had studied overseas previously)

reported that they had developed a level of independence where they were taking responsibility

for their progress:

I haven't got any problems but if I had any I would go straight to my supervisors

and that is OK-l haven't had to go to him and I try to be independent but if I

needed to ask I think I would feel OK-but I don't want to bother him. I feel I can

chat to him about a lot of things other than my research-things like my teaching.

He is quite nice. (Kintan2 47-53)

Buharto (2: 90-103) and Ahmad (2:45-47) reported that they felt they could always ask their

supervisors for help and Bunari (2: 48-49) would although his supervisor had been away for

two months Basu, on the other hand had difficulties with his supervision from very early in his

candidature, difficulties which lasted virtually throughout. While he got on well with his

supervisor at a personal level he felt very strongly that the academic and technical support he

required was not available:

yeah...but I mean that I [am]surprised here because there is not much equipment

available in this department. That's the main problem. But in [where I did my

Mastersl lworked in one lab and everything was there'.'.[My supervisor here

told mel I may have another one [supervisor]...in July, but he is now in Europe.

He will [be] coming back in July. So I can use the [facilities at the other campus].

Because here staff can move easily for study leave or they are very busy, so it's

a good idea to have two supervisors. (Basu2: 3445:65-69)

Supervisory Expectation Rating Scøle

It was argued in Chapter 3 that clarification of expectations is significant in ensuring that

students and supervisors have an effective and productive supervisory relationship. In order to

assist students and staff with clarifying and making explicit their expectations a 'Supervisory

Expecration Rating scale' was adapted (Kiley, 1998, p. 202) (see Appendix M(a) and M(b)).

The scale presents two strongly alternative statements related to the supervisory experience with

a five point scale separating them. Most, although not all, of the statements range from a strong

supervisor responsibility, for example, "It is the supervisor's responsibility to select a research

topic" through to a strong student responsibility "It is the student's responsibility to select a
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promising topic." The rating scale used with students comprised eleven items, although a further

adaptation of the scale, now fairly widely used at the University of Adelaide, has twelve items23'

All but the four MBA students were asked to complete a Supervisory Rating Scale during or

soon after their second interview (n=29). The results indicate that this cohort of students

reflected all other cohorts of students (and supervisors) with whom the rating scale has been

used, in that responses were spread across the five points of the scale on virtually every item. For

example, in Item 5, "The supervisor should organise frequent meetings with the student" and

"It is up to the student to decide when she/he wants to meet with the supervisor" 3.5Vo (n=1)

rated 'I,' JVo (n=2) lated'2,' 45Vo (n=I3) rated '3,' 27.5Vo (n=8) rated'4' and ITVo (n=5)

rated'5,'(Mean=3.53, SD=l.03). However, there were some statements where students

clustered round similar ratings (see Table 32). Having said that, the issue is not so much where

students and/or supervisors are clustered, it is whether individual students and supervisors can

reach some congruence in their expectations.

Students' Perceptions of the Role of the Supervisor

In terms of statements related to the topic, methodology and development of the research (items

one to three), students generally rated their expectation mid-way between the supervisor and

student taking responsibility. For example, regarding selection of a topic, 59Vo tated at'3' .

Regarding the appropriate methodology to be adopted, 697o rated at '3' and with regard to

research development,4SVo rated'3' with3SVo rating '4/5'.In commenting on these items

students suggested that while the supervisor was the 'expert' in the area often they had come

with topics, or at least areas of research, defined by their institution. As a result they considered

that topic selection, methodology and research development were something that should be

negotiated. As Table 32 îndicates, the Standard Deviations for the first three items are

particularly low.

23 Appendix M(a) provides a copy of the original rating scale with 11 items and used in the longitudinal study

and M(b) is the amended rating scale with 12 items.
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The supervisor should make sure that

the thesis is finished close to the

minimum time

The supervisor has direct responsibility

for the standard of the thesis

10 The supervisor should insist on seeing

drafts ofevery section ofthe thesis in

order to review them

I I The supervisor should assist in the

actual writing of the thesis if the

student is having difficulties

As long as the student works steadily

he/she can take as long as needed to finish

the work

The supervisor advises only and leaves all

decisions concerning content, format and

standards to the student

It is up to the student to ask for

constructive criticism from the supervisor

The supervisor should be very careful not

to contribute too much to the thesis.

2.30 1.31

2.46 1.29

2.46 1.29

2.82 1.34

8

9

Thesis

Staff-student relationships are purely

professional and should not involve

personal matters

The supervisor should organise frequent

meetings with the student

Thê supervisor should know at all times

what the student is working on

The supervisor should stop supervision

if she/he thinks the project is too

difficult for the student

Close personal relationships are essential

for successful supervision

It is up to the student to decide when

she/he wants to meet with the supervisor

Students should find their own way

without having to tell their supervisor how

they spend their time

The supervisor should support the student

right through until the thesis has been

submitted, regardless of his/her opinion of

the work

3.64 1.1ó

3.54 1.04

3.2r 1.64

3.68 1.56

4

5

6

1

Contact/Involvement

I It is the supervisor's responsibility to

select a research topic

In the end, it is up to the supervisor to

decide which theoretical framework or

methodology is most approPriate

The supervisor should direct the student

in the development of an appropriate

program ofresearch and study

It is the student's responsibility to select a

promising topic

Students have a right to choose their own

theoretical framework or methodology even

if it conflicts with the supervisor's

The supervisor should mainly listen to

students ideas and ask questions but not

tell them what to do

3.43 .88

3.1L87

3.39 .99

2

J

Topic/course of study l.{ean24

t23
SD

45

Table32. Results of Supervisory Rating Scale

To gain an understanding of what supervisors thought, they were asked in the supervisor

interviews to comment on the main roles of a supervisor and whether they thought the tasks

involved were different for international students. The overall responses can be classified into

24 The cìoser the mean to '1 ' the greater the Supervisor's responsibility
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two main types-student-focussed and task-focussed-with approximately 50Vo of supervisors

being classified in each group.

Student-focussed supervisors made comments such as "l think a supervisor's responsibilities

need to be tailored to the needs of the student so it is pretty hard to say what a supervisor's

responsibilities are. lt ranges from being a friend to a professional colleague" (Supervisor55:

7O-74) and, "l think in the first year it is basically encouragement and building confidence and

getting people to try to narrow their thoughts down to exactly what they are on about"

(S u pervi so r24: 94-96).

These student-focussed supervisors generally commented that international students had

particular requirements of them as a supervisor:

The support, I think is more important for overseas students. I was an overseas

student myself at ANU and I know the culture shock issues and how important
they are. Everything is different and you need someone who can tell you to be

relaxed, be aggressive, interrupt the person, all of those things because the

cultural difference is huge. (Supervisor96: 84-90)

Task-focussed supervisors, on the other hand made comments such as:

I think I need to tellthem how to gather material and how to store it and retrieve it

and then tell them that they have two years to do 60,000 words or three years to

do 90,000 words and give them a timetable and put it over their desk and help

them comply with it. My job is to help them focus, focus, focus. (Supervisor69:

8e-95)

Or another one said "Obviously you have to get the students up to a level where they have

enough good data to get their degree. That's the first thing. They have to be directed so they

have enough data and are successful" (SupervisorSO 72-75).

Some, but by no means all, of the task-focussed supervisors commented on different approaches

with overseas students, particularly in needing to match the project with the student or detecting

areas of technical or academic weakness.

There did not appear to be a discipline or sex bias in these responses, that is, student focussed

supervisors were found across all disciplines as were task-focussed supervisors and across male

and female supervisors. From students' comments neither approach was likely to be more

positive or negative than the other; that is, as many student-centred supervisors were as well
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regarded by students as were task-focussed supervisors. Equally, as many student-focussed

supervisors provided, in the judgement of their student, inadequate supervision as did task-

focussed supervisors. Certainly the supervisory relationship was different, but not necessarily

better or worse.

ùIeetins with Students

Supervisors' views and practices about meeting with students, Item 5 on the 'Expectation

Rating' scale, va¡ied enormously. The extremes are indicated by the following four responses to

the question, 'How often do you meet with students?'

I go to the lab when I am in town each morning and afternoon and sometimes

during the day and talk with them and have a look...my students don't do much

that I don't know about. (SupervisorS0: 46-62)

Every week...l let them go for a week if they haven't done anything and if that

happens the second week then I get onto them. (Supervisor69: 66-68)

I very much ask the students to meet with me when they feel there is a need.

Part of that is my heavy work commitment, but my philosophy on education is that

learning is most effective when it is done by the individual and my job as a
supervisor it is to question them and to make sure that they are not doing

something which is completely off-track. (Supervisor3l: 118-123)

Not enough. I think I am a bit slack and [my student] is a bit of a ghost, I just never

see him round. I guess I should make more of an effort....Probably now that I

think about it, with [him] I should arrange regular weekly meetings because he is

not coming in and so I had better do something about that. (Supervisor5S: 49-61)

However, there were several distinct practices with regard to arranging meetings for all students,

not only international students. These include:

a combination of informal and formal meetings "l would talk with most of my students once

a day-and that would be casually. The formal meetings would be once a week when we

had lab meetings...and about every three weeks I meet with the student individually"

(Supervisor60: 57-64);

regular meetings timetabled by the supervisor, with the expectation that the student will attend

"every Friday for all students" (Supervisor69: 65);

on an as-needed-basis, organised by the student "my momings are sacrosanct but my

afternoons are available. My secretary [supervisor is Head of Department] books them in"

(SupervisorS5: 52-53).

o

o

a
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In the main, most supervisors commented on the need for regular meetings, although the

frequency might vary according to the student's need, the supervisor's interest, philosophy and

availability, and stage of candidature. Supervisors in the sciences reported far more informal

meetings with students than supervisors in mathematics, engineering, the humanities and social

science. Supervisors' comments about frequency of meeting generally tallied with what students

reported. However, where there were discrepancies they were generally part of a larger concern

with the supervisory situation, expressed by the student.

Student-Supervisor Relationships

In about TOVo of. cases students' applications for acceptance into the award and supervision were

forwarded by the University's International Programs Office to the relevant Department with a

request for someone with suitable qualifications to accept supervision of the student. Neither

student nor superviso¡. were known to one another. These applications usually came from the

scholarship awarding body for example AusAID. While matching of student need with

university expertise occurs, there is also a desire by the funding body to ensure an equitable

distribution of scholarship students across all Australian universities. Strategies adopted by

some departments at the University of Adelaide were described in Chapter 2. CIeaÃy knowledge

of one another is a significant factor in the student-supervisor relationship.

With regard to relationships between students and supervisors (items four to seven on the

'Expectation Rating') the ratings were quite varied with standard deviations ranging from 1'036

to 1.641. More that 607o of those students who consistently reported in the interviews as having

good, personal relationships with their supervisors also rated their expectation at 'four/five', that

is, close personal relationships are essential.

This variation in overall rating is not necessarily surprising given the difficulty in coming to

rerrns with an emerging adult-adult relationship outlined in Chapter 2. Students in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study who were academics themselves often compared the relationship which they

had as lecturers in Indonesia with their students there with the relationship they had with their

supervisor in Australia. They reported that it would not be unusual for a lecturer to offer help to

a student after hours, or have the student come to their home if ttrey were working on a particulaf

project which needed additional assistance. Two particular students in the Adelaide Longitudinal
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Study would often talk about their supervisors in Adelaide as if they twere a parent who deserved

respect, but who were also expected to care for them in a matemal (in these cases) way.

Satisfaction from Supervising

'When supervisors were asked what gave them the greatest satisfaction as a supervisor the

comments fell into two quite distinct categories, comments that related to the student as a person,

and comments that related to the student's work. For example, Supervisor5T reported that what

gave him most satisfaction was "successful experiments. Data that is valid and recognised as

publishable and getting good reports from examiners (138-139)."'Whereas Supervisor99

commented "Getting to know people and learn about them and seeing them develop and being

successful is another good thing (70-71)." Or, as Supervisor55 said "Seeing my students

succeed. lt really does. Seeing students actually achieve things they might not have thought

themselves capable of achieving (87-90)."

Responses related to the student as a person and those related to the student's work were almost

5OVo for each group, with one supervisor commenting:

Well there are two angles. One is in terms of the development of the field of

knowledge and education and to help students contribute to that and on the other

hand the growth of the individual students and this is to me a very important area.

The profession is a tool to being socially useful and people need to be able to

exercise power and this is as important in third world nations as well as

Australia. These students are socially committed to realise their goals. I'd say that

this is common with students from third world countries but then again the field I

am working in is Education so it is not surprising. (Supervisor9S: 96-105)

The categories of comments rwere not discipline-specific with the 'product' oriented supervisors

coming from science, social science, engineering, medicine and mathematics and 'person'

focussed supervisors also coming from social science, science, engineering and medicine. It is

also worth noting that supervisors in each of these two categories were not always the same as

the student- and task-focussed supervisors when asked what they thought was the role of the

supervisor. Nevertheless,60Vo of supervisors who were classified as student-focussed in terms

of their role, also tended to be person-focussed in terms of the satisfaction gained from

supervision, and similarly for the product-focussed supervisors.
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Concerns for Students

When asked for their main concerns regarding the international students they were supervising,

again the responses varied enormously. Approximately 28Vo of supervisors cofitmented that a

major concern was the quality of the students and their ability (or not) to be able to complete

successfully, with the concomitant worry that supervisors might be 'wasting their time' with

students who would not complete. Twelve percent, on the other hand, were concerned that they,

or the University (or the system), might be wasting the students' time in that they might be

developing skills which they would not be able to use on their return:

I do have a concern there and that is what we are providing may not be relevant

to what they go back to. They come here and they have an expectation and we
provide them with an experience but I am not sure how they deal with it when

they get back. I am not sure if I have a great feel for that....The easy one is the

technical, materials one, but we don't even take that into account very well, I

don't think. But the more difficult one is if we succeed in injecting the western

scientific philosophy into them is that going to be practical, sensible.
(Supervisor23: 126-1 38)

Linked with this was the concern expressed by three supervisors that, due to competing

pressures from the University and the profession generally, they might not be in a position to

provide quality supervision to students. Three of the less experienced supervisors expressed

concern at not knowing an adequate and acceptable standard for the student's work. Two other

supervisors were particularly concerned about students who might lose interest mid-way through

candidature and the difficulty of getting them 'back on track'.

While many Supervisors talked about language and communication skills to some extent, only

five had it as their main concern for overseas students. However, for several of them the focus

was more on day-to-day communication rather than academic English. As one said:

The concern I have with overseas students is the communication. I think the oral

communication is essential. They have to be able to talk with others. I have had a

couple who are very weak and they don't have a clue what you are talking

about. The others in the lab used to try very hard, but they could see that it was
just bouncing off and so they gave up and this can be very isolating for the

student. I think this oral communication is really important. We have a wide range

of nationalities here and they are all very tolerant, but unless the student has a

working knowledge of English then they are in real strife. This is in addition to

written English but I think their spoken English is more important. Written English is

an ongoing problem which doesn't just relate to overseas students.
(SupervisorSO: 1 1 8-130)
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This finding was certainly supported by the comments earlier in this chapter of many of the

students who found that their Engtish language skills were significant in holding them back in

the first months from making friends with local students.

Supervisors often expressed their concerns in terms of dilemmas, not unlike the supervisors in

the study by Delamont et al. (1998). For example, the dilemma of being a friend and also a

supervisor, or the dilemma of meeting the student's need and making the experience relevant, but

also meeting the requirements of the University. Another dilemma expressed by some was the

balance required between allowing students to 'find their feet' in the first six months-

particularly with regard to language-with the requirement to have students complete their

candidature within the perceived shrinking time allowance for (all) PhD students. In the main,

supervisors had not found solutions to these dilemmas.

Level of Academic Work

Item seven in the 'supervisory rating scale' states 'The supervisor should stop supervision if

she/tre thinks the project is too difficult for the student' and 'The supervisor should support the

student right through until the thesis has been submitted, regardless of his/her opinion of the

work'. This item caused concern for many of the students. They were quite taken aback even to

contemplate the possibility that their supervisor might have the option of ceasing supervision if

he/she thought the project was too difficult for the student. Having said that, 5OVo rated this item

at'four/five.'

With regard to the writing, completion, and quality of the thesis (items eight to eleven) there was

a definite cluster of ratings. Here students were much more likely to rate 'one/two', that is, being

the supervisor's responsibility rather than 'four/five', that is, the student's responsibility. Sixty

one percent rated the supervisor responsible for completion of the thesis within the allocated

time. This response reflects the students' concern with completing on time which most students

discussed regularly throughout the interviews'

The response rate for writing assistance was divided with 38Vo believing that the supervisor

should assist with writing, whereas 39Vo sayingthat 'The supervisor should be very careful not

to contribute too much to the writing of the thesis'. This item, along with several of the others,

certainiy does not confirm any of the stereotypes of the Asian student being very reliant on their
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supervisor and requiring constant direction and even intervention. Of course it is difficult to

know to what extent these responses in Phase One were what the student thought they should

be, that is, what they thought they were expected to say, or what they actually felt. A further

development of these ideas will be examined later in this report as students' development over

time provides additional insights.

However, how did students' expectations of supervision match with their experiences? As might

be expected, some students had positive interactions with their supervisors almost from the start,

whereas others had quite negative experiences, a few of which remained throughout candidature.

Of particular relevance was supervisors' invitation to "Call in and see me if you have any

problems." While this practice, often linked with an 'open door policy', is quite common in

Australia, many Indonesian students found this very difficult to accept, leading to the 'No news

is good news' syndrome. Supervisors seemed to assume that because students were not taking

problems to them, then there were none. Much of this reluctance seemed to stem from four main

reasons. Thefirst was that students considered their supervisor to be a very busy (and in many

cases important) person who should not be interrupted with queries by a student. The second is

that students were concerned that the supervisor might react negatively if intemrpted.The third,

which emerged later in the study, was that some students did not know how to interrupt in a

manner which seemed to be culturally appropriate to the supervisor and student:

Maybe because of me also, because, I don't know sometimes, [l am] very slow, I

just want to know if someone's not busy, but I tell you every day they're busy

and I become late, so I need, yeah,,..sometimes I can't stop people to say'Hey,
help me, I want to know...' I need time when he [my supervisor] is free and then I

can explain what I want. But for a special problem I can't, I don't know...

I have a bad experience because I don't know how to say, what do you say,

'Give me half a time' [give me a minute] so when [the supervisor] is talking with

someone in my room I just intruded and [he] was angry... so I don't want to again.

(PurwantoG: 62-71)

Thefourthreason related to students not wanting their supervisor to know that they were having

difficulty coping. According to the students this was generally because of the following. Firstly

they suggested they were concerned that their supervisor might send them home if he/she

thought the student could not cope. Secondly students did not want to lose face by

acknowledging that they might not have been able to manage. This concept is strongly

embedded in the Indonesian culture. As Tini was quoted as saying earlier "it is not a good thing
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he know I'm having problems, I don't want him to know I can't do things" (Tini1: 2). Finally,

some students argue that in Indonesia it is expected that when one is given a task by a superior,

that the superior assumes the subordinate knows how to do it and will not be 'bothered' by that

person, until the task is complete. 'Bothering' one's superior is likely to mean that no further

tasks will be given so one's reputation (and therefore, salary) will suffer.

Obviously there are several outcomes of students not wanting to 'bother' their supervisors. One

of the main difficulties faced was that they did not know what their supervisor expected of them.

This expectation related to personal interactions, level of work and even matters such as

'laboratory protocol and manners.' As Koko suggested:

Little things like when you work in the lab and whether you should behave like

this or you should behave like that or not or whether if I say this, is it right or not
just didn't tell me, I don't have to guess whether it's right or not and I try to learn

that with the other students, the other persons working in the lab....Cultural
things. (Koko2: 156-161)

As outlined earlier, within the first six months of students' candidature I checked with them that

they were comfortable with me talking with their supervisor. I explained that the discussion was

not about the student, but about the supervisors and their experiences of supervision. It was not

uncommon for students to ask me to find out from their supervisors what they wanted them to

do and then for me to report this back. Although they understood the confidentiality which

worked both ways in the interviews, some were still upset when I told them that I would not,

under any circumstances, pass on their comments to a supervisor and certainly not pass on

comments from a supervisor to a student. As Watie was reported earlier as saying:

So I want to know his expectations of me precisely!

And there is no point in me telling you that really you are the only one who can

do it?

I can't go to [the supervisor] now. I can't, ljust feel worried. (Watie2: 339-343)

Asking help from Indonesian colleagues might not always work either as suggested earlier. The

sense of hierarchy which is very strong within Indonesian, and particularly Javanese, society

means that it could be inappropriate to be seen going to a 'junior' for help. As a student

commented, "[in my job]...we must experience [express] that we are better than the others,

it's very difficult, how to express it...l have to believe in my ability that I am better than the

others" (Antonius3. 132-135). V/hile not wide spread, some students reported that they would
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only seek help from other Indonesian students who were more senior than themselves within the

Indonesian civil service.

So, in sunìmary we have students who are very keen and enthusiastic, who expect to work very

hard and who anticipate that they will need to change or adapt their leaming styles. They are very

concerned at their ability to complete in the time allocated and believe that the supervisor holds

the key to their successful completion by providing adequate guidance in selecting a topic which

is manageable within the time. However, they are very concerned that they do not understand the

supervisor's expectations and they often feel quite lost and unable to ask for help.

Changes

During the second interview the students were asked whether there had been changes in their

thoughts about returning to Indonesia or how others at home might think they have changed.

While they had only been in Australia for six months, some of them had already given thought

to what their experiences in Adelaide might mean on their return.

One change emerging in Phase One was students' increased awareness of the critical nature of

Australians compared with Indonesians:

t mean I will be different because I have some experience here and they don't

have. And I have experience in academic field for example I will be critical person

because here usually everybody has have criticalthinking.

Willthat be a problem do you think?

No, for academic people they have to be critical person I think I will be critical
person. And of course, they will be surprised when they meet. I think so,

because how can I express my ideas for example, how can I evaluate, criticise
people's work because it is quite different here. I prefer this way, I prefer

Australian way in expressing ideas and critical. (Rina2: 183-194)

Anronius, Edi (2: 164-166) and Igun (2:173-186) thought that they might take on different roles

in their work as a result of their experiences "l think my boss might give me more responsibility

and ask me to write things for him-reports and so on. And he might ask me for my ideas"

(Antonius2: 237-239). Siti was concerned about returning home as she was aware of friends

who were experiencing frustrations "a lot of my friends go back to lndonesia and get

frustrated" (Siti2: 92). And Watie exemplified what a number of students said in that they hoped

that they would not change their personality, religious views, or 'Indonesian nature' but would
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learn more and be better at their job as a result of their sojourn "l don't want to change in my

personality. Except my knowledge of course, I have to" (Watie2:210-211).

Chapter Summary

This chapter provided an introduction to the students and their expectations and experiences in

the first six months of candidature, that is, Phase One. The results were provided under the

headings of personal and emotional issues, administrative and day-to-day issues, course,

language, and academic issues and supervision.

Not surprisingly homesickness was a major issue for many of the students. Combined with the

effects of culture shock many of them experienced considerable distress in the first six months.

Support for students, during this difficult time, other than that from supervisors, was provided

through academic programs such as the Integrated Bridging Program, with emotional and

spiritual support coming from families, friends and religious and cultural groups. It was noted

that, at least in this phase, most students had co-nationals as their main friends with some mixing

with other internationals students and only a few having local students as friends. Several

reasons for this situation were suggested ranging from ease of friendship with fellow

Indonesians to difficulties in making friends with Australians, particularly where English facility

was considered by the students to be a barrier.

For virtually all the students accommodation, transport, health and finances were of little

concern. V/hat did pose problems for both make and female students was daily household tasks

when they had been so used to pembantu who normally managed those tasks at home. Creative

solutions were found by some of the students.

It was noted that many students cornmenced their candidature quite concemed about their ability

to cope with the demands of their course, particularly those who had been required to change

topic or research area or undertake qualifying exams. Many of these students, however,

performed quite well, or very well in first semester exams or assignments. Receiving positive

feedback on work proved to be a crucial factor in students' sense of well-being and self-esteem.

Language skills, particularly listening and speaking, were very important in this phase especially

as a means of socialising as well as for academic tasks. Students often needed to make
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enormous efforts to overcome their nervousness about speaking in a group. While tbey knew

how important is was to do so they felt extremely awkward about doing so and it often took

three to four months to overcome this awkwa¡dness. Writing, particularly in terms of structure

and analysis posed difficulties for many students, a difficulty which continued into Phase Two

and Three for many. Reading on the other hand was not of the same level of concern for most.

While students expected to work long hours those working the longest hours, not uncommonly

60 to 70 hours per week, were in the sciences, medicine and engineering. For some, working

such long hours was a necessity. For example, students who were researching in new areas

found that they needed to devote a greatdeal of additional time to background work. For others,

working long hours was one way of avoiding bouts of homesickness and loneliness.

Students reported that they had difficulty knowing what their supervisor expected of them, and

very few of them had the confidence to ask. Supervisors, on the other hand, tended to have quite

clear ideas of their role although only one reported discussing this with his student. Comments

from studenrs indicated that they appreciated the additional skills and insights of supervisors

who had some experience of living or working in a foreign environment. Supervisors tended to

fall into one of two categories-task-focused and student-focused-with an equal distribution of

positive and negative comments from students with both groups of supervisors.

Students reported that the main changes they were aware of by the end of Phase One were

greater independence, iessening of homesickness, greater familiarity with English and generally

increased confidence. The changes tended to be reflected in both personal and academic aspects

of students' lives. Figure 13 graphically demonstrates the varying levels of significance of the

different issues reported by students. This table will be further developed in Chapters 8 and 9.

Factors determined as 'Very significant' were those that were reported by approximately 75Vo

of the students as being serious or important issues for them. 'significant' factors were those

reported by about 507o of the students being of some importance to them and 'Insignificant'

factors were those reported by approximately 25Vo of. the students as being of little significance.
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Figure 13 . Significance of Various Factors across the Phases ( 1)

Issue Phase One Phase Two Phase Three

Academic Issues
. Workload
. CourseÆrogram

. Critical Approach

. ExamsÆeedback

Language Issues
. Speaking

'Listening
. Reading
. Writing

Personal and
Emotional Issues
. Homesickness I
. Culture Shock/ Reverse

Culture Shock I
. Racism I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Day-to-day Issues
. Families in Adelaide t
. Living in Adelaide I
. Accommodation/
Transport I

. Health I

. Finances I
Supervision
. Expectations
. Relationships
. Support

I Very Significant
factor

I Significant factor I Insignificant
factor

I
II
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CHAPTER 8 PHASE TWO: FEELING SETTLED

Introduction

This chapter provides insights into students' lives following the first six months, that is, Phase

Two, and shows how the students developed and changed to suit the requirements of their new

environment. V/hile students did fînd it difficult in the f,rrst six months, it is significant that once

they had been in Australia for twelve months, culture shock and homesickness were issues rarely

discussed. After the trauma described in Chapter 7, this chapter may appear to be almost

mundane, and in a sense it is. It describes how students settled into their daily routine of living

and studying in Australia and how most learned to accommodate quite effectively the

requirements of their new environment.

Issues are examined under the same headings as Chapter 7 and determined form the literature in

Chapter 2: personal and emotional issues, administrative and day-to-day matters, language

issues, academic issues and matters related to supervision. However, to reflect the students'

changing emphasis and interest the sections have been re-ordered as follows: academic issues,

language issues, matters related to supervision, administrative and day-to-day matters, and

personal and emotional issues. One of the most significant insights of this study has been the

very close interaction and integration of these various aspects of students' lives and how they

each impact upon the other. For example, following initial success in exams in the first semester

students' self-esteem and general well-being increased significantly. Equally, with enhanced

language skills confidence in interacting with local students increased with increased social

opportunities. As a result, although this study is reported under certain headings and categories,

it is the integration of these categories that is so important to students' well-being and progress.

This is particutarly the case with the issue of language and academic progress. The separation of

these two issues is done with considerable reticence, however as the literature and the students

often discussed them as separate issues they are presented in that manner here.

Academic Expectations

On a number of occasions during students' candidature they were asked how their experiences

of living and studying in Adelaide matched their expectations. In most cases the experiences
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proved better than expected, particularly when students realised that they were coping with the

academic demands of their program.

The main academic area of difference in expectations was to do with the lack of speed and

facility with which students undertook their academic program. Comments from the interviews

suggest that this is for three main reasons. Thefrsr is the experience that most research students

seem to have, that research seems to take longer than anticipated. The popular T-shirt worn by

many university students saying 'Don't ask how my PhD is going!' is testament to the level of

frustration experience'j by the great majority of students:

I expected that it would be much faster.... But I thought that after I had worked for
18 months I thought that I would be able to write or have something to publish, but

my supervisor tells me not to worry. (AminaS: 30-33)

The second is that some of the students might not have had an opportunity to work with

researchers of an international standard in their own university prior studying in Australia. As a

result they might have under-estimated the requirements of research and the time and effort

required to undertake research of this kind. The third relates more specifically to international,

and in this case Indonesian students. Most of these students had obviously been successful

undergraduates-their Grade Point Average (GPA) was one of the key criteria in selection.

However, in Australia they had to come to terms with reading and writing in a foreign language,

living in a foreign environment, and more particularly, writing and presenting their argument in

quite a different way from the one which most of them had used as undergraduates. As a result it

took them longer than local students to accomplish various communication tasks:

But the expectation and experience, simply I can state that my expectation in my

mind was that I could finish and that my study would be going smoothly, but in
fact the experience seems that the situation is not like that. There are many stuck

[difficulty with progress]! When I was an undergraduate it was quite smooth. Yes

I was confident to do some research with the topic that I chose. I didn't get stuck

in lndonesia like here. The topic I am doing is very difficult. lt seems stuck and I

don't have any alternatives to solve. My supervisor either. The topics that I work

with is in my opinion it is not so fruitful and it [is] difficult to solve. There are some

topics in other branches...that are more fruitful. (Beni9: 25-30)

These students experienced considerable frustration and loss of self-esteem "I feel so stupid

here. Sometimes I think that I must be the most stupid student in the department: every day I

am very busy but I don't seem to get anything done" (Siti4: 64-66). This loss of self-esteem
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continued until students recognised that most research students went through periods of 'being

stuck' and that their supervisors considered it a 'normal' experience and not a reflection on the

intelligence of the student. For some, the completion of a major chapter, paper for publication,

qualifying exam, attendance at a conference, or increasing facility with writing in English

assisted in restoring a degree ofself-esteem and confidence.

This lack of self-esteem rwas crucial for students during candidature. V/hile a learner such as Siti

(above) is feeling "the most stupid student in the department" it is unlikely that she is going to

progress well. Supervisors, support staff and even researchers can help or hinder the

development of students' self-esteem quite easily. For example, sharing experiences with local

students can be helpful but as noted in Chapter 7, it was not always easy for students to be in

such a relationship with local students. However, the majority of students reported that their

supervisor was very encouraging and only five reported negative responses. By the end of the

study there was only one student whose self-esteem, related to academic matters, was still low.

Workload

Not surprisingly most of the students reported, at some time during candidature, that they felt

stressed or worried by their study and research. While much of the stress was in the first six

months (see Chapter 7), students experienced varying levels of stress at other times. It has been

proposed several times already in this study that one of the greatest stresses was the need to

complete within the visa and scholarship time allocation. Unlike local students who can, in

theory if not in practice, take as long as they like to complete a PhD, international students are

under much stricter constraints. All but the MBA students reported this as a concernl

At least nine of the students coûrmented on the fact that local students seemed to be able to take

much longer than international students to submit, even when local students appeared not to have

the same language diff,rculties:

I don't like this.

That students don't work as hard, is that what you mean?

Yes I think so, and sometime in my office there are some Australian students and

I thought they are very slack. I feel very good because I was [working] hard and I

haven't got anything and I always think that they miss everything so it makes me

frustrated. Some students are very hard working. Some Australians don't want

1 Th" MBA students were enrolled in a quite specific course that had no research requirement.
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to finish soon because they can't get job after they graduate so they just stay in
the University. My neighbour, already six years doing Masters. But he didn't enrol,

[his candidature lapsed] he not really working just coming. But sometimes I feel
it's not fair he didn't enrol but he still have facilities for workshop and it stop my
work. I just lately I feel frustrated because of my thesis. (Siti3: 1 18-130)

The importance of successful completion of study has been documented elsewhere, but one

particular example serves to highlight the significance of successful completion for Indonesian

students. Two students, a married couple, returned to their home city after fourteen months of

study in Australia to carry out field work. They were quite taken aback by the reaction of friends

and colleagues who assumed that they had been sent back home for poor performance as the

practice of field-work in the middle of postgraduate research in Indonesia was not common. It

was not until these students were about to return to Australia to complete their awards that they

were finally believed by their friends and colleagues.

Ismanto's story provides a good example of what most of the research students experienced

with regard to pressures to complete on time. Ismanto was enrolled for a PhD in the sciences

and was on a three-and-a-half year Indonesian scholarship. He was married with one child. Even

as early as the second interview Ismanto was expressing his concern about completing in three

and half years as he was aware that in his department most local students took at least four

years. (The statistics from Appendix B indicate that local students at the University of Adelaide

complete their PhD in the full-time equivalent of 3.8 years and elapsed time-taking into

account intermissions----of 5.0 years. This compares with 3.51 years and 4.58 years respectively

for Indonesian students.) He was also concerned that he had been told he could not apply for an

extension to his scholarship whereas he knew that some AusAID students had successfully

applied for extensions. Ismanto thought that perhaps his supervisor might be able to find him a

job ifhe needed to stay after his scholarship had expired.

One of the difficulties that Ismanto encountered was having to do all the experimental work

himself as he felt this delayed his progress "l have to do everything for myself. ln [my

universityl I have six assistants and [here] I have to do it myself and so I have to read the

book to find out how to do it" (lsmanto4: 15-18). Despite his concerns, eighteen months into his

candidature Ismanto's supervisor felt confident that he would compiete in the three years

although Ismanto was very doubtful:
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When I looked at my Annual Review I calculated that I would spend three and a

half years [more], but my supervisor put three years. I asked him whether I could
finish in three years and he said he thought I could. But no one finishes in three
years in the department. (lsmanto5: 9-13)

This student's supervisor was obviously very concerned about the issue of limited time and the

effect it had on the quality ofpostgraduate research:

The management of the University means that research programs have to be

limited to three years. When you take into account that overseas students are
going to take six months for an English program and that they are going to work
more slowly than a local students, that in fact in two and a half years they are

not going manage much more than a mediocre Masters thesis, this has the effect
of downgrading programs. lt's hard enough with local students and three years
programs. lt just doesn't work that you can put a research program into a strict
timetable. Much of it is serendipitious. A lot of good PhDs take five years, not

three years. (SupervisorST: 147 -160)

This supervisor went on to suggest that a supervisor virtually had to know the answer to the

student's research from the start to ensure that the research would be completed in time. Ismanto

expressed his concem many times, particularly trying to compare Indonesian students with local

ones "for Australian students, although they need a PhD but if they don't get it, it is not the

same sense of failure....lt is just so different-you can't compare Australian PhD students

and lndonesian students" (lsmanto6: 107 -1 17).

Another area of concern where students felt there was unfair treatment was AusAID's policy. It

seemed it did not matter with whom I spoke, most students knew of other students who had

received more favourable treatment. For example, some students had been given four year

scholarships from the start, others three and half years, even in the same discipline and

undertaking the same award. Others knew of students who received extensions, and others not.

Ismanto felt that the science students were disadvantaged. Given the lack of comprehensive

centralised record keeping by AusAID, it is difficult to tell how accurate the students'

perceptions of unfair treatment were, but they were strongly felt:

Most of my friends who study in science it's very ditficult to get extension,

[unlike] those doing geography we are the ones that need more. I'm not talking
about my scholarship, but in general AusAlD scholarship likely because

apparently already let them get extension. lt's very easy to get extensions. lt's
very hard to get extension for the science students usually have to stay six

months without scholarship. That's what usually happens. (lsmantoS: 137-144)
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Part of the diff,rculty here was that some students had received not so much an extension, but an

upgrade of their scholarship from three and a half year to four years to bring them into line with

others. However, this was seen by Some other students as being an extension.

After two years Ismanto, and many of the other research students in the study were starting to

save money in case they needed to support themselves if their scholarship ceased before they

finished. The plan was that they would apply for a visitor's visa and hope that the tuition fee

would be waived and that they would remain in Australia supported by their savings. Ismanto

had worked in his area of research for some years in Indonesia and he felt that it was not

possible to complete in the time allocated by his scholarship. Despite all his concems,Ismanto's

scholarship was extended to four years and at the last interview he was on track to complete and

submit prior to returning home, but this had not been without a considerable degree of worry.

Ismanto was an example of most of the research students who felt similar pressures to complete

their work and that the treatment of students, particularly by AusAID, was not always fair.

Despite their concerns many of the students suggested that it was much easier to study in

Australia as they did not have to worry about the availability of facilities and materials, virtually

everything they needed was supplied as Iwan said:

Here I can work the long day from 9.00-7.00 or 6.00 and I don't have to worry

about things. But in lndonesia I go to work and there is nothing there and so ljust
go home because the facilities are not there. (lwan10:72-75)

Most of the students, and certainly all but one of the science students, reported that one of the

best things about studying in Australia was this availability of materials and access to facilities.

The other benefit from studying in Australia that most of the research students reported was that

in their role as students they did not have to worry about anything else other than their research.

At home there were often financial difficulties that occupied their time and some of the general

administrative aspects of life in Indonesia were so time consuming that even when students

wanted to devote time to their work, they were unable to do so.

Yesterday I discuss with [my lndonesian friend] and we finally conclude that we

have much more stress in lndonesia. lt's not only because our work but because

of our social life. All this pressure from our family also and the social situation.

Family and friends, a lot of pressure from outside, it's not only the work but here

we feel free because we only think of our study. I probably still think about family

but because we stay far. I don't know but it's difficult to say but we have so
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many stresses in lndonesia, probably if we stay here for good probably we also

have stress but because we stay here only for short time. (Siti4: 120-130)

Academic Support

Certainly at the commencement of Phase Two students reported that the Integrated Bridging

Program had provided them with academic support and still was in many cases. This Program

(described in Chapter 2) is conducted in students' first six months and provides an introduction

to research writing in English (Cargitl, 1996). Once the Program was over some students were

able to maintain contact with their IBP lecturer and others did not. The reason for this is

administrative as much as anything else. In one case the IBP lecturer was also the Language and

Learning Support lecturer for that faculty and so students, once getting to know her, were able to

maintain the relationship. In other instances the IBP lecturers were not the ongoing support

persons and so it made it more difficult for students to access their help, although some did for a

few months following the IBP.

Other major sources of assistance to students in academic matters were postdoctoral staff, fellow

students and technical staff. Particularly in the sciences, students commented that they received

considerable help from these people in preparing reports, presentations and papers. A 'creative'

use of friends was not uncommon in seminar presentations where students arranged for a

'friend' to ask a 'Dorothy Dix'2 question which the student could expect thereby permitting

them a small degree of confidence. This was generally a reciprocal arrangement.

In summary, students reported that the main academic concerns for them in Phase Two were the

slow progress of their research combined with the ever-present fear of having to return home

before completion. A consequence of students' concern about rate of progress and need to

complete within the scholarship period was a very heavy workload and a sense of inequity when

compared with local students who seemed not to be pressured by time constraints to the same

extent. The heavy workload meant that students often were not in a position to mix socially with

other students, particularly local students.

However, all but one of the students were pleased with the level of resourcing and the facilities

available to them, resources often not possible in Indonesia. For example, Hermina, whose work

2 ¡question where both the person asking the question and the person responding know the answer
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required her to always wear rubber gloves commented that in Australia she could get a new pair

of gloves whenever she needed them. In Indonesia, however, she had to reuse gloves and

occasionally share with others, thereby slowing down progress.

Language and Issues of Being Critical

As one would expect, students reported steadily increasing facility with English language during

their candidature, although writing still remained a difficulty, particularly in the final phase when

most of them were trying to write up their research. For all of the students, improvement in their

English language was one of the most important reasons, if not the most important reason, for

them studying in Australia. This concept will be further developed in Chapter 9. However,

integral to their increased English language skills was their increased awareness and skill in

critical thinking, writing and reading.

Students recognised quite early in their candidature the need to think critically. I would suggest

that much of this came from their IALF course where 'being critical' was a concept which was

often discussed. However, knowing that it was important did not necessarily mean that students

knew how to do it. There were four main aspects to students'concepts of 'being critical':

thinking critically, reading critically, writing critically, and being critical of someone else.

Being Criticøl

The matter of being critical of someone else is discussed first as it provides an overview for the

other aspects of students' difficulty with trying to develop other critical skills. Indonesian, and

particularly Javanese, society is strongly based on a practice of not openly criticising others,

particularly those more senior in age and/or status (see Appendix A). I had many discussions

with students on this matter, especially as I was keen to know when they might be trying to be

critical of me, but with my lack of skill with Indonesian culture and ways of expression, I might

not be detecting these criticisms.

Several of the students, particularly the PhD students from the first two cohorts who were the

ones I had known longest, explained to me that while one can be critical of someone, including a

supervisor in Indonesia, it is the way it is said "in lndonesia I could be critical of my supervisor,

but it is the way you say it, not like here. lt is very important the way you say things"

(lsmanto6: 83-85).
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Examples provided by the students helped me to understand. For example, in Indonesia if I did

not like what someone had said or done to me, I would simply not respond in further

conversation or give a non-committal 'Mmm', or not act upon an instruction, even though I

might have said I would. Alt of these 'avoidance' techniques would be very clear indicators to

the other person that I was not happy with their behaviour or comments. It took students some

time to realise that their supervisors were not aware of such nuances of communication and that

they needed to be more overt, even though it was generally very difficult. Basu described the

differences between being critical in Australia compared with Indonesia:

I haven't directly told my supervisors that I am unhappy but I am pretty sure that at

least [one of them] knows, because about eight months ago he told me not to be

negative-but to think positive. lt would not be polite for me to be critical [of my

supervisorsl-but one good thing in Australia is that I can be critical of one thing

[about a person] but still stay friends or work with them. ln lndonesia, if I am

critical of someone that spoils the whole relationship, everything would be

negative-that is why we have to be careful and only imply [criticism]. (Basu7:

18-28)

At a more systemic level, one had to be very aware of 'who was who' in Indonesia. Junaidi,

Basu, Sugik, Purwanto and Ismanto provided very good examples of this. In areas such as

North Sumatra, for example, it would be crucial to know to which,religious and ethnic group

one's superior belonged. In other situations it might be important to know in which country

one's boss had studied as she/he was likely to promote others from the same background, or at

least not countenance oriticism of those from the same background.

However, one supervisor suggested that, given an opportunity in Australia, most Indonesians he

knew were quite prepared to be critical, unlike their Australian counterparts:

I find that Australian students in many social sciences won't get the facts. All

they want is to express are their prejudices or opinions that are preconceived

before they gather any facts and none of them knows what's good and bad and

most of them should be in the Department of...Philosophy lthink. So the

lndonesians are fact-gatherers on a big scale and I think they are pretty, I think

are pretty useful researchers. Don't think that lndonesia is full of people who

aren't critical. Most of them are pretty heavily critical of the Government once

they have been to university. (Supervisor69: 75-87)

Many of the students with children in school in Australia were aware of different approaches to

teaching and this included encouraging children to be more critical:
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ljust make people comparison between my son and me quite different in terms of
the critical thinking in research something from the school. Because last time

[previously] I rernember last time I believe what everything my teacher said. ljust
believe the teacher was like God. I had never think about anything else better

than the teacher said but now it's just 180 degrees ditferent with my son. He

questions me also, now it is like different skin. Sometimes I am so sad about that,

because sometimes he rejects his own culture and he rejects his own country

and looks down everything about lndonesia. (Rani9: 102-112)

Critical Approach to Research

With a cultural nonn that discouraged personal criticism virtually all of the students had

difficulty to varying degrees with being critical in their approach to their research. However,

many were also aware of the considerable change they had made in this area over time. Chapter

9 will demonstrate that students were giving thought to how they could continue to have a critical

approach to their work on returning to Indonesia without being openly critical of others.

However, it is not surprising that the demands for the change in government in Indonesia and the

overth¡owing of President Suharto arose in the universities in Indonesia, supported to an extent

by staff who had studied overseas.

Iwan, into his third year of candidature, described how he had learned to be critical and how

important he considered this for his research program:

I don't have experience of how to make critic[ism]. To critic. And also in lndonesia

I say never I make a critic in lndonesia. Critic is very bad. And in here I now more

and more understand how to make it like that, in lndonesia if critic is very bad, but

in here to critic something like that doesn't mean bad. We cen support and we

agree and make it in positive way. But I can understand now the situation.
(lwan9: 120-128)

It has already been suggested that these were capable students in Indonesia in their own

discipline and that most of them performed well academically once they had settled. Buharto,

who had studied overseas prior to enrolling in Adelaide, reinforced this when he commented:

Before, because ln lndonesia we have previous knowledge in [the discipline]

with what you read and understand, but here you have to not only understand

but also to be critical, 'So what'? 'So what'? 'So what' questions? And always

have in mind that you have some sort of preconception and have a minute's

silence and reflect what'S going on and then decide whether your
preconceptions was right. (Buharto4: 65-70)

Yanti described what she thought as the difference between criticising someone and being a

critical researcher:
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So when I read this one I have this critic approach because I already practise

research several years, so sometimes I can get [critical]. But sometimes also,

aah, quite difficult to critic because several books just have same, similar
argument, that makes me confused for critic because I feel if many single

arguments its true, but according to me not true. lf that's one article or two
articles, but may articles similar I am not sure....Critical analysis is more difficult
than criticising someone. (Yanti9: 54-69)

These comments reflect much of the literature described in Chapters 2 where one of the main

difficulties identified for some Asian, and in this case Indonesian students, was developing and

practising critical skills (Ballard & Clanchy, 1988; Biggs, 1997; Chalmers & Volet, 1997;

Hasanah, 1997; Kennedy, 1995; Pearson & Beasley, 1996). In a study by Felix and Lawson

(1994) at nearby Flinders University it was reported that overseas students seem to have

"inadequate proficiency in English particularly in terms of grammar and expression, to poor

structuring of ideas and to the lack of a logical argument based on critical analysis of the

literature" (p. 60). Having said this, I was astounded to note that from 26 interviews with

supervisors only three used terms such as 'critical analysis' or 'critical thinking' "there is also

the development of their critical thinking-have them always questioning and asking what it is

all about" (SupervisorS0: 77 -7 8).

However, on a careful analysis and 'reading between the lines' it appears that supervisors are

assuming these skilis under a range of different terms such as 'culture', 'theoretical

perspective,' 'our requirements,' 'research ethos,' and 'ability.' For example:

I guess in my experience that the overseas students come with a more

theoretical deficiency. The local students seem to come at a higher level. One of
the things I try to do with the overseas students more so than English-speaking

Westerners is to point them in the direction of references which I think are

relevant to getting them started. I have done that much more so with the

overseas students. I try to get them to get the theoretical background to the area

they are working with. (Supervisor3l : 161-168)

Another supervisor, very experienced in supervising Indonesian students, suggested that one of

her main concerns was:

The way in which they are able to adapt to our requirements and meet our

requirements. I didn't have anything to do with the selection of [the students].... lt

is always a slight worry, especially when they are students you didn't select and

you don't know too much about their background. You know you're taking on

something. lt's always a Serious commitment whoever you take on, [especially] if

you don't know their background. (Supervisor24: 182-194)
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In the following quote it is relatively easy to interpret 'reseatch ethos' as the Western research

ethos encouraged by the University. "What gives you greatesf safrsfaction as a supervisor,

specially of overseas sfudenfs? Helping students to acquire research ethos and also sharing

in their joy when they have a break-though" (Supervisor54: 84-87).

Why there is such a lack of explicit comment from the 26 supervisors involved, despite the

considerable emphasis in the literature, is surprising; however, I propose that it is for the

following four reasons. Thefrsr is that virtually every one of these supervisors was concerned

about their students' personal and emotional well-being. 'Words such as 'encouragement,'

'understanding,' and 'support' were very frequently used and so it is possible that the personal

aspects of supervising students were foremost in the interviewees' minds. The second is that the

need for a critical approach was assumed and implied in the other terms suggested above. The

third ís that the critical approach had been addressed successfully in the students' Integrated

Bridging Programs and so supervisors felt that students were already awate of this issue and the

fourth is that in terms of concerns and issues, there were others that were more important to the

supervisors interviewed. For the University of Adelaide which considers itself one of Australia's

foremost research institutions, this is an interesting finding and one which merits further

investigation.

Listening and Reading

While listening had been one of the greatest difficulties in the first few months after the

students' arrival in Adelaide it was rarely mentioned after that time. To an extent, reading was

similar. Reading the actual text was not a significant difficulty once students became used to the

amount of reading they had to do, had worked out strategies for noting the main points and had

become accustomed to using the library for research. Reading critically, however, remained a

problem for some throughout most of their candidature:

Most of the text books in lndonesia were in English so the language was not the
problem, if there was difficulty with reading. I use a dictionary. I think I am still

working out to read critically. I have to understand first and then decide if I agree.

I am starting to do that now. Before I thought that reading the text book, the text
book was right, but here I have to ask whether the text book or journal might be

wrong. I find this difficult. (Sugik9: 54-61)
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Speaking

Speaking was certainly a difficulty for students early in their candidature, particularly in terms of

socialising with Australian students and participating in group work, seminars and tutorials.

Lena suggested that one of the diffîculties was asking questions in tutorials or seminars because

often the lecturer or others misunderstood the question. She suggested that it was possible to tell

this from either the look on their face or their response. Lena, as with most other students, was

quite intrigued by the fact that she found that the English of other international students, even

with their quite distinctive accents, easier to understand than that of local students and staff.

There were a number of examples of students making extraordinary efforts to speak in seminars

and tutorials as they felt that this was important in not only developing their skills, but also as a

way of expressing their ideas:

I mean, it's a little bit improved-l can get the idea and I can express even though
my language still very terrible, but I don't care, I say whatever I feel so I don't care

what my language is because I have to-if I want to improve my, if I want to get

involve in the seminar and I want to improve my skill, my language and skill I have

to speak so. lt is difficult but I don't care. Australian student I mean, their ideas
their ideas not so, not so special, their opinion is not so special. I mean and also I

have some opinion also, so why not. (Rina3: 88-96)

The experiences with improving spoken language varied according to the discipline. In the

experimental sciences, for example, students suggested that they did not speak a great deal in the

laboratory and so technical spoken English did not improve particularly, although chatting in the

tea room assisted with general English.

Probably one of the main difficulties for students in mixing with local Australian students was

their speaking:

I feel more confidence especially if I talk with other people and Australians
through telephone. !t's very hardlto express, to express something.

Do you think your English has improved?

A little bit. lf there is ditficulty it is my language, quite often I want to express

something but because my English is not good so I have no confident to speak to

express exactly.

AIso to express feelings in another language is difficult.

Yes, communication is a problem. (Beni3: 91-98)

Expressing their feelings was a significant issue for many of the students' candidature:
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Yes, maybe a little bit better now but still not very good. lf you speak from your

second language, you speak from here [pointing to head] not from your heart.

You See, Every time you have to think of the proper words you want to use.

(Basu3: 23-26)

Certainly I was very aware of students' increasing ability to express how they felt as the

interviews progressed. There was no doubt that some of this came from the development of the

relationship over time, but, in re-listening to the taped interviews it is evident that the students

became more and more able at describing, in English, how they felt. In addition, I believe that

many of the students came to an understanding that it was acceptable for them to say how they

felt, particularly if it was negative. After his earlier comrnent above about not being able to

express his feelings, Basu explains below that although he felt, as did more than half the other

students, that he had a better understanding of what was appropriate or inappropriate to express:

I think I feel that I am comfortable enough to be here, but not as comfortable as I

am at home. I can say what I want to say and don't have to worry about

misinterpretation and things like that and thinking twice about everything I say.
part of that is checking the English and the second part is the cultural

background. \Mrether it is OK to say like this or like that.

How have you learned what is OK?

Some by imitation. But once you get on very well with someone you can break

the barrier, that you are Australian or lndonesian it doesn't matter. (Basu8: 47-57)

Several of the students commented on the significance of body language. The literature cited in

Chapter 2 mentioned that often people operating in a foreign language are more sensitive to

nuances in body language and cultural nonns than are the local users. Certainly as Koko said:

I think there was a real problem with the language differences. What happened

with me was that once I started to be able to understand what people were

really saying and what their body language meant then I started to realise that

there were a few problems. (Koko4: 15-19)

Writing

In the }y'1ay 1997 workshop eight students from Cohorts two and four reported that most of

them were struggling with writing and it was the most frequently expressed language concern

for students during this phase of their candidature, a concem supported by the literature outlined

in Chapter 2 (Barker, Child, Gallois, Jones & Callan, 1991; Cadman,1997; Cowrie & Addison,

1996; Healy,1997).
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The content is OK but I have to work on the grammar. [My supervisor] says on

the draftS, 'ExCellent'and sometimes 'Very gOOd', but sOmetimes 'Expression?' I

think the content is not a problem but it is my English. I have the ideas but I can't
get them on paper. And I am trying to be more critical, I want to be like that but my

writing is very cìescriptive. I want to be critical, but I can't. (Yantil 1: 47-53)

There were three main aspects to this difficulty: writing grammatically and correctly, writing in a

concise and clearly structured manner, and avoiding plagiarism:

Language, even when it is grammatically correct, it is difficult to write in the style

because we are so influenced by our culture. But it is different when you write

in English and write in lndonesian. I found that here the writing style and then

what I found it is different because when you write something it should be our

voice in the writing and using conjunction words like however and therefore, but

it doesn't exist in lndonesian like this. (Dewi7: 19-28)

With regard to the first concern, that is writing 'correctly', the biggest problem here for students

was that it took them so long to write anything as they needed to keep checking and double-

checking their expression. While there was ongoing support for students in their writing

through the Advisory Centre for University Education (ACUE), once they had completed the

IBP this assistance was limited in time and extent. Also, students needed time to be able to make

an appointment and then take the comments and rewrite work. Students also commented that in

Indonesia they were not used to having to write several drafts of their work prior to submission

to a supervisor or lecturer. Many of them were quite surprised that I often prepared many early

drafts of writing. Even though students had access to editorial assistance for their final thesis

(through funding by AusAID) they were aware that it was important that the expression not be

misleading:

It is hard work to make the good writing as well as the logical argument. Even if I

give the work to an editor I realise that she or he might have difficulty
understanding what it is I am trying to say and what I mean. (Edi12: 11-14)

Certainly from supervisors' comments and those of students, one of the greatest difficulties was

students' English writing skills.:

I must say, that unlike other supervisors I put a lot more work into helping them

write. I might write a whole page or a whole section and show them how to do it.

Crossing words out and showing them what I go through. Also, I try to write their

research up as they go along. People will say that I might spoon-feed my

students and they may be right but I have a lot of data that has to come out of

that lab and it can't sit round and wait.
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When a student has enough data to write a paper I ask the student to bring me a

folder with all their data, their methodology, references, materials used, how

they've done it, their results and interpretations and the point they want covered

and then I take that and write the paper. Then they take it and comment. lf they
just correct typos then I send it back and get them to go through it critically and

they are able to see how a paper looks. Then we are able to publish it and also I

give it to them on disk so they can include it in their thesis. I don't want them to

have to rewrite it. Then they have to write the introduction etc and then get

others in the lab to check for typos etc, because they know I get crotchety with

typos etc. I don't want to be a proof reader. So I probably help my students a lot

more than some of the other supervisors. (Supervisor50: 131-157)

This supervisor went on to talk about teaching his students how to do research. "l know teaching

is a bit old of an unfashionable expression" (173-174) but he had learned from his own

supervisor how important it was to be shown how to write a scientific paper and so he built

writing exercises into laboratory meetings and departmental presentations. A few other

supervisors also adopted pragmatic approaches to their students' writing with one requiring

students to bring their week's work on disk so that it could be corrected at the time of reading

and then be in a state for the final thesis when collated. Others tended to respond to students'

work and while providing some assistance expecting them to seek help elsewhere to improve

their written work:

I think English will always be my problem for the rest of my life because it's very

difficult...although it's better and better. \Men you spend a lot of time working in

the lab your English does not improve. I think [main problem] it's written English

because spoken my supervisor can understand me. The communication when

written sometimes, when I write...he wants to talk to me [about it]. (lsmanto5.41-

48)

The third alternative adopted by some supervisors was to ask the student to take the work

elsewhere, either to other students or to staff of the ACUE, prior to handing it in for reading.

The second writing-related concern was one that was mentioned several times in Chapter 2 and

again in Chapter 7, andthat is the construction and overall structure of written work with which

students needed to come to terms:

IBP helped with English. I think I can say in lndonesia it is not, we didn't have any

lesson to write in science that style of writing, so what we wrote, just general.

No[t] style, just the content, but mostly maybe the style very broad....Sometimes

we put so much content in one paragraph it is not like here, we have one idea in

one paragraph. (Sugik4: 49-55)
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While Lena thought that it might be boring to write in the short, concise sentences required in

Australia at least the lecturer could understand what the student was trying to say, compared with

the much more complex sentence structure adopted in Indonesia. Iwan suggested that there were

two reasons for his difficulty in writing in the way that his supervisor required, culture and lack

of experience:

I found it very difficult to write. Very difficult to write. The main cause [of the

difficultyl is [the] kind of writing in lndonesia, not concise. ln lndonesia we do not

[go] directly go to the topic and here I find it difficult to find the style. ln lndonesia

some like that give task for writing, but in lndonesian style. lt is cultural, but this is

one cause and another is lack of experience. (lwan9: 204-210)

The third writing issue for some students was plagiarism. This issue is closely linked with

reading and writing critically and the need to reproduce the style that academic staff at the

University were suggesting was acceptable. Students needed models of what they were aiming

for in this new style of writing but as Iwan describes this poses a dilemma for students:

Yes I don't know exactly,...l think that one sometimes difficult to write because I

have to write for my final report I have started. But because I look at some report,

a model, the problem [is] if I follow this one it means I can make a copy what's it

called?

Plagiarise?

I don't want to make that. I want to make it myself but the problems when I make it

myself, very long, that's the problem. Because I have to think lndonesian and then

translate. (lwan4: 60-69)

Despite the many difficulties described above, most students were very aware of their improved

language skills by the end of candidature. This is not to say that they found it easy and most

needed significant editorial assistance prior to submitting their resea¡ch for examination. English

language and critical skills were two of the top four issues and concerns raised by most students

in most interviews. (The others were the issue of completion and negotiating a relationship with

their supervisor.) V/hile the main concern in the early interviews was speaking and/or listening,

this quickly changed early in phase two to writing and a critical approach to research.

Most felt that the IBP was very helpful in developing skills with sentence structure and overall

structure of written work but most were still struggling with grammar and appropriate

expression at the end of candidature. Supervisors cornmented on the time and patience required

to work with students on their final drafts with regard to grammar and expression:
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You have to accept that with an overseas student there is probably twice as

much time involved than with a local student. Also, when reading the final thesis,

incredible patience is needed to correct all the small things, especially overseas
students. (Superuiso r57 : 126-1 30)

Editorial assistance through AusAID funding went some way to assisting but writing remained a

particular difficulty. The notion of an overseas (non-English speaking) student taking about

double the supervisor's time compared with local students 'was very common among the

supervi sors interviewed.

Most students considered that their critical skills had developed significantly, although as

Chapter 9 will indicate, some students were concerned at how they might utilise or adapt these

skills on their return to Indonesia. Having said in Chapter 7 that in the first six months that

supervisors were not rated as a major source of academic support, this certainly changed during

candidature as outlined below.

Supervision Issues

The information from students indicates that there appears to be two 'peaks' in supervisor

support. The first was about the beginning of the second year for PhD students when they had

settled, addressed much of the literature for their topic and were commencing either the

experimental or data collecting stage of their research. Once students had developed the skills

they needed for this stage and were starting to feel confident about their ability to manage, then

they seemed less reliant on their supervisor, other than for regular meetings to check that they

were still on track. The next peak was toward the end of candidature when students were writing

up their thesis and needed intensive input both of an academic as well as personal nature. As the

literature suggests, these peaks are not uncoÌnmon in all students (Christopherson et al., n.d.).

In interview three, that is nine months after being in Adelaide, students described their supervisor

in a range of ways, but in virtually all cases, positively. The most common descriptors were,

'helpful' (33Vo),'good' (29Vo),'busy' (24Vo) and 'encouraging' (I47o) "she is helpful and

she encourages me" (Rina3: 50) and "he is good but because he is important [a professor] he

is very busy and he is very difficult to get in touch with" (Dewi3 72-74).

'Busy' was generally linked with another descriptor such as 'helpful...but busy.' The notion of

'busy' was discussed in Chapter 7 and the above reflects the students' view that busy and
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important, and therefore respect, go 'hand-in-hand.' 'Busy' could be both a positive descriptor

"He is busy [therefore he is important.]" and a negative one "He is busy [and therefore does

not have time to help me]." Th¡ee students described their supervisor in terms of his intellectual

ability "[he] is an expert in his field and so I respect that" (Rani3: 66), and one student was not

sure "l don't know, but maybe he wants us to know because we find out for ourselves and

so he doesn't give us the information" (Purwanto3: 57-58).

However, later in their candidature students were describing their supervisor in different ways.

Eighty percent of students (not including the MBA students) reported that half-way through

their candidature they had a sense of direction with their research and 'knew where they were

going.' (This figure compares favourably with the results of the study reported in Chapter 4 and

in Kiley (1996) which indicated thatT3%o of science students 'knew how they were going' and

50Vo of social science students with I}Vo and37.3Vo respectively 'hoping that they did.')

Of these 80Vo of. students, 73Vo reported that it was through discussions with, or comments

from, their supervisor that led them to feel confident that they were 'on-track:'

It's getting there and I am feeling a bit more confident. Especially after working

with the new superuisor. He is a bit more like [the first supervisor]. Quite helpful

in many ways. And he gives me a sense of direction. He suggest me to, I mean

ahh when he wants to emphasise one particular thing he directs me to the books,

I mean references and that is quite helpful. (Jono6: 26-31)

Of the other 7Vo of students it was generally because of the success of their experiments or a

research plan that they had drawn up that they knew they were progressing appropriately:

It lmy research]goes well.

It's on track? So far no real Problems?

So far, no. Yes on track and its goes like I make schedule.

No major problems right now?

No. So far no, it's wonderful. Maybe because my experience [research] is not too

much risk like biotechnology, something like that. My erea more reliable, yes.

When you said you set up a plan, a schedule was that your idea?

Much more my supervisor. (Badri6: 13-24)

For the 20Vo (n=6) of students who reported half-way through candidature that they were not

'on-track', this was for several reasons. One student suggested it was because she had

developed a poor research plan at the start. Another reported that it was because she had several
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changes of supervisor. A third thought it was because of Fasting Month and that she had not

been able to work effectively and the fourth reported that the problem was with lack of

operational equipment. The fifth student, who had been having difficulty with his supervisors

from early in candidature, considered it was because his supervisors were not knowledgeable in

his area of research and were not supportive of the direction he was taking.

Five students (Rina,'Watie, Siti, Purwanto and Basu) reported having had comments made on

their work that they considered negative or depressing:

Lately not really but last year I was so depressed. He [was] speaking sometimes

very hard, every time my writing very bad and he just give very bad comments 'ls

this a new word or something?'But I understand him so it's all right....Oh

sometimes he did [encourage me] but he told me before that his supervisors did

the same thing and if we feel very bad then we will find the solution harder [work
harder to find the solutionl. Sometimes he just cross out a whole page of work.

I'm used to him. Of course in the first semester lwas so depressed but... (Siti6:

80-8s)

All of the other students (n=24) reported that their supervisors were generally very encouraging'

Nevertheless, four of the students had observed how friends or others in their department were

supervised and thought they would have liked a similar approach from their supervisor (Fatimah,

Basu, Purwanto and Iem). This generally involved perceived differences in the regularity of

meetings and/or availability of the supervisor. Koko had one unpleasant experience with

Intellectual Property. He was concerned that his supervisor was taking Koko's ideas and then

getting other students to develop them under their own name. However, under no circumstances

did he want to take this issue further.

Student and Supervisor Meetings

Chapter 7 outlined supervisors' and students' expectations on meetings during candidature.

However, the practice was slightly different. Three main arrangements were in evidence. Thefirst

was the regular weekly or fortnightly meeting, generally, although not always, held at the same

time each week "once a week, every Tuesday at 10.00" (Supervisor2T 87). Fifty-four percent

of students and supenrisors met this way.

The second alternative was the regular weekly or fortnightly lab meeting which was sometimes,

although not always, supplemented with individual meetings as needed. Twenty five percent of

meetings were of this type "l don't blame my supervisor, but he has so many time spending
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doing otherthings, but he has something else to do, so Ican't ask...butwe discuss once a

week in lab meetings" (Sugik5:4547).

The third alternative tended to be the 'as needed' meeting, generally based on when students felt

they needed to meet with their supervisor. This arrangement was the one most open to criticism

from the 2IVo of students for whom this was the case. There were two reasons for this

arrangement posing problems. Firstly this option was often the choice of supervisors who were

very busy and who often did a lot of travelling and so the 'as need' might have to wait until the

supervisor returned. The second was that often these students found it very difficult to 'intrude'

on 'busy' supervisors or to make a time to talk about problems. Hence they might only make a

time when they had a positive outcome to share, rather than perhaps when they really needed to,

when they were facing an obstacle, or not at all. Supervisors who had regular meetings with their

students often commented on the benefit of ensuring that the student kept in touch, even if there

was little or nothing to show for the week or fortnight.

Several of the students had developed mechanisms for making sure they got the greatest benefit

from their meetings. For example Buharto stated "l always come up with an agenda for our

meetings and plan ahead" (Buharto4: 107). There was no doubt from the students' comments

that those who had regular meetings, at least in the first twelve months and often longer, were the

ones who were more likely to report feeling more confident on their progress. The students who

were on the 'as need' basis were the ones who were more likely to express the greatest anxiety.

Student ønd Supervisor Relationships

As with the other forms of stress discussed in this chapter there were two sides to the stress

brought about by the supervisory relationship. On the one hand most supervisors generally

reassured their students that there was no need to worry and that their research was progressing

well. Where there were difficulties most of them seemed to stem from misunderstanding on one

side or the other as we can see from Koko's comments:

But one problem was that I wasn't introduced to the computer lab which was

downstairs. [My supervisor] had told me that I could use his computer but I had to

try to use it while he wasn't there. He tried not to show it that he wasn't happy

that I was at his computer when he came back from tea or whatever he was

doing. But finally he exploded. Then he told another student that I was using his

computer and the student asked me why I wasn't using the computer lab...lf only
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they had gone through all those important things, it would have saved a lot of
upset and misunderstanding. (Koko6: 3241)

Stress was also caused by students' concern about making a mistake or being wrong in the eyes

of their supervisor. This was for two main reasons. The first was that students realised that their

supervisor was in a position to recommend the termination of their candidature, either directly to

the University or through regular reports to AusAID. The second was that students generally

saw their supervisor as someone who was to be respected for both her/tris position as well as

knowledge and experience. This resulted in the concern described in Chapter 7 about not going

to their supervisor with problems and questions. This concern about appearing to not be coping

was exacerbated by previous experience in Indonesia, aS fsmanto described:

For a professor in an lndonesian university probably they only spend five or six

hours a week there and so it is very difficult to meet him and then he would tell

me what to do, rather than suggest things. lf I ask too many questions he might

think that I am not very smart if I ask all those questions. (lsmanto4: 80-85)

This concern remained for many throughout candidature although a few students managed to

develop a relationship with their supervisor which allowed them to be more open and trusting.

Ismanto managed to go against his strong Javanese tradition and eventually said 'No' to his

supervisor on a matter regarding experimentation. He did this after he realised that the local

students were doing so without any dire consequences. It would be enlightening to conduct

parallel research with supervisors to determine the changes in understanding they had of their

students over a period of several years.

Over half of the students in the study reported that their relationship with their supervisor

developed into a more personal one over time. However, at no time did this seem to imply a lack

of respect for the supervisor and her/his role and seniority. Some of this personal relationship

developed as students found that they needed to talk to their supervisor about family matters, for

example needing to be away for several days because of a sick child, or needing to return to

Indonesia for family matters. It was also a function of understanding that it was acceptable to

talk with one's supervisor about personal issues as we will see demonstrated in the case study of

'Witra in Chapter 10.

While there were several cases of students seeking second supervisors, generally to cover a

particular methodological aspect in the social sciences or a technique in the sciences, there was
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only one case of a student changing supervisor due to inter-personal difficulty. Two students,

not by choice, had four supervisors in under two years due to staff changes. The students found

this very disruptive, however, they managed to work well with three of the four supervisors.

Administrative and Day-to-day Issues

Other than the issues discussed elsewhere regarding family responsibilities and pressures of

time, virtually all of the students found that their day-to-day life was relatively easy in Adelaide.

There were few difficulties with accommodation although some students moved a number of

times. Students moved into different types of accommodation, sometimes for the experience of

living in different environments, others because they were joined by family and needed more

space and others because they wanted more independence than they had in residential

accommodation. Only three students actually reported real problems. The first was difficulty

described by Rani in Chapter 7 with other Indonesian students sharing the same house. The

other students were coursework students who had quite specific deadlines for their work,

whereas Rani was a research student and so had less obvious deadlines. As a result, the other

students tended to expect her to do more of the child care or household tasks because she did

not 'look' as busy. In addition Rani had the diff,rculty of not being seen to be critical:

Because [in lndonesia] we demand nice behaviour, you know, but it's very hard

Margaret to behave nice while so painful inside, it's so hard.

And you've been taught to do that?

And particularly for Javanese, because I was brought up in environment of

Javanese culture. Yes, we have to even if we don't like somebody, suppose I

really don't like you very much and I hate whenever I see you but I still behave as

I like you.

That would be so hard.

Yeah, I think it's mostly ridiculous, yeah really and I can't do this, I am a high

temper person who if I don't like it, I say I don't like this, and if I like it yeah, I say

that I like this, but my background was from yeah from this [Javanese upbringing].

(Rani8: 127-139)

Igun experienced two difficulties with accommodation. The first was when he moved into

residential accommodation when his previous flat-mate's family a¡rived. He had moved to the

Royal Adelaide Hospital accommodation but he found this was not comfortable and so he

shared with another Indonesian student, but he found this situation to be very stressful and again

he needed to move:
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"l have move to Goodwood now, thefirst unit I lived in...Road with [a friend] and

[then] I moved to RAH Residence-l stayed there about 8 weeks after that I

moved to Goodwood, sharing with my friend but it's not convenient for me you

know, we sharing three people for one room and then 1...

Sorry, three people for one house, you have a bedroom each?

Yes, yes, I got one room for two person

Oh you're sharing a bedroom?

Yes. I think we couldn't study well and then I want to move to another apartment.
You know that another person is not familiar [friendly]with me and when I move
to there not is my desire because my friend tell me to share with them to stay in
their house, maybe today I looking for house....l am looking for someone want to
share with. think lndonesian or some people....You know RAH is very crowded
you know, one kitchen for too many people so if I want to cook or something in

the kitchen, too many people from lndia or China, it make me conscious of where I

have to cook. And also the toilet, one toilet for three or four. I think it's not good,

it's not cheaper $70 for one week, if I sharing with my friend I think at least $45 or

$40 but it is one advantage if I stay at RAH we don't have to pay for
transportation or something. (lgun5: 3-30)

The third difficulty was experienced by Yanti who had been in Homestay, but through a

culturally-based misunderstanding related to age and respect, she felt she had to move. Other

than these examples, most students seemed reasonably happy with their accommodation.

Most were able to shop for Indonesian and halal food without too much difficulty and, again

once they had overcome their initial difficulties with cooking and other household tasks, this

seemed not to pose particular problems. Transport and day-to-day administrative matters such as

banking and bill-paying were considered very easy compared with home.

Students' financial situations were described in Chapter 7, although for the 21 students still in

Australia after the crisis in May 1998, their financial situation changed considerably. The three

students on Indonesian Government scholarships went through a period of considerable worry

while they waited to hear what was going to happen. The most obvious at the time was that given

the Rupiah3 was worth about one third what it had been when the scholarships had been

provided the students' candidature would be cut accordingly. However, in each case the situation

was resolved satisfactorily.

For all 21 students the crisis added an additional financial pressure to their sojourn. Most of the

students had expected to be able to save enough money to cover the initial loss of salary on

J For example, despite the improvement in the exchange rate in 1999, the rate on 8.8.97 was Rpl918 to the

Australian dollar whereas on23.3.99 is it Rp6324'
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return while they waited to be reinstated to their full-salary. Many were also anticipating being

able to save enough to buy a c¿u or other transportation on their return or to make house

renovations and the like. However, with the crisis, there was an urgency to save whatever could

be put aside to assist in the difficult time ahead for them and their families in Indonesia. Despite

these difficulties, by the end of their candidature students generally reported that they had

enjoyed living in Adelaide and that its small size made it easy to live in and relatively safe,

pollution-free and comfortable.

Personal and Emotional Issues

While there were significant differences in the levels and intensity of homesickness experienced

by students early in their sojourn, all but one found that after being in Australia for twelve

months or more they coped well with being away from home.

Single Students

Most single students went home for a visit after twelve or eighteen months or had parents or

siblings visit them in Australia. While they initially found it difficult to leave family after a visit,

all of them reported that it was much easier to return in Australia compared with the first time:

[My visit home was] oh great, great, yeah actually because lwas very I missed

my family so much last year so it was I come home I had a good time I really

enjoyed it.

Were you able to have Puasa and Hari Raya?

Yeah...and the traditional meal, chicken curry...

Has it been harder for you to come back now or easier now that you have been

home?

Easier actually, easier than last year, but because I know this year more harder

than, more harder in terms of you know the academic because I have at least

two subject and a special project and I think this more harder thing than I have to

do. (Rina4: 7-17)

Lena particularly commented that "to go [home for a break] is a really good idea. I feel much

more energetic. Even though I have had some holidays, maybe to Sydney, but going home is

different. lt is very refreshing" (Lena4: 155-158). This is ausefulcornmentto considerwhen

advising students, as many of them had been given to understand that going home for a visit

would be too disruptive emotionally and to their English. Admittedly, students reported having
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'almost not a word of English' on arrival at Adelaide airport on their return, however, most

quickly got back to their previous level of competence.

Singte students had developed a range of ways of avoiding feeling too homesick at particular

times. These included sleeping, window-shopping, going out with friends. or working long

hours, particularly at times of potential stress such as weekends and holidays:

For New Year I didn't go to a party and so that I wouldn't feel too lonely because I

was reminded of my family I went into the lab. When I went home my whole

family phoned me and each one of them spoke with me. The trouble was after

they had phoned me I felt even more homesick. But I think I am getting better.

(Koko5:8-12)

If they were experiencing difficulties single students tended to phone home and talk with family:

The first is my family, I always ring them, tell them I got trouble. lt's like last week I

got sick a little, and then I got my phone in my room and then I always ring to

them.

ls that your mother you talk to?

My mother, my older sister. They know when I got sick I'm So very quiet, when I

got sick and they said 'Don't be quiet.' lf l'm OK I tend to be independent but when

lgot sick... (Rina3: 138-144)

Not all students, however, had the support of their family. Two female students married non-

Indonesian and non-Australian husbands during their sojourn and one had hoped to do so. One

did not have the approval of her family to marry her non-Muslim boyfriend, however, she went

ahead and married him but found the situation with her family emotional very difficult. Another

had difficulty but his time not because of her boyfriend's religion (he was Muslim) but he was

not Indonesian and her family was concerned that she would not return to Indonesia after her

study if she married him. This student abided by her parents' decision, a decision which led to

great heart-ache. The third student did, however, have her family's support to maffy her non-

Indonesian boyfriend and not return to Indonesia. There were no reports of male students

marrying during their sojourn. However, single students generally coped well with being in

Australia after the first phase. They made friends and despite working long hours several of

them had very interesting social lives.
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Families in Adelaide

Married students without their family initially faced a dilemma, but one which generally resolved

itself over time. On the one hand these students usually missed their family so much that they

were unable to concentrate, yet on the other hand they realised that having their family with them

would entail responsibilities which would take time away from their study. The situation with

Iwan (Chapter 7) trying to delay teiling his wife that he was not visiting home before completing

candidature or inviting her to join him was changed dramatically by a photograph.

I prefer [their arrival] end of April or May [in several months time not when they
actually camel because last Lebaran my wife send me a picture of [my son] I look

at one, 14 months he sit in the.....bicycle. After that, after that, I just think buy

ticket....The most important it make me very...very...want to meet him because

the first I look at the picture in twelve months, so after that if I don't look at the
picture I still OK. [t was when I saw the photograph of my 14 month-old son on

his bicycle that I realised I could not complete my candidature without my wife
and son so I arranged for them to join me immediately.l (lwan6: 8-14)

A typical case of a male student and his family is Badri. He left his wife, a university graduate in

the same discipline as him, and two daughters aged four and two years in Indonesia when he

came to Australia. In the first interview he had said that he hoped his family would join him at

the end of the year, but this depended on his financial situation. In interview two, he reported that

they had not arrived but he planned to organise housing for them and to leave a month after the

interview to return home to pick them up:

My wife feels a bit worried because she can't speak English and she doesn't
know the situation here. But she is not too netvous, as long as I can bring her
here.

What willsfie do when she arrives?

Maybe she can take an English course and eventually she can at least

understand what is being said. She will be OK-some people here will help her.

(Badri2: 19-27)

However, Badri was aware that there would be changes to his work schedule, Being 'single' he

had been able to work back in the laboratory until quite late each night:

ln my room labl I found that all of my colleagues work very hard and so that

encourages me to work hard too. There are Australians, lranian, lndonesian. The

lranian students work very hard, often they do not go home until 9.00 at night so I

stay late too.

What will happen when your wife comes?
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That will be a problem I will have to work that out. Maybe I will change my

activities and reduce the work here but try to work at home. I will try to buy a
computer so I can work at home. (Badri2: 68-77)

By interview three Badri reported that his family was in Australia: however, he was not able to

spend as much time on his research as he had before they arrived:

She [my wife] need adaptation with weather with environment.

/s she finding it difficult?

I don't think so. She can, you know...

And what about your children?

Yes, I am trying to find out the school.... Near my flat there is child care centre.

What does your wife do during the day?

Nothing, but we plan that she should take English course....

How has it affected your study?

Right now I can't concentrate work but I after my family settle maybe I can

concentrate better. Actually there is some work I have to do now but I can't.

(Badri3: 8-21)

Badri had the support and understanding of his supervisor regarding his family "l think he is

nice man. Both informal and informal. He is very helpful for me...Nothing a problem with him

and he knows that, like now, my problems, I have to get them [sorted out]" (Badri3: 56-57)'

Most of the socialising for Badri and his family revolved round other students and their families,

particularly those from Indonesia "last weekend we had a barbecue at Mitcham Park-this

was from the whole lndonesian group. My wife and children came to that" (Badri3: 154-156)'

When asked how his wife was coping eight months after her arrival Badri sounded tentative but

reported:

My wife feels comfortable now and my older kid goes to Reception4 and she's

happy....For the first three months she [my wife] wanted to go home...maybe

because she felt homesick. Then suddenly change, the environment, something

like that.

I think for me there no really [negative] things, but for my wife it is the weather,

the cold weather. Probably for me I work here [in air conditioning] but for my wife

it is the weather and it affects her condition and then she is sick, something like

that. She feels like weak and then dizziness, something like that...lthink next

year's better, this is the first time. (BadriS: 50-53; 80-86)

4 Firrt year of junior primary school.
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Four months later, that is twelve months after her arrival, he reported:

Are they enioying being in Adelaide? Your wife?

Not really.

What does she do during the daY?

Nothing, just sitting at home and then sometimes she goes to city. I think helps to

get job.

Does she have very many friends?

yes, other friends, students' wife so they can call a few days and sometimes

two hours just talk. Yes but we have no choice, if she goes home, the children

they are liking this, they feel all right here. (Badri6:2-11)

Badri reported, as did virtually all the students, that he thought it was much easier being single

when studying overseas yet he would not have been able to cope had his family remained home:

[A single female student] she is very good maybe because she can concentrate

[on her study]....For me, it is different but for [another married student] he feels it

is easier without his family. But for me too hard. I worry about my children. I

couldn't. (Badri5: 64-7 O)

However eighteen months after his wife's arrival Badri, with obvious relief, reported:

They [are] happy now. My wife [is] taking some English course and she enjoy.

And my kids are haPPY.

That must be helPfulto You.

Yes. Last time [l spoke with you] I was struggling, it was impossible, my wife

was not happy.But now it's good, she has made a friend...she has meny

friends. (BadriT: 12-18)

By the end of Badri's sojourn it appeared that his family felt quite settled, so much so that:

My wife is good. She is happy to be here now. She told me that it is better to live

here-aah [almost with a sigh of despairl]-my kids are happy at school and

doing well...

What's the most significant thing that's happened to you since you have been

here?

I think, aah, for me, it seems for me that is becoming improved something like for

example, our daily life, for example, income for example. Yah, I have not worry

about money, it is sufficient for us. ln terms of income it is better here than [in
lndonesial. But also social life for me is good here. All people respect our privacy

something like that, it's good. ln some respects I like it....For our children and my

wife they are happy here so I feel comfortable with life here. My children have

been at school. lthink it is important that family [is happy]....1 think this is the

advantage of student living with family being here. Rather than separate.."My

wife likes TV, especially sport. My wife likes watching sport very much,

especially cricket....She likes and she knows everything about cricket, yeah,
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better than me....She also goes out to friends, especially on weekends we meet

our friends. Most of our friends are lndonesian. (BadriS 14-37)

As this example of Badri, his wife and two daughters indicates, having family has advantages

and disadvantages. The concern for the well-being of spouse and children is obvious and often

there is little that the student can do to speed-up the settling period, other than spend significant

amounts of time at home. This puts an additional burden on the student who is feeling the

pressure of completing on time. The disadvantages for female married students were generally

even greater in the sense that they had to shoulder a substantial part of the household and child-

care tasks in addition to supporting their husband through the initial stages of arrival while

continuing their studY:

For married one I think woman maybe like [my friend] she left the husband and

children there [in lndonesia] so maybe the mental homesick or something and then

if the women like the family. But if she bring [them] here the problem she have to

care about the children, care about the husband in spite of study. For a married

man with a family here it's easier because the family support him. For a single

woman here it's OK, for a married woman with a family, it's really hard. And in

terms of women or men who leave their families behind...l think for a man the

feeling is not as active [strong] as woman to family. Even though he has chance

to bring family here to support him but he has to work because he feel that oh

maybe I will be bothered. But I think it's not true because they will support him' So

actually man, not, I mean, homesick or care about the family as much aS woman,

the feeling is different. (Fatimah5: 104-117)

Three of the female students quite explicitly mentioned that they tried hard not to express any

irritation to their family for the time they took, as they had asked the family to accompany them

and so considered it unfair to blame them for the additional responsibilities.

In an interview with two male students5 who were also representative of two of the main

Indonesian organisations in Adelaide we were able to talk in more general terms about the effect

of families on the academic progress and well-being of students:

I think some of the spouses have felt bored because especially for those who

don't have activities like working. English classes are all right but that is only one

or two times per week. For those who have children that is OK but sometimes

even with children, two of them have told me they are bored.-..1 know of some

cases where the wife wants to go home.

you know in lndonesian women culture they like to ngobrol,6 or go to neighbours

and talk. This is part of our culture and when they come here they are very

They were also participants in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study

Chat with friends, gossiP.

5

6
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lonely. They can talk with their husband but it is very difficult to find a friend they

can talk freely like they do in lndonesia. I have had two or three complaints that

every day their wife complains that she is lonely. lt is very difficult. (Speciallnt:

103-122)

These two representatives were also aware of considerable difficulties with husbands

accompanying their wives:

When the husband accompanies his wife there are many problems' More

problems with the men than the women. ln lndonesia the husband works outside

the house and when he goes home the wife is already there but not here the

wife is the student and he must do work that the wife would normally do like child

care, prepare meals, because they cannot find a job easily. That poses a lot of

problems, but they are still here, they don't go home. Even though it is better in

lndonesia they prefer to be here with their wife. The three here on [this] campus

they seem to enjoy their time, even though in lndonesia they have lost their job.... I

lived in a place where I was close to three accompanying husbands and I saw

every-day problem. They are fighting, I understand it is very difficult for the

husband to stay home. They are not happy. I ask them why they stayed, but they

said it was their commitment to their wife and they had to stay here to support

her. (Speci allnl: 124-141)

In summary, while most ma¡ried students in the study thought that it would have been easier to

study in Australia if they were single they found it important to family with them. In discussion

they commented that while they had been able to put in long hours with their study before family

arrived they were aware that probably the quality of their work was probably not high due to

concern and worry about their family back in Indonesia. However, this study supported by the

work of Wimberley (Igg2), indicates that the presence of family assists students positively with

their academic success and general well-being'

Married Students without FamilY

Four of the2I students with spouse/partner completed their studies of up to two years without

their family joining them, although all four had returned home for brief visits and some had

various family members visit them in Australia for up to a week. The two representatives of the

student associations from their experience of knowing virtually all of the Indonesian students

studying at the University, were in accord with all other students when they commented that

single students seemed to be able to settle well once they had a few friends:

But for married students who have their family at home [in lndonesia], still they

are not so settled. Even though their experiments are going OK. Psychologically

they don't seem settled. They don't like to come to gatherings they say they feel
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lonely if they attend the gathering. They seem to keep distance from us. Not

many, but some of them like that. (Speciallnt: 154-160)

Certainly the few students who were without family for the length of their candidature faced

considerable difficulty although being in a routine and working long hours helped. Friends were

essential to these students and were often commented upon during the interviews. Each managed

at least one visit home during their sojourn although returning to Australia after a visit was not

easy, and in one case the student suggested that it was more difficult to come back to Australia

after a visit home to his wife and children. This student also reported missing his family almost

as much toward the end of his sojourn as he had earlier on.

The issue of manied students having other partners while in Australia, whether their family was

with them or not, was a difficult one to broach, although I was able to talk with a few of the

students I knew well. On the one hand, some suggested that there was the situation where it was

acceptable for Muslim men to have more than one wife and so some of the students thought the

issue of infidelity for men was not such an issue. Having said that, the students who commented

only ever talked about 'having heard about someone' and all were reticent to speak about the

topic in any greater detail. One supervisor who had been working with Indonesian students for

several years understood that there was a lot of gossip among the students regarding students'

relationships, including gossip which had returned to Indonesia. Students, however, reported that

it was very rare for marriages to break up whilst on scholarship in Australia, although some had

'heard' of one or two.

When asked whether they thought there was a difference between the experiences of male and

female Indonesian students studying in Australia the response was an almost a unanimous

'No.' This compares strikingly with the answer to the question 'Is there a difference between

married and single students studying in Australia?' Again the response was unanimous with a

detinite 'Being single is much easier' [my paraphrase].

I think it is difficult if you bring your family here because you can't spend so much

time on studying. And if you leave your family in lndonesia you can't concentrate.

That is why I decided to study before I got married. Although I have a girlfriend I

haven't given serious thought to getting married yet. (YantoS:70-75)
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However, if one were married, all female students, whether they were single or married and

several male students, suggested that the most difficult situation was to be a married female

student with family.

Children

Most children settled very quickly and happily and there were no reports of children having

particular difficulties, just parents having difficulties with their children! Not surprisingly

students with young children found that they were more demanding of time than were older

children, for example, sleepless nights, child care and pre-school arrangements, an experience

supported by the work of Lewins (1990). Most children leamed English irritatingly easily as far

as their parents were concerned and it was not unusual for students to report that their English

was being corrected by their five year old children.

Having said that, there appears to have been only one notable problem that Antonius raised:

I bring my family to here it's become problem, one person came here one problem,

if three, then three is three problem, yeah. But more important thing is if my

children is 14 years old, they want to be free here, more democracy.

So do you think your chitdren are changing, becoming more Australian?

Yeah.

ls that a good thing or a bad thing?

Yeah, it's good thing, he can cope better. They, they don't feel stressed but for

me...

What witt happen when your children go back to lndonesia and go to an

lndonesian school, they will find it difficult?

Yeah, in here they are on different program, in lndonesia we have a lot of

subjects [at school].

Do you think your chitdren witl find it hard to go to Indonesia where they can't be

so democratic?

Yes, especially for spend money. He knows I get salary from lndonesia and my

salary here, he says 'Oh next week you have money, you should buy that, buy

that, buy that-all that expensive you should promise to me.' lt's difficult for me if I

don't buy something that he wants.

What sorts of things do they want you to buy?

Like GD, record, mega drive, if I do not buy that he becomes stressed, upset with

me, my son.

What about your daughter?

She is also democracy [democratic]. I tried to use what you call, psychology, the

mother ['s] attitude not so different to mine. My daughter I leam [teach] slowly.
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What about your wife?

I tried to teach her slowly that she can [use psychology], I am not angry man but I

try to change her attitude because you know that in West Sumatra, they have a

democracy for Minang that she can be with me but for me it's not so good. lf I say

to my wife, if you don't want something to me, talk softly, not be shouting. [l have

been trying to teach my wife that if she doesn't like something I do, not to shout,

but to speak softlY.l

Do you think she has found it difficult to live in Australia?

No.

She enioys it?

Yes. ln Jakarta We argue more, because we have different experiences, I try to,

if I very angry, is very difficult, she says 'l want to go home.' Yeah, is ditficult, in

West Sumatra she can talk about that, the meaning of going home is she can

leave.... (Antonius6a: 1 03-200)

While Antonius was the only student to raise such a problem, all of the married students with

children were very conscious of the different way that their children were being taught at school

compared with Indonesia and the difficulty they might have on their return:

Besides English...they are very brave [confident] to say things, to ask questions

to express their creativity. I think that is the basis that junior primary school [in
Australial want to educate the children. They don't worry about advanced maths,

like we are concerned about at home, I can see now from my son'S behaviour he

is very brave. I think for most of us, sometimes annoying for us too as lndonesian

parents, but we just see it as good. Before I brought my son here I thought my

son would always be shy, but now he has self-confidence. That is a big

advantage. I don't worry about maths I think we can teach him for six months or a

year. I think most of the other students feel the same way. (Speciallnt:183-194)

All students with children considered that the experience of being in Australia would be

beneficial for them and they were concemed to find ways of maintaining this benefit on return.

A useful research project would be to follow up the children who accompanied their parents

while studying in Australia some time after their retum to see whether, and if so in what ways,

they were different from their peers. It would be particularly useful from the Australian

Government's point of view to determine whether these children were more likely to study

overseas as undergraduate or postgraduate students, providing in a sense, a double-return on the

original scholarship investment.

Personal Sfress and Worry

Students experienced personal stress and upheaval and they talked about it in a number of ways'

Essential in assisting with overcoming stress are a "social system's contribution to dealing with
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stress through family support, the mere presence of others, religiosity, spiritualism, moral and

ethical values, and support groups and hot lines to others who share or who have experienced the

same event or stress" (Trumbull (1986) cited in Edmond, 1992, p.3)'

I was particularly interested in asking the students how they expressed their stress in Indonesia

as an indicator of how they might exhibit stress in Australia. Most rwere conscious of the

differences in the way that Australians showed that they were stressed or upset. The majority of

students reported that when they were stressed, upset, angry or worried they became very quiet.

Many reported that they withdrew and that the one way family and friends would know that they

were upset was because they were particularly quiet. This was in stark contrast to their

experiences with Ausualians who were generally much more prepared to make their feelings

known! "l don't say anything even though I get upset....But when I get upset I am usually just

very quiet. lt's not the Javanese [only] way but the Minangkabau way" (Dian4: 143-166).

A few students, all non-Javanese, commented that they expressed their stress and worry more

openly than did Javanese students although still far less obviously than their Australian peers:

I always talk to friends, I don't keep inside. But if am upset with my work I talk to

someone, but at home I sometimes slam the door. lt is quite different in the

western part of Indonesia. Javanese, Sumatran are different ...Javanese keep

inside. At home at my university my [sumatran] boss, if I upset I talk to him.

Sometime we argue. I think Sumatrans are more expressive than Javanese. Wth

my [Javanese] wife, sometime it is hard for me to know if she is OK or not'

(Sugik3: 142-149)

personal stress experienced by students was generally related to family, homesickness, Iack of

friends, racism (discussed below), and the personal matters outlined above. In addition, Ievels of

stress and concern for family in Indonesia escalated from May 1998 with the crisis in Indonesia:

ln lndonesia they are OK. Except I worry about my family over there because it is

very dangerous. Many crime there. Recently there are many crimes. My father

always, at night, goes to the Mosque every night sometimes I worry. ffanti11:
12-16)

The Chinese students in particular were very concerned for the welfare of their family:

I call my Mum nearly every weekend, but I now call my sister as well because I

just want to know how they are. Still little things going on in their area. Most of my

family in Surabaya, and I've got two sisters living in West Java, Bandung and I got

two éisters living in [my home town] and my parents as well. No one in Jakarta.
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But it seems now that Jakarta is not the worst, but I think that it is now in the

smallcities.

Did you notice any changes when you went back for a visit?

Oh, big change. lt's not much change in term of, the change of situation, it's like its

not as crowded like before. There's not much traffic jam like before, which

indicates you very very clearly the economic situation very well.

lf you go to big cities it's not much different you can find everything you want, it's
just the price gone up. Yeah, definitely quieter than before because the economic

doesn't really recover very well. The crime is also, the crime rate's getting higher'

That's why l'm really worried. I say to my family don't go out, because I hear a lot

of terrible stories. Like someone with a jacket and some see that this guy having

the blood just dripping from his pocket and so they report it to the police and they

take him to the police station and the police found out that this guy actually has a

cut-off hand in his pocket full of jewellery. Can you imagine that! ls that what your

hand's worth. That's why I am very worried. That's why I say to my nephew and

niece don't go out unless you really have to. And I tell my sisters and my brother

don't wear anything [expensive]. (KintanS: 108-140)

What do these ways of expressing stress, worry and concern mean for students studying in

Australia? The most obvious is that the Australians, with whom they are working or developing

friendships, are unlikely to be aware of the levels of anxiety, worry and even anger that many

students might be experiencing at times. This is a further contributing factor to be discussed

earlier in this chapter where the students reported great difficulty in criticising someone else in a

manner that most Australians would detect, yet not take offence at. As a result, the concerns

besetting the students rwere likely to have gone unnoticed.

Health

Berry egg4) suggests that one of the results of acculturative stress is reduced health-physical,

social and psychological- the others being lowered levels of motivation, sense of alienation, and

increased social deviance. However, on the whole students were very healthy during their

sojourn. In fact students were often quite surprised at their own good health "my health has

been good. lt's amazing, it's quite OK. The only thing is I get headaches from sitting up so

late-until 3.00 am for my study. I get very involved and forget the time!" (Rina5: 93-95), and

,,lucky me-thanks from God that my health is OK. Just my mental health is not good, but

physical is OK. But whenever I remember keep healthy. I sleep about 6 hours every night"

(Fatimah5: 89-93).
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The nurse in the University's health service had suggested that it was generally the

undergraduate international students they saw for stress-related illness rather than postgraduates

and on the whole they did not see many of the Indonesian students. However, there were four

cases of stress-induced illness reported in Phase Two.'Watie explained that "l have the flu and I

take a lot of tablet like Panadol and some Stop Cold from lndonesia. I think I get sick because I

am under stress and I don't always eat well and look after myself' (Watie5: 77-79). The most

serious case of stress-related illness was Koko who was advised by his Head of Department to

return home for a break, which he did. On his return to Adelaide he was feeling considerably

better and changes were made to his supervision arrangements. As a result his overall well-being

seemed to improve significantly. Those who experienced colds, flu, headaches and the like

usually put it down to the weather, working hard or Fasting Month. (Amina5: 63-65; Koko5: 94;

Watie4: 7-I4; Jono3: 161-162; Iem3: 36; Iwan3: 74; Ar\ef3: 34:- and Antonius3: 153-154) "l

was OK but now it is winter I have problem with Chilblains from the cold. The doctor couldn't

help, but I wear thick socks to keep warm" (Tini5: 101-103). Families with children seemed to

experience the general range of childhood illnesses, glue ear, infections, chickenpox, measles,

reerh problems and the like (Sugik5: 63; Amina8: 3-8; IwanT:3O Rani3: 108).

Most students were reasonably pleased with the medical service they received although they

were unused to making appointments and having to wait a day or two to see a doctor. Also

unlike Indonesia, it took some time for students to become accustomed to having to seek

prescriptions from a medical doctor for many of the antibiotics and other medications that are

usually available across the counter in pharmacies in Indonesia. However, Rani was outraged at

the treatment she received when she had tests at the hospital:

When I was in hospital the doctor there underestimated my intelligence and I

reported it to the University doctor Dr... and I told him that I didn't want to go back

to the hospital doctor because he told me that I wouldn't understand any medical

terms because I wasn't an English speaker. And I told him that I understood

everything he said. Dr...said that I could write a letter to the Director of the RAH

[Royal Adelaide Hospital] but I decided not to do that, but at least I told Dr. .. and he

was able to help me. (Rani3:209-218)

Three students (Purwanto, Badri and Sugik) reported that their wives had experienced ill health,

with two of the three believing that it was to do with homesickness. Two wives gave birth to

babies while in Australia accompanying their husbands and three other married students
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reported that they were seeking medical advice and/or treatment to have another child. One

student returned home to Indonesia for a short visit because her son was sick (Tini4: 7) and

three students returned home briefly due to family deaths (Basu, Junaidi, Fatimah).

Despite the above examples, students were generally in very good health and few of them had

little more than a few days off during candidature for illness, including family illness. Most said

that they were as healthy, if not healthier, in Adelaide than they were in Indonesia.

Friends

As the literature suggests, it is not uncoÍrmon for Indonesian students to have only a few, if any,

Australian friends by the end of their candidature (Barker et al., 1991; Bradley & Bradley, 1984;

Church, 1982; Daroesman & Daroesman,Igg2; Everts & Sodjakusumah, 1996; Fisher, 1988;

Gardner & Hirst, 1990). As described earlier this was not from a lack of desire from the student

to do so. As Witra's case study will show in Chapter 10 she wanted to make friends with

Australians, and tried several strategies, but found it difficult.

Students tended to fall into three categories when it came to making friends. The categories

follow those of Furnham and Bochner (1986) that is, monocultural, bicultural and multicultural'

Thefirst group (monocultural) was students who had fellow Indonesians as their main source of

friends. I would suggest that there were two main reasons for this. The first is based on my own

very subjective assessment of students' spoken English through the regular interviews. It would

seem that there was a high correlation between those students who felt their spoken English was

not well developed and those who reported having mostly Indonesian friends. The second was

where married students had spouses whose English was not well-developed and so it was easier

to mix with other Indonesian families as we saw with Badri's family earlier.

The second group of students (the bicultural group) were those who tended to have well-

developed communication skills, often had one, or no other Indonesian students in the

department, might have studied or travelled overseas before, and who took active steps to

'cultivate' Australian friends in an effort to improve their English. The third group (the

multicultural group) had mostly other international students as friends. These tended to be

students who lived in residential accommodation and were generally single. It appeared that the
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common experience was for these single students from the same residence to go out for a meal

or to some form of entertainment on a weekend and then to develop friendships from there.

As described in ChapterT, having friends, no matter where they were from, was crucial in

assisting students overcome their homesickness and loss of confidence. However, the lack of

interaction between Indonesian and local students was mentioned not just by students but by

some supervisors "l have to admit, the overseas students and local students don't seem to mix.

It is a bit of problem which we haven't addressed fully. I am reluctant to force them to

socialise as they are very busy" (Supervisor3S: 138-141). The work of Nesdale and Todd

(1993) at the University of Western Australia suggests that international students wanted much

higher levels of mixing than did local students. "Australian students are relatively satisfied with

the status quo [that is low levels of mixing] but international students are not" (p. 200).

Racism

As Chapter 7 suggested, reports of racism increased during the students' sojourn in Australia. It

was proposed that this increase in incidents of racism was a function of time as well as the

'Hanson Factor' described in Appendix C (Ramsey,1997; Sweetman, t996; Walters, 1991)-

During the workshop in May 1997, students commented that they felt that since the election of

Pauline Hanson there had been increased incidents of unprompted racist comment.

However, during the study thirteen students (39Vo) reported that they had not experienced

explicit racism. Although on a number of occasions students found that it was diffÏcult to be

sure whether they had actually experienced racism as Koko said:

I think I did, but it was not that bad. Even if some of them have those feelings

about Asians generally, it is not against me personally. But it is similar in lndonesia

where the natives don't like the Chinese. (Koko3: 243-246)

Of the 6I%o o1. students who did experience explicit racism these incidents and experiences

occurred in a number of locations. Most occurred in the community: in the street, shops, on

buses and so on. It was not uncommon, for example, for students to have someone drive past in

a car and call out racist insults or throw things at them. Other common experiences were not to

be served as quickly when there were a few people at a shop counter, or people not sitting next to

them on the bus. One student had bought a cil so that his wife would not have to experience the

racist treatment that was occurring to her on the bus. These findings were similar to those found
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in other studies of international students and racism (Burke, 1989; Hasanah, 1997; McMullen,

1992; Mullins, Quintrell & Hancock, 1995).

Chapter 7 described how Rina responded to the cashier at the supermarket in her first six

months, but most students did not take explicit action, other than Jono. After eighteen months of

being in Adelaide his level of frustration at being treated in what he considered a racist manner

was such that he decided to take action:

Yes. I reacted in a crazy way. ln my area, where I live and I was quite disturbed

and I went to the supermarket, there is a new supermarket there, I aah, put aah, I

mean I wrote a note on the back of this jacket and I said 'Don't worry Australia, I

am an overseas student not an immigrant' and I notice that everyone in the

supermarket was looking at me and wondering why a student is behaving in this

way.

Did anyone actually comment?

No, nobody but they did look at me. I was sick of the way they look. After these

incidents learlier incidents of racism at the bus stop etc] I didn't feel comfortable

to get onto the bus, the way people look at me. But I think I will never do that

again, it is just a very nasty response, I mean reaction to what happened to me,

or desperate. (Jono6: 144-157)

There were incidents of racism on campus, although generally not as many or as intense as those

outside. There were no reports of racism from fellow postgraduates; however, there were six

comments about undergraduate students being unhelpful or ignoring students. There were also

three reports of technical or support staff in departments treating Indonesian students in negative

ways or in ways that the students considered they did not do to the local students.

While students did not experience any direct racism from lecturers and supervisors, as noted in

Chapter 7 there were some students felt that their departments had racist undertones. For

example, Dian reported that three Indonesian students were moved to an office away from the

main building during an accommodation reorganisation. What made this particularly obvious

was that originally there had been two Indonesians and one Australian in the office. But when

the move occurred the Australian was moved to an office in the main building and his place

taken by another Indonesian student:

So we feel something a little bit racism. So if all the people in that room why they

not put three of us in one room [with the Australian]. I don't feel good now. Of

course a lot of students say 'Why do they put all of you lndonesians together,

that is racism.' But they only say it to us, not to the staff. (Dian5: 193-197)
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Despite these experiences, no student made a formal complaint to the University authorities and

in fact two students reported that they had tried to learn from their experiences:

I learn very much from the way the people react to Asian people. I still underline

my point of view about racism. lt's some of my friends do not feel there is racism,

but I still observed situation even when it's not my personal problem because I

stay for a while....lcome to the conclusion that of course we are different and

we have to learn very much from this situation where we can work together. I

want to bring this to my country to talk to my students about the way the Western

culture works and ways we have to improve our competency and so your

neighbours will not see you like negative. (Edi5: 41-50)

Another had decided to try to understand the people who were treating her in a racist manner:

I am not sure but at the moment Ijust assume that everybody here is similar with

the good people I know [good and bad everywhere]. I can make a judgement

maybe one or two people out there who say 'F*** you' or'You bloody Asian' but I

do not know about them at all. lt is just people who are hanging around and have

nothing to do. I think it really depends on us. lf we open ourselves to them and

we appreciate the situation and some day we can talk with her or him when they

are not too busy or share the ideas' (Rani8: 1 10-1 18)

V/hile there was not a noticeably higher reporting of perceived racism by the 'majority'

Javanese students compared with the overall cohort of students (see McMullen Chapter 2) there

were no reports of racism by the 'minority' Chinese-Indonesian students.

Eight percent of the participants in the Returnee Study reported experiencing some racism. Two

comments related to racism on campus, one from undergraduate students and one from staff.

The other incidents of racism were from the general community. I suggest that this lower

reporting rate compared with the Adelaide Longitudinal Study is because of the more trusting

nature of the interviewer/interviewee relationship in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study where

students felt more comfortable about discussing such issues.

In 1998 the South Australian Government, the City of Adelaide, the three South Australian

universities and the school system instituted a multi-million dollar program to attract

international students to study in Adelaide. I suspect that many of the people involved in this

project would be quite taken aback to hear of such racism in the University and the community.

An in-depth study of racism against all undergraduate and postgraduate students in Adelaide

might provide very helpful insights into these students' experiences'
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Chapter Summary

So what is it that happened in the second phase? To put it simply, students settled into a routine

where they experienced the general ups and downs of a postgraduate student's personal and

academic life (see Figure 14).

Figure 14. Significance of Various Factors across the Phases (2)'

Issue Phase One Phase Two Phase Three

Academic Issues
. Workload
. CourseÆrogram
. Critical Approach

. ExamslFeedback

I

Language Issues

. Speaking

. Listening

. Reading

.'Writing

Personal and
Emotional Issues

. Homesickness

I I

II
'E$ltüBBHg:F""erse r
. Racism

Day-to-day Issues
. Families in Adelaide I
. Living in Adelaide I
. Accommodation/
Transport I

. Health I
. Finances I

I

I
I
I
I

I I
I
II

I
I
I

Supervision
. Expectations
. Relationships
. Support

-

I
I

I
I
I

I Very Significant
factor

I Significant factor I Insignificant
factor

Over time they developed increasing confidence in their ability to cope academically and

socially. It was helpful for students who had local friends or supervisors who could keep
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reminding them that many of the difficulties they were experiencing with their academic program

were to be expected, and more to do with the nature of their program rather than to do with them

being Indonesian students studying in Australia. The personal difficulties were also frequently

to do with their stage or life where they had family and perhaps community responsibilities that

they did not have as undergraduates. Nevertheless, there were some difficulties specific to the

students in the study. These twere, in the main, concern with finishing within the scholarship

period, difficulty with preparing written work in a form required by their supervisor and the

University, adopting a critical approach to their research and, to a lesser extent in Phase Two

than in Phase One, negotiating a suitable relationship with their supervisors.
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CHAPTER 9 PHASE THREE: RETURNING HOME

Introduction

This chapter examines the third phase of the students' sojourn, that is preparation for, and

expectations of, returning home together with the early experiences of being home. As outlined

in Chapter 5 follow up of all students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study on their return to

Indonesia had not been specifically built in to the study, although there has been a considerable

amount of correspondence from ten of the students who have returned home within the data

collection period and four who had gone to Indonesia for field work

To supplement the information about returning home, 50 returnees in Indonesia were

interviewed to determine the likely experiences of students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study

when they too returned home. As Chapter 7 indicated many of the students in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study had spoken with several overseas returnees prior to departure to Australia.

They had also observed the experiences of returnees on arrival back in Indonesia. As a result, it

is reasonable to conclude that these discussions and observations were significant in the

development of students' expectations of their experiences in Australia and on their return to

Indonesia. This chapter combines the information from three sources: students in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study while in Australia; information via letter, email and personal interview (in a

few cases) with students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study who had returned home during the

data collection period; and the 50 participants in the Returnee Study

The discussion is presented in four parts. The f,rrst part examines students' activities in finishing

and preparing to return home. The second outlines their expectations of what it would be like on

their return. The third part examines students' experiences on their return while the fourth

identifies some of the characteristics returnees have suggested as being crucial for successful

overseas study.

In Australia

In this section I will examine students' experiences just prior to completing their study and

retuming home.
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Personal and Emotíonal Issues

Family

When asked whether their spouse and children were looking forward to returning to Indonesia,

there tended to be two quite distinct responses. The first was that they were excited about going

back and looking forward to it. The second was quite the opposite: they wanted to stay. (For

example see Chapter 8 for the discussion of Badri's sense of frustration when after a very

difficult adjustment period his wife then decided when it was time to go home that she preferred

living in Australia.)

In the case of Purwanto, it was different again. He felt that his children had much greater

opportunities in Australia if they could stay:

I want to left [would leave] them here if someone want to adopt some. Because

maybe they are very diffìcult to live in [lndonesia].

You think they are going to have problems?

Yeah problems.

How old are they?

Nine, seven and five. Because I want their generation better than me. lt is very

difficult to get things like food, orange juice.

What about their education?

Ah yes different, my experience in lndonesia they are many many lessons they
just memorise, they study something to know but they don't study how to know

this thing, but in here they start to know the rules, so they know exactly what

they're doing. lf they have problem, in my experience they just leave something,

you don't know, but when my kid I saw they try to solve the problem even very

dif¡cult things. So how they understand what they do but in lndonesia they just

do something because the teacher ask them....Yeah, especially the nine [year
oldl, he have very good English. I thinking maybe first we buy a satellite [dish], a

parabola for the television so we can get Australian TV so we can practise it.

Kids very fast to learn but also very fast to forget. (PurwantoS: 81-107)

However, his family did return and several weeks before he did so that he could spend as much

time on his research as possible. For ma¡ried students it was not unusual for the spouses and

children to return home four to six weeks before the student, for example, Purwanto, Sugik, and

Watie. This served two purposes. It meant that the family could move out of the flat they were

renting and allow another family to take it over leaving just the student to find a 'spate bed' at a

friend,s place for the remaining few weeks. It also meant that the student could concentrate on

the last parts of the thesis.
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Administrative and Døy-to-day Issues

Preoarins to Leave

Students often tried to fit in some last minute sight-seeing or shopping just before returning

home. For example Tini travelled to Melbourne to do some 'serious' shopping and to catch up

with some friends she knew from Jakarta who were studying there. Sugik and his family

travelled up to Queensland:

We went last holiday we went to Brisbane. By the time we got here we had

spent a lot of money. Because at that time the currency was really bad and had

reached Rp9000 for one Australian and we thought we better save money but

we were pleased we did it. We went to Gold Coast, Sydney, Melbourne. We

rented a car so it's safe, we can go everywhere. (Sugik10: 97-103)

Packing was a real issue for most students as they were taking back cartons of books, lecture

hand-outs, subject outlines and photocopied a¡ticles. Most students reported that they started

collecting notes and hand-outs from the time of their arrival to assist with teaching when they

returned. One of the returnees who had been back in Indonesia for about two years and had

been promoted felt quite strongly that students should prepare for their return:

They can prepare by preparing teaching materials; preparing themselves mentally

for their return and keeping contact regularly to know what is happening at their

home university. This does not have to be formal, it can be informal through

colleagues. Keeping contact is very important as they also need to know what

they are going to be teaching when they return. They also need to think about

what they will need in the lab on their return and prepare a list of things rather

than wait untilthey get back. (UNPAD: 92-102)

As will be demonstrated below, much of this preparation occurred when students were under

considerable stress to submit and leave the country. While most of them received help from

friends, none of them received formal support from the University in preparing them socially or

psychologically for their return.

Academic Issues

Pressure to Complete and Leave the Country

I think the last phase is the most stress, because we really want to finish,

especially when you aren't ready for them like me I have something to do. But this

is how my husband I try to manage the stress, just think like that if you can't finish

now that's all right we still have money in lndonesia and we can go back and so

we can finish there and try to enjoy the life, so it doesn't matter if we can't finish

now I can take it back home and study from there or we can just come back here

for two or three months and then that's all right. That's reducing the stress as
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well. Because I saw from some friends they really try to force themselves to

finish on time and after a while they continue and they have to extend their stay

here but the supervisor, not really try to make the student try to finish on time,

and they still did the same time. We have to pay, it is very expensive for us with

the lndonesian Rupiah, it's better that we just go back home and finish it there.

(Amina11: 170-185)

As with the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, the returnees commented on a range of

academic issues that had affected them while in Australia. All but one of the returnees

interviewed reported that the time between submitting their thesis and leaving the country was

extremely short. Returnees reported huge pressure toward the end of candidature to complete the

thesis for submission, pack, find temporary shelter after leaving their home of two to four years,

find time to say good bye to friends and leave before their visa expired. The time for returning to

Indonesia after submission was on average two to three days, although one person reported that

she was working until 1.00 am before getting on the plane to go home seven hours later. The

student who did not have such a rush to return acknowledged his supervisor, who he said, put

the thesis in his 'bottom drawer' for a month to allow the student time to complete an article he

was writing, see a little of Australia, and say good bye to friends in a leisurely fashion. While

this practice is not encouraged by AusAID it was certainly the envy of the other retumees in the

group.

For students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, as the time for completion and return home

drew nearer, on the whole they became nervous and worried about their ability to finish before

their schola¡ship and visa ran out. As Chapter 7 described, most of the students knew of others

who had returned home without completing. The difficulty of completing a thesis from

Indonesia was clear. In fact, when visiting the Eastern Provinces in 1997 I had spent quite some

time with a returnee who had left Australia without submitting her PhD. In the last year of

candidature she had upgraded from a Masters to PhD and as her Supervisor was overseas when

her scholarship came to an end there was no one who was able to argue her case for an

extension. More than a year after returning, having sent a 'fairly' final draft to her supervisor,

she still had not heard from him. I was asked to take another draft to him and deliver it

personally with an explanation of the situation she was in, and a request for help. According to

anecdotal evidence around the University, this situation is not rare. Hence, the students in the

Adelaide Longitudinal Study generally became anxious as the completion time drew close'
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However, in theory, it could be argued that there should not be quite the level of difficulty

experienced by students as there appears. Many of those retuming to universities can choose not

to take up a full teaching load for the first one or two semesters in order to allow them to

complete. On the other hand, given the anticipated lack of facilities and difficulty completing on

ones own there is another very strong motivation to complete and submit as soon as possible:

For me to have a PhD, it set me up for the rest of my life. I will never have to work

as hard again, whereas in Australia, with a PhD ¡t is just the beginning. Here you

can have PhD and then not have a job. So for me it is worth putting aside all my

pleasure now to get the PhD because it will change the rest of my life. (lsmanto6:

110-115)

However, for Edi. a real concern was the relevance of his research topic in light of the crisis in

Indonesia:

ln the end of the process I come to another question what actually is significance

of my topic I selected with the recent situation. ls it really work that the people

need or it is just for my satisfaction? lf it is just for my satisfaction, it means that it
is not important for the others. So what for? (Edi11: 50-54)

When I suggested that one important outcome might simply be that he was returning to

Indonesia as a better resea¡cher, he replied:

It may be that you can apply that assumption...in Australia, but in lndonesia
people always ask us, 'What you can do? What you expert in? What your skill?'

This is the way the society accept us. OK? Something like the question what is
your subject, philosophy, something like that, your philosophy thinking, because

we can do something practical, not just some imagination. This is the way we

can have the project. Because the project coordinator always hire people who

has expertise. (Edi1 1 : 67 -7 5)

Not only did these issues weigh on students' minds but they were exacerbated for the Muslim

students by Fasting Month. Throughout the study Puasa (Fasting Month) occuned between late

December and mid-February. The first cohort, that is those who started in February 1995 and

included eleven Muslim students, arrived during Fasting Month. Several of the same cohort

complered PhDs in early 1999, doing so during Fasting Month (December 20 1998 to January

20 Iggg).1. Hence students had to factor in not only a month of fasting when they were often at

a critical stage of their research, but also some time for celebrating IduI Fitri at the end of the

fast. In addition it is not unusual for Adelaide to have temperatures in the very high 30 degrees

The dates for Fasting Month are determined by the phases of the moon and generally move _forward by a few

weeks each year. Foi example, Fasting Month in 1997 was from December 30 to January 30 1998, and in

1998 from December 20 to January 20 1999.
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during sufirmer:

It's very very hot for me, especially at night. lt's good in weekday because we

are in the ofüce in the lovely air conditioning but at home it's very very hot and I

think there is nothing you can do, just lazy.

And it's hard to get a good night's s/eep.

That make me worry, can I work efficiently? This week all week is more than 36

[degrees Centigrade] and then when we were fasting last oh so terrible.

After when it's cool again people will sleep in and that's usually all right.

Yeah, it happen when maybe in the past month [Fasting Month] because we

couldn't sleep till 4.00 o'clock in early morning and then get up at 9.00 or 10.00

and then I had to drop my daughter to school and I had to apologise to the teacher

because we cannot sleep, and 'Oh it's OK We are know that' but that's awful

because it should be not happen because we have to go early and then drop to

school...because very very hot. But sometime if very hot the wind also hot so

when I open all the windows and when the air comes its very very hot, hotter

than we close....l have planning actually I have to submit for July but lam
planning for myself on me because I have planning for Chapter 1 and yet I make a

little outline then I have to finish one day only one page and I have to do that and

then because of the weather because of the Fasting Month I am not working

very etficient. And then I thinking by myself is that because of my target, I have

target and then I push myself to work hard and then all because the weather

because I feel the target I have to do this I have to do this, my burden is very

heavy and then there is very little working and also the weather is not very nice

for me so it's very difficult to handle that problem. And then I put down what to be

the target and ljust make my mind up I have to work every day no matter what I

have to work every day and that make me easy a little bit easy. But this week, I

don't know, it happen, it's very slow, Sometimes it's lazy but I keep doing, I keep

working I keep coming every day to the libraries to work and sometimes talking

with [a friend] about my problem, reading something, or come here to talk about

my outline problem or something like that. (lem6a: 4-42)

Toward the end of candidature students were giving responses not dissimilar to those in the first

six months "this is very stressful now that I am at the end of my PhD. I don't have time for a

social life. Just study and sleep" (Yantil 1: 44-45). Much of students' ability to complete on

time depended on their supervisor. Some students had particularly busy supervisors and so they

had to time the submission of the final draft very carefully. Others knew that their supervisor

had other students finishing about the same time and so they had to fit in with those

requirements.

Sense of Achievement

Most of the participants in the Returnee Study reported that they had an enorrnous sense of

achievement at having survived in another culture and language. This fits well with the

Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) finding that students felt that one of the major outcomes of
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their time in Australia was increased self-confidence. In addition, many returnees reported that

they learned to be independent and flexible. They had become independent learners and

researchers, and had managed to do this away from family, friends and normal support

networks. One returnee reported "lf I were to give advice to others going to Australia to study I

would say 'Be confident, make Australian friends, but realise the academic work in difficult

but it's OK'" (1 7 15 3 1). Another suggested that she would tell potential students "everything

depends on you" (17 15 I 3).

Toward the end of their candidature students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study were also

experiencing a sense of achievement and satisfaction at having completed their award in a

foreign country and often, with what seemed to them, very little support:

My [new] supervisor is OK but I learned a lot from this change in supervisors' I

learnt to be more independent and try to convince myself that it all depends on me

and I don't have to depend on the supervisor all the time. So, after a while I like

this kind of supervision. I want to work alone first and then show the work to the

supervisor and expect to have feedback rather than asking too much help at the

start. (Jono7 20-26)

Dian had a different view of her need for independence and achieving her PhD 'on her own:'

you know that during this frustrating time I always think-Oh it is my choice to do

it-it's my thesis, So no one, you can expect so of course it will be nice to have

the help from others but it's my choice so I have to do that and I know I am

always quite independent I have to do it by myself and maybe that's also for

other students to have this in mind. Sometimes it really frustrating, I think why my

supervisor like this but then I think ah why am I expecting, it's my thesis so I want

to do it myself. (Dian7: 81-88)

Supervision Issues

Three students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study found that it was not until quite close to the

end of their candidature that the relationship they had with their supervisor improved

considerably. Fatimatr had consistently reported that she had not been able to seek help from her

supervisor although she acknowledged that to a significant degree it was due to her own

nervousness and lack of confidence in approaching her supervisor. However, when she emailed

me just after she had submitted she said:

Now, I realise that I have misunderstood about [my Supervisor]. During my

research, I was very afraid to bother her with many questions and consultation,

because She [slc] always very bussy [sic]. I just knew her better after I have
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consulted about my thesis. She is really very helpfull [sic]. She will help the

students, regardless how bussy she is and how the family problem (about the

children, sometime they got sick) she got, if the student ask her help. Actually, I

love to stay in Adelaide longer. There are still so many things to do. I wish that I

could have another chance to study abroad, to learn the techniques which I have

not got chance to learn about, during my master program. (FatimahEmaill: 8-15)

Amina was not quite sure why her Supervisor suddenly started to be interested in her work and

read and comment on chapters, something which he had rarely done for most of her candidature:

But the last couple of months he has been much more helpful. The only reason I

can think that he has changed is because I am nearly finished. He said he liked

the way I was doing my work because I was independent. But it might also be

because I am doing some marking for him. I think the relationship has become

much better because I am doing the marking. And also I am doing some work with

him on [a topic of his interest]. I think this would be very helpful ln lndonesia

because I don't think there is much of that in lndonesia. So we meet a lot and talk

about that and I think this has changed his view of me. And it is much better.'..

But what I really want to do is write a paper for publication. That is what I really

want to do, not go to conference. My supervisor has not encouraged me to

publish but my friends have their superuisors saying it to them, but he never says

it. I don't have any confidence in myself because maybe it is because he thinks I

can't do it. I willjust have to do it myself but I don't know if it is worth publishing. I

asked him whether my work was worth a PhD. But every time I see my Head of

Department he asks if I have published something. lt makes me down

[depressed]. I asked my supervisor if my topic was hard".and he said my topic

was very hard. So then I thought if he knew that the topic was hard then why

didn't he give me some help? But I can't say this to others because they all say

their topic is hard. (Amina12: 15-48)

Basu had felt let down by his first and then subsequent supervisor for most of his candidature.

He felt that they were not at all interested in his topic. As Chapter 7 described his first supervisor

thought the topic was not something he himself would have tackled. Basu also felt that the

supervisors did not believe that the focus of his resea¡ch had any real'use. However, at the last

interview Basu was deiighted to be able to tell me:

Getting close now, I am back on the right track. I'll show you, this is what I mean,

maybe this one is confìdential but.... [Took out a copy of an email from Supervisor

two to Supervisor one.l...'Suffice to say that we are now in the final stages of

purification of what is clearly a [the key factor in Basu's research]. My earlier

interpretations must now be modified.'...|f I had done it in the second year [if only

this had happened in the second yearl. I would like to change and be brave' lt is a

very bad experience.

Have you told [your second supervisor] hotø sfressful this has been?

I think [he] notice this already because [he] at the moment has a very positive

attitude to support me, makes me confident and I am very happy about

that....even on weekend came here, you know [to help me]. (Basu12 4-17)
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Each of these students seemed disappointed and frustrated that the relationship with their

supervisor was just improving when it was time to go home.

Approximarely half of the other students who had completed their study reported that their

supervisor was particularty helpful toward the final stages of candidature with offering additional

time to the student as they came close to submission. Some, however, had difficulty with the

availability of their supervisor to read final drafts at the times when they were close to finishing-

For example Iem reported:

Another problem is I cannot get my Supervisor, he is again overseas. I

understand he's very busy but sometimes I need someone to talk to related to my

thesis who know about exactly the topic, that's very difficult.

ts there anyone else in the depañment who's working in similar area?

No. Sometimes I come to ask [someone else] if he's not very busy, I knock the

door, 'Can I come for 5, 10 minutes?' and then we chat about my problems. He

cannot give the direct answer what I want but he is 'Why don't you have a look

this journal', something this type of help but so far OK but I still I feel I have to talk

to someone about mY thesis.

When is your supervisor due back?

I don't know exactly the time when he come back but when he comes for

example Monday first day, already fully booked with all schedule he has to go

everywhere, Adelaide or interstate and then only one day free and then have to

go somewhere else.... but if he have time I make a list of the problem and then it's

ôK b"""use problem solve at the time and it's clear but sometimes if I feel

confused I want to see him straight away. (lem6a: 44-73)

In summary, most students were happy with supervision aithough for three of them their

relationship with their supervisor, or at least their understanding of the supervisor improved

considerably toward the end of candidature. Almost 50Vo of the students who had completed

were happy with the additional support their supervisor provided toward the end of candidature.

Expectations of Returning Home

P ers onal ønd Emotional .Issues

It is not difficult to imagine that students had a range of personal and emotional expectations

about returning home. On the whole most of them were excited about going back, but the

majority were also nervous about what might be waiting for them and many were sad about

leaving Adelaide where they had generally come to enjoy life.
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Expectations by Others on Return

During interview four and five students were asked what they thought their family and friends

would expect of them when they eventually returned. Most commented at this early stage that

they would not expect any significant change:

I think some of them will think that I will be able to do all sorts of things but I think

their expectations might be too high. But I don't think I have changed a lot, and it is

difficult for me to judge myself. And I don't think people can change so rapidly, it

probably takes longer than eighteen months. (Yanto5: 3541)

However, some did comment that family and friends might have very high expectations of them,

expectations that all of the students at that time felt were beyond them. As Lena said:

Yes, more, more in everything. And I actually don't want to be different but even

the way I will dress. Sometime they will say 'Oh why you don't change your

style, you still use your...' I use my old clothes, maybe some people they expect

more. They would like us to be, uum [outrageous?] Yes, they want us to...l mean

more prominent, to show off I think, they expect more'

So how are you feeling about going home in May?

Now I become worried. (Lena4: 142-152)

All students were also aware of very high expectations of them professionally as Rina describes:

When I was on holiday last year I went to my faculty and they expect me to, they

expect me to do different thing.

Do they expect you to take more responsibility or.. '?

Yes, for example before I come back here, they say 'Oh finish your study quickly

and then come back and we expect you to be Head of the Centre for Woman.'

They ltheir] expectation is very clearly that I have to do different things and I have

to do a lot of responsibilitY.

Did that come from other people or from your boss?

Oh the people who work with....The other one is from the boss and he said he

already put me in the publishing centre in the University, !n my university they

have a publishing centre so he already put me as a member of publishing member

and the other people complain to him because I am not there, now and I remember

complain, why because I am still in Australia and why he put me, it sounds

ridiculous. (Rina4: 134-156)

In fact within weeks of her return with a Masters degree she was made Head of her Department:

Beside that, I was appointed as a Head of [] Department in my Faculty. Actually I

am only the one who has stilljunior was appointed in that position [l am the most

junior person appointed to such a positionl. Eventually [initially] I tend to be

reluctant to hold that position, but the Dean force me, he think that I am capable

for doing so. So I try my best. (RinaLetterl :23- 27)
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Other professionally-related expectations included setting up research groups on the particular

research topic, applying for funding, and leading research projects. However, by far the greatest

expectations that students thought others would have of them was improved English:

I think my boss will expect me to do more things like go to conferences and to

work with foreigners. I think I will be able to work differently because of what I

have learned. But luckily my Director did a PhD in US and Masters in Australia so

he will know what I am doing. Before I came here he asked me to go to a
conference and make a report. And once he asked me '[Tini] what is the

conclusion?' and I didn't know. But now I will be able to do that. (Tini5: 48-55)

This grearer facility with English has been noted throughout Paft 4, with Ani's case study in

Chapter 10 being a particularly good example. The perceived need for students to return home

with 'good' English poses a real difficulty for supervisors and student support staff. Is it the

role of the supervisor to develop the student's English or is it acceptable for the supervisor to

ensure that only the intellectual content is appropriate and then suggest to the student that she/he

have work edited.2 The same difficulty arises for student support staff once students have

completed the IBP. To what extent does one 'teach' students while editing drafts of their work

and then expect them to be able to write English independently compared with editing only to the

extent that it allows the supervisor to then read drafts for content rather than expression?

Personal Affect of the 1998 Political Crisis

Of crucial significance to this study was the economic, social and political crisis that occurred in

Indonesia during the research period. As a result it is possible to examine the expectations of

those who were returning after the initial impact of the crisis. The comments related to the

changing situation can be divided into two main types: those where students commented on the

effect rhey thought that changes would have on them and their families; and the effect that the

crisis would have on the country as a whole.

Students of Chinese ancestry (five of the 33) were affected in quite specific ways. As Siti said:

lwon't ever go back to lndonesia, but...l am going home for visiting, but no

never....W¡th all happening now, nobody would want to go back....

ts it paftty because you come from Chinese background?

Partly and also I couldn't do research there.

Are your parents OK?

2 AusAID provides some funding for students to have their work professionally edited.
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I want to pick them up sometime lget them out]...although it may not be easy for

my parents to move to another country because of language, friends, yeah, it is

very hard. (Siti8: 63-74)

Siti did in fact find work outside Indonesia on completion of her PhD and certainly in the short-

term has not returned home. Another student also found work overseas and another was looking

to immigrate. A fourth was anticipating work outside Indonesia after completion of his study'

and the fifth students was intending to return home on completion of his PhD in Adelaide.

Several of the returnees reported that when students return from studying overseas there is often

a level of jealousy and an assumption that the new returnees are very wealtþ in comparison to

their colleagues. One Javanese student, working in a non-Javanese province, was concerned

about this level of jealously and that she and her family might become scapegoats , in lieu of the

Chinese:

But you know...we are worried because, we work in [another province] but do

not come from [there], for example we're migrants. Actually in principle in

everyday life, they do not like the migrants, particularly the people from Java in

[that province], they don't like us. Last time, probably the political situation can,

you know like, what you call it, they just accept because the national control was

too strong, too strong and the military and whatever people from central

government, you know like, keep it under. But now, I think we have a serious

problem.

The problem is not only that [having more money], we worried about the future,

because maybe the work is not a problem but the house. You know the complex

of lecturers3 is in, you know previously belong to the people with adafa law and

then the government that governs, asked the people to give the land to the

government because the dosens need house and they compensate only small

ámount and (l hear last time the agreement between the local people and the

government was not clear, at all, so some of the land still of the land incomplete).

But we already paid to the bank for the whole land, for the normal price, the

government price. So it's worrying me as it's possible that the people start things,

ðomething and then they start something, throw rocks and because we are not

people from [that province], they target Chinese, but, maybe us' (Rani1 1: 55-79)

Administrative ønd Day-to-day Issues

The sixteen students still in Australia at the time of the crisis (I998199)-not counting the

Chinese students-all reported that they were trying to save any additional money possible to

help them through the difficult time ahead. Three of the students were on Indonesian

Government scholarships and for some months there was considerable concern as to whether

3 Mort universities provide a nearby housing complex for senior dasen (lecturers)

4 The customary/traditional law of Indonesia
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the stipend they were receiving would be maintained and whether the Rupiah rate would be

increased to compensate for the huge drop in the currency. Each of these students on Indonesian

scholarships, with the help of their supervisor, managed to maintain their scholarship, and one

even had his extended slightly to bring it into line with other overseas scholarships.

However, the crisis had a significant effect on students' expectations of what they were likely to

be able to do professionally when they returned home. For most of them, particularly those in

the sciences, it meant that promotion and the opportunity to undertake particular areas of

research were unlikely:

Before the crisis, it was different. We plan to go to higher rank and carry on

much faster and I will more concentrate on the education not the research.
Because it's new and many people are interested. But with the crisis still don't
know. Because obviously everything is going up. But also many students who

are in the final year they have to do their research, it's no fun for them so we

have to design cheaper experiments, but I don't know if it's possible for this at

[my university]. (lsmantol 0: 36-45)

Some of the students in the social sciences, however, felt that their research would now have

greater meaning and application given that it did not take large sums to conduct and was related

to rural people and the poor, two areas of potential growth for the new government.

Political Awareness

Part of the change and development of several of the students was an enhanced awareness and

desire to comment on the political situation in Indonesia. This, of course, is not surprising given

that the students generally had far greater access to news and current affairs in Australia than

they did in Indonesia, and the issues related to the 1998 crisis heightened awareness fuither.

Rina, a social science student articulated the changes that she saw occurring for many of the

Indonesian students in Australia.

Last week, Friday night we had discussion of lCMl [Organisation of lndonesian
lslamic lntellectualsl about property and human development and it's about 25

people came and then it's interesting how older people and younger people all

over lndonesia, some of the younger people just they try to learn situation of
poverty because of [what the] Government [tells them]. We try to criticise

towards the poverty in lndonesia and older people they don't agree with the
younger people because the older people are scared that they had that love for
lndonesian society and we shouldn't blame the Government whatever, we

shouldn't critic the Government because the Government has the love for
lndonesian people and the younger people say you know if the Government
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doesn't give blame so what's the cause, what's the problem, what's the major
cause of the problem because the economic policy leads to the poverty...things

like that. Still there is gap between older people and younger people even
though...and I think if we go back to lndonesia also the gap is really really huge.

How can we critic. (Rina5: 82-94)

However, Ismanto commented that although he knew of many retumees who came back from

studying overseas with strong ideas, they tended only to speak out for themselves rather than for

their country.

Sadly, it seems to have taken the crisis in Indonesia for some Australian students to make the

effort to find out more about Indonesia:

Lately some of them works at night so...

So you've got something to talk about?

Yeah....forme it's a goodthingthey know lndonesia exists butthe bad thing is

the news about the ethnic Chinese and things like that it's difficult because we

have some Chinese students and start to attack me and I say 'ls this revenge?
Why are you attacking?' lt's been difficult.

Yes I hadn't thought it happed to you.

Before some students didn't even know I come from lndonesia. A good thing out

of millions of bad things. (lsmanto9: 166-177)

Jono, Ismanto, Rani, Beni,Iwan, and Basu all commented at length about the political situation in

Indonesia and their concerns for the future of their country.

Language Issues

Students-for example Purwanto, Badri, Sugik, Rani, Iem and Edi+xpressed concern not only

about being able to maintain their own English but also the English development of their

children. Badri suggested:

The major problem was language for me, I [was]just worry to speak with people

or something like that so lcouldn't understand what they say...l couldn't
communicate well, actually lwanted to be involved, but I couldn't...so we have

lack of confidence or something like that...that is barrier between what we want.

I realise now that language is the most important thing for us in a foreign country.

It's limit for me and we can learn everything if we have good English....l mean

English in socialisation, not only the study....

I try to read English papers and for my kids I got some software in English so they

can play computer with this...we have had planning about organising [something]
for kids from overseas [so they can practise their English]. (BadriS: 65-87)

None, however, reported having made specific plans for maintaining their own English skills on
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their return. This might well have been because most were too concerned with trying to complete

their thesis in English to think about such ones.

Professional Issues

In addition to students facing a range of academic issues they were also about to encounter a

range of professional issues.

Changing Work Practices

After students had been in Australia for approximately eighteen months they were asked whether

they thought that they would adopt different work practices on their return home. They were

asked a similar question closer to returning. As might be expected the responses to the question

in the earlier interviews tended to reflect a somewhat superficial understanding of the different

approaches to teaching and resea¡ch for academic staff and work practices for others compared

with later responses. For example "lt is good, when I go home I have some expectation that I

can work better wherr I go home" (Tini5: 33-34) and:

I will, I will because I think this is very attractive and also I want to teach them

how to make, how to write essay in structural framework and then very specific

and not too much word but in the point. Getting to the point. So I pass through my

knowledge, my skill to the students. (Rina4a: 72-76)

However, as students stayed longer, or if students had studied overseas previously, they tended

to be more circumspect:

Sometimes lndonesian students will not speak much because of feeling they are

low to lecturer flow in status compared with the lecturer]. Actually because I

experience in the US I tried to be close to the students but other lecturers didn't

like it and so they say don't do that. (Sugik4: 134-138)

And Bunari (4: I33-I35) was aware that with his increased independence he might need to start

his own business as it might be difficult to find an employer who would permit his level of

independence.

Koko (5:81-84), Jono (4:156-159), Lena(4:45-48), Buharto (4:144-152), Dian (4:l2l-I30),

Fatimah (4:93-98), Siti (4:102-105), Basu (4:114-116) and Junaidi (4:182-189) all thought that

they would work differently on their return. Most of them were academic staff and they saw

themselves using more sophisticated materials, providing a broader base to the understanding of

the discipline, setting achievable targets, encouraging students to be more independent by doing
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assignments and searching for information. Several, as demonstrated by Koko, wanted to

develop closer relationships with their students and to be more understanding:

One thing will be that I think I will understand students more when I go home

because I have been misunderstood lots and lots of times and I will try to remind

myself of that. I will try to become more helpful when I am a supervisor. (Koko5:

81-84)

Yanto (4:I23-I25) thought that there would be no changes to the way he worked in private

enterprise but that he would have better job opportunities. Purwanto was very worried about

changing too much because of the reaction of the students:

That's why I still thinking now because if I want to do when I get here maybe I

will become extreme because so I am 'killer'they will say I am 'killer' because no

one will be passed for example and so maybe I have problem with Dean, the

Rektor so because also I don't understand Some people they are very smafi but
people say they are 'killer' in lndonesia they are 'killer'that mean we 'kill' them.

Students sometimes don't pass. That's why we have got problem in one side we

need quality to improve but on the other side we have students with the poor

people they have to pass it in one turn so if we give them two times to pass they

will say we are no[t] good teacher. flf I have expectations that are too high for

students who can only afford to sit for exams once I will be called a 'killer' and be

criticised by some senior staff.l (Purwanto9: 172-182)

Of particular relevance was students' appreciation of their increased critical thinking and the

encouragement they had received to 'be critical.' Most were conscious that they would have to

be very careful of this way of thinking and working when they returned home. Students' had

already experienced their families telling them that they had become disrespectful, impatient and

critical. In two workshops (November 1995 and May 1997) the issue of being critical was

discussed at length. Most reported that they would want to maintain their critical approach but be

very careful with their choice of words and in which situations they were critical. As Enton said:

When I am home I will use the style here because my boss did a [degree] in
America. But if my boss were Javanese I would cerlainly use Javanese style,

not Australian style because it would not look polite. I could still be critical but not

say then so concisely and sharply. You get used to writing in the two ways.

(EntonS: 46-52)

Helping Colleagues at Home

One of the difficulties for students undertaking research in Indonesia is the lack of facilities and

relevant contemporary resources. As a result it is not unusual for students in Australia to be

contacted by others who have already retumed home, having experienced access to extensive
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facilities in Australia, asking for reference materials with the most cornmon being for up-to-date

journal articles. Several students were also taking back with them books, teaching materials,

chemicals and even replacement parts for equipment. Amina (10:1 18-119), Basu (10:9i-99),

Yanti (10:54-59), Rani (10:73-96) and Ismanto (lO:71-73)5 all commented that they had been

specifically asked to take items back with them. All of the above students, except for Ismanto,

said that when they returned they would probably do the same to colleagues in Australia.

Ismanto explained that he wanted to be more independent. However, this practice is not without

some embarrassing moments as Basu reported:

Last year two of my friends asked me to find a journal here. One I have to inter-

library loan and this was a bit difficult because I had [my supervisor]to sign it and

he ask 'Why is different?' but one is available here [in Australia]. lt's much easier
to find it here. Even they ask me to buy equipment yes small wire for [a piece of
equipmentl. lt's very difficult to find at home. Even in Jakarta, they have to order
here. I don't think I can afford to subscribe [to journals in lndonesia]. (Basu10: 91-

e8)

Most participants in the Returnee Study also reported that when they were in Australia they had

been approached by colleagues from Indonesia, and asked to find journal articles for them, or

purchase books or materials. Most had done this willingly as they knew that once they returned

to Indonesia they would be asking the same of colleagues in Australia.

As Rani rather colourfully describes it:

Aah, well some friends but also my sister and brother-in-law because they are

working at IPB yeah I keep contact via email if there are some things they couldn't
buy in Singapore or lndonesia I buy them for them here. I think it is fairly common. I

think it depends on the experience of the person. I don't think so many staff in my

university who graduated from local university think to ask for materials from
overseas universities but for them who have experience study abroad they
understand what can be accessed and they might know the title of the journals

or whatever, at least they have the main subject of the study and ask someone
to look at the latest CD-ROM. I had an experience before I went to [elsewhere
overseasl and I got a chance to study in Ul [Universitas lndonesia]for 52 I think I

just got sources from my lecturer just from him. There was no sources in the

main library. The main library was just for undergrads so all the course for the
yearwas just from his own collection. But the resources are limited....lt's very

hard. Even the library building is very big and just like yours here and really

sophisticated building but inside it is old books and crap. (Rani10: 73-96)

A useful study might be to quantify the additional economic benefit to Indonesian education

through the provision of this support provided to colleagues by students studying in Australia.

5 Twelve students were not asked this question so it is likely that the number contacted is in fact far higher.
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Given that 20 of the 33 students were undertaking research degrees and nine of the others

undertook small-scale research projects, it was reasonable to expect that this experience would

have a significant effect on students' views and expectations about undertaking research on their

return. For example, Amina had said in interview four that she did not like research because she

did not have access to contemporary literature and so did not know the other research being

conducted in her discipline area. However, by interview ten she reported that she liked research

and was looking forward to undertaking research on her return.

Ismanto (10: 103-117), Edi (4: 771-130), Basu (10: 132-139), Kintan (4: 129-133), Amina (4:

159-160) and Rani (lL: I32-I35) all said that they would change their research practices on

return, but they were realistic about funding and facilities. Sugik (5: 88-91) hoped to keep in

touch with his supervisor to carry out joint research even though his supervisor was concerned

about the laboratory conditions when Sugik retumed home.

Value of their Overseas Oualification

In considering their return from Australia with a Masters or PhD degree students were asked

whether they thought their colleagues and employers would view their overseas PhD or Masters

differently from a local equivalent award. All students reported that they thought others viewed

an overseas award to be viewed differently for several reasons, although not necessarily because

the person or the award itself was necessarily better. The first reason was that the student had to

overcome a number of difficulties such as language, culture shock and being away from home to

complete the award and that they generally had to work harder to achieve the award overseas.

For example when V/atie was asked if there was a difference she responded:

Firstly in capability, second in credibility and also in level of knowledge.

Right so credibility if you say to someone I got a PhD in Australia or America
people will think that's really good and the other one was level of knowledge you

think you actually leam more?

More, yes....And more confidence. We have to work in [with] confidence, we
have no choice, I mean in lndonesia we can ask our staff to do some
experiments, or write out reports so here we have more skill. Here I take samples
by myself even though it's messy. But it cannot happen like this if I am doing this
research in my country. (Watie4: 128-141)

Secondly,the returnee was expected to come back with English language skills which would set

him or her apart from peers who had undertaken a similar award locally. The third reason was
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the different way of writing and the need to cover an extensive literature:

Also, the way we write is different. ln lndonesia for the introduction I might write
four or five pages, but here [my supervisor] says no more than one page. It has

to be concise and have the main point. The Literature Review is different also,
because in lndonesia it is very difficult to get the literature. (Tini4: 140-146)

There was also the question of the 'strictness' of gaining an award from an Indonesian

university:

Overseas still [considered better] because sometime PhD in lndonesia or maybe
local lndonesia easier to get one. Sometimes we say they do not do it themself,
maybe someone else do it. The experience still they are doing PhD in Jakarta but

they spend all tireir time in their work. So PhD is easy to get. Everyone talk about
it. (Sugik4: 124-130)

Differences between local and overseas awardees were even noticeable to Indonesian university

students, at least according to Lena "as students, we used to think that some of these lecturers

who tried to do things differently [because they had studied overseas] were very strange"

(Lena4. 109-1 10).

Approximately half of the students reported that they thought staff with overseas awards were

more likely than those with equivalent local awards to gain promotion, be sent on conferences,

have access to lucrative projects and win tightty contested positions in private enterprise.

Therefore, students were very aware of the considerable benefit in terms of personal prestige,

career opportunities and financial gain by returning having successfully completed their award.

Experiences on Return to Indonesia

The 50 participants in the Returnee Study were from eight universities and government offices in

Java, Bali, Lombok and Kupang. Interviews were usually conducted in groups, although there

were 14 interviews with individuals. ln several cases students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study

knew the returnees and vice versa. None of these interviews was taped, but extensive notes were

taken and the 'quotes' used in this chapter are close to verbatim. Seven of the returnees had

been back in Indonesia for five or more years and had reached quite senior positions, for

example, Vice-Rector and Dean, and so were able to talk about what they now look for in staff

they are sending to Australia and what they expect of them when they return. Responses from

both their perspective as an administrative staff member and as a general returnees are included.
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Where appropriate, the tracer studies of Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) and Gardner and

Hirst (1990) are used to compare these findings, which will, in turn, provide useful end-points

for the discussion of the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

As Chapter 6 described, I wrote to each student every three or four months for the first year after

their retum, particularly at Christmas/Idul Fitri and during the May 1998 crisis. Twelve of the 19

students who had returned home at the time of writing this chapter had written or emailed me or

I had spoken with them personally in Indonesia. Five students had replied once, two twice, and

five had contacted me three or more times. Also, three students who had returned home during

their candidature for field work had written several times describing their experiences.

The returnees, both from the Adelaide Longitudinal Study and the group of 50, described a

range of experiences on their return, particularly personal and professional issues. It is important

to note that the interviews with the 50 returnees were conducted prior to the economic, political

and social crisis in Indonesian. The last interviews in eastern Indonesia were in fact undertaken

in late September learly October 1997 at the very beginning of the economic crisis. Therefore,

one must assume that the situation in several respects is somewhat different for students in the

Adelaide Longitudinal Study returning home during or after the crisis. In other respects, for

example reverse culture shock and effect on families, the experiences would be similar.

The 18 Indonesian senior staff interviewed were virtually unanimous in their descriptions of

what they expected of their staff when they returned from studying in Australia, that is:

. resea.rch skills, which could be used by the staff member and taught to others;

. improved teaching, with a collection of attractive and relevant teaching resources;

. skills and knowledge in the area of study;

. improved English;

. networks and contacts in Australia.

Most of them mentioned that they regularly spoke with staff who were considering studying

abroad and that they made it quite clea¡ that these were the expectations they had of returnees.
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Personal and Emotional Issues

As to be expected participants in the Returnee Study and students from the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study who had returned and their families underwent a range of personal and

emotional issues on their return home. For example, one student was married soon after her

arrival home and within twelve months had a baby daughter. Another was quite sick with typhus

for some time and so had to delay her return to work and enjoying daily 'life' (including food)

in Indonesia.

Reverse Culture Shock on Return

Virtually every participant in the Returnee and Adelaide Longitudinal Study commented that in

Australia 'it was easy': transport was easy and frequent, the bureaucracy was easy (and one did

not have to pay bribes for service), shopping was easy, use of facilities at university was easy,

enrolling children in school ì,^/as easy. If there tü/as one word which was constantly used by

returnees to describe their impression of Australia it was 'easy.' Students in the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study also frequently talked about the ease of living and lack of pollution in

Adelaide:

Margaret, I guest [src] the information above is out of your PhD topic. But when I

see and fell [sic] the current condition [the riots during the crisis] I suddenly
remember the quiet and the nice of Adelaide. We expect that some way we will

breath [sic] the air of Adelaide again and take some inspirations for support our

life. (Watieletterl : 25-28)

The shock of returning to an environment where it might take two hours to get to work in the

morning and two hours at the end of the day, several hours to pay phone bills and the like,

anything up to a month to enrol children in school, several months to receive a journal, and a

year to have a piece of laboratory equipment repaired was experienced by all. These experiences

also made it very difficult, if not impossible, for returnees to fulfil their expectations of enhanced

teaching and research:

At 20 February 1997.. . my children had to start to study at junior high school and

Primary School in Jakarta. I had to write two application for my children that my

children want to continue their study in Jakarta. Recommendation from Education

Department in very important for me, because by they [sic] recommendation, my

children could start to study again in lndonesia. The first day of March, I started to

work. I could not concentration [sic] to work. Because every day I had to go to

Education Department for checking the letter of recommendation. The first week

of March, my children started to study. I was so happy, because my children
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could to study again in lndonesia. I met their teacher and I wanted to have some
progress of my children. My son did not want to study in Jakarta at the second
week, he wanted to study in Adelaide. I did not release [sic] that I had a big
problem like this. lt was different with my daughter. She was no problem,
because she studies in the same school and had the same friend.
(AntoniusLetterl : 2041)

Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) reported that it took respondents 12 months to overcome

reverse culture shock, particularly the feeling of being abandoned by one's supervisor and host

university and the apparent lack of interest by the donor (pp. 57-63). The study by Gardner and

Hirst (1990) supports this finding where respondents reported a high need for support on

returning home, with the support of family and friends being the greatest assistance (pp.2a-26).

The comments of many of the returnees interviewed agreed with these findings and added that

they felt that their knowledge and skills were not exploited by the university. This was

particularly the case in the eastern provincial universities. The Special Evaluation Study (ADB,

1997) also reported that "apaÍt from the program offered at TEDC, Bandung, it was apparent

that little if any attention is being given to the re-entry of fellows" (p. 15).

Family

Most who had taken children with them when they studied in Australia reported difficulties, of a

greater or lesser degree, regarding their children settling back into Indonesia. On average it

appeared to take children at least six months to overcome the reverse culture shock of returning

home. In every case pa.rents reported that they were unable to settle while their children were still

struggling with their new environment. Rani wrote the following when on field work:

I noticed that the first time we arrived in Indonesia]...when we spent a couples

[slc] of night in my sister house, my children were very upset. Then when we
went to [our town], the situation was getting worst [sic]. My oldest son refused
going to school. He said 'l won't go to school, please let me study English at home

with you...' Or the other day he asked me to move to [another city] because it
was so remote/rural [in our town]. While my little girl adapted so slowly with

social situation in lndonesia. I could not find a baby sitter [here], I just got a
pembantu who did not know how to accompany the baby etc. lt took almost two

and a half months to settled [src] the children. (RaniLetterl:21-30)

One returnee who had been back in Indonesia for one month reported that her son, aged six,

only wanted to eat bread and cereal and went round saying that everything in Indonesia was

'yucky.' She was concerned to f,ind ways to help him adjust. Two of the main difficulties for

children were the significant differences in education and the reduced access to 'Western'
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material goods. All parents commented on the more open, child-centred system of schooling in

Australia compared with Indonesia. Most children experienced considerable difficulty returning

to the more authoritarian, large class, text book-centred schooling in Indonesia. It was not

unusual for children to not want to go to school for up to six months on return:

So living in Adelaide for us is something wonderful, full of great experiences. My

oldest son sometime grumbled when he got some homeworks [sic]. He said that
he prefer to study in Australia than here because he rare[ly] got homework
which is so different with here. (WatieLetter2: 10-13)

The other difficulty was access to material goods. In Australia, students on, for example an

AusAID stipend would be receiving almost double what they would earn as a lecturer in

Indonesia. Many students and their families in Australia had access to food, goods and activities

which either simply were not available in Indonesia or were outside their more restricted budget.

Children often found it quite difficult to cope with this changed life style.

Adminístrative and Day-to-day Is sues

Time Delays

Time delays on return were of two major types: delays in receiving certification of the award

gained in Australia, and delays with returning to the salary level enjoyed prior to leaving for

Australia. On average, returnees experienced delays of six months in receiving certification of

their award. In was not unusual to hear of delays of up to two years. In fact, one story was told

of a student who had returned from an Australian university having completed a PhD but after

not receiving certification for several years completed another PhD at an Indonesian university.

While a delay in certification might not seem to be too serious for Australian staff and students

it is crucial for Indonesian staff and students. Indonesia is a highly bureaucratised country and

this is reflected in the procedure for 'proving' completion of an award. The returnee must

submit the original certification of completion to either the Rektor (Vice-Chancellor) of the

University or Director of the Government Directorate before the award will be acknowledged in

any salary, promotion or status conditions. Hence, if returnees have to wait for two years for

certif,rcation to be forwarded, it is two years before they can seek a salary increase or promotion.

In fact, one of the students from the Adelaide Longitudinal Study who returned with a

Coursework Masters degree, but no certification, was actually demoted on her return until she

could prove that she had successfully completed the award. Letters and reports from the
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supervisor were not sufficient, the original certificate was required. Daroesman and Daroesman

(1992) reported in their study that among their sample of 251, ten percent had not received

degrees-this figure does not include those who had not compieted or withdrawn-(p.62). Such

delays do little to help returnees maintain the enthusiasm and motivation engendered prior to

departure from Australia. Difficulty with certification was also raised in the report of the Joint

Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade (1993) where it was stated that

"one of the topics which was raised by a number of those present [returnees from Australian

universitiesl was the length of time taken to advise results, particularly of these for postgraduate

studies" (p. 166). The report went on the state:

Recommendation 20: The Committee recommends that the Department of
Employment, Education and Training, with the Australian Vice-Chancellors'
Committee, examine the assessment and notification processed for higher degrees to

ensure that the time taken is as short as practicable and that results be conveyed to

the Joint Committee within six months. (p.176)

Given that this report was completed in 1993 it is surprising that in 1997 students were still

complaining about delays in receiving their certification. It appears that more work is yet to be

done in this area.

White returnees can report back to work when they like within one month of returning it

generally takes five to six months for them to receive their gajifungsionil (functional salary), that

is the salary above their standard salary. Most retumees reported that they saved as much money

as possible while they were in Australia to help them over this period, a period which coincided

with their children's greater demands for the, now much more expensive, goods and services

experienced in Australia.

Promotion

For Civil Service staff, whether they be in government offices or universities, there is a

discernible problem of being outside the system while they are overseas. For example, a staff

member is not able to claim golongan (see Appendix A for description) while away from the

institution, and perhaps more importantly, is losing 'political' connections which are all-

important in the Indonesian system.'While gaining a PhD or Masters might be beneficial in the

long term, staff promotion certainly can suffer in the short term.
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Having said that, promotion to administrative positions on return is not always desirable. While

certain senior positions carry with them housing entitlements, access to loans and so on, in some

cases it can also mean less flexibility for more lucrative work outside the organisation. Students

in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study described this as 'tempat basah' or'tempat kiring.'6 6

tempat basah, 'a wet place', implies that it is a position with many 'perks' and financial

advantages and is generally a euphemism for 'corruption.' A tempat kiring, 'a dry place' is

generally a position with little opportunity for additional income.

Promotion can depend also on the type of institution in which one is working. For example, it is

likely to be much more difficult to gain significant promotion in one of the more developed

universities compared with one of the newer and developing universities where far fewer staff

have studied overseas or hold Masters or PhD. There are reports of staff with golongan of 3C

holding senior positions in developing universities where only a 4A or 48 would hold such a

position in one of the older, more established universities.

The twelve students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study who had returned and kept in contact at

the time of writing had a range of interesting work experiences. Two university staff were

promoted to Head of Department and Vice-Dean for Student Affairs with one of these

subsequently being selected to undertake doctoral study back in Australia. Another university

staff member had been 'bought' out of her requirement to return home at the end of her Masters

by a Cooperative Research Centre in Australia providing her with a scholarship to upgrade to a

PhD. On completion of her candidature she had taken a position as principal researcher for a

company outside Indonesia. Four students who had left jobs in Indonesia in private enterprise

gained excellent positions on their return, one overseas with another seeking employment

outside Indonesia. Of the five civil servants, three had been given promotions very soon after

their return (with one of them invited to study for a PhD at Universitas Indonesia) and two had

initially been demoted. The first considered she was demoted because she did not have proof of

having completed her Masters. However, within 12 months she was undertaking a short course

overseas (in a country with yet another language) while her husband completed a PhD. The

other was sent for retraining 12 months after returning from Australia and then received a

promotion to a new position.

6 'wet place' or 'dry place'
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Approximately 3OVo of the group of 50 returnees had received some form of promotion

relatively soon after their return, a promotion which might not have occurred without studying

overseas. This figure is lower than the one for Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) who found

that 45Vo of university staff had undergone substantial change and 25Vo no change; and for

government employees,40Vo had experienced major change with22Vo no change (p. 53)' I

suggest that the reason for the differences is that most of Daroesman and Daroesman cohort had

been back in Indonesia for several years by the time the tracer study had been undertaken,

whereas only a handful of those interviewed for this study had been back in Indonesia for more

than a year or two.

Language Issues

English language is considered important, not just as a means of studying in Australia, but also

on rerurn. Staff with good English language skills are sought after for publishing, attendance at

conferences, working with consultants, as well as being able to read English texts in the

discipline. However, where most retumees reported that they had been keen to maintain their

English once they returned to Indonesia there was little to indicate in most cases that there was

any systematic attempt by the institutions to assist returnees with the maintenance of their

English language. If there were not English language projects on which they could be employed

then it was likely that they would not use their English at work, other than in reading texts. One

example reported to me by Cannon (1997) was at SMEAl7 at Sema¡ang where the staff and

students had agreed to make one day per week an 'English only' day. When I relayed this

suggestion to returnees and potential returnees they thought that it was an excellent idea and

would have found such a practice very helpful.

Academic Issues

Revisions

It was demonstrated in Chapter 7 that students in their first six months of being in Australia

were very aware of colleagues who had not managed to complete their award while in Australia.

Some had been unsuccessful at completing at all and others either had to finish at home or at

least undertake major revisions back in Indonesia. The worry that this might happen to them

Sekotah Menengah EkonomiAras (Home Economics Senior Secondary School) with each school given a

numeral to differentiate it from any other similar school in the city, for example, SMEA 1' SMEA 2 and so

on.

7
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weighed heavily on their minds

While many supervisors and examiners expect students to undertake revisions to their work, for

Indonesian students who have returned home this can be very difficult. They are unlikely to have

access to laboratory equipment, computer programs or other facilities. In the case of some of the

smaller and less weli developed locations, access to email for individual staff is virtually

unknown and faxes are only available through the local post office at quite significant cost.

Family and work pressures also mitigate against students completing revisions. For this reason,

a number of well-meaning supervisors inform their students that they will undertake and submit

the revisions on behalf of the student. Supervisors obviously saw this as being helpful given the

returnees' lack of facilities at home. While this seems to be satisfying the students' needs to

complete it can bring with it its own difficulties. Supervisors are busy, albeit well intentioned

people. While they mean to make the revisions, the pressures of work, the absence of the student

as a regular reminder, and the idea of making revisions to someone else's work can lead to

revisions still not being made twelve months after the initial examiners report (this situation rwas

reported by two returnees). For example one returnee described how she had submitted her

thesis three days before leaving Australia and had the Examiners reports within three months.

However, minor changes had to be made and her supervisor had offered to make them for her,

but that was seven months earlier and the student had heard nothing from the supervisor and was

unable to ascertain whether the changes had been made and resubmitted or not. However, she

did know that she had not received certification eleven months after submission. Students, in the

typical Indonesian manner, are often too embarrassed to regularly follow-up with their

supervisors, even if they have easy access to communication. Until the revisions are submitted

and accepted, the award is not conferred and is one of the reasons why there is such a high

percentage of students who had not received their award for up to, and greater than, twelve

months after their return.

Contact with Supervisor

It was suggested on a number of occasions by senior staff in Indonesia that the practice of

supervisors maintaining contact with students and providing support through the provision of

journals, equipment, chemicals, materials and occasional visits back to the host university was

enormously beneficial. While this was not common, it had happened in a few cases. In fact only
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two of the 50 returnees reported writing joint papers with their supervisor since their return from

Australia. Others had maintained contact through birthday and Christmas cards and one had had

his supervisor visit. Many of the returnees talked about the broadening of horizons and the

development of an international network of colleagues which had occurred as a result of their

time in Australia but only a few had been able to capitalise on these networks and contacts.

The main reasons given for the difficulty in maintaining contacts were the lack of cheap, easy

and reliable communication technologies (staff generally have to pay for the own faxes, for

example, even when they are directly related to work), pressures of work and family on return,

and lack of, or delay in, response from the supervisor in Australia. Supervisors in Australia

suggest that one of the difficulties is that the Indonesian returnees seem not to take the initiative,

unlike some other national groups, and so possible projects are not identified and followed up.

Another reason suggested is that it is difficult to ensure the confidentiality of research material

or copyright on research data arising from collaborative Indonesian/Australian research and

therefore Australian researchers with significant projects are nervous about making their data

available. I would also suggest that given that a research culture in Indonesia is in the early

stages of development, and given the technical diffrculties of collaborative research, there is little

encouragement for returnees to go to the considerable trouble it takes to maintain these links.

For supervisors, the difficulty of communication, the uncertainty of the research culture,

increasing work-loads and demands of current students, and often a lack of understanding of

Indonesia and its political, social and educational structures make it difficult to maintain links'

Professional Issues

'Working with Others on Return

While one of the Indonesian senior staffs' expectations of returnees is to work with other staff

to assist in the development of their skills, some returnees pointed out the difficulty of this. As

one person interviewed said "to be honest, nobody knows and nobody cares. Some are even

jealous and think that we have a lot of money" (17 15 3 6).

Most returnees reported that although they could see a lot that could be done to enhance

teaching and research in their university they needed to avoid talking about their experiences as

"it looks as if we are bragging and it only makes others jealous of us" (17 15 3 6). In addition,
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the very hierarchical nature of Indonesian culture and society makes it difficult for young

returnees to work with older colleagues. As one person reported "we might be working with our

Sl [undergraduate] lecturer and we are now more qualified, but he is more senior. lt is very

difficult to ask these people to change" (17 15 3 10).

Research

It was suggested by several senior staff in Indonesia that there was money available for returnees

to apply to enable research, but that there was not a culture of competitive application in

Indonesia. Opportuniiies for research funding in Indonesia, at least prior to the crisis, had

increased significantly with the provision of Government funds for competitive grant

applications (prior to the economic, political and social crisis). The Research Pembinaan

(Establishment) exists for Postdoctoral returnees to encourage them to seek funding for

research. This fund, for the Health Sciences only, and with grants of Rp25 million-Rp5O

million,S also encourages publication. However, more general funds are available through the

Integrated Research Program which requires departments to collaborate. These grants are of the

order of Rp100 million. A third funding arrangement requires applicants to work with an

overseas collaborator. In 1996 Rp600 billion was available but only Rp50 billion was allocated

due to the poor quality of the proposals. One might suggest that the availability of such

considerable amounts of money runs counter to the issues that facilities are in such need of

enhancement, and of course such a paradox does raise questions. However, possible responses

to this paradox do exist.

The first possible reason is that skills in writing grant applications are still in need of

development in Indonesia. Assisting students to learn the skills of grant application while in

Australia would be very beneficial according to most senior staff interviewed. Having said that,

several returnees argued that the status ofthe university had considerable effect on the success

or otherwise of an application. They suggested that an application from a third ranked university

would not be able to compete with one from a first ranked university. While the results might

well support this feeling, with, for example, 60Vo of. all 1996 research grants going to Institut

Pertanian Bogor (IPB) the question would have to be asked, is this because the staff there are

more skilled at writing grant-winning applications, or are the award-giving bodies influenced by

I At an exchange rate (8.8.97) of Rp 1918 this converts to AUDl3034-26o69
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the name and status of the university? Staff of IPB would argue that it is because they are very

skilled at grant application writing, so much so, that they are now working with other universities

to develop these and managerial skills. Staff at some of the less prestigious universities would

claim the latter. (I would suggest that many complain that a similar situation would be found in

the Australian university system.)

Another, and possibly more significant reason, is that research funding in Indonesia goes to the

individual rather than to the university or project. As a result, the individual can decide how the

money is spent. One of the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study had reported that:

The difference between ourgrant and a grant in Australia is that...in lndonesia
the money goes to the principal investigator, no matter what you do as long as
you have the investigation. There's a big difference. Like when I was working
here, my grant was actually for five years. I actually got experience so I put,

that's why I got this [scholarship], they gave me this award certificate for
$60,000 per year US. The money goes to me, no matter what I use. I bought
equipment and I buy lots of....That's why it's a big responsibility. Some people

they use the money just for themselves, even to buy a car. And every year we
have to present our result....This money come from the people So you have to
give back something to the people. (lsmanto6: 127-139)

Rather than put money into facilities and infrastructure costs the resea¡ch funds are often used to

employ lower-level staff to take over the researcher's teaching or research load leaving him/her

free to pursue other projects and career options.

Certainly all returnees reported disappointment and frustration, to a greater or lesser extent, with

the availability of facilities and resources for research when they returned. These included lack

of equipment or broken or outdated equipment, and lack of journals and other library resources.

In some cases steps had been taken by returnees to remedy the situation by arranging for faster

delivery of journals a.nd upgrading of basic facilities, but often this was at considerable effort

and cost and seemed to work best when the returnee was either in a senior position or closely

allied with a senior administrator. However, one lesson that many of the returnees had learned

was not to complain about the facilities on their return.

All senior staff members emphasised the need for returnees to be flexible and adaptable. They

were conscious of the different level of facilities and resources which returnees would encounter

on their return. The need to be adaptable and to find affordable and realistic alternatives without

complaining was seen as a necessary characteristic for a returnee to be able to settle back into the
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Indonesian work environment. As one suggested "they need to live in two worlds" (17 15 8 4)

and most considered that students needed to actively prepare for this reverse culture shock.

One of the problems which seems to appear is that students go abroad and work in well

equipped, well organised and coordinated environments. They go through their daily study and

living activities with relative ease. However, when they return home they can become frustrated

and are sometimes shocked and may look to go elsewhere. Most senior staff were themselves

products of an overseas postgraduate education and were well aware of the difficulties of

returning to an environment with far fewer facilities. The attitude to this situation varied. One

example was of a senior administrator who mentioned that he was concerned to find strategies

which would help returnees cope with their frustrations so that they were prepared to stay and

share what they had learned. The other position adopted was one which argued that returnees

knew what the situation was like before they left to study overseas and that it was their

responsibility to keep in touch with their home university, and in a sense 'keep their feet on the

ground' so that they were not surprised, disappointed or frustrated on their return. As one

person said, quoting an Indonesian proverb "if there is no rotan, then use the roots" (17 15 8

4), in other words, look for an alternative. Examples of the two attitudes were spread reasonably

evenly across the universities and government off,rces visited.

One useful example of providing initial support to returnees for their research was the

Indonesian Australian Eastern Universities Project. This aid project had built into its funding a

modest research grant which went to all successful returnees to help them start their research. In

addition, the consultants working on the project made efforts to link returnees with like-minded

staff in Australian universities, sometimes the original supervisor, other times not, to work with

and support the returnee during their initial phase of re-induction. The results of this new

practice are under evaluation (Udayana: 220-223). One senior staff member suggested that one

way of overcoming some of the difficulties with regard to research would be to institute a system

of postdoctoral positions in Indonesian universities. However, with the crisis it is unlikely that

this will occur in the near future.
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Teaching

University returnees are aware that they are expected to be better teachers on their return and

bring with them an extensive range of teaching materials. It is unlikely that many staff in

Australian universities a.re aware that their Indonesian students are collecting as many handouts

and references as possible to take with them on thei¡ return. Several returnees reported that much

of their luggage was made up of books and papers to support their teaching and research. These

returnees are expected to develop new courses which are relevant to the needs of the university.g

Many of the university staff interviewed in the Returnee Study reported that they had returned

wanting to teach and supervise differently from the way they had prior to going to Australia.

This included making eye contact with students in lectures, encouraging students to be more

independent, setting assignments, and encouraging critical thinking. However, many of these

aspirations were thwa¡ted by lack of library facilities, expectations of students that a traditional

approach will be taken, lack of home facilities for some students to write independently, lack of a

'deadline' culture in Indonesia with no penalty for late submission, and as one retumee reported,

a cultural norm which would require any assignment to be put aside indefinitely if a guest

arrived in one's home or a friend wanted to talk.

Another significant factor, particularly, but not only, in the Eastern Provinces was lack of

transport. For example, at (Jniversitas Nusa Cendana (Kupang) unless staff and students have a

car or Vespa, rarities in this area, they need to leave the campus no later that 1.30 in order to

catch a Bemo1O. Even so, many students and staff had to often walk many kilometres in

considerable heat to return home each day. Hence the university facilities were really only

utilised for half a day. At Universitas Padjadjaran (Bandung) the newly developed campus is

over 50 kilometres from the city. Again, unless students and staff had access to private transport

they have to leave the campus by no later than 3.30 or 4.00 pm to ensure that they are home by

6.00 pm. These transpof difficulties mean that no matter how well intentioned a returnee might

be to devote extra hours to teaching preparation and research, it is almost impossible.

9 Si*ty per cent of the university curriculum is core and 4OVo is available for the development of local

courses.
'l 0 A small, local bus, generally run by private owners and not necessarily following a constant route or

timetable.
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Characteristics of Staff Sought for Selection

The Indonesian senior staff interviewed-all of whom had studied overseas mostly in

Australia-had been able to reflect on their experiences of being both abroad and having

retumed. They generally described the characteristics of staff they thought would benefit from

overseas study as being someone: who was intellectually capable of working at 'the cutting

edge', who could work as part of a teanì and was able to share skills on return, who was diligent,

and who was ethical and had good human qualities.

Another senior staff member in the Eastern Provinces reported that when he found that staff

were not performing well in selection interviews he set up 'mock' interviews to give applicants

practice in answering questions succinctly. Having said this, there is little to suggest that staff

were actively 'pin-pointed' for grooming and development for a scholarship overseas, other than

perhaps in a few cases with the Indonesia Australia Eastern Universities Project (IAEUP). This

is in accord with the findings of Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) that 62Vo of all returnees

interviewed had applied under their own initiative, 25Vo were selectefl by their supervisor and

I27o had been selected by project staff (p.31). Similar findings were reported in the Special

Evaluation Study conducted by the Asian Development Bank (1997,p,7).

However, there appears to be an increasing focus on recognising particular discipline areas for

focus for development by overseas study. The University Research for Graduate Education

(URGE) project, for example, requires Indonesian research institutions to determine exactly the

areas they want to strengthen. Then the Head of Department is encouraged to determine

someone to study overseas to 'fill the gap.' The effect of this project has only just been felt in

Australia, with one student in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study funded by the URGE project

The age limit for people to study in Australia (a limit set by the Indonesian, not Australian,

Government) is 35 years. This policy is supported by Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) who

found that successful students were "...more likely to be under 39 years...than over 40 years of

age" (p. 45). However, several interviewees reported that age in selection is relative and there are

some people who are 42+ who have been selected. These results would indicate that a staff

member desiring to study abroad would:

a) have to possess considerable initiative as it would be likely that they would need to make
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b)

c)

d)

e)

Ð

most of the affangements themselves;

be working in a discipline areas which was considered worthy of further development;

exhibit the characteristics of diligence and the ability of work in a team;

be 35 years of age or younger, or hold a very senior position;

demonstrate intellectual ability;

demonstrate some facility with English or the potential to be able to develop English

language capacity.

Chapter Summary

This chapter described three major components of Phase Three: students' preparation for

finishing and returning home; their expectation of being home; and the experiences of being

back in Indonesia. The information was derived from three sources: interviews with students in

the Adelaide Longitudinat Study; emails, letters and personal interviews with twelve of the

students who had submitted and returned and three who had returned to Indonesia on field

work; and interviews with participants in the Retumee Study.

The comments and views of students in the final stage of candidature indicate that most of them

had reached a stage where they (and often their families) were quite comfortable about being in

Adelaide yet at the same time happy to be returning to family and friends. Many of the students

in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, however, were returning at the time of, or soon after, the

1998 crisis and so mixed with their excitement of returning was a strong sense of concern for

their personal and professionai well-being and the well-being of their country.

Students in the Adelaide Longitudinat Study and the Returnee Study reported considerable

stress in the last few months of candidature in Australia. In addition to the situation experienced

by most research students completing their work these students had added pressures. These

pressures included: packing up family and preparing children for their return; the administrative

and financial issues that beset one when leaving a foreign country; visa stipulations that r.q,ìir"

the student to leave the county immediately after submission; and saying farewell to friends with

the realisation one might never meet them again. These pressures do not include those

significantly related to the thesis such as writing it in a foreign language and getting it to a stage

where friends can arrange binding and submission in the hope that it does not require major
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revision. Approximately 50Vo of the students reported that their supervisors were particularly

helpful at this final sta-ge with a further 257o predicting that their supervisor would provide the

additional help required at that crucial stage. On the other hand, much of the data indicates that

these students had several experiences in common with local Australian PhD and Masters

students, albeit to different extents. For example, the stress and tension of the last few months,

the sense of achievement on completion and concems with supervision.

Only two of the interviewees from the Returnee Study reported that they had maintained

ongoing research links with their supervisors in Australia and that at the time of writing this

chapter none of the Adelaide Longitudinal Study students who had returned had reported such

links.

Information, particularly from the 50 returnees interviewed, indicated that there was little or no

formal support and preparation for students on departure. For example, none had undergone a

debriefing session that might help others learn from their experiences and prepare the students

for what might be awaiting them. Nor was there formal support on their return.

Students reported feeling let down at the lack of understanding and enthusiasm of many of their

colleagues and frustrated at the lack of facilities and opportunities to continue their research and

to implement new ways of teaching. With the best intentions the academic and physical

environment-particularly in the smaller, regional universities-made it very difficult to maintain

their enthusiasm and level of work. While it could well be argued that each student, and probably

their families, had gained enormously in a number of ways from their sojourn in Australia, it is

difficult to see the benefit to the specific university or office when students' skills and learning

are not effectively utilised, respected and encouraged.

Most returnees reported having been asked to help (or asked others to help them) with

references, teaching material and pieces of equipment from Australia to assist with their research

in Indonesia. All who had returned had experienced frustration at the lack of facilities and the

time it took for ordering materials or repairing equipment, but most had learned not to complain

about it as colleagues, rather than being understanding, were likely to be jealous. Despite the

difficulties experienced in Australia all of the interviewees thought that the experience was very

worthwhile. The value of their degree on return was considerable in terms of prestige and
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financial security, and the added bonus of English language skills meant that students who

returned were likely to receive promotion and increased financial well-being quite quickly.

Figure 15 completes the graphic representation of the emphasis on various factors across the

three phases. It will be noted that while some factors steadily decreased in significance for

students, for example speaking, others such as writing remained constant and others waxed and

waned, for example workload.

Figure 15. Significance of Various Factors across the Phases (3)

Issue Phase One Phase Two Phase Three

Academic Issues
.'Workload
. CourseÆrogram

. Critical Approach

. ExamsÆeedback

I

Language Issues

. Speaking

. Listening

. Reading

. Writing

I I

Personal and
Emotional Issues

. Homesickness

. Culture ShoclclReverse
Culture Shock

. Racism I
Day-to-day Issues
. Families in Adelaide I
. Living in Adelaide I
. Accommodation/
Transport I

. Health I

. Finances I

II

Supervision
. Expectations
. Relationships
. Support

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I I
II III

I
I

I

I
I
I

I
II
I

I Very Signihcant
factor
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CHAPTER 10 CHANGES

Introduction

What do the three phases described in Chapters 7, 8 and 9 mean for students? The case studies

reported in this chapter aim to give a sense of how these changes affected them as individuals.

Throughout this thesis it has been proposed that three phases can be identified during the

students' candidature in Australia as postgraduate students. The first is the somewhat traumatic

first six months where students struggle to cope with their new personal and academic

environment (Chapter 7). The second phase is the day-to-day life that they all experienced as

students and sojourners in a foreign country (Chapter 8). Phase Three involves students'

preparations, expectations and initial experiences of returning home (Chapter 9). Figure 15 at the

end of the previous chapter provided a graphic indication of how these various phases were

characterised by the level ofsignif,rcance reported by students ofparticular factors.

The case studies in this chapter provide two major observations. The first is the nature of the

changes over time that students make. The second is the enormous variety of students'

expectations, motivations, experiences and reactions even within the confines of a group of four

students. The four cases were chosen from the potential 33 as they provided examples of the

different types of student to be discussed in Chapter 11, that is: Transþrmers, Strategists and

Conservers. These three clusters are considered to be on a continuum as shown by Figure 16

Witra, an example of a Transformer lvas a PhD student. Yudi and Adri, Conserver and

Strategist respectively, both undertook a Research Masters. I have also classified Ani, as a

Strategist, but unlike the other students she was a Coursework Masters student. The

characteristics of each cluster are detailed in this chapter and further discussed Chapter I 1.

Figure 16. Transformer to Conserver continuum

Transformers Strategists Conservers

e.g. Witra e.g. Yudi and Ani e.g. Adri
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As these are case studies as much of the language as possible is that of the students (with actual

quotes in inverted commas) and various colloquial phrases and expressions have been used if

they were in fact the way the students expressed themselves. The views described here are as the

students described: in no case have I tried to put the supervisors' point of view. In line with case

study method (see Chapter 5) the four cases are 'real' examples that reflect experiences without

generalising to the extent that the outcome is meaningless. However, to provide additional

anonymity for the students, different names have been used for them (different from the

pseudonyms used for them in the rest of this report)l and some minor changes, which have no

bearing on the content, have been made to make them virtually impossible to identify.

Case Study One: Witraz

Witra was in her late twenties when she commenced her PhD in a Hard/Pure discipline in

February. A Muslim, Witra was married with a pre-school aged daughter but her husband and

child remained in Indonesia for six months. Witra felt guilty about leaving her daughter behind

and during the f,rrst and second interviews it was clear that she was very homesick.'Witra tried to

work each weekend so that she was not too homesick, although she phoned home every few

nights.

She had lived all her life in Java where she was a level 3A university lecturer in one of

Indonesia's better known universities. Witra had a higher degree from an Indonesian university.

Her IELTS score was 6.5. (Reading7.5, Speaking 6.0, Listening 6.0, Writing 6.0) and she had

completed three months English for Academic Purposes prior to departure. Her supervisor had

six years experience as a supervisor including three overseas students. Witra had not wanted to

come to Australia to study without her family but she felt that if she refused she would not get

another chance so she had to accept.

In first semester Witra undertook a course which her supervisor suggested she take as

background and she had one exam for which she received a High Distinction. As a result she

felt more confident particularly when she saw that "all the other students I think when they ask

me about it [my result] same with me and that I can do better and, then that's no problem after

This means that in total there are 37 different pseudonyms used representing 33 students.

Twelve interviews for Witra coded at 17 4 22 34

I

2
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that" (2: 64-66). 'When she also did very well in an assignment several of the local students

started to ask to see her work and to chat with her, something that had not occurred earlier.

Witra had not discussed her topic with her supervisor during first semester as he had suggested

that she concentrate on the course, but she felt that he helped her. Although, she was still

confused as to whether she should talk with him about personal matters. She had read and been

told that it was not good to tell your supervisor about personal problems. However, he sta¡ted to

ask her about herself and even brought in a map of Indonesia to discuss with her and so Witra

felt much better about their relationship which was now including discussion "about the family

and things like that" (a: 66). She also felt he cared about her, particularly when her literature

review for the Integrated Bridging Program (IBP) went well and "he said 'l am really surprised

about your research, it is good.' I was very happy" (3: 181-182).

Once her family arrived in second semester'Witra found that she had difficulty in concentrating

on her study, particularly as it was very time-consuming getting her daughter to stay in pre-

school. Luckity her supervisor was overseas for several weeks and so she felt freer with her time,

although she could only study for three hours per day. It was important to Witra that she now

felt 'safe' with her family being with her, even though this meant she had less time for her

research. She was also feeling happier and more confîdent about socialising with Australians

particularly the Australian spouses of some Indonesian friends. Throughout her sojourn Witra

was keen to make friends with Australians but found it more difficult than she had expected. She

found it was much easier to make friends with other overseas students.

Twelve months after commencing, Witra was concerned that her work was progressing too

slowly and that she had not refined her topic. "But there is something that upset me. My friend,

his [my supervisor's] previous student was from lndonesia and he just left a month ago. I

often worried about this because when he nearly finish and then one month before the

scholarshipterminate, my supervisorfound there is one thing wrong...lt must be something

that has been discussed before" (4:72-76). However, the supervisor was being very helpful to

the previous student, organising typing, binding and other details for submission of the thesis.

"He is very good and he cares. But I was so upset to think that it might happen to me" (4:87-

88). Concern about successfully completing on time was evident throughout the interviews.
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Witra had learned from her friend [the student who had not completed] that she could not wait to

hear from her supervisor regarding her work and so she took the initiative and used to email him

prior to their weekly meeting with the issues she wanted to discuss. She felt this worked well. "l

learned from my friend because my friend alway wait to hear, so now I make the initiative and

I want to learn. I send him [my supervisor] email...but I have to do it if I want to get anywhere"

(a: 99-102).

Witra was feeling quite excited about the prospect of researching a new topic and the chance to

learn of new developments. She enjoyed the access to research information in Australia. "When I

was in lndonesia I did some research on a topic which I thought was good but when I got

here I found that lots of people had done research in that area" (4: 163-165). She commented

that "from now on I will be thinking at a much broader level" (4: 166-167). For Witra the best

thing about being in Adelaide was that she had access to all the facilities she needed "and I can

know at the top of knowledge. lt is great!" (5: 151-152). However, one of her problems was

knowing when she had done enough but she felt that "it must be up to the supervisor to let the

student know if there is enough to finish" @:201-202).

Eighteen months after arrival Witra was feeling frustrated about her progress despite her

supervisor telling her not to worry. "l am just thinking and thinking but nothing to show for it" (5:

36). Witra felt that she now had a closer relationship with her supervisor "sometimes after we

discuss about the paper and we talk about cricket or sometimes we just talking about Koran

or lndonesia" (5: 111-113).

Her husband, while he helped carry shopping, did little housework "ln lndonesia men don't really

do housework (5: 96-97).' She commented that when her husband first arrived and discovered

how domestic life was different without pembantu, that he commented "Oh, I've got culture

shock and habit shock" (3: 246) and so Witra had to take responsibility for overseeing

shopping, food preparation and child care. Vy'itra had difficulty for much of her candidature

managing household, family and study responsibilities. At this stage Witra did not think that she

had changed, although she noticed that several other students seemed to have, as some of them

had not fasted during Puasa nor gone to the mosque at ldul Fitri. However, her daughter was
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feeling happy to be in Adelaide and she had some friends and "she calls me Mum now [rather

than Bul!" (:2a!.

Witra was missing having someone she could chat to about her work, not so much a co-

supervisor, but someone she could ask things of. She felt she could not talk to any of the other

students in the department as they were either on different topics or they seemed too busy. Even

someone ro share her office with would have been helpful. She was still finding it difficult to

make friends with Australians. She had tried taking some Indonesian food to an Australian

student in the department but it was not easy and she had decided to just make friends with other

international students. She did mention that the Australian students in her department did not

speak with one another either.

By interview six, that is midway through second year, Witra began to express the first signs of

difficulty with the relationship with her supervisor. "lt seems that after I give him something

[part of a chapter] and then I give him another one maybe after two weeks or three weeks he

already forget about what I give him. I have to explain it again. And I ask my friends and they

say-/f's normal? Yes. Sometimes it seems he doesn't read everything lgive" (6: 27-31).

At the end of her second year Witra and her family returned to Indonesia for a holiday. The

main reason for the trip was that Witra became very stressed with trying to manage her work, her

family, and the household "it is hard being a mother and a student" (7: 22-23). V/itra

recognised that she was a perfectionist and so she was finding it very difficult to manage

everything "also I like everything to be perfect. lf I want to work I have to have my home clean

and all those things" (7: 29-30).

The stress was still showing with the relationship with her supervisor. "But now after nearly

two years (l think it's only one and a half because I really work one and a half years) and I

think about my supervisor. Because sometimes I ask something and he didn't know it. lt makes

me crazy" (7: 3a-36). In this interview Witra used the phrase 'it makes me crazy' five times and

was quite distressed at what appeared a change in her supervisor who seemed no longer

interested in helping her. 'Witra thought that some of the suggestions he made seemed "very far

away from the problem" (7:82-83) and perhaps he wanted her "to see it from a different point

of view but I don't find it very helpful-it is just a waste of time" (7: 84-85).
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From comments in earlier interviews where she thought she was lucky because her supervisor

'cared for her' now she was feeling that he did not care and that "he expects me to do it all on

my own" (7: 98). She was particularly concerned in light of her supervisor's previous

Indonesian student who had returned home without submitting and thought the same thing

might happen to her. However, her supervisor had an overseas colleague working in the

department for six months and Witra was hoping that he might be able to help her. She had

noticed that in Australia she was "asking a lot, not at all like in lndonesia. I know that this is the

only way I can survive" (7: 127-129). She reflected that perhaps the previous Indonesian

student had not completed because he had not asked enough in terms of time and support.

By interview eight'Witra was feeling happier as a result of solving many of her own problems.

She had written down all her problems and tried to solve as many of them as she could herself

and then only discussed the specific ones with the visiting professor who had offered help if she

needed any. "lt is also nice to have the security of having someone to ask, even if I don't

actually do it. Like yesterday I asked him just a small question and he told me it was OK and it

made me feel better, because there is someone there, even just for small things" (8: 29-33).

Mind you, it had not been easy for her to ask for help "l kept going to him and then stopping

before I got there, so !'nany times" (8: 104-106). It was several months before she managed to

make it through the door. She described him as a very nice person, "but some people say I can

just pop into his office without sending an email but I think that is very rude so I keep sending

him an email asking if can I come to see him maybe next week or something, but he says you

can pop in any time so he doesn't give me a proper time" (8: 197-201).We also had quite a

long discussion as to what she should call him. She felt uncomfortable using his first name as

he had suggested, particularly as he was a professor.

Small things also became important things. For example Witra had managed to get some help

with household tasks and was feeling more confident about domestic arrangements "it is perfect

now. All the problems I had [have gone] and now I am happy" (8: 45-46). By this stage'Witra

seemed to be learning three things. One that she could ask for help, two that writing clarif,red

issues for her, and three that she was beginning to learn to manage her time.
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"l really I am beginning to understand what I am doing. Some questions that I feel in my mind,

now are clear. And I even write them down now. After I think, oh that is not really right and I

write it again, it makes me very clear now. lt's very exciting. I am beginning to understand

why the people use this one [method of research] and another one. lt's amazing!" (8: 51-56).

Also at home she had begun to "survive and my daughter was well and my husband had tried

to manage and I thought that we were going to be OK" (8:7a-75). She was also very pleased

with the relationship she was developing with her daughter. As she explained in Indonesia with

pembantu, sometimes children can become closer to the pembantu than they do their own

parents, but here she was developing a strong relationship.

However,'Witra was still having difficulty with making Australian friends. She had come the

conclusion that much of the problem was to do with her discipline "l don't really have Australian

friends here but it's funny because in my room [office] there is two lndonesian students, but

we never speak to each other [the two lndonesians and the other Australian in the office]. He

nice to me but he never say 'Good morning' or something when he left so I didn't know what

to do, should I say 'Good morning'to him, because he never speak something, so I didn't know

what to do so if I coming I just say 'Good morning' to my flndonesian] friends, but not 'Good

morning' to him because... before I move there [to that office] is a lot of Australians there and

when I say 'Good morning', some say 'Yes', but some of them just quiet. I don't know I try to

be nice, but it's very hard" (8:1 I 1-121). Witra expressed the concern that she had to always 'do

the right thing' not just for her own sake but for the sake of her family. "But that is part of my

culture and it takes me a long time to do those things, I spend a lot of time worrying about it"

(8: 194-195).

A second visitor to the departrnent arrived and she was particularly worried about how to initiate

discussion with him "so last Monday afternoon ljust popped in and he was all right. He says 'l

only have ten minutes before I have to go with [my supervisor] and I say 'lt's all right maybe

only need five minutes I just want to be sure' because sometimes the problem are already

known. I'm not sure l'm not irritated I just want to do the right thing" (8:203-207). Witra went

on to explain that in Indonesia it would really be quite rude if you told someone that you only

had ten minutes "even only we don't have many times, we have no time for...but people come
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but we have to do something, we can't tellthat we have to go I have...no we can't. That's not

polite" (8.209-211).

Witra had said throughout the interviews that she and her husband did not have a social life as "l

just want to finish my PhD and go back home" (9: 90-91). Other thanpengajian3 once a

fortnight they spent most of their time working or caring for their daughter. She had been so

busy with trying to complete and return home that she and her husband had only visited one

tourist place in South Australia and that was because it was arranged by an Indonesian friend

through pengajian. She felt that she could not enjoy sightseeing while she still had work to

complete.

Her daughteÍ was a great delight to her, very sociable, liked by all the childien in the class,

playing sport, and generally having a gteat time, even to the extent of correcting her mother's

English. It was at this time that it was clear the crisis in Indonesia was developing so Witra and

her husband decided to try to save money for their return.

By the end of the year Witra's research was 'stuck'4 again and she felt that her supervisor was

not being hetpful and the visiting professor had returned home "sometimes I feel really

miserable because when I talk something it seems that he doesn't understand what I am

talking about....l always force him to read my work. He just promises 'l'll read it next week, I

will have it for you.' But it doesn't happen" (9: 9-15).

By the beginning of her third year Witra still felt that she had to 'force' her supervisor to read

and comment on her material "l gave a seminar to him and I forced him to read. But if I didn't

give a seminar he would not read. But it takes time because I have to prepare the seminar.

After I give the seminar he read one chapter and then [another] chapte/' (10: 6-10).

Despite her difficulties V/itra believed that she had become much more critical and was enjoying

research, which she had not done in Indonesia and after three and half years suddenly we see

Witra confident and excited "about my job [work], I think the last semester is the greatest.

Because I told you before that I gave my supervisor seminar [presentations] about four or five

3 As described in Chapter 7 these were fortnightly meetings of Muslim students.

4 'Stuck' was a word used often by students to describe difficulty with their research
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times but there is no really, suggestion, a real suggestion from him that is meaningful for me

and then I try to write in a passage form and he start to read it and he finish reading until [up

tol Chapter 4 and he gave some comments on it" (11: 3-9). But her happiness was tinged with

sadness "because I think if he read it two years ago maybe because after he gives some input

I start to work [out] what is this here, what is this and I start to search all the things and find

all the things that I didn't really know about it, and then ooh, if this had been two years ago,

two years ago I still had time to enjoy it as well. But now I don't know, maybe if I extend. I stad

to enjoy because I found by myself, ahh this is good and I want to do this again but no time

left so I have to limit myself' (11:19-27).

In addition, she was able to manage her time at home and was feeling confident about managing

family and study. But the crucial comment below reflects Witra's changing view of herself.

"And after three years I change my view about, about going overseas and doing PhD or

something, do some education...Because for the first time I take my Masters degree and what

do you call, we call it 51. Bachelor? Bachelor and Masters before I got married so oh, I

always got the first mark for that so I never had a problem with education and then when I got

here, I just realise after three years and a bit I change my view about it because I think I came

here not only for my education or my career but for my family as well and I change my mind

after three years, yeah, I think, it's very selfish I think about myself and, but because people

think l'm very stressed because I always have a good mark and I don't have any progress in

my work. And then after a while I talk to my husband and, it's very different the situation

there" (11: 63-76).

Witra suddenly realised that she was not just in Australia to study and fînish her PhD and return

home as quickly as possible but she was here to enjoy her life with her husband and daughter,

and, as she discovered, to enjoy her research. "First the view that I told you and then the way I

manage my family, my work, manage time and then I told you before that I don't really like

doing research, but after now it's very interesting and then I think the way I see myself. After,

for the first time, it's very big difference. I try to appreciate myself, appreciate everything that

I've got, because before I always got, from the first time I start my education I always got first

one and so that's the one always, I must be doing everything good, perfectly like that, that's
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the one that makes me stressed. After a while I appreciate that if I can't do it, you still can do

something else. I learn to appreciate myself' (11:122-133).

'Witra had also learned, with her husband's help, that it was not always necessary to have the

house spotless although she did not particularly like it. "l always like to have my home to be

clean, everything clean, but my husband says, 'Just leave it you have too much things to do.'

So I try to manage and I try to appreciate my daughter because I can't see my daughter

wearing the clothes just dirty, I can't do it. And if she eats and gets spilt everywhere I don't

really like it but after a while she has to learn it and I have to appreciate that she will get dirty"

(11. 135-1a1).

Witra was not only feeling more confident, she was being approached by her supervisor to do

some teaching and marking. She had decided not to accept the offer still realising that she was a

perfectionist and so it might make it more difficult to finish and submit, but she was feeling

much happier about her supervisor who now seemed interested in her work. "After all of this I

realise that being here is not just about studying, When I first came I thought it was just

studying but after that it was only part of life and there are so many other things" (12.67-70).

Summary

Witra's story was unusual in that the change she observed in herself was so extreme and she

was so excited and pleased about it. While many other students came to understandings about

themselves, particularly Rina, Dian, Yanti, Jono, Koko and Basu,'Witra learned three crucial

things. Thefirst was that studying in Australia'was her life, not a period when life was 'put on

hold' while she studied and gained a qualification to then begin living when she returned to

Indonesia. Many of the students came to the same conclusion during their candidature, but none

articulated it quite so clearly as Witra. The second lesson'Witra learned about herself was that

she could solve her own research problems and that she was capable of doing so. In fact, not

only was she good at it, but she enjoyed doing so. The thirdwas that she did not always need to

be the perfectionist. While she was quite aware of the fact that it would be difficult to change,

she realised that her family were more important to her than a spotless house and a daughter

wearing clean clothes. It was clea¡ from the stories that she told of her early life in Indonesia that

Witra had always worked very hard, both personally and as a student to achieve and to 'do the
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right thing' and of course she tried to do the same when she came to Australia. However, when

confronted with differences in culture, ways of interacting and approaches to research and

learning, she found that she could learn from the experience and feel happy with the outcomes.

Witra was a very strong example of the transformation that some students experienced.

Particular characteristics of 'Witra, and simiiar students, suggest that she could be called a

Transþrmer. The transformative characteristics demonstrated by these students include:

. being aware of personal and academic changes and being able to describe them;

. recognising various aspects of both cultures and how they were influencing thinking and

behaviour;

. appreciating that one would be a changed person on return to Indonesia.

Case Study Two: Yudis

Yudi, who was enrolled for a Research Masters in a Hard/Applied discipline, arrived in second

semester. He was in his late thirties, Protestant and married with two children, although he

ar¡ived without his family. He was a 3C lecturer in a provincial university. He arrived with an

IELTS Score of 6.0 (Reading 6.5, Speaking 6.0, Listening 6.0, Writing 5.0) after six months

English for Academic Purposes at the IALF. As well as English he spoke Bahasa Indonesia and

a local language. He had undertaken a study overseas prior to his application to study in

Australia so felt he had some idea of what it would be like to be away from home and live in a

foreign country.

He was told by his Dean in Indonesia to apply and in the first interview he suggested that the

reason for postgraduate study was that one needed to have the knowledge to teach. He had two

supervisors, the principal describing himself of 'fairly inexperienced.' The speed and amount of

work posed difficulties for Yudi compared with the much slower, easier and more relaxed

working environment of home withno jam kare9. As with Witra, Yudi had undertaken a course

in his first semester and had to take exams at the end of the year but he felt he did not do well.

Although he knew the answers he could not accurately write them. He was concerned about

5 Nin" documents for Yudi coded at 11 42237.
6 Jam karet (rubber time) similar to the Spanish 'manana' or tomoffow. Frequently used as an explanation for

being late or not getting something done on time.
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passing so that he could start on his research on a topic suggested for him by his supervisor'

Throughout the second interview Yudi referred frequently to the exam and the fact that he knew

the answers but just could not write them and his concern about failing. Yudi asked me if I

thought that he would continue after the first twelve months as he was sure that if he failed the

exam he would be sent home

He was feeling unhappy about his work as there was so much to do and his principal supervisor

was overseas and so he could not talk with him about his research. Prior to his departure the

supervisor had suggested "to make a model about my research so I have problem to

understand [what he means]....My English I still have problems on how to make model. so I

need ask my superuisor. ls this a stupid question?" (2:67-68;135-136). He was worried that if

he asked his supervisor a 'stupid' question it would influence him negatively as "ln [lndonesia]

for example, as a lecturer, sometimes I am also a supervisor. sometimes I try to know what

the student wants, what he needs to support himself, how to looking for research, I don't

want to influence bad, so now I also feel I want to ask my research so I need to looking for

myself this problem but I think I have to do it in February so I don't know" (2: 141-146). This

was the first of several ind^ications that he was having difficulty relating with his supervisor.

After almost six months he was not missing his family as much as before and was preparing for

their arrival. He had made friends with some Indonesians from the same province who were

resident in Adelaide and some others through his church'

By the third interview Yudi was able to report that he had passed the exam and was feeling much

better. His family had arrived and seemed to have settled with one of the children in school and

another in child care. His wife was not working, having only arrived three months earlier.

However, yudi's ongoing concern was with his research and his supervisor. Whenever he spoke

about these matters he became visibly nervous and upset, (he demonstrated a number of nervous

mannerisms, and his English would deteriorate). His supervisor had returned from overseas and

had organised for Yudi to move to another lab on the campus where he would be with some

other students doing similar work; however the area he was to work in was not yet ready' Four

and a half months after the meeting on his return Yudi had still not met again with his
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supervisor. Yudi recalled his supervisor saying at the last meeting that they would meet weekly,

but that had not happened because, said Yudi, "He is very busy" (3: 68).

Yudi now felt that his previous academic experience, including the study overseas, had not

prepared him to work in the area in which he was expected to research. In addition the lab where

he was supposed to work had not been available for the six months since he commenced. "l

thought I would have had more direction and be further advanced" (3: 132-133)' Yudi had

found the six months very stressful, stress which he took home to his wife "sometimes I argue

with my wife" (3: 140) but she helped him deal with it.

Twelve months after the first interview Yudi still seemed very nervous and unsettled although not

quite to the extent of the previous interviews. "lt's a bit better than last year, but still not good"

(4: 1g). During rhe Annual ReviewT Yudi had toid the Postgraduate Coordinator about the

infrequency of meetings and the Coordinator wrote to the supervisor asking him to meet with

Yudi more often. However, from Yudi's point of view this was not necessarily a good thing

because "you know even though I have written my project proposal, they haven't given me

something like solution , they juSt Say 'wrong, Wrong, wrong, wrong,' so I confused" (4:25-

28).

At this stage yudi was feeling as if the experience of studying in Australia was not worth it, even

though he was developing his English skills. He was feeling frustrated and that he was not

making any progress. His knowledge of the technology was not good and he felt that he was not

gerting any help with that either. It was clear that Yudi was very stressed and frustrated by his

Iack ofprogress and the apparent lack of support and guidance from his supervisors, particularly

with the use of the new technology. Yudi did not know what his supervisors expected of him and

he did not know how to ask them, particularly as he was not confident with his English and so

might be misunderstood. Also Yudi reported that he had been used to working only a few hours

per day in Indonesia and if he did not have iectures he might not go to the campus at all. He

found the workload demands in Adelaide a new experience'

'7 All Higher Degree students at the University of Adelaide take part in an Annual Review of Progress where

tney añA their ãupervisor complete a review of the prt viors twelve months and discuss plans for the

foliowing y"u.. Th" student then meets with the Head of Department or Postgraduate Coordinator where

issues can be discussed and any difficulties resolved.
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By interview five Yudi said that he felt a little more conf,rdent and that he was preparing to return

to Indonesia for field work. He also mentioned that his supervisor was being more helpful. It

was becoming clear that each time Yudi encountered a difficulty and made any sort of criticism

he would then try to excuse his supervisor or attribute the problem to himself. For example each

time he described a problem with his supervisor he tried to provide a reason why his supervisor

had not been helpful: being overseas, too busy, setting up the lab and "my supervisor and I had

different understandings of what I wanted to do" (5:24-25).

yudi had received considerable support from the Integrated Bridging Program lecturer and then

in talking with another support person he came to realise that "for example, the university is not

just training for students but also the students must get the knowledge to create by

themselves and then they will develop themselves. But in my mind I thought I would get

everything here, guidance for the supervisor, actually I must also...by myself, so if I have

problem in my country I can solve by myself not by he [my supervisor]" (5: 33-39).

He was still finding it stressful trying to get everything done on time but again, Yudi tried to

excuse it by blaming himself "l didn't prepare myself so I come from different [environment], so

stressed. Because if I go to learn other students they know English, they know computer and

so on but for me..."(5: 72-74).

yudi,s wife had been ill and so he had found it difficult to concentrate. He had also encountered

some experiences of racism, generally people 'saying something' in the street but he and his

family enjoyed living in Adelaide where they had a better standard of living than in Indonesia.

Yudi found that while he was home on field work his family in Indonesia thought he had

changed. He also thought that he had changed when he was back in Indonesia. An example he

gave was that he was no longer prepared to listen to, and be part of, gossip. He also found it

diff,rcult that there were not queues in shops and other busy places, and he did not like using the

unreliable buses

After returning from field work Yudi's supervisors were again not available so the Postgraduate

Coordinator took over supervision for some months. Yudi found this helpful as the Coordinator

was able to explain some basic principles that Yudi had not understood.
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He again tried to excuse the previous difficulties. He suggested that the reason that he and his

supervisor were having difficulty with progressing the research was that the field of study was

new; the laboratory had to be set up with new equipment; one crucial piece of equipment was not

working; and the only person who knew how to fix it was away. However, he was still

experiencing difficulty asking for help. He explained it by suggesting that it was probably his

fault that he was slow, but whenever he went to someone for help they always seemed busy and

did not have time to stop and explain to him, nor did he seem able to ask people to commit to a

future time. On a previous occasion his supervisor had made him feel that he had intruded and

so this made him very wary of asking for help again.

By interview seven-that is two years after commencing-Yudi reported that he was starting to

feel happier with his work "l know how to get the goal of my work. Maybe because my

English, or because, I know by myself, yeah, because I not under pressure I work relaxed for

last year" (7:9-11). His wife had started working and the children were well and Yudi was

hoping to be able to save some money for his return home. He had started to worry about going

home, not only financially but also how he would cope with the working conditions "here it is

dreaming and when we go home it is the real life" (. aZ-aQ'

Toward the end of interview seven, for the first time in all our discussions Yudi started to be

critical without making excuses for his supervisor or blaming himself- He suggested that the

strategy that the University adopted of getting students to work independently, while it was "a

good thing because if we know by ourselves it is good, [and] it will remind [stay with us] for a

long time, better than [if] we ask but...we have a limited time so if just, not care with student,

we will know, maybe five years we know, but we have limited time" (7:76-79)' He felt that

given that his time was limited he would have benefited from more assistance and direction

instead of responses from his supervisor "like my supervisor say 'Why you write this?' 'So

what does it mean?' So make me he suggest me but not to the point. Just thinking again and

so. Only ,Why you did this?' But it's not enough for me, I want to sit down and show me' I like

this. But he say'Remember next month you have to finish your database, if not [makes a sign

of cutting his throatl. But I think maybe he's know maybe if I didn't come. I don't know but for

him it's easy, so easy" (7: 81-89). To complicate matters the main piece of equipment that he
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needed had not been working for over six months. He had asked three times for it to be fixed,

but nothing had happened.

By the second-to-last interview Yudi was more confident "aah, it's good now. Because last

year when my supervisor signed my report to send to AusAlD, it's good, on time, I don't

knowl...ln Decemberlhadfinished mydatabase, lmean lcreated allthethings lpresented I

just need to write them....l am getting assistance [with writing] from AusAlD" (8:2a-28).

Assistance from his supervisor had also improved. When asked what he thought had caused the

change Yudi reflected for a while and then, although blaming himself, suggested that it was not

until he showed some real emotion and that he had become strong, that is angry, that the

situation changed. He had come to the conclusion that he had to express his mind and his

thinking and to follow-up when his supervisor promised something, in other words, become

more demanding.

He summarised the most significant thing he had learned while being in Australia as "aah! I think

to know something, study something I know by myself. I mean, aah I get help but, after I mean

if I have problems they help me, but not because we are lazy or we are too many [have too

muchl work. So we ask something is not important for the supervisor so they just let us [go],

so, at the time when we feel we have no time again, we need this problem to [be] solve[d],

but with a litile of emotion and getting angry and we force them they give us everything we

need, so we feel like, what, I don't know how to say, very yah! fSense of achievement?]

Yah!" (8: 62-69).

Not only was Yudi starting to feel more confident (and strong) but he was very proud of his

children's development. They had been regular attenders at a local church and Yudi was

delighted to be able to describe how his nine-year-old daughter who had not spoken any English

on her arrival was able to stand up in front of the whole congregation and read from the Bible in

English.

yudi returned home three years after commencing his study, not having completed his Masters

degree. He concluded that the main reason he had not progressed further was that he had been

unable to ask for, and receive, help. He still did not know why people were not more helpful, but

he had found that when he asked confidently and consistently he received assistance.
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Perhaps the cause of his difficulties were to do with two other factors. The first was his

understanding of research. He had thought for most of the three years that research meant re-

searching, that is, re-looking at something in the way that an undergraduate might re-look at a

novel or a prepared experiment. It was more than two years before he understood that his

supervisor's view of research was something quite different.

Another cause might have been Yudi's belief about why he had been sent to Australia. He

suggested that it was because he was 'old' (more of the 'old guard' rather than in age) and that

the 'new guard' wanted to move out people such as him and one way of doing this was to send

them overseas to study. Other ways included 'edging' them out of the lecturing timetable and

making it difficult for them to gain research funds so that staff such as Yudi felt as if there was

little or no reason to go to work but rather stay home and work in the garden "that's why we

say that 'silence is gold' because if you have too many critic [make too many criticisms] then

you don't get the jobs. You have to follow lwhat] your boss says" (8: 149-151).

However, Yudi teft feeling that he had achieved a great deal. His English had improved

significantly, he had learned how to ask, and then demand help, he had made many friends

"socialising internationally....So I am positive. And my kids. Because this is international so

every time they see something on the news they will know" (9: 106-1 10).

Yudi summarised his experiences as "now I can say this is what I expected, but when the

process, I say that this, I know that if I say this is my title [of my research project] he will

know that it is this, this, this. But I am silent because I thought that maybe the supervisor want

to know about my motivation, how, they just silent because they don't know and actually they

silent because they think I know everything. So I say 'Oh my God', I thought they will give me

my Master but actually no... I thought if ltold my supervisors the title of my research they

would tell me what to do, but now I realise they thought I would knowl" (9: 118-125).

Summary

Yudi was one of the few students who struggled for much of his candidature (others being Igun

and Antonius, although not to the same extent). However, like some of the others, those that I

will describ e as Conservers,he understood too late what it was he was expected to do and how

he was expected to do it. He spent considerable time and energy trying to explain why his
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candidature was not being successful. This was either by excusing his supervisors or blaming

himself. It was not until he got angry, something he found very difficult to do, that he gained a

level of confidence and found that his supervisor responded. It is disappointing that it took so

long for this to happen, and even more so that it needed to happen at all.

While there were some personal and family gains from Yudi's three years in Adelaide, the

academic and professional gains were probably minimal. I would suggest that much of this

could be to do with the reason for, and manner of, selection, or at least Yudi's perception of the

reasons why he was sent to Australia to study. Having said that Yudi was able to see that his

children had had an experience which he hoped would assist them in life and he was keen to

continue supporting them on their return. He was also pleased about the friends he had made

and the cultural experiences that had occured for him and his family.

I have suggested that Yudi was a Conserver because he:

. had a very 'naive' concept of research and of the academic pu{pose of his work;

. found it diff,rcult to conceive of how he might operate differently on return to Indonesia; and

. had a strong sense of internal attribution.

Case Study Three: Adris

Adri commenced his Research Masters in a Hard/Apptied discipline in February. Originally

from Sumatra, he lived in Jakarta where he had studied for his undergraduate degree at one of

Indonesia's best known universities. He was single, Buddhist, mid-twenties and appeared to be

outgoing and confident. He had an IELTS score of 7.5. (Reading7.5, Speaking 8.0, Listening

7.0, Writing 8.0) and had not attended an English for Academic Purposes course prior to

departure. As well as English he spoke Bahasa Indonesia and a local language. He had one

supervisor who had been supervising students for four years, with some of the students being

international students. Adri had been working in private enterprise for several years, but the

position was not being held for him on his return'

His reason for applying for postgraduate study was so that he would be more highly regarded

and able to get a better position. He thought that an overseas experience would help him become

8 Nin" documents for Adri coded at 17 4 22 36.
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a critical thinker which he said was not something he had had a great deal of training in. He was

also keen to get to know Australia better and expand his horizons.

Prior to enrolment Adri had researched various universities and their course offerings and had

decided on three. He then emailed each and, based on their responses, chose Adelaide. Adri had

also attended courses about Australia and had spoken to friends so he felt that he had come well-

equipped to handle his study in a foreign country. This methodical approach to his choice of

university was reflected in much of Adri's candidature. However, despite his inquiries Adri was

quite suqprised to find that his course was all research. Some of his undergraduate lecturers had

studied in America and he expected his degree to contain more coursework and have quite strict

supervision as he understood was the case in the United States.

Adri explained that he got quite stressed when he had to meet his supervisor in case something

he had done was wrong, and his main difficulty was "preparing the proposal and working out

what I am trying to do and then you have already done that sometimes I am still not sure that it

is on the track, on the right track. Sometimes I worry although it is not express facially. And

also developing the proposal itself...you know it's the first time that I do research... sometimes

it can get a little bit scary. I get stressed out especially when you have to meet your

supervisor and then sometimes I would say the supervisor is someone who might tell me

what I have done is wrong. Sometimes it's OK" (2:78-87)'

By the middle of the first year he was feeling frustrated that he seemed to be going too slowly,

but he was working long hours, often till 10:00 pm. "My supervisor was away for two months,

and I was left without a supervisor and in the past two or three months I was reading and

going to the IBP class and learning things and then this month have become more clear about

what I am going to do. You see in [my discipline] you need to [develop techniques] that I am

going to work on and currently learn how I am going to implement these ideas on these

[experiments]. lt's very much more steady now. Before I was just reading and reading and

reading and sometimes it just feels like I go nowhere and one day I feel depressed and

another day you feel full of energy" (2: a8-59).

After the first few months when he found it very quiet, Adri quite liked Adelaide as a city, and he

had started to make some quite close friends.
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Twelve months after commencing, and after a four week break in Indonesia, Adri felt: prepared

to undertake research; that he knew where he was going; he had friends; and felt comfortable.

He was writing a paper for publication and had presented a paper at a national conference. He

also felt that there had been some indirect and direct changes in the way he was thinking and

seeing things. "Some of it has to do with being in Australia as well as maturity and the chance

to reflect on experiences and being away from home and being more independent" (4:32-34).

However, much of this change tended to be work related. He recognised that he had become

much more independent but did not think he had changed in terms of values or culture.

He had developed a clear timetable for himself with milestones. He was quite interested in the

different relationship between student and supervisor in Indonesia compared with Australia. In

Indonesia he felt that the supervisor was more like a parent and rarely would students have their

own ideas "they would always have the superuisor going through the work and interfering a

lot and changing the way things are. The direction is at least 50:50 but here it could be more

90'10 or 80:20" (a: 63-66).

After eighteen months Adri had had a paper accepted at an international conference but he was

still feeling as if he were going too slowly and "l am not able to see anything for all my work"

(5: 10-11). He had developed a social life which he enjoyed, mostly on the weekends. However

he was disappointed that Australians "because if you stay here Australian people they don't

seem to be able to want to mix. Sometimes if you stay here you don't even know who's next

door. That's....sometimes I try to mix with them, I mean if you have a meeting or something

social gathering with these Australians when you try to get into their circle but you're just

accepted for a while and then you aren't" (5: 85-89). But he had many friends who were

international students where "l learn a lot from them-sometimes when I don't even realising

[realise] that I am learning" (5: 100). Adri felt that he had achieved a good balance between work

and social life and most of his friends had developed a similar balance although he was aware of

some students who had little or no social life.

Adri and his supervisor maintained weekly meetings throughout his two and a half-year

candidature and he felt he knew he was on the right track. His greatest concern was the level of

frustration he was experiencing with the slowness of his progress. However, with six months to
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go Adri was feeling quietly confident he was able to complete successfully and although his

supervisor gave him suggestions and feedback at the beginning "now I am fairly independent"

(6: 15-16). By the seventh interview Adri had been to a conference overseas where he presented

a paper on his research.

Adri had been used to working long hours in Indonesia and so the hours he worked on his

Masters were not difficult, in fact he felt that the workload as a student was slightly easier.

However, he was aware of several students who were having difficulty with the workload. Adri

had come to the conclusion that although Australians were much more informal than

Indonesians they were "much more serious about things like meetings and keeping promises

and being punctual than we are in lndonesia....lfound it quite hard when lwent home that

people were not keeping meetings when I was expecting them to" (7: 39-46).

By the last interview Adri was feeling satisfied with a sense of achievement at having managed to

complete his degree. "ln terms of study I think I have done something that I probably thought

that I would probably never do, writing papers, go¡ng outside lndonesia. lt's been a kind of

obsession with me for many years, to go to study abroad, so in terms of that it is significant

for me. ln terms of life I have encountered things which I would not have encountered back

home" (8: 28-33). He enjoyed the opportunity to be independent and realised that he alone was

responsible for his research.

However, his academic achievements were not the only development Adri was aware of. "lt is

hard to describe them in details, but personal development and things like that. I am a different

kind of person, and better, a lot more confident. I have enjoyed this experience and would

recommend it to others" (8: 33-36).

He described the personal changes he had to made as "just like fighting with yourself, you

know" (8: 88). In other words, while he felt he wanted to do something the way he had learned

as a child to do, he felt from his experience of his new culture that he should do it in quite a

different way. However, he did not always manage to overcome his reticence. "ln my depadment

there are lab superviscrs' meetings but there are two people there who talk all the time, they

never stop, so whenever I want to say something I just have to wait. I would never jump in

over them, I would never do that" (8: 103-106).
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Adri successfully completed his award and ended up with a position outside Indonesia where he

has been granted Permanent Resident status as he was very concerned about living in Indonesia

after the crisis.

Summøry

Adri was an example of a number of students, particularly Siti, Kintan, Iwan, and Buharto, who

had quite specific aims for themselves and were quite strategic in the way they went about

achieving these aims. As a result I am suggesting that Adri was a good example of the group of

students I have called Strategists. These students:

. organised their time well;

. determined what skills they needed to learn and quickly found people who could help them;

. had developed research proposals that gave them clear milestones and ways of evaluating

their progress;

. knew why they were in Australia and what they wanted to do when they retumed.

For Adri, his greatest enemy was time, or perhaps the demands he put on himself to complete

not only on time, but ahead of the normal completion date'

Adri took responsibility for organising meetings with his supervisor and always went with a

clear focus for the discussion. His supervisor appears to be similar in his approach and the two

worked well together although even at the end of his candidature Adri commented that the

relationship was purely professional with little discussion of personal issues.

As well as his 'ordered' and strategic approach to his sojourn in Australia, Adri still felt that he

learned a lot about himself and about other people while in Australia. In particular he learned that

he could be independent and that he was more confident in the way he interacted with other

people. His emails to me since his departure indicate a very confident and articulate graduate.

Case Study Four: Anis

Ani commenced her Coursework Mastersl0 in a SoflApplied discipline in July. She was in her

mid-thirties, Muslim and married, but her husband and son had not accompanied her although

9 Eigtlt documents for Ani coded at l7 4 22 37
l0 A three semester course of 36 credit points'
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she anticipated they would join her by the end of the year. In addition to English, she spoke

Bahasa Indonesia, a little Javanese, a little Sundanese and Betawi (the local language of Jakarta)'

To assist her chances of gaining a scholarship to study overseas she had taken private English

classes a few years earlier. On her arrival in Adelaide her IELTS Score was 6.5. (Reading 6.0,

Writing 6.0, ListeningT.0, Speaking 7.0) and she had had twelve months English for Academic

Purposes at IALF. She had lived nearly all her life in Jakarta where she worked as a Level 3A

civil servant. She presented to the f,rrst interview as enthusiastic to be involved with her major

concern at the time being her inability to summarise material and get through all the reading

required of her.

Ani demonstrated her determination to achieve early in the interviews. She had found her boss in

Indonesia to be quite egocentric, and members of the department seemed to be jealous of others'

success. So there was little encouragement to staff to apply for overseas study. In fact, it was

made very difficult by the bureaucracy, as the relevant information stayed on people's desks

until it was too late to apply.When Ani heard that there was an announcement from AIDAB

about scholarships a friend advised her to go to the Australian Embassy in Jakarta and determine

what was happening. Ani found out when the application information was sent and to whom and

then traced it through the system. She made a copy of the form while it was still with other

people and prepared a full application so that when the form actually arrived in her office with

virtually no time left, her application was ready! Ani's aims were to improve her English and to

do something new by living overseas, which she also thought would be a good experience for

her son. She was also keen to broaden knowledge of her field.

Ani's determination to develop her education and career were evident when she told the

following story. 'When she graduated from SMAI I in Jakarta Ani's father wanted her to be a

teacher, but she was not interested and so when she sat the entrance test she failed (by choice)

and was unemployed for three months. She then saw an advertisement for a free, three-month

secretarial course provided by Vocational Training (a section of one of the government

departments). The first, second and third ranked people from the course were offered positions

with department and she was ranked second. Ani had a good job for several years with an

il Sekolah Menengah Atas (Senior Secondary School) with an academic focus.
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international project. However, as she finished work at 3.00 each day and the project was coming

to an end she decided to enrol in a degree. She studied until 9.00 each night for six years. With

her degree Ani was then keen to study overseas.

In the first interview Ani seemed very stressed by the amount of reading she had to do. By the

second interview she was feeling more confident as she had learned these skills. Ani's aim to

improve her English was evident throughout the interviews. She was concerned that "sometimes

they [other lndonesian students] speak all lndonesian all the time. I think I said to you before

that it's not good for me because I want something improvement at least in English because I

spent here for two years and when I come back and then said 'Oh you can speak English'

and then if we have a meeting or international seminar or a thing like that I cannot use my

English because all the time here I speak in lndonesian" (2'. 84-87). As a result Ani went to

great lengths to develop friendships with Australian students so that she could improve her

English.

Ani did very well in her first exams with one High Distinction and one Distinction. Her

disappointment at getting 'only' a Distinction for one was "because I had a problem with my

computer and I lost the whole essay and so I had to retype it all and I got it in late but the

problem was the language I didn't have time to check the language" (3: 52-55).

Ani's family arrived and she found that at f,rrst having her family in Adelaide was difficult as she

had to spend a great deal of time settling her son into pre-school and then arranging child care

for the half day he was not in pre-school. Ani was interested in the questions her son, who did

not speak English at this stage, would bring home each day "What is 'good boy' or'fruit time' or

'stand up'? He is learning" (3:126-127).

Ani was aware of the time constraints on her as a student who also had family responsibilities

but she seemed to manage her time quite effectively. When Ani had to devote time to her family

and could not work until9.00 pm (which she had previously been doing) she realised that it was

important for her not to get anxious or show any frustration as "l wanted them to come here

and so I had to give them some time, and it is my sabaf2 and this is my responsibility and duty

l2 Literally patient or tolerant, but in this case meaning more 'necessity not to show irritation'
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also" (4: 71-73). To minimise food preparation Ani organised herself so that she did not have to

cook too much and "l have a regulation that my husband will wash the dishes. I have so much

study and so he does that" (4: 155-157). Although her husband had cooked for himself when

he was studying overseas "when lam there he doesn't cook" (4: 163).

Because Ani was only doing a small scale research topic the relationship with her supervisor did

not fully develop for some time, however she found him helpful although she always went to

him "very prepared and I know exactly what I want to ask him and so it works well" (3: 78).

Ani's son seems to reflect his mother's aim to improve his English! After her son had been at

school for a few months Ani reported that "yesterday he said to me 'Oh why don't you speak

English to me everyday, don't speak Bahasa lndonesia. Sometimes if I a bit angry or in a hurry

I speak Bahasa lndonesia, and he says 'Oh stop it, stop it'!" (a: 3a-36).

Ani was keen to access all available assistance for her study. Initially she had asked the other,

mainly Indonesian, students for advice but she found that unsatisfactory as they would say

things like 'Just do it.' "l think this might have been because they don't want a new student to

get a good mark" (a: 53-54). As a result she sought help from the IBP lecturer in organising a

timetable and having weekly meetings, a strategy she thought was successful given her results.

By her second year Ani was working with a group of Australians and "being in group with

Australians is not easy because they are very critical. ln lndonesia for example I have written

for20 minutes and then discussion maybe for 10 minutes and then situation again. But now

sometimes the question is very long, t don't understand what's the main point and then I

prepare for a 30 minute presentation and they change the time but it's good practice for me,

maybe it's hard but good experience for me but I have to prepare more" (4: 99-106).

In the semester that her famiiy had arrived Ani 'only' managed two Distinctions and one Credit

but in third semester she managed two Distinctions "so I felt better. And now I think my thesis

will be solved if lwork hard at it" (6a: 181-183).

Ani was concerned about going home with a Masters degree and the expectations others might

have of her but excited by the possibilities that this would open for her "although many of the

benefits of having a Masters depends on the boss. Some want to keep all the good things for
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themselves. I am prepared for that. lf my boss doesn't want to use me to work in a group I will

work outside rather than doing nothing" (4: 174-178).

Her husband and son had settled and were enjoying life in Adelaide. Although "sometime I stay

here until 7.00 at night or 8.00 and tea is not problem þecause I already prepared the food for

them to have dinner but my husband...he doesn't want I come late because maybe there is

not three of us and my son go to bed actually at 8.00 so we have misunderstanding. I do

something, just chatting something like that and he also angry and finally I realise that he

doesn't want I come late just very late at just 7.00 or 6.00 and not 8.00 and 9.00 so when I

follow that he's very happy. Because he want me to join with my son before my son go in

bed" (5: 80-89).

Ani was still very keen to improve her English as she knew of some students who had returned

with very little discernible improvement. She had deliberately tried to mix with Australian

students rather than Indonesian students to improve her English but she was also concerned

about the 'hierarchy' from the civil service in Indonesia which seemed to have transferred to

Adelaide "they use in lndonesian Mbak and Pak13 because they have a level, a higher level.

Still a culture in lndonesia" (6a: 147-149).

Just as she was about to depart Ani sent me a note where she reflected on our early meetings and

where she had asked me whether I thought that she would be able to complete her study

successfully. She commented that in retrospect it was a "silly question but that it was an

expression about my worriness" (Letterl : 17-18). But she went on to say "Since you know my

difficult time as a master overseas student in every semester, this time I would like to share

my happiness that is...l finished study successfully with grade Distinction result on my thesis"

(Letterl : 23-25).

Summary

Ani is an example of the several students-such as Fatimah, Rina, Hermina, Yanto, Enton, and

Koko-who arrived in Adelaide very concerned about her ability to cope with the academic

I 3 Mbak is a term of address to a contemporary Javanese woman (whereas Mbok is a form of address for an

older Javanese woman of humble origin) and Pak (short for Bapak) is a term of address, particularly for an

older or more senior man. (Echols & Shadily' 1989)
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program only to discover that she was as competent and capable as many of the local and other

overseas students. She was clearly determined to make the most of her opportunity and worked

systematically and with determination to develop what she considered to be one of her main

assets, her English language. Like Adri, I suggest that Ani, was also a Strategist She was clear

about what she wanted to do and how to go about doing it.

Ani's candidature could be described as successful in a number of ways. She completed her

academic program with excellent results, she was happy with the improvement in her English,

her family enjoyed and gained from the experience, and on her return she gained promotion to

an excellent position in the Civil Service. There were two critical points in Ani's candidature.

The first was when she learned how to read more efficiently and effectively: this gave her

enormous confidence to continue. The second was when her self-esteem was significantly

enhanced gaining such good exam results. She realised that she was as academically capable, if

not more, than any of the other students.

Further Discussion

As the summaries to each of the case studies indicated, Witra, Yudi, Adri and Ani are typical in

their own way of most of the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study. Yet at the same time

they also provide evidence of the enorrnous differences between students even just in this small

sample. Had I prepared case studies of any other four of the 33 students I would have provided

evidence of similar variety. Each of the students changed in some way, that of course is to be

expecred. But the benefit of a longitudinal study with regular and in-depth interviews with

students throughout their candidature provides insights that would not be available in a cross-

sectional study.

Had I surveyed each of the four students on any one particular day I would have had responses

that were high,lor example, 'Everything in perfect now,' low'Iam confused,I don't know what

to do,' or indifferent 'IJp and down.' However, the interviews over four years indicate that

students experience dramatic changes in their views, often with quite minor events causing quite

considerable change and often having significant effects on their academic progress.

Changes tended to be more obvious and significant in students who had not studied overseas

before and who were in Australia for more than two and a half years. It appeared that students
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who had aiready studied overseas-Dian, Rani, Yanti, Kintan, Buharto, Junaidi, Edi, Basu, Sugik,

other than Yudi-had already made some fundamental changes and came with expectations that

reflected their previous experiences. It also seemed that students who were in Adelaide for less

than two and a half years-Fatimah, Lena, Watie, Hermina, Tini, Yanto, Arief, Igun, and

Antonius, with the exceptions of Rina and Ani-did not have the length of time it seemed to take

to undergo the whole range of experiences that brought about much of the significant change in

the longer-term students. However, it is significant that these students were also undertaking

coursework degrees. Therefore, the time factors and type of course are integral and without

further and quite specifîc research it is difficult to be certain which was the main factor. In the

interim, based on the evidence, I conclude that the students whose supervisors believed they

should have been undertaking a PhD rather than coursework Masters, that is Fatimah and Ani,

were beginning to notice more evidence of changes.

Edi suggested another factor, that is that most of the postgraduate research students studying in

Australia were on scholarships (all but one of the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study),

rather than privately funded, made a difference to their level of change.

you have to relate what they feel and what the attitudes [are] about, you have to

relate to the social status and economic status and where they work. You know

we have groups of lndonesian students. First group is postgraduate students

and mostly we come from not rich [backgrounds]. We come here because we

have a fellowship, if I have to pay for study here, maybe it's impossible, this [is
the case withl most of postgraduate students. But not for undergraduate

students, mostly they are private and you know if [you] compare between

undergraduate and postgraduate they are very different. Undergraduates have a

free expression, like Australians but for postgraduates we come from families

with average community standards. This also affect the way we have to
express ourselves. (Edi8: 1 12-124)

A comparative study of Indonesian undergraduate and postgraduate students would be useful in

the future to test Edi's hypothesis.

As Chapter 4 indicated, attribution, that is to whom or what do individuals attribute success or

failure, has a significant effect upon an individual's view of her/trimself and of learning. Yudi

provided insight into this aspect of student learning when he tended always to excuse his

supervisor, the University and the environment and blame himself for any tãilings that he

perceived. However, toward the end of candidature he was beginning to believe that, while he was

still 'somewhat to blame' (in his view), at least part of the responsibility for his lack of progress
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rested with his supervisor and support staff. On the other hand the Muslim students in the group

tended to attribute their success to God and their failings to themselves. As Ismanto describes:

This is my personal view. To succeed I have to work hard, it's also luck that

nobody can calculate. But the luck is to do with God. To me, doing research is like

communicating with God. I mean we are trying to find out what is the unwritten

thesis. There is the written thesis, like you have Bible, ours is Koran, and the

unwritten thesis is the nature, So you have to, who owns the knowledge is God

and if he wants to give it to you. Sometimes you expect it will work this way and

it doesn't. We know that science doesn't work because you work harder, or you

ate a good man, science works when it is done right, because, the law of the

universe cannot be changed just because you pray to God, or you are a good

man. lf God keeps changing the laws of the universe it is just destroyed, so I

work harder and I pray and I hope that God will help. For the external things like

supervisors, facilities, I have found that it is just an excuse. For the other people

like the environment and other people, it's just helping our communication. That's

how I myself have found it.

Science belongs to God and God gives it to mankind for everyone. But maybe not

the right thingl Luck is a random thing....l've found that it [my religious beliefl has

given me the strength otherwise I would have given up. (lsmanto9: 28-57)

In lengthy discussions several of the Muslim students went to considerable pains to explain to

me the concept of Insya'altah (Godwilling). The students' understanding was that God would

help them, onty if they helped themselves, and they rejected the fatalistic view of Islam (proposed

by some non-Muslims) that it does not matter what one does as God will have his way. This

concept of attribution added an extra dimension to the Muslim students and their study:

God plays an important role, I mean, because I have the philosophy that the

closer I get to him the closer he is to me and studying or being here, being

overseas to study is, I regard being here part of the whole struggle in life and,

and in this struggle when we work hard, we might have to come across

problems which may make us, which can deviate us from the right way to

achieve the goals. And God plays an important role in guiding the way to the right

path. I mean if I submit to my animal ego I would not be able to concentrate on the

work that I have to complete because I could be distracted by something else.

There are many temptations around, distractions, in this different society, even in

lndonesia I have, we have very different society but the temptations there are the

same, only the level is different. So if I don't submit to this guidance and I don't

submit to him that, it could be I feel, no not feel, I do not have the guilt to do bad

things. Do you understand what I mean? By remembering him I feel the guilt to

bad things, so this keeps me on the path, the right path.

So to what do you attribute your success?

To opportunity, to opportunity which is because of the God. (Jono6: 160-185)
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The main changes were related to academic, cultural and personal issues (see Table 33). As

Witra's case study demonstrated, many of the students experienced quite significant changes in

their views about themselves as learners. The most obvious was students' views about having

become more independent learners. "Here I have more experience in research by myself and

so I am completely independent and that is very different from what I was doing in lndonesia.

This is not necessarily better but good experience for me" (Siti4: 102-109).

Virtually all students talked about their greater independence as learners and generally there was

a degree of pride in their responses in that, despite many difficulties, they had managed, and with

what seemed to them like very little help from their supervisor. While most students made

comments about being more independent, those who had studied overseas before seemed to have

greater insight into the changes this brought about in them:

I think the fact that I studied in [Europe] has been a big help. When I was first
there it was awful I had problems with language, a problem with housing and
with understanding. lt was awful, really awful and then one day I decided I had

to do something for myself and since then I have been independent. I think you

have to find for yourself the best thing that will work. (KintanS: 88- 94)

Table 33. Main Changes overTime

Change Comment

More independent as learners

More confident speaking, particularly in groups

Increased ability to express (particularly negative)

feelings

Greater personal independence (generally linked with

greater academic confi dence)

Changed view of self as spouse, parent, child

Particularly noted by those who were research students

and who had studied overseas before.

Mainly reported by coursework students.

Realised Australians were not good at 'reading between

the lines.'

Understanding of self and being able to manage away

from the support of home.

Particularly noticeable in women.

Another experience of many of the students, particularly those who had to undertake any type of

coursework, a demonstrated by Ani, was their greater readiness to speak out in a group.

Although it was clear from their comments that many of the students did not necessarily think

that the way Australian students 'spoke for the sake of speaking' was in itself a good thing:

Every Australian always, our lecturer says Asian students too quiet and actually
it's not good because they don't know, even if we are thinking of work, we know
so maybe when I go back I will be talking a lot.
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In Indonesia, lndonesians tatk a lot, iust maybe when they come here they don't

talk, maybe not in c/ass.

Yeah not in class. ln lndonesia, in class very different, I feelvery scared, not like

here, even they just speak and don't even answer the question. I notice students

here just speak, like even it's not related, they just speak, but in lndonesia, not like

here, very very scared. (Lena4: 120-130)

Lena talked about being brave in speaking out in groups, whereas Basu regretted that he had not

been braver is speaking out about an unsatisfactory supervisory situation much earlier in his

candidature. He had learned, as had Yudi and other students, that he needed to express what he

thought, particularly as he discovered that Australians were not particularly adept at picking up

nuances in body languages in the way that he had experienced with Indonesians:

Can I add another one fiactor in lack of satisfactory progress]? I think the most

regrets of me is I was not brave enough, I should move even though my

supervisor not suggest me to move I should take the initiative to move to say

[another] university or other place which has a lot of experience in this field. To

stay here was the biggest mistake of my life. (Basul2: 85-91)

On the other hand Siti, who had just completed her PhD, had learned to speak with her

supervisor as a friend and colleague and to even give him advice about his styie of supervision.

She was his first PhD student to graduate and after the event she was able to talk with him about

her experiences and "he has thanked me for helping him to be a supervisor. He has taken me to

dinner and to lunch. Now he is more open" (Siti8: 56-57).

It was probabty the area of personal change where the most obvious effects were noticed:

I suppose one of the other things is that I didn't realise some of the things about

myself which I have discovered since I have been here. Because of the

problems with communication I think that when you are here you have to really

look at yourself really closely because you can't cover it up with all the cultural

things which are at home. But here it is highlighted and you have to face it.

(Koko5: 4046)

However, it is clear from the following comments and from the case studies of Witra and Ani,

that students' personal and academic experiences were very closely linked. For example, Tini

suggested she felt more confident as a person, although it seemed much of this was to do with

her academic achievement:

Yeah I can say I feel more confident. Now when I go together with my husband

sometimes...now lfeel confident, lcould saythat ldon'tfeel left behind. Even I

join my husband when he went to United States but it's different when I come
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here and when I studying and get my Masters. And my husband said 'When you

get your Masters lshould get PhD.'(Tini4: 155-161)

Several of the students, for example lgun, Watie, Koko, Antonius, Rina, Fatimah and Jono,

recognised that they had changed in some ways but were keen to ensure that they did not lose

their 'Indonesianess' in the process:

I want to change the way I have to do in Jakafta because I have good experience
in Australia but I don't know exactly because lndonesian culture is different in

Australia, is it possible if I work like Australia[n]. But I think one important thing

maybe my office learn good English, so you can do all thing. But I don't want to

lose lndonesian culture. (lgun4: 126-131)

Students were aware that they were returning home and demonstrated by the four case studies

that they had to 'fit-in' to the Indonesian way of working and interacting with friends and so

many gave considerable reflection to how they might maintain this balance:

So many things, I can't think. I would say it's the building of my character, I have

changed a lot, I change a lot in my ways of thinking. I mean, I haven't lost my

lndonesian way of thinking, I shouldn't because then I will go back there at the

moment actually I am trying to picture what's going to happen there and try to

adjust myself and know that once I go back there I should really just take the

things can be applied there and try to really leave behind things that can't be

applied there because it will cause a big problem like my way of thinking about life

my family or friends I have to just put that aside. (Koko8: 62-71)

It was not always the student who was trying to maintain a balance between their Indonesian

culture and Australian experiences. As Dian describes below, her family wanted to remind her of

her 'roots' when she seemed to becoming 'too Australian:'

Maybe I am changing. You know the way I see all everything lndonesian really

different. Even my sister said I had changed a lot. I am becoming impatient. Really.

Everything, you know when you go to the office there you want a certificate,

something like that, I really become impatient, you know. You see people they are

really unprofessional and when I see the people the people very undisciplined
you know smoking in non-smoking, they don't care. My sister says I am different.

They just remind me of my background. (Dian4:135-142)

But Rani, a social science student who used to give a great deal of thought to the discussions we

had over the years, strongly challenged me and many of her peers about their views of Indonesia

and its people:

You should know that not all of your respondents actually study social science

or sociology and so sometimes they make always comparisons between us and

Australians and sometimes it is just my opinion that they do not really think
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through the issues related to what they say. One of the things which I have had

to be very aware of is the fact that when I am researching in lndonesia I am

doing it with some Western thinking so I [was] wondering how you can research

lndonesians. Another thing I have been thinking about is that often when

Westerners research lndonesians it seems that they think there is a problem with

the lndonesians and that they are not as good as the Westerners. Do you think

this is so? (Rani7: 155-167)

Rani's observations and challenge led to a very useful discussion on culture and cultural issues,

particularly in light of her own research in Indonesia where she had come face-to-face with the

issues of cultural imperialism.

From all the responses it seemed that students, particularly those who stayed for three or more

years, were able to work through the issues of comparing 'better' and worse' and were able to

appreciate various aspects of each of the two cultures within which they were living. Having said

this, virtually all of the students mentioned that they were not looking forward to retuming to the

slow, tedious and over-bureaucratised manner of much of the administration in Indonesia. As

outlined in earlier chapters, one of the most coÍtmon responses to what students liked best about

living in Adelaide was that it was 'easy.'

From the discussions all of the women, particularly those who were married, tended to comment

on cultural and personal changes more frequently than the married men and certainly the single

men. These observations were mostly related to domestic issues and their relationships with their

husbands. For example, Hermina's family came for a brief visit while she was studying here and

I spoke with her the following week:

Last week [when my family came to visit from lndonesia] because we stayed in

apartment in Glenelg, so I had to cook for breakfast, lunch and dinner, I have to

wash, I have to ironing, I have to clean the house and I have already get used to

be a student and then go back to be a housewife and then I just realised if we

don't have a maid, oh it must be like this everyday. So I thought I say to my

husband actually we are spoiled because we have a maid so we didn't do

anything except go to the office, food already on the table. Yes, it takes time'

From as Soon aS I woke up until I sleep and then lwoke up again, it's so hard, not

¡nished. Because last time my friend invite me for dinner in their house and I saw

the husband help the wife very much and I thought'Oh if my husband do like this I

will very happy.' You know the husband in lndonesia, just order the wife. Can l

have a drink and he just says no, why don't you get it by yourself. So what is

that and he just said, 'Oh you change.' And I said because last time when I had

dinner, you know the husband brought the food to the table and serve the drink

and then the wife just talk to me, that's very nice I think. And he says 'Oh you

changed.' (Hermina3: 127 -1 41)
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Beni was one student who thought that he had not changed, nor did he want to change. I had

asked him in an earlier interview if he thought that he had changed and he responded that he had

not. At the following interview, when I asked whether he had any questions or comments for me

he started by saying he was quite surprised that I had mentioned that several of the other

students thought that they had changed and he asked for examples. Then he said:

It's interesting for me because I myself, practically I'm not changed.

Are you surprised you haven't changed?

No, no...how do I explain why lthink in my opinion most educated people...most

of them are, have not good enough inside, how do I say, inside, perception. [Most
educated people do not have a comprehensive perception of the world.l... Maybe

that's because, not because they have lack of this own views relative to his

discipline no, but general inside, general perception. I observe that most of them
has lack of this. [They might understand their discipline, but they have a narrow
view of the world.l Maybe you can ask them about this, their interest, their
interest of reading. How much of them who concern about political about his or
her own country, about environment, about woman matters.

So what you say Ìs that many of them perhaps don't really have a fullview of the

world, a perception of what the world is really all about...very narrow, they don't
read or dlscuss lssues.

Yes, yes. l'm not in a position to judge. lt is just my opinion, even in educated
group, the people is like that, the situation is like that. Let's say, does he or she

knows about Boris Pasternak, or Sigmund Freud, how many of them recognise
that people? I doubt that. (Beni9: 40-60)

I understood from further discussion with Beni that he felt that many of the students who came

to Australia were not strongly principled and not well educated in a broad sense and so they

were at the 'whim' of whatever was the prevailing view of the world, whether it be an Australian

view or some other. It was clear from earlier interviews that Beni gave deep and serious thought

to political and cultural issues, both in Indonesia and Australia.

Chapter Summary

From the case studies and other responses it is evident that all but one of the 33 students were

awa-re of some change in their view of themselves, their culture and/or their work practices while

in Australia. Several of the students commented that these were changes, not necessarily

improvements. The type and extent of the changes varied enormously with only a few patterns

apparent in the results.
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The first was that students who were in Australia more than two and a half years, that is ail of the

research students, seemed to report the greatest change. (Beni had been in Adelaide just on two

and a half years at the time of the interview above.) The second factor was that students who had

already studied overseas seemed to reflect on changes, but often in relation to changes that had

occurred as a result of their previous sojourn. The third pattern was that married, and to some

extent single, women seemed more likely to be aware of domestic/cultural changes than married

and single male students.

Nevertheless, what is far more evident is the great variety among students and the individual

difference, even with the same sex groups, course types, origins and age. In addition, what was

particularly noticeable was the refocussing or re-emphasising of various issues for students

throughout their sojourn. For example, as Chapter 7 suggested homesickness was of major

significance for many of the students yet by Phase Three it was rarely discussed. One the other

hand, workload and stress from long hours and visa/scholarship constraints was a major focus

in Phase One and again in Phase Three. The figure developed over Chapters 7, 8, and 9 indicated

the varying emphasis of certain factors changed over time.
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CHAPTER 1.1 DISCUSSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Introduction

Prior research on international students rarely provides a long-term view of students. It

concentrates on specific and usually preliminary issues only. This longitudinal study provided

insights into the life of 33 Indonesian postgraduate students over their candidature in Australia.

While the limitations of such a sample size are recognised, even when linked with relevant

published research, the thesis presented here provides some evidence to show that the students in

the Adelaide Longitudinal Study experienced three phases during their candidature: 1) the

anxieties and challenges of the first six months;2) the'settled' phase of the next 18-30 months;

and 3) the stress of preparing for and returning home. Reasons to account for the changes that

students experienced were also presented. Recognising the warning of Huberman and Miles

(1994) that one must avoid generalising the results of case study to the extent that they become

almost meaningless (p. 435). I was aware of the possible constraints of the case study method

with regard to generalisation when reporting the results here. This chapter provides a discussion

of the overall trends indicated by the data and literature, and addresses the question 'So what

needs to be done now?' with suggestions for policy research and development. These trends and

suggestions are specifically related to Indonesian postgraduate students studying at the

University of Adelaide although nothing in the literature suggests that these trends and

suggestions are not relevant to other Indonesian students undertaking postgraduate study in

another Western academic environment similar to Australia.

Discussion

Expectations ønd Experiences Duríng the First Three to Six Months

The first research question asked "What were the expectations and experiences of Indonesian

postgraduate students during the first three to six months of candidature in Australia?" Chapter

2 reviewed a wealth of literature regarding students' initial experiences, and Chapter 7 addressed

in detail the expectations and experiences that students reported in their first three to six months.

The findings of the Pre-departure Study complemented those of the Adelaide Longitudinal

Study and provided insight into students' early hopes and fea¡s. From the interviews it was clear

rhat many of the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study experienced considerable upheaval
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in their personaUemotional life during this time. In the interviews students described their early

expectations and the difficulties they had adjusting to the language, culture and academic

demands of a foreign environment. In addition the students reported that the personal stress and

anxiety they encounteredhad significant influences on their academic performance. Of particular

note was the concern expressed by many students regarding their ability to cope with the

academic demands of their course. These findings were generally well supported by the

literature. Chapter 7 also provided evidence that most students overcame the majority of these

difficulties, often within the first six months and certainly within the first twelve months.

Most students reported diffîculty with knowing what it was their supervisor expected of them

and the expectations of the academic program. The results of the Supervisory Rating Scale

indicated that there was considerable variation in responses among students and supervisors.

However, where expectations were clarified and feedback on progress provided students

experienced significant enhancement in self-esteem particularly once they realised that they were

managing their academic program well.

It was observed from the data that while the students did find it difficult in the first six months,

once they had been in Australia for twelve months the issues that seemed to dominate their life,

for example, homesickness and difficulty with speaking in groups, were rarely mentioned. This

finding is significant in that it suggests three things to students, supervisors and support staff.

Firstly,that most students will indeed undergo considerable distress in the first six months and

that the quality of their academic performance will almost certainly suffer as a result. The second.

is that most students, given support and understanding during this time, will, in fact, overcome

these difficulties and settle into a stable and confident routine by the end of twelve months. The

third is that supervisors are advised to refrain from making negative judgements about a

student's academic performance during the fîrst six months but rather look for qualities that

indicate that students are likely to adopt a strategic or transformative approach to their experience

and encourage these qualities.

The Change of Expectations and Experiences over Time

The second research question addressed in this study was "Do students' expectations and

experiences change over time while in Australia?" Chapter 3 examined the literature regarding
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expectations of learning, how these expectations develop, how they affect learning, and the

effects of expectation ambiguity. Chapter 10 provided four case studies that demonstrated from

the interviews how students' expectations and experiences did in fact change over time. It was

suggested in both Chapters 3 and 10 that student learning is influenced a number of factors

including motivation and attribution, intention to learn, conception of learning, and perception of

the learning environment. For highly motivated international students it was reasoned that

initially the learning environment did not match the expectations of many. For example, the

students had expectations, albeit usually implicit, of the behaviour of their supervisor and of the

student-supervisor relationship. The mismatch of expectation with experience was reflected in

levels of dissatisfaction, anxiety and even stress. Students felt these negative effects of

expectation ambiguity, particularly in their first six months when they often found that they were

not achieving the goals that they had anticipated. When their expectations changed, or their

experiences more closely matched their expectations, their anxiety was eased.

The details from Figure 4 in Chapter 3 are re-presented in Table 34, this time with examples

from the Adelaide Longitudinal Study of students' motivation and attribution, conceptions of

leaming, perceptions of the learning environment and expectations.

Table 34. Model of Student Learning and Expectation in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study

Learning influenced by: For example: Students' expectations (ALS)

Motivation and attribution

Conceptions of learning

Shown to be very high rn

students in the study.

An accumulative conception

of leaming with a strong

sense of duty.

Based on reports from previous students and

from staff at IALF students arrived expecting

they would achieve:

. enhanced English language

. technical knowledge and skills

. content knowledge

. enhanced teaching skills or work

Students who had studied overseas before tended

to have expectations more closely related to their

experiences in Aust¡alia.

Perceptions of the learning

environment Included:

Role of the supervisor

Relationship with supervisor

Students expected the supervisor to take the

initiative based on experience in Indonesia.

Students needed to feel comfortable approaching

their supervisor about expectations due to a high

level of respect.
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Critical approach to research

Independent research

Time constraints

Students generally were not expecting the level

ofcritical research required (particularly based on

cultural norms).

Students expected more course work and

assistance with the transition to independent

resea¡ch due to undergraduate experiences and

knowledge of Indonesian postgtaduate education.

Students expected that they needed to work very

long hours to complete in the time provided.

It was argued in Chapter 3 that students' expectations are formed over time and are the result of

a complex interplay of factors. These factors include: previous experiences, for example

previous overseas study or success as an undergraduate; whether they are influenced by internal

or external attribution; motivation, particularly the anticipated benefits of achieving the goal;

conceptions of learning, for example, whether they have an accumulative or transformative

conception of learning; cultural factors, for example anticipated role of, and relationship, with a

supervisor; and information from individuals and organisations.

It was further argued in Chapters 7, 8 and 9 that students' expectations change as a result of the

interaction of such things as the implicit and explicit expectations of others; feedback on work in

progress or exam results; learning from others either by example or by developing friendships

with local students; and changing conceptions of learning as a result of work with supervisors,

support sraff and/or programs such as IBP. The interviews with students and particularly the

four case studies in Chapter 10 indicated that most students did indeed change their expectations

related to their experiences while studying in Australia for the reasons outlined above. This

finding has four main implications for students, supervisors and the institution.

The first is that it is crucial for supervisors to acknowledge that they have expectations of

themselves and their students many of which are not openly expressed, but are nevertheless very

influential on behaviour. For example, if supervisors have had previous negative experiences

with supervising Indonesian (or other overseas) students they need to be particularly vigilant to

ensure that negative expectations are not brought to bear on the new relationship.

The second implication relates back to the first research question and that is supervisors are

advised to withhold making decisions regarding a student's academic ability too early in
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candidature. In the context of this research question the concern is that students are attempting,

by whatever means they have, to a) find out what their supervisor expects of them, and b) try to

meet what they think, based on previous experiences, their supervisor expects. This leads to the

third implication of this finding and that is the crucial importance of student and supervisor

coming to an understanding of each other's expectations. V/hile it is not suggested that there

must be unanimity on these expectations-although that would certainly make life easier for all

concerned-but each party should at least know what the differences are and their extent.

Thefourthimplication of the finding that expectations and experiences change over time is that

having clarified expectations fairly early in candidature it is important to regularly review those

expectations to see how each party might have changed and the result of those changes fo¡ the

supervisory relationship.

In summary, the role of expectation and an understanding of the expectations held by students

and supervisors was demonstrated to have a significant effect on the progress and well-being of

the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study.

The Extent of Change ønd the Factors that Influence Chønge

The third research question was "To what extent do students change and what are the factors

that influence this change?" As Chapter 3 demonstrated while there was evidence in the

literature that students changed after the first six months, there was very limited evidence to

indicate more substantial change over the long term. It was proposed that one of the main

reasons for this lack of evidence was the dearth of longitudinal studies compared with cross-

sectional studies of overseas students studying in Australia.

Looking for major trends in the data leads to the conclusion that most students learned that to be

successful in an Australian university they needed to adopt many of the characteristics that are

usually applied to individualistic (Australian) societies rather than coliectivist (Indonesian) ones

(Hofstede, 1986; Hofstede, l99l;Lewis, 1996; Triandis, 1994; Triandis, Brislin & Hui, 1993).

Students had arrived from a culture that generally reflected a hierarchical structure in the way

that many of them had been taught as undergraduates and expected that they would be

supervised in a similar manner. Other than the students who had studied overseas previously,
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students had experienced a more teacher-centred form of education compared with Australia and

had been successful in that learning environment.

However, many of the students reported undergoing an 'individualising process:' that is, acting

more like students from an individualistic rather than collectivist culture. This occurred through

experience, observing local students, lecturers' and supervisors' responses, and feedback on

their work. This process involved the social, emotional and academic aspects of students' lives in

a closely integrated, inter-dependent manner where a change in one influenced another. As

students gained greater confidence in the various aspects of their life so they were able to attain

the above average grades many had achieved as undergraduates. Chapter 2 referted to the

attitudes, traits and abilities proposed in the literature (Church, 1982; Hannigan, 1993) that affect

students adjustment. Of particular relevance in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study were language

proficiency, age, prior cross-cultural experience, and social interaction with host nationals.

As Chapter 8 demonstrated the main academic changes reported were those related to greater

independence as learners, readiness to speak out in a group, greater facility with English, and

generally increased confidence. These academic changes were closely related to personal

changes. There was a small number of students, however, who wished to manage the academic

changes without changing as people. They wanted to return to Indonesia with enhanced

knowledge and skill but conserving their 'Indonesian identity' in the process.

Students were acutely aware that they were returning home where they would have to 'fit in' to

the Indonesian way of working and interacting with friends. For some this was of considerable

concern, others accepted it as part of their life experiehce, others were looking forward to it, and

others chose to seek employment outside Indonesia. It was evident that all, but one, of the 33

students were aware of some change in their view of themselves, their culture and their work

practices while in Australia. This important issue requires further research particularly with

regard to the way students managed their personal, social and professional environment on

return and any long-term influences of the sojourn experienced by them or their family.

The study also revealed that the changes students reported involved academic, emotional and

personal aspects, and that the extent of the changes were quite varied within the student group.

Some students made fundamental changes to the ways they viewed themselves as 'learners.'
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Others had adopted a more strategic approach where they learned, and put into practice,

strategies for success while some others made only minimal change. These changes in the

different students suggested three groupings of students: the Transþrrners, the Strategisls, and

the Conservers. These three clusterings of students must be viewed as indicative only, placed

along a continuum not within 'boxes,' keeping in mind the emphasis in the study on the

individuality of students' responses.

Transformers. Strategists and Conservers

The Transþrmers, approximately one quarter of the cohort evidenced similar characteristics to

learners who might be described as deep or transformative learners (Bain, 1994; Biggs, 1989;

Entwistle, I99I; Marton, Dall'alba & Beatty, I99I; Meyer, 1994; Nulty & Barrett, 1996;

Prosser, Trigwell, Marton & Runesson,1997; Volet, Renshaw & Tietzel, 1994). They are those

who changed in ways that are 'irreversible'; that is, they changed forever the way they view the

world. The case study of Witra in Chapter 10 was a very good example of a Transformer.

These students had not 'become' Australians or 'stopped being' Indonesians, but had rather

recognised, through experience and reflection, the influence of their new society and how that

affected them as Indonesians.'We saw how V/itra experienced considerable upheaval in her first

six months, but then settled into day-to-day life at home and in her department with many issues

that beset a mother, wife and PhD student. Witra also underwent considerable change regarding

her view of herself both as a person and a researcher in a way that she considered had influenced

her significantly. Witra predicted that returning home meant that she would need to reconsider

her way of working in Indonesia.

Transþrm¿rs also exhibit characteristics akin to Salmon's (1992) process-oriented students

(see Appendix B in the section on Purpose of Postgraduate Research). Process-oriented

students reflect the highest of Perry's (1970) levels of development, that is dynamic commitment

where the commitment depends on personal change and development. Salmon suggests that

process-oriented students undergo personal change as a result ofundertaking doctoral studies.

In fact, it is further suggested that process-oriented students undertake these studies and select

their topic based on the expectation of personal change or development.
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The distinguishing features of most of the Transþrmers were that they were likely to have

studied overseas previously or at least to have gained a Masters degree at an Indonesian

university; be enrolled in a PhD rather than Masters; work in a university rather than government

office or private enterprise; be in their early thirties at commencement of candidature with an

IELTS score of 6.5 or higher.

The previous experience of these students having studied overseas and or of having completed a

Masters degree appears to have provided them with four things: a realistic expectation of what

they might expect in Australia; which led in turn to a level of motivation that was achievable; a

conception of learning that might be more in tune with what they were likely to experience in

Australia; and experience with English language. However, not all students who had studied

overseas or who had gained a Masters degree were at this end of the spectrum. This observation

leads to the conclusion that two other influential factors were involved here: the environment

within which the students were living and studying and the students' motivation to seek a second

opportunity to study overseas following the f,rrst successful experiences.

All but one of the students who were Transþrrners (n=9) had supervisors who were reported

by the students to be particularly hetpful and concerned. For example, Witra reported that her

supervisor had been helpful at the beginning and end of her candidature, although they did have

their ups and downs mid-way through. Even Basu, who felt that he had been wrongly allocated

to the University and then to inappropriate supervisors, learned from his experience, albeit a

negative lesson. One of Basu's real concerns was that he had completed his Masters in another

Australian University, an experience that he considered very successful. This success was due in

large part to the quality of the facilities and the supervision. He had expectations of the same, if

not better, facilities and supervision at Adelaide and was very disappointed, even angry, when

these expectations were far from met. He commented that he had learned about the political

dimension of research "l hear a lot of stories here, I have learned a lot scientifically and non-

technically, non-scientific. Ah gee it is very hard and desperate" (Basu1 1:22-23).

The discipline within which the students rüere studying did not seem to influence the extent of

the change they underwent. For example, with the Transþrmers there were students across the

range of Hard/pure, Soft/applied, Transitional, and Hard/applied disciplines (Cullen et al., 1994;
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Kolb, Igg3). Nor were there differences that could be atffibuted to sex. This factor and whether

students came from western or eastern Indonesia were not observed as being a significant

variable in any of the three groups. However, their award, that is whether they were studying for

a Masters or PhD, was a factor. I suggest that this is for two reasons. The first is the length of

time involved and the second is related to an earlier comment and that is that many of these

students had undertaken previous postgraduate study prior to enrolling in a PhD.

It can also be argued that students who had studied overseas before and who viewed this as a

positive experience would be more likely to apply for further study abroad and to have realistic

expectations of the subsequent experience. Hence we are dealing with an almost self-nominated

group of students, that is, students who had been previously successful studying overseas.

The Strategfsfs, approximately half of the cohort, were the students who understood fairly early

in their candidature what was required to successfully complete a postgraduate degree in

Australia and who then adopted the necessary strategies to enable this to occur. As Bochner

(Igg4) suggests, students do not have to find the characteristics of their new society desirable,

they merely need to identify and adopt them for the necessary time in order to manage well in

the society. He provides the simple but graphic exampie of new comers to Britain realising the

importance of adopting queuing as a necessary function of social survival and then immediately

ceasing this behaviour on return to a culture where queuing is not appropriate.

The case studies of Adri and Ani in Chapter 10 provide examples of students who adopted very

strategic approaches to their candidature in Australia. Given their approach, it is also to be

expected that these students would be very strategic on their return home and re-adopt the

necessary characteristics to work within an Indonesian cultural and academic environment'

Strategists were characterised by: undertaking a Masters degree (over 75Vo); only having

undertaken undergraduate work in Indonesia; being in their very early thirties at commencement

of candidature; and having an IELTS score of 6.5 or less.

Most of these students had put enormous effort into gaining their scholarship and opportunity

to study in Australia as we saw, for example, with Ani. They were highty motivated to make

every moment of their candidature count. They tended to work very long hours and took little

time for recreation, particularly during the first twelve months. These students tended to take
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some time to come to terms with the academic and intellectual independence that their

supervisors expected of them. Those who did manage the transition more easily than the others

generally reported having regular meetings with their supervisor (see Chapter 8 in the section on

Supervision Issues). These regular meetings were important for two reasons. Firstly students

were not required to take the initiative to contact the supervisor if they were having difficulty.

Secondly, with regular discussion there was more likelihood that expectations would be made

explicit and shared. In other words the academic environment these students experienced

assisted them in attaining greater academic independence.

These students, given their lack of previous experience with a Western academic approach,

devoted considerable energy and time to coming to terms with what was required of them. These

were the students who were very keen to know 'precisely' what their supervisor expected, and

were keen to learn such skills as the 'best' way of structuring an essay or sentence. In other

words, they had worked out what they needed to know to be able to be successful, found people

to help them acquire these strategies, and then practised them quite consciously. Strategisls are

also akin to Salmon's (1992) product-oriented students (see Appendix B). These students were

those who were focussed more on the outcome of their PhD, that it the qualification, rather than

the personal change and development experienced as a result of doctoral studies as was the case

with process-oriented students.

Again this group of students tended to reflect similar characteristics to those described as

sÍategic learners. These are the students who quickly determine what it is that they need to do to

successfully complete the tasks and they do this in a very strategic manner. As with the

Transþrmers discipline, sex or home location did not seem to have a significant influence on

whether students were Strategisls or not.

The Conservers, who made up slightly less than one quarter of the cohort, appeared to adopt an

approach to their sojourn which meant that they did not report changing significantly in social,

emotional or academic ways. Yudi (Chapter 10) was an example of a Conserver.The identifying

features of the Conservers were that they undertook Coursework Masters degrees; were

significantly older than the other two groups being in their mid to late thirties; and commenced

candidature with an IELTS score of 5.5 or 6.0.
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The fact that most of the students I am suggesting were toward the Conserver end of the

continuum were Coursework Masters students deserves comment. This choice of course had

three outcomes. The first is that the time in Australia was relatively short. Whether these

students would have adopted a different approach to their sojourn had they been here for three

or more years is a question which this current study cannot answer. The second factor is that, as

a result of their course, these students generally did not have a long-term supervisorl. V/hile

several of them undertook research projects there was not the opportunity for an in-depth

relationship to develop. As a result students did not receive the same amount and level of

feedback from their supervisors as did the research students. Therefore, they did not have the

same opportunities to determine and share expectations with their supervisors.The third factor

is that these students might have been recommended to undertake a coursework degree, or have

chosen this degree, as it was more appropriate to their academic abilities and interests. The focus

on coursework might also explain why Salmon (1992) did not have a group akin to Conservers

in her study as all of the students she researched were research-only candidates.

While the literature indicates that an IELTS score is not a reliable predictor of academic success,

(Ballard & Clanchy , 1997; Cowrie & Addison, 1996; May & Bartlett, 1995; Phillips, 1988;

Todd, lggi) the work of Furnham and Bochner (1986) indicates that without effective

communication skills it is difficult for students to make friends with host nationals and thereby

learn the social and academic skills that will ease their transition into the new culture. Not

surprisingly tbe Conservers were also students who reported having mainly Indonesian friends.

The data suggest that these students' perceptions that they did not have the language skills to

mix with local students might have been one of the significant reasons for the minimal extent of

change. This is linked with thè short time in Australia and the fact that they did not face the same

inter-personal challenges that the full research students faced with their supervisors.

These students, the Conserverslwere similar to those described in the literature as surface

learners, that is students who did not substantially change their view of the world as a result of

their experience. These were the students who were concerned that they might no longer be

Coursework Masters students in Australia generally only have a supervisor for about l2 months while they

complete their research Project.
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Indonesian, but adopt the negative qualities that they observed in Australians. They were also the

students who went to great lengths to protect their religious and cultural values.

In summary, the data from the Adelaide Longitudinal Study suggest that students cluster into

rhree groups based on the type of change they experience (See Table 35). The classification of

students suggested here requires confirmatory research using a range of methodologies.

However, the students' comments in the interviews indicate clearly that these classifications are

quite strong.

Table 35. Summary of Student Group Characteristics

Category Award/time Previous Study Av. Age Job in Indonesia IELTS

Transþrmers2 p¡O 23 years University >6.5

Strategists3

Conservers

Masters 2-3

years

Coursework

Masters 32 years

Postgraduate

Overseas

Undergraduate in

Indonesia

Undergraduate in

Indonesia

Mean=31.8

@ange=26-35)

Mean=30.5

(Range=25-43)

Mean=36

(Range=26-43)

University, Gov't
and Private

Gov't Office and

Private

<6.5

<6.0

Expectations ønd Experiences of Returníng Home

The fourth research question posed in this study was "Do the changes that students experience

affect their expectations of returning home and their experiences in Indonesia?" While Chapter

3 indicated that there is some, although not a great deal of research on students' return home, for

example, Daroesman and Daroesman (1992) Ga¡dner and Hirst (1990) and Goold (1989), there

is very limited literature on how postgraduate students cope with the last few months of

candidature and prepare for their return home. However, interviews with students in preparation

for finishing and returning home, their expectations of being home, and the experiences of being

back in Indonesia were reported as Phase Three in Chapter 9. For this phase information was

derived from three sources: students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study who corresponded on

2 Si-ilur to Salmon's (.1992) process-oriented PhD students.
3 Rkin to product-oriented students (Salmon' 1992).
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their return home (n--I)¡,4 the 50 returnees who had been interviewed in Indonesia, and

continuing students in the original study.

As with most postgraduate resea¡ch students, the students in the this study reported the last few

months as very stressful as they attempted to complete the writing up of their resea¡ch. However,

in addition to these 'normal' difficulties, the students reported having to cope with relocating

families, visa and scholarship deadlines, expectations of colleagues and employers on their

return, and the effect of the political, social and economic crisis in Indonesia.

The results of the data indicate that for many students their expectations of returning home were

significantly altered during their sojourn. These changes were particularly influenced by the

political, social and economic turmoil that emerged in Indonesia while the students were

studying in Australia although was by no means the only reason for changing expectations. For

many the experience of having access to seemingly unlimited resources and facilities, being not

just encouraged, but rewarded, for developing intellectual and personal independence, and having

the time and financial stability to focus on their research for extended periods of time, caused

considerable concem about conditions on their return.

For others the challenge of living and studying in a foreign environment and language made the

return home to an environment that was comfortable and supportive of their values and skills,

very attractive. Nevertheless, some of these students who were expecting their 'reliable'

environment, found that it was not as they expected. This was partly due to change in the

students themselves, the natural change that occurs over time in a work or family environment,

and the added dimension of Indonesia's current turmoil'

There are three particular implications of these changes within the context of this study. Firstly,

prior to returning home, the students need assistance to reflect on, and prepare for, change. This

is in much the same way as the pre-departure support provided in Indonesía. Secondly

supervisors need to be aware of students' expectations of returning home and the situation to

which they are returning, in order to support them. Thirdly the home institutions need to

recognise that the people who left two to four years ago to study in Australia, are returning as

4 Und".rtundably, this figure steadily increased as the Adelaide Longitudinal Study developed. By the time of
actually submitting this thesis 23 students had left Adelaide with 10 remaining.
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different people, often quite substantially different, and that they will require assistance to settle

and become productive members of staff.

Conclusions from the Research

What, therefore, can be concluded from this longitudinal study? The first conclusion is that

while Indonesian students might struggle in their first three to six months, and while the distress

of this time is very real, most students move through this phase to become confident, capable

students. The second conclusion to be drawn from this study is the varying extents to which

students experienced change of expectations and understanding of themselves, their environment

in Australia and their anticipated environment in Indonesia. Factors which influenced the extent

of change included award undertaken, previous postgraduate study, age, communication skills

and intellectual and personal flexibility. Of particular note was the spread of students in each of

the three clusters from eastern and western Indonesia, a finding which might not accord with the

expectations of some researching the effects of location on performance.

The third conclusion is that students' expectations prior to arrival in Australia are very strong

and these influence students' experiences in very significant ways. Furthermore, these

expectations change over time and a similar cycle occurs regarding students' expectations of

returning home and their experiences in Indonesia. Finally, it is concluded that the students went

to great lengths to accommodate the requirements of the Australian cultural and academic

environment. They approached this task with enthusiasm, energy and dedication and with very

few exceptions they were successful in this process.

Discussion and Implications

Three major findings have emerged from this research. Thelrsr is that students in fact move

through three phases while studying in Australia and that an understanding and appreciation of

these three phases is crucial for those working with these students. The second is that students

experience these three phases to quite different extents. One can assume that for mature-age,

postgraduate students to gain the most benefit from their sojourn in terms of personal and

professional development they need the opportunity to reflect upon their own growth and

development. Simply changing and becoming 'more Western' is certainly highly questionable,

but reflecting, comparing and contrasting, learning from, and rejecting and applying where
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appropriate from new situations are all aspects of a Western view of learning in its broadest

sense. It is this approach to learning that is being encouraged when Indonesian postgraduate

students study for three or four years in an Australian research university.

Nevertheless, there is little evidence in the literature or from the interviews that changed

approaches to learning and research have had, or are likely to have, significant effects on the

overall academic practices of Indonesian universities or of work practices in the civil service.

Much of this is relates to the social and political structure of Indonesia as well as the lack of

encouragement for returnees to work in a cooperative and strategic manner to bring about

institutional change. One might therefore ask, should change come from the outside, or

should/need it come from within the structure itself? These questions a¡e outside the brief of this

research, but they are philosophical, cultural and social issues that should be considered fuither.

The third finding is that the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study could be clustered

along a continuum ranging fromTransþrrners, Strategísts anð Conserv¿rs. From this finding it

is argued that there are lessons to be lea¡ned regarding selection ofpostgraduate students. If an

organisation is keen to have staff members return home with different ways of viewing the

world, with knowledge and skills that might challenge the status quo and which might lead to

change within the organisation, then the following characteristics should be considered. The

potential student should have had some postgraduate experience, at least in Indonesia and

possibly overseas, be less than 35 years of age, have very good communication skills and be

prepared to study overseas for more than three years. During selection interviews it would be

wise to seek conhrmation of the applicant's desire to reflect on, and learn from, experiences and

to look for indications of high levels of intellectual and personal flexibility. It is not being argued

here that such returnees would be like Australians (or other Westerners) but rather they would

demonstrate a different approach to their professional and personal life that encompasses a

range of views and values.

On the other hand, if the organisation requires someone to return with enhanced work skills and

some improvement in English language skills and who has maintained-and even promoted-

their cultural, religious and professional stance while being in a foreign environment, then they

should seek applicants who demonstrate the following characteristics. Applicants would be over
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35 years of age, have had little or no prior postgraduate experience and be prepared to enrol in a

Coursework Masters requiring study overseas for two or less years. These applicants would not

require high level communication skills as they would not necessarily need to interact socially

with local students. These applicants would demonstrate during interviews that they were able to

focus on the task of completing their study without being overly distracted or influenced by their

new environment. While it is unlikely that one would make selections based only on such

extreme ends of the spectrum, consideration of these characteristics a¡e obviously important

given the predicted outcomes.

What is perhaps even more significant is what happens to students from these ends of the

continuum when they have been selected and are studying in an Australian university. Given the

academic and professional background of most supervisors working in Australian universities

(of course far from all supervisors are Australian by birth) it is safe to say that they generally

expect-implicitly or explicitly-that postgraduate research students, particularly doctoral

students, are going to continue working in an academic research environment. They place

considerable emphasis on research training and direct their supervisory efforts to developing

'good researchers.' Clearly an understanding of the varying extents to which students

experience their sojourn and their understanding of the influences of the learning environment

on the students as people has significant implications for the supervisory relationship.

Further Research and Development Implications from this Study

It has been suggested several times in this thesis that the students had gone to extraordinary

Iengths to meet the social, emotional and academic requirements made of them, particularly by

the institution. The institution, by comparison, had made relatively little or no change. This is not

to say that individuais and groups had not attempted to do so. At the individual level students

reported examples of thoughtful and respectful student-supervisor relationships and of a few

close friendships between local and Indonesian students. The Integrated Bridging Program was

reported by students as being supportive and very hetpful. The various campuses have Muslim

Prayer Rooms and there are counsellors, accommodation officers and the like. But there was

little evidence of significant institutional difference as a result of intellectually engaging with the

international (Indonesian) students studying at the University. There are numerous books,

programs and handouts for students on how better to accommodate a Western learning
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environment, so rather than add to that list the research implications outlined below are mainly

directed at universities, supervisors and their departments, and funding organisations.

The University

If an Australian university truly wishes to become an international University then the results of

this research would indicate that there are important issues that need addressing. Based on the

results of this study, clearly one of the most important is the development of an environment that

supports the concept of staff and students learning from international students' experiences,

cuitures, backgrounds, and ways of viewing the world. This learning needs to be seen as a

fundamental, valid and essential prerequisite for a true community of international scholars.

Linked with the above is the development of an environment where students learn from one

another. Bochner (1972) suggests that overseas students need 'culture learning' in order to

understand the appropriate behaviours ofthe new culture and so strategies need to be deveioped

to allow this to occur. But I would suggest the learning needs to be two-way. Local students

need to have the opportunity to learn from overseas students. For it is when international

students see that their knowledge, skills and attitudes are valued by others that their experiences

are seen as valid. While an environment exists that implicitly or explicitly supports the attitude

that local 'capable' students help their 'less capable' international peers there is always room

for patronising behaviour<bviously behaviour unacceptable in a truly international university.

However, where the learning environment is seen as each learning in valid and significant ways

from the other, the selt'-esteem of each is enhanced and negative stereotypes are minimised.

To assist in the development of the learning environment described above it is important for the

institution to appreciate the different roles and functions of monocultural, bicultural and

multicultural friendship groups in developing Iocal and overseas students' understandings of

one another. The institution also needs to understand what knowledge and skills students and

their employers consider important to develop during their sojourn and attempt to address them

more fully. It was clear from the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, the interviews with returnees, and

the interviews with Indonesian senior staff that students are expected to develop English

Ianguage skills, content knowledge, technical knowledge and teaching or work skills. Most

students considered that their content and technical knowledge had developed significantly.
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However, many received little or no support with teaching. While adding unnecessarily to

students' stress levels is certainly not desirable, opportunities for students to tutor, attend

Teaching at University courses (where costs a-re met from sources that do not disadvantage the

student) and the provision of appropriate materials could be of considerable assistance. Several

of the PhD students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study undertook undergraduate marking but

only one student, Kintan, tutored. Clearly there are important considerations here. It may well be

that the funding bodies such as AusAID need to consider a change to the current rules that

require a student to return home immediately after submission. Perhaps it could be something

like submit, then have one month to undertake a pre-departure program including specific

preparation for the position expected on return, for example, teaching.

Another skill which could usefully be included in at least research students' experiences is

research grant writing. As noted in Chapters 6 and 9 participants in the Returnee Study and

senior staff in Indonesia reported that research grant writing was a skill needing considerable

development. Encouraging students to prepare a small-scale research grant application during

candidature, or being involved as a team member on such a development, could have very

positive outcomes.

Evaluation of postgraduate students' experiences is crucial for ongoing development and

support. The results of the Adelaide Longitudinal Study indicate, however, that most of the

students felt unable to comment on inadequate supervision (other than in the confidential

interviews) except when there was a group of students with the same concern. When a number

of them got together and approached a supervisor or Postgraduate Coordinator they were able to

bring abour change, but on their own, they felt that it was virtually impossible. Establishing ways

in which students can report concerns in appropriate ways that bring about change will be a

crucial step in the developing a positive postgraduate learning experience.

Supervisors of international students need to be recognised and rewarded by the institution.

There was virtually unanimous comment that non-English speaking international students

require considerably more time and support in their first and last phases of candidature than do

local students. As a result the University must recognise that supervisors need to be able to

devote adequate time to assisting a student through the IBP and the fîrst phase of their life and
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study in Adelaide and again adequately support them in the stressful last few months. Therefore

intake per individual supervisor must be carefully monitored. Supervisors must also be given

workload recognition for supervision, particularly of non-English speaking students.

Considerable time, effort and money is devoted to preparing students for their sojourn in

Australia and assisting them when they first arrive yet there is little in the way of institutional

programs to assist students prepare for their return home. Obviously the iast month of

candidature for overseas postgraduate students is even more fraught than for local students, and

providing seminars and the like during this time would not be suitable. However, consideration

needs to be given to assisting students with preparation for 'life after their postgraduate awatd'

and their return home. The availability of special support services would be very helpful. Take

for example Edi. He has three weeks before having to leave the country. He has not completed

his thesis although he is very close. Yet despite wanting to have a final draft to leave with his

supervisor when he departs he is constantly distracted with personal and administrative matters.

He needs to sell his ca¡ to have enough cash to cover the expenses related to leaving the country

(for example final phone and electricity bills, moving out of his flat and finding temporary

accommodation for his family), arranging for the first few weeks and even months in Indonesia

and such like. His ability to concentrate on completing his thesis is severely impaired, yet he

appreciates the difficulties he will encounter on his return if he has not at least completed an

almost finai draft. He knows that it will take several months for him and his family to settle

thereby losing any momentum that he might have had for finalising the writing up. In addition

he is going to have considerable financial problems on his return. Not only will he be reverting

to his previous standa¡d salary, which is now worth one third to one quarter of what it was prior

ro the financial crisis, but he and his family have increased expectations of life-style after living

in Adelaide for four years. Hence Edi is going to have to spend the first six to twelve months

ensuring his financial stability rather than thinking about career development let alone assisting

his home institution in its development. Even if a small percentage of the support given to

students on arrival in Adelaide was reallocated to assisting them on departure, it would be of

considerable assistance to students such as Edi.

Despite being recommended in a number of reports including Daroesman and Daroesman

(1gg2) and the Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade (1993), the
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issue of timely availabitity of academic transcripts and certification of awards still requires

attention. Matters of providing adequate support for students on their return through an effective

Alumni Association and on-going professional support from the institution and the funding

bodies also need addressing.'When accepting a student for postgraduate study the institution

would be wise to recognise that the commitment is not just for the years that the student is on the

campus, but that there should be a continuing commitment on their return, at least in the short

term.

Supervisors and Departments

I have made it clear throughout that I was not setting out to criticise supervisors. In fact this

study has shown quite clearly that approximately 5OVo of all supervisors adequately met the

needs of their students with a further 257o who more than adequately support their students,

even if there were the occasional ups and downs. However, from the students' point of view,

approximately 25Vo seemed to have difficulty supporting their students. One difficulty in this

research is trying to separate out the negative environments that resulted from the cross-cultural

situation and those where supervisors have difficulty with local students also. It is clear that

some academic staff make less than ideal supervisors (of any students) and this is one issue that

most universities need to address regularly. The research on supervisory practices (see Chapter

2) suggests one of the key characteristics of a 'good supervisor' is seeing the student as an

individual and meeting the specific needs of that student-whether that student is from

Indonesia, Germany or Adelaide. As a result I argue that to be truly a 'good supervisor' one

must be able to work well with local and international students.

However, good supervisors can leam to be better. In fact one of the most significant outcomes of

the interviews I conducted with the26 supervisors was the number of supervisors who at the end

of the interview asked me quite specific questions about Indonesian students and how they

might better understand and thereby supervise them. Often a 30 minute interview would extend

to 45 or 60 minutes while we discussed the early outcomes of my work that might throw light

onto the student-supervisor relationship. These supervisors were often quite grateful for the

aclctitional information. As a result I suggest that there be a continuation of the development of

policies and practices related to improving the overall quality of postgraduate supervision. At the
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same time I suggest that specific programs be developed to assist staff with supervising in a

cross-cultural situation.

Certainly the supervisors who seemed to be most positively regarded by students were those

who recognised the student's need to learn and develop independence and that 'being thrown in

at the deep end'ïas rarely appropriate. Gradually moving, in a carefully structured manner,

from a more dependent to a more independent relationship over the first 12 to 18 months was of

great assistance to students where this occurred. These were also the supervisors who

recognised that the student might well struggle in the first few months. However, they realised

that this was not because they were academically and intellectually incapable of handling the

work but that the social, emotional and personal issues in those first few months made it very

difficult for the student to work at the standard to which they were used in the past. Giving

positive and honest feedback on work very early in the student's candidature can assist greatly.

Another positive characteristic reported by the students was the supervisors who made clear their

expectations of the students and even asked them for their expectations of supervision. More

extensive use of an instrument such as the Supervisory Expectation Rating Scale (Appendix M)

could be of assistance here. The clarification of expectations (on both sides) early in candidature

can avoid many misunderstandings.

One way in which departments and supervisors might well assist their Indonesian and other

international students is to develop opportunities for them to learn how their experiences are

similar to those of other postgraduate students: in other words there are indeed issues that beset

most postgraduates. Obviously students who have an opportunity to mix in bicultural friendship

groups will learn much of this through that experience. Regular meetings of postgraduate

students in a department where issues related to postgraduate studies and what that means can be

very helpful. 'Lab' groups and the like can assist with this, but only where there is mutual

sharing of highs and iows. If the local students are always the ones who seem to be managing

their work without diffrculty and the overseas students are cast as always having problems, then

the situation is made even worse for the overseas student.

Supporting students in the first six to twelve months back in Indonesia would certainly be of

considerable benefit to students and their institutions. V/hile a number of reasons had been
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reported for this not happening to a greater extent than it does already (difficulty with

communication, perceived unreliability of data and possible lack of confidentiality) these are not

necessarily insurmountable. Perhaps part of the support service to assist students for their retum

home could be the development of strategies for continuing collaboration.

Further research needs to be done to determine whether there are indicators that might predict

those supervisors whose students are more likely to return home without submitting their PhD

or Masters. Anecdotal evidence indicates that there might well be some supervisors who are

more skilled at helping students submit within the time limit than others. If this is determined to

be the case then these indicators deserve identification and careful consideration. For example,

there may be a number of 'mechanistic' factors involved here, such as supervisors doing much

of the writing for students (see Chapter 8 where Supervisor 50 asks students to bring their

results to him for writing up), or selecting topics which can be completed within the time limit:

As a superuisor you virtually have to know the answer before the student starts

so that they can be sure of getting it done in three years. lt used to be that you

could allow PhD students to speculate-but you can't do that now.

(SupervisorST : 159-1 62)

On the other hand there are issues such as encouraging students to publish during candidature,

thereby almost certainly increasing the length of candidature or ensuring that the topic is

something the student wants to research, even if it is likely, in the opinion of the supervisor, to

take more than three and a half years. These various factors would need to be considered in light

of current funding policies.

Funding Organisations

The interviews clearly showed that most students benefited considerably from the support of

having their family with them early in candidature or a visit home after six months for single

students. Systems to allow this to occur as simply as possible would be of great assistance.

Where students have not been able to submit prior to having to leave the country or where they

have major corrections to their work following examination, the provision of facilities and

support in Indonesia is vital. Given the financial situation in Indonesia at the time of writing it is

probably foolish to suggest that the organisations there consider the provision of such support,

but it is essential to ensure that th¡ee or four years of research are not wasted. For example, the
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availability of office space with appropriate computing, email and fax facilities and the

availability of relatively small amounts of funding to enable final drafts to be couriered to a

supervisor can make the difference between students completing their award and lapsing

candidature. The personal, social and financial waste of this is obvious. Recent work undertaken

by rhe Asian Development Bank (199'7) provides a possible model for this support.

With the student's return, support programs and funding to assist the student utilise the

knowledge and skills developed while in Australia would be of considerable help. One example

might be the provision of relatively small amounts of money to help students set up a personal

library or subscribe to a few relevant joumals on their return. Another might be the provision of

funding to allow the supervisor to visit the student once or twice after their return to encourage

joint research and publication. The old adage 'penny wise, pound foolish' seems very relevant

here. While organisations such as AusAID spend millions of dollars on scholarships, the

expenditure of a comparatively small extra amount (or the provision of one or two fewer

scholarships) could well make the difference between a student's three or four years in Australia

being utilised effectively and not. Following from the above, support for effective Alumni

associations across Indonesia-not just in westem Java-is also an important factor here"

Further research related to the impact of a sojourn in Australia on children of students would be

useful in determining any long-term effects and 'value-adding' of the original scholarship.

However, Iack of coordination of data held by funding organisation poses difficulties for a

resea¡cher in this area.

Another issue for funding organisations is a more philosophical one and that is, are the real aims

of the funding program being met?'While individual students are gaining considerably from

their experiences, is this what the funding organisations expect from their programs? Solutions

to the issue of staff utilising their knowledge and skills back in their organisation are complex

and daunting. However, with the enormous political, social and economic upheavals being

experienced in Indonesia at the time of writing, perhaps now is the moment to consider

addressing such a significant issue.
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Postscript

It is relatively easy to be seduced from student-centred research at the information collecting and

analysing stage to the researcher-centred reporting method when drawing conclusions. To an

extent this has occurred earlier in this chapter and so I now hand over to the students to

conclude. There are a number of comments made by students during the interviews or in letters

and emails since their retum that seem to summarise much of the experience. For example, Lena

was a coursework students who experienced considerable homesickness in the first few months.

She was also very stressed at what she thought was her poor English as it was 'holding her

back' from her study and from making friends with local students. Two years after retuming to

Indonesia she wrote about her regrets:

By the way, I am very keen to know how far you have gone with you [sic]
research in doing your PhD. I only can recommend to other lndonesians who are

still studying in Australia that they do not pull [put] all the time only on studying and

studying. I regret because I had wasted my opportunity not to spend more time
for socialisation while I was there. I remembered that I spent most of my time in
library and only little for social events...I should have been more talkative to deal

and practice [src] English with Australian[s]... I am not familiar with Australia even

[though] I have ever [even] stayed there. I was so embrassed [sic] when people

asked me deeply about Australia, such as places, hospitals, schools etc. I could

not talk much. (LenaLetterl: 3040)

On the other hand, Hermina had no regrets when she wrote two years after her departure:

Last November I went [overseas] for a Seminar on [my area of research]. ln this
seminar lgave a presentation about our...Program. This is a first time I gave a

speech in English in front of some expert of [this research area] from around the

world. I really felt nervous. But, after I finished, some people from Sydney, Japan,

Hongkong [sic], Pakistan, Thailand congratulated me. They said I talked very

clearlyl and my presentation is [sic] interesting. So, Margaret I was so happy, I

think this is one of the advantages studying in Adelaide. I got self confidence.
Again I realized that however it was difficult [however difficult it is] studying
abroad is very beneficial. (HerminaEmai12: 28-35)

And what of students about to complete their thesis and move onto the next stage of their career?

Rani summed up the feelings reported by many:

Most thing I feel is very depressing, but also exciting that I am almost finished.

[The workload] has not changed but the concentration on the discussion and the

focus of the thesis is I think more clear and I feel more confidence with my

result...But sometimes it's you know like, lam already bored with my thesis,

because I work with one topic for so long, ooh, let me finish, let me finish.
(Rani11: 109-118)
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ADCOS

adat

AIDAB

ASTAS

AusAID

Bahasa Indonesia

Departemen

DI

DKI

Dosen

Saji

Golkar

golongan

IDP

IduI Fitri

IELTS

IKIP

IPB

ITB

jam karet

kantorwilyah

Koran

GLOSSARY

Australian Development Co-operation Scholarships provided by AusAID.

These can be targeted or untargeted.

Customary/traditional Indonesian law

Australian International Development Assistance B oard

Australian Sponsored Training Scholarships provided by AusAID. These

scholarships are usually for govemment employees.

Australian Agency for International Development

Literally Indonesian language.

Department

(Daerahlstemewa) Special Territory/Area. There are two Special

Territories, which comprises the city and environs of Aceh and Yogyakarta.

Both a¡e counted as Provinces.

(Daerah Kota Istemewa) Special Territoryl\rea of the City. this is the

special area, counted as a Province, which constitutes ttre city and environs

of Jakarta.

Lecturer

Salary. Generally paid thirteen times per year.

Golan Karya, the ruling party of Indonesia (at least until 1999). All civil

seivants a.re automatically members of Golknr.

Salary level in the Civil Service.

International Program of Australian Universities and Colleges

The feast that celebrates the end of Fasting Month.

International English Language Testing System. This is the test which is

usually given to students applying to study in Australia. The IELTS has

generally replaced the TOFEL test in Indonesia'

Institut Keguruan dan llmu Pendidikan (Public Teacher Training Institute).

Some IKIPS such as IKIP Padang have, or are becoming universities.

(Institut Pertanian Bogor) Bogor Institute of Agriculture

(Institut Tetcnologi Bandung) Bandung Institute of Technology

literally 'rubber time' but refers to the rather flexible time system adopted

in many situations in Indonesia.

See Freeman for a description

The holy book of Islam, technically the Qur'an'
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Korpri

Lebaran

Mbak

mufakat

musjawarah

NOOSR

Pak

Pancasila

pembantu

Pendidikan

Puasa

Ramadan

Sarjana (S1)

Sar.¡ana (S2)

Sarjana (S3)

SD

SMA

SMP

TOFEL

UI

wHo

(Korpus Pegawai Republik Indonesia) The Indonesian Civil Service Corps

The day of celebration at the end of the Islamic fasting month of Ramadan.

Javanese term of respect of a woman, contemporary

consensus; agreement; unanimitY

mutual discussion

National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition.

Term of respect for senior or older man.

A Javanese word which means 'Five Principles'. These five principles form

the basis of Indonesia's national philosophy

Household help, often the person 'lives-in'.

Education

to fast and also used to describe the fasting month

The month where Muslims fast from sun rise to sun set. The timing of the

fasting month varies each year. During the study Ramadan was in Ma¡ch,

February, January and December, that is, in the Australian summer with

temperatures up to 40' and with daylight saving in South Australia giving up

to 15 hours of daY light.

Undergraduate Program

Masters Program

Doctoral Program

(Sekolah Dasar) Primary School

(Sekolah Menengah Atas) Senior High School

(Sekotah Menengah Pertama) Junior High School

Test of English as Foreign Language

( U niv e r s it a s Indone s ia) University of Indone sia

World Health Organisation
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APPEI\DX A INDONESIAN CONTEXT

This section is a guide to relevant aspects of Indonesian society for the reader who in not
familiar with the country.

The Republic of Indonesia, is the world's largest archipelagic nation covering I,904,569 sq km,
lying directly north of Australia and split by the Wallace Line which divides eastern Indonesia
from the west of the country (see Figure 17). "[Indonesia] consists of five major islands and

about 30 smaller groups. Altogether there are 13,667 islands and islets of which about 6,000 are

inhabited" (Department of Information Republic of Indonesia, 1997, p. 9). The country
currently has the world's fourth largest population. Java remains the most urbanised region of
Indonesia with more than a third of its residents in urban areas, having doubled between 1980

and i990 (Hugo, 1993,pp.46-47).

A unitary, rather than federal state, Indonesia was recognised internationally (by most) as an

independent country in August 1945. Although 1945 was the birth of the independent county,
the islands of Indonesia have had a long and interesting history. Grant (1996) comments "the

historian J. C. van Leur...trenchantly argued...that the basis of Indonesian civilization was laid
before the first outside influence, Hinduism, came from India around the time of Christ" (p. 4).

The range of religions, and the strong concentrations of certain religions in particular areas, for
example Hinduism in Bali, reflect the different waves of religious beliefs which have swept
through the archipelago over the ages. Although the great majority of the population is now
Muslim (approximately 90Vo),Indonesia does not claim to be an Islamic country, but instead

officially supports five main religions: Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Protestantism and

Catholicism, in line with the government philosophy of Pancasila.l

The Influence of the Javanese in Indonesia
Much of present day Indonesian culture, politics and education are strongly influenced by the
people of the island of Java, in particular, the Javanese from the central and eastern parts of the

island:

The climate of central Java, with its hot, even temperature, plentiful rainfall and

volcanic soil, was ideal for the wet-field method of rice growing know as sawah
cultivation and the society it demanded may explain why the Javanese developed a

more sophisticated civilization than the inhabitants of the other islands. (Grant, 1996,
pp'2-4)

The early Javanese culture appears to have been very sophisticated with a "body of behaviours
which became the basis of. adat, or customary law... [which] remains today a force in Indonesian

culture" (Grant, t996).

Panca, a Sanskrit word meaning principles and silø, meaning five, provides the following philosophical

basis for Indonesian policy and adminisEation.
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Figure 17. Provinces of the Republic of Indonesia
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One example of this Javanese influence comes from the Javanese upper classes where:

Develop[ing] over centuries, the central aim of the upper class, known as priyayi (a

Javanese word meaning 'official') was absolute self-control, Ieading to spiritual
enlightenment...[and that] it is now considered a positive virtue, not to say what one

really means, not to express one's true feelings....The result is that Javanese expect
to have to read between the lines of other people's speech and attitudes, and have
themselves come almost automatically not to say what they mean, with an instinctive
dis-simulation called etok-etok....A common style of praise for someone is 'one can

never tell how he feels inside by how he behaves outside.' (Grant, 1996, pp. 131-

r32)

Another strongly Javanese characteristic which seems to have influenced most people in
Indonesia is the emphasis placed "on halus 'refined' behaviour, which contrasts with kasar
'rough/coarse' in various ways: speech should be slow, less loud, and contain more 'polite'
vocabulary" (Bradley & Bradley, I984,p.232).

Deference and respect are two other strong Javanese characteristtcs. PekewuhinJavanese:

Can be summarised by saying that it embodies feelings of reluctance, shame and

embarrassment all together. More importantly, it also embodies the concept of
deference, and the needto remain silent out of deference to someone who is
perceived as higher in social ranking than the speaker. (Scott-Stevens, 1987, p. 1 19)

The experience of pekewuh is in marked contrast to the Australia concept of 'speaking one's

mind.' As one Indonesian student in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study said in amazement

"Australians think silence is a bad thing!" (Junaidi: Workshop4).

While not all lndonesians behave in the 'Javanese' way, in fact far from it, certainly the Javanese

culture is a dominant one, particularly in the more senior levels of government, politics and

business, and students from Java were certainly in the majority in this study.

Gov ernanc e ønd Administration
Following the establishment of the 1965 New Order Government2 to be ted by President
Suharto, a ne\ry form of governance was established in 1974 to allow greater autonomy for the 27

provinces of Indonesia. "This system was designed specifically to give the provinces a

reasonable amount of local decision-making and autonomy while retaining the central
government's overall control" (MacAndrews, 1986 p. 13). As a result, most of Indonesia's
governing structures are replicated in the provinces. For example, in education, while there is an

elaborate organisational and administrative structure in Jakarta, there is also a "system of
regional vertical offices or kantor wilyah in all27 provinces of Indonesia" (Freeman, 1993, p.

114). Tertiary education is the only level of education which is fully controlled directly by
Jakarta and the Minister through the Director General of Higher Education.

The concept of regional governance is significant for many reasons, not least of which it
provides an urban centre for each province with each provincial capital home to at least one state

university.

One particularly important feature of urban centres in Indonesia, is their role in
encouraging social and educational mobility. They provide the better education

2 An interesting description of the so-called 'Communist coup' in October 1995 and the development of the

New Order Government can be found in Grant (1996)
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facilities that help significantly in the socialisation of the country's multi-ethnic
groups into the national system. (MacAndrews, 1986, p. 9)

This is particularly so when many involved in the administration at the regional offices have

atended university in Java and then gone to the islands with a Javanese perception leading to a
strong Javanese view of the world. Until quite recently, significant numbers of senior
administrative officials throughout Indonesia were graduates of. Universitas Gadjah Mada ín
Yogyakarta.

Education in Indonesia

Early Development of Higher Education

Prior to the Second World War anyone desiring a university education was expected to go to
Europe, particularly the Netherlands. However, there was a range of technical and vocational
schools for local and Dutch students, including the School of Technology in Bandung, the

School of Law in Batavia (Jakarta) and the STOVIA (School tot Opleiding van Indiansche
Artsen) for Medicine (Kelabora, I99I, p. 4).

The first University, a rather a loose collection of schools and faculties, stalted two days after
Independence,IT August 1945, and was the Balai Perguruan Tinggi Republik Inionesia3 aimed

at continuing medicine, law, philosophy and literature. In January 1946the republic government

esiablished itself in Yogyakarta and the Sultan of Yogyakarta established a Balai Perguruan
Tinggi Gadjah Madaa and in December 1949 that was transformed into the Universitas Gadjah

Mada5. The aim was to make this a truly Incionesian university with the language oi instruction
in Bahasa Indonesia, and mostly Indonesian staff and students. This posed considerable

difficulty as Bahasa Indonesia was a young language and so had limited vocabulary, especially

for science and technology. There was shortage of text books in Bahasa Indonesia, and a
shortage of academic staff who could teach in Bahasa Indonesia (Cummings & Kasenda,

1989). As the Duteh still thought that they were going to take back Indonesia during the period

1945-49, they established what is now Universitas Indonesia in Jakarta. This university
followed the Dutch system, used Dutch as the language of instruction and had Dutch staff.

In addition to the Universities there were Institutes for example, Institut Teknologt Bandung
(Bandung Institute of Technology) and the vocationally oriented Academies. The Institutes are

similar to universities. In fact, Institut Pertanian Bogor (Bogor Agricultural Institute) and

Institut Tehrclogi Bandung would be considered to be two of Indonesia's premier tertiary
institutions. However, institutes tend to focus on a narrower range of disciplines compared with
universities. On the other hand "Akademis (aeademies) are single faculty institutions which
principally offer diploma programs at technician level...They are generally fairly small with
enrolments of only a few hundred students" (NOOSR, 1995, p. 13).

The Current Education System

In Indonesia there is a parallel system of secular schools and Islamic schools. The Islamic
schools, operated by the Ministry of Religious Affairs, differ from the secular schools in that

they offer approximately 40Vo of the curriculum in religious studies determined by the Ministry
of Religious Affairs, while the remainder follows the secular curriculum developed by the

Ministry of Education and Culturc (MacAndrews, 1986, p. 10)"

Literally University Building of the Republic of Indonesia

University Building of Gadjah Mada

University of Gadjah Mada

J

4

5
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Although Bahasa Indonesia is spoken all over Indonesia there are 400 ethnic or local languages

in the country and so the language of intimacy' is generally the local language (Yatim, 1988).

The school system recognises the diversity of home languages by allowing schools in areas with

strong major languages to teach in that language until the third year of primary school. Chinese,

however, is not allowed to be taught. Primary schooling consists of six years which are

compulsory and generally operates on two shifts per day, morning and afternoon (NOOSR,

1995, p. 6).

Secondary Education in Indonesia is divided into Junior Secondary (three years) and Senior

Secondary (three or four years). Junior Secondary education has been compulsory since 1994.

Senior Secondary education is divided into Academic and Vocational Schools as well as Islamic

Senior Secondary schools. Over 65Vo of the Senior Secondary students attend the academic

schools, generally because it is seen as the most likely route to higher education. The vocational

schools offer a range of options including home economics, technical and business studies

(NOOSR, Igg5, p.8). Pancasila studies, religion, and history of the national struggle and

Indonesian language are mandatory subjects in schools, and in fact, Pancasila studies continue

from primary through into tertiary education.

While there is a national system of education with the curriculum developed and controlled in

Jakarta, Toisuta (1991) argues that:

For many ye¿ìrs, it has been known, that there is a marked variation in the quality of
teaching in Indonesian high schools which of course, supply students for intake into

higher education institutions. There are differences between large cities, small towns

and villages; between 'favourite' schools and other schools; and between Java and

the outer islands. (p. 102)

Nasoetion (1991) reports studies that indicate differences in university entrants by province and

that the better schoois tend to be "concentrated in Jakarta, West Java, East Java, Yogyakarta, and

Central Java. Provinces outside Java having better schools are Bali,'West Sumatra, Riau, Jembi,

North Sumatra and South Kalimantan" (p. 70).

Nasoetion extends the argument further when he suggests that one of the problems with

university performance is that students have not had adequate preparation in academically

oriented middle schools and where not all high school students are "considered fit to pursue an

academic education in a university" (p. 66).

Because higher education is considered in Indonesia to be the passport to a

successful political career or to the highest echelons of the civil service, parents

encourage their children to pursue a university education, whether or not they are

academically gifted, whether or not they are financially capable of supporting this

long-term enterprise. (Nasoetion, t99 I, p. 64)

This is often to the exclusion of a more appropriate vocational education. Major changes to

secondary education were undertaken in the mid-1990s in an effort to address the issues of
suitable education for vocational and university education. The students of the Adelaide

Longitudinal Study, however, experienced the earlier system of streaming students in the

acadimic senior high schools into "A1, physics subjects, 42, biology subjects, A3, social

science subjects and A.4, language and culture" (NOOSR, 1995, p. 8).

Higher education in Indonesia is provided by universities, technical institutes and other

institutions approved to grant degrees as well as polytechnics and academies:
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There are 6l public university-level institutions in Indonesia, comprising 31

universities (including Universitas Terbuka-Open University), three technical

institutes, ten teachers colleges, 14 Islamic institutes, one arts institute and two

advanced (tertiary) schools of the arts. In addition there are two arts academies,

which are sometimes categorised as higher education institutions, but which do not

^,,,^*,.t ¡T''a tn-inøn6 /l\Tôrìqp 1ao5 n RRI4W4lU Ltr9 UWtJqrÚw i \¡tvvv^\r L¿.r, y'""/

However, not all universities are approved to offer all degrees. According to their accreditation

statusT universities and other award-granting institutions can be approved to award Sarjana 1,

Sarjana 2, or Sarjana 3 awards (see Table 36) and as Cannon (1997) points out, "with the

exception of Universitas Hasanuddin in the large eastern island of Sulawesi, all of these

institutions are located in Java" (p, 53).

Even at the present time t19951 only a minority of universities offer postgraduate

programs: in 1992, twelve public institutions were authorised to award postgraduate

degrees (S2 and S3), and a further 12 public and six private universities to offer
postgraduate (S2) programs on a credit basis, leading to an award from another

(specified) institution. (NOOSR, 1995, p. 25)

Table 36. Indonesian Higher Education Degrees

SarjanaS Duration Structure Aust'n Equivalent

Sarjana I (Sl )

krjarru 2 (52)

M agister

Sajana 3 (53)

Doktor

Generally four years

Minimum two and

maximum four years

Either with thesis component or major exam Bacheiors Degree

Entails coursework and research with thesis Masters Degree

Generally four years Enøils coursework and research with thesis PhD

As suggested earlier, widespread higher education is uncommon in Indonesia. Ranuwihardjo
(1991) the Director General of Higher Education in Indonesia, commented during the 1991

I ndone sia As s e ssmenr9 meeting that:

It needs to be emphasised that until 1990 about 807o of incoming students were the

first generation of their families undertaking tertiary education. Parents had no

perception of what tertiary education involved, and were therefore hardly in a

position to advise their children regarding cotìrse selection, rnodes of study and.

many other important issues. (p. 54)

In his talk-, Ranuwihardjo also made it clear that he was very aware of the main problems facing

Indonesian higher education which he described as: 1) equity of access, 2) imbalances between

regions and ruial/urban areas, and 3) the diverse ethnic and regional composition of Indonesia.l0

These ethnic groups are keen for their interests to be reflected in higher education. "Thus the

concept of 'universality' in universities is to some extent incompatible with these interests"

6 Sitnilu. to Bachelors degree in Australia.
7 Fo. a description of the various accreditations see NOOSR (1995)

8 Strata or level
9 Each year an "Indones is ho nal University where annual

updatás on Indonesian d soc Indonesian and Australian

"ip".rc. 
In addition, a ntifie as higher education.

l0 The main ethnic groups in Indonesia being: Minangkabaus, Aceh, Bataks (Sumaua); Javanese, Sundanese

(Java); MadureselMidura); Balinese (Bali); Sasak (Lombok); Torajas, Makassarese, Menadonese, Buginese

(Sulawesi); Dayaks (Kalimantan); Irianese (Irian Jaya); and Timorese (Timor).(Brown, 1994)
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(Ranuwihardjo, 1991, p. 55). In addition, there is some evidence to suggest that current
Indonesian educational practices may mitigate against a well-developed research culture:

'Too often', he says [the Program Director of the American English Language
Training Centre] 'Indonesian students are taught that the professor always knows

best...Basically there is no tradition here of research, of seeking more information
and there is no tradition of thinking for oneself.' (Cohen, 1998, pp. 451-452)

Compounding this problem, Cannon and V/idodo (1994) suggest that Indonesian universities

have similar problems to universities in other developing countries, that is they have a:

Generally unsatisfactory research environment, weak institutional management, an

emphasis on oral methods of teaching, Iow quality libraries, inadequate levels of
equipment and materials for teaching, a difficulty by otherwise well-qualified staff to

keep up-to-date in their teaching subject, and low salary levels of academic staff
which weakens their commitment to the university because of a need to seek

additional outside employment to supplement meagre incomes' (p' 99)

The Civil Service in Indonesia
Given that the majority of the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study were civil servantsll
(27 of the 33) an overview of the Indonesian Civil Service and its effect on employment and

career opportunities is considered useful as context. The Civil Service in Indonesia is extensive,

and some would suggest overly bureaucratic and unwieldy. Civil Service salaries are generally

so low that employees need to hold down two or more jobs at the same time, making for
significant inefficiencies within the system. Indonesian civil servants are, by defrnition, members

of Golkar (Golongan Karya-The Functional Group), the ruling government party in Indonesia

for over 30 years. Described as a community organisation, rather than a political party, Golkar
provides a strong organisational base for both the government and for civil servants themselves.

All civil servants are classified accordingto Golongan Pegawai Negeri (Civil Service Level), a
promotion structure. Each level has certain requirements which determine salary. Promotion

relies on a vacancy being available, the length of service and the number of additional kum

(cumulative credit points) which have been acquired (Clark & Oey-Gardiner, 1991, p. 131).

In universities often teaching assistants are employed by more senior academics who have

several jobs demanding their time, both inside and outside the organisation, and so the teaching

assistants do much of the teaching.

[In Indonesian universities] there has only ever been one door to recruitment of
university teaching staff. Promising students are identified in the last year or so of
their undergraduate program and a¡e invited by the department or faculty to become

teaching assistants. (Daroesman, 199I, p. 110)

From there the teaching assistants move to calon pegawai (probationer) and then on through the

system. "Only rectors [Vice-Chancellors] (who must be appointed by the President) are

appointed from outside" (p. 110). In the case of an academic, a staff member with an

unãergraduate degree is appointed at IIIA level whereas those with a doctorate at IIIB and the

"higher level positions can be filled only through promotion from below" (Clark & Oey-

Gardiner, lgg!, p. 13). Of atl the civil servants in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study group

(8l.8Vo), their golongan ranged from IIIA to IIID, with 40Vo of the university staff holding the

l1 Staff in government offices and in universities are considered to be members of the Indonesian Civil Service

and, in terms of salary and promotion, a¡e treated very similarly.
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IIIA classification. The 1997 salaries for Golongan[I are shown in Table 37--edited to every

second level of 'year worked'-(Elmida,1997).

Table 37. 1997 Monthlytz 6o" (Salary) for GolonganIl|Civil Servants

Years worked Golongan III

BA c D

0- I years

4-5 years

6 years

8 yeals

I 0 years

l 2 yeals

I 4 years

l-5 years

Rp 241,90013

Rp 266,600

Rp 280,000

Rp 294,000

Rp 308,750

Rp 324,100

Rp 340,300

Rp 340,300

Rp 251,600

Rp 271,300

Rp 291,200

Rp 305,600

Rp 321,000

Rp 337,100

Rp 353,900

Rp 353,900

Rp 261,600

Rp 288,400

Rp 302,800

Rp 317,900

Rp 333,800

Rp 350,500

Rp 368,000

Rp 368,000

Rp 272,000

Rp 299,900

Rp 314,900

Rp 330,700

Rp 347,200

Rp 364,600

Rp 382,200

Rp 382,20014

Additional income can come from a range of sources within and outside the home organisation

and within and outside government sources. Government workers, for example, can receive

additional salaries for being part of an aid project, working for another office, consultancies or
working privately. For academics a similff situation exists so that they receive:

A supplem ent (tunjangan fungsional) based on their academic position.. . .There is

also the possibility of other income from within the university, such as special

honora-ria, or payment from a university Lembaga (Institute) for participating in
such activities as research, consulting and training, and even for attending seminars.

(Clark & Oey-Gardiner, l99I,p. t32)

Academie staff holding administrative positions also receive a supplement (in addition to salary

and academic supplement), access to travel money and allowances, and priority for housing and

transport:

High monetary rewards from the system thus go to those in administrative
positions. Academic staff members who want to progress financially must direct

their activities toward getting an administrative position or other additional work, or

both. (Clark & Oey-Gardiner, 1991, p. 133)

Therefore, the higher one rises in the system, the more iikeiy it is that one wili hoid at least one

and probably more positions. Clark and Oey-Gardiner (1991) found from their research that at

level IIID "another job become a virtual certainty (a probability or .9 or higher) and most of
rhose with other work are holding three or four additional jobs" (p. 136). The attraction of
holding additional positions is clear when one examines the following figures. Dosen (lecturers)

who hold another teaching job, in addition to their 'regulat' civil service position, are likely to be

earning 5OVo more that one at the same level not with additional work and:

12 Salaries in Indonesia are usually paid by the month, with 13 months per annum. The 'thirteenth' month's
salary is generally paid on, or about, the time of Lebaran eaeh year.

l3 Ar an exchange rate (8.8.97) of Rp 1918 this converts to AUDl26.12 and at23.3.99 a buying rate of
Rp6324 converts to 4UD38.25

l4 Converted to AUDI99.27 on 8.8.87 and AUD64.43 on23.3.99-
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Those dosen who are neither teaching elsewhere nor working as administrators, but
who do hold another job (either in government or in the private sector, or both) are

earning lZIVo more than dosen of the same rank who have no other work. (Clark &
Oey-Gardiner, 1997,p. 136)

Daroesman (1991) suggests that holding additional positions is not only confined to income, but

is linked to an actual shortage of specialists. It is usually the most highly qualified and paid staff

that are the busiest. Because there is almost no retirement or movement within the civil service,

this multi-jobbing system allows people to have alternative jobs without actually forgoing the

security of their formal, civil service position with its pension. This can provide flexibility for the

institutions and challenge and interest for the individual (p. 116).

However, Daroesman and Daroesman (1992), in their tracer study on Indonesian holders of
Australian fellowships over 20 years, reported that nearly 80Vo of. all respondents did outside

paid work although only approximately six of the 251 returnees had permanently transferred to

other agencies with no apparent 'brain drain': that is, none of the students stayed in Australia or

considered going to other countries (p. 55).

The attraction of achieving higher academic qualifications, and in a language such as English, is

also clear for all civil servants. The possibilities for additional consultancies, research, project

work and travel, all of which bring additional salary, increase enormously. Experience with
English will put returnees in positions where they could, for example, act as counterparts to

English-speaking aid project workers, attend and present at international conferences, prepare

reports in English and be members of English-speaking project teams. With their additional

academic qualifications they are more likely to be invited to be consultants, have access to

research funds and move into administrative positions. Given the issues outlined in this section

on the Indonesian Civil Service it is clear that students who are researching and working in the

'Australian' way as usually required by their Australian supervisor will have to re-orient their

approaches to work and research on return to their position in Indonesia.

Summøry
This appendix has provided information upon which the reader can draw to better understand

much of what follows. Issues related to the Indonesian civil service and higher education sector

are important background material as they have a significant influence of the students with

regard to their initial expectation so studying in an Austratian higher education institution as well

as their expectations of returning home after their postgraduate study. The potential benefits to

students at individual and personal levels as well as at collective and professional levels are

significant and provide considerable motivation for students to achieve their goals. The issues

addressed here all have a bearing on the study being reported. They have each had an influences

on the students, their supervisors and/or their learning envi¡onment.
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APPENDIX B A POSTGRADUATE EDUCATION CONTEXT

Given the focus on postgraduate students in this study, this appendix is devoted to a review of
the broad context of postgraduate education in Australia, particularly as they relate to
international students. Issues include the questioning of the purpose of the PhD, emergence of
the 'quality' agenda in postgraduate education and research training, induction programs to

assist students to get started in their candidature which often are seen as a means of improving
progression and completion rates, and supervisory practices.

The Student Cohort
The rapid development of international students undertaking postgraduate education can be

illustrated by a comparison of the contemporary issues with Rudd's (1984) extensive review of
the literature of postgraduate education in the early 1980s. Rudd categorised the current

literature into nine groups: criteria for admission, number of students, composition and

characteristics of the student body, the form and quality of the instruction, success and failure,

financing postgraduate students, students' contribution to research, the employment ma¡ket, and

history. Of particular note is that there is no category related to non-traditional students, let alone

international students, which are not even mentioned in the section on composition and

characteristics of the student body.

It is not so long ago that Australian students themselves were considered overseas or
international students who had to travel abroad to study for a doctorate and it was not until
"1918 [that] most British universities had accepted Australian qualifications as graduate entry

requirements" (Noble , 1994). The implementation of the Doctor of Philosophy in Australia

occurred in 1945 after World War II and the first PhD was awarded only in 1948 at the

University of Melbourne with the University of Sydney being the next university to confer the

award in 1951.

Over the following 40 years the number of candidates enrolling in a PhD grew dramatically with

the most significant increases being seen over the past eight to ten years. Table 38 presents

enrolment statistics for 1989 and 1996 at the Universþ of Adelaide that reflect this trend.

Table 38. The university of Adelaide PhD Enrolments 1989 and 1996

1989 t996 7o increase

Total PhD Enrolments

Male enrolments

Female enrolments

Full-time enrolments

Part-time/external enrolments

International students

Indonesian students

383

254

t29

300

83

55

2

975

s93

382

744

23r

188

6

155

133

196

148

178

242

200

These changes to the nature of the student cohort have had a significant impact on supervisory

practices. Supervisors can no longer assume that the majority of students have recently

completed Honours degrees, or that all students will be on c¿ìmpus full-time. The PhD cohort is

now diverse in age, sex, background and discipline and students have more flexibility moving

from off-campus to on-campus and full-time to part-time (Pearson & Ford, 1997). For example,
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in 1996, in AustraliaT3T (3V) of students were undertaking their doctoral studies externally,

8062 (36Vo) part-time and 13897 (6t%o) full-time (Pearson & Ford, 1997,p.12) and between

1994 and,1995 the number of women enrolling in postgraduate study across Australia increased

by IIVo while the number of men increased by 7Vo'

!-emale Students
At the University of Adelaide female enrolments increased from34Vo of the total PhD enrolment

in i989 fo 39Vo in t996,In addition, the possibility of students completing their undergraduate

years, moving into professional life and having a family, then doing qualifying work and then a

PhD (possibly part-time) is becoming more common for a range of students'

While the number of female students in postgraduate study has steadily increased they tend to

come to their candidature with a different set of issues and concerns from their male

counterparts. Women generally have a lower income, have greater family responsibility, are less

likely tò have a scholarship because more first class Honours are awarded in male-dominated

disciplines and also because \¡r'omen often enter through alternative routes (Conrad, 1995).

Women also tend to have less time with their supervisor than men, and women express greater

dissatisfaction with supervisors than male students. However, female students are more likely to

successfully complete their postgraduate study if there are a relatively high proportion on

females on the academic staff of the student's department. Women are more likely to be

dissatisfied with their own work and also more likely to intermit than men (Conrad, 1995; Kiley,

1993a; Kiley, 1993b; Kiley, 1995; Kiley,1996b; Phillips & Pugh, 1987).

Age of Postgraduate Students

The 1996 Australian cohort was also diverse in age wirh794I (35Vo) being less than 30 years,

wtth 35Vo and. 23Vo being in the 30 to 39 and 40 to 49 year age ranges respectively. Six percent

of students were in the 50 to 59 age range withO.6Vo in the 60+ years range. "The only fields
..,L^,.^ +lr^ Iae+acr ñêr^ênrâûêc nf ¡andidâfeq ere unrler 30 vears of ase a¡e in SCience andwlIç19 Lrlu l(trËwùl yvlvvrrlqËvù vr vur¡u¡u

veterinary science'tlPearson & Ford, 1997, p. 12). Given this age range supervisors are faced

with some students who may have extensive professional and personal experience and"/or

commitments which contribute to their approach to, and understanding of, research (Kiley &
Liljegren, 1999).

Part-time Students
The number of part-time students enrolled in research postgraduate work has increased over the

past several yeàrs. The main area of increase has been women and in the Arts/Humanities. In

some of the other disciplines, for example the experimental sciences, staff and students consider

that it is virtually impossible to undertake postgraduate research work part-time (Kiley, I993a).

Part-time students face their own particular set of issues and concerns, "the main problem is that

of having to switch repeatedly from everyday work to research work" (Phillips & Pugh, 1987,

p. I32).In addition, part-time students tend to be older than full-time students, frequently

mature-aged women rèturning to study, with family and financial commitments as well as often

holding down a demanding professional career.

One of the difficulties for international students, all of whom are by definition full-time, is

studying in departments which are offering programs almost exclusively for part-time local

students. For example at the University of Adelaide in the Department of Education and the

Graduate School of Munug"ment the majority of students are local students, working full-time

and taking one or two units part-time, after hours. This means that the international students have

all their classes in the 
"u"ning 

anci are often restricted in their choice of subjects because only
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certain subjects are offered each year on the assumption that most of the students are part-time.

It also poses problems for international students wanting to mix with local students as most of
the local sfudents come directly from work, and once the class is over, say 7.00 o'clock, they are

keen to leave immediately to get home for dinner or family commitments.l

Postgraduate candidates in Australia now not only come from a range of cultural, geographic

and academic backgrounds but they also come with a range of different motivations and

expectations and these characteristics are gradually being recognised.

Purpose of Postgraduate Research
The purpose of a PhD is receiving considerable current discussion (Chipman, t998; King, L997;

Mullins, 1997; Mullins & Kiley, 1998; Pearson & Ford, 1997; Powles, 1989;Trigwell, Shannon

& Maurizi, !997; 'West, 1998). However, this is not a new phenomenon. At a conference

Employment and Training of Postgraduate Students in Australia in 1971, the then president of
the University of Adelaide Postgraduate Students' Association, stated "higher degrees are

probably not very well understood by most people outside the universities themselves, much less

the reasons for doing them" (Cairney, 797I, p. 4). Very similar sentiments were expressed in

1998 with the Review of Higher Education Financing and Policy (West, 1998) where the

question of purpose was again addressed. It was portrayed in the report as a 'negative' outcome

that in 1998 only 44Vo of the 1995 research graduates were in full-time employment directly

related to their research training. This raises several questions. Is the purpose of the PhD to

develop specific knowledge in the research area itself or is it a more general training in research

skills and abilities? Is it an apprenticeship and licence to practice as a researcher and writer or is

it the completion of the one and only substantial piece of research undertaken by the candidate?

Is it professional training to be a university academic or is it training for a range of employment

requiring sophisticated and highly developed research and writing skills? More importantly for
this study, what is the purpose of the PhD for individual students, particularly Indonesian

students, studying in Australia?

Salmon (1992) proposes that the purpose of a PhD is related to students' level of personal

change and development. When describing the research process she argues that as well as

learning the technical skills required for research in the discipline, students also learn

authorship,which she suggests, includes creativity, imaginative boldness, the ability to write with

authority and to construct personal images. Authorship, says Salmon, reflects the highest of four

levels within the hierarchy of intellectual development2 described by Perry (1970), that is,

dynamic commitment where the commitment depends on personal change and development.

Dynamic commitment, suggests Salmon, can be described as the process-oriented approach to

research: the student who is atware of undergoing personal change as a result of the process of
research. The process-oriented student is at one end of a continuum from the product-oriented

student, the student who is not particularly interested in reflecting on the personal change

involved but only in gaining the qualification for career purposes. For example, the process

student will put emphasis on the PhD for self-development and improvement, whereas the

product student will be more likely to emphasise the career opportunities arising from a PhD.

The Indon"sian Government, on the other hand, commonly cited the percentage increase in the

Students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study also reported that when working on grouP projects, a strategy

used frequently in the MasterJ of Business Administration (MBA) course, the local students had a tendency

to urru*" or expect that the international students could do more of the library work or data gathering as

they were 'free' during the daY.

The four levels of the hierarchy are l) dualistjc where the student is awa¡e that right answers must be found

and wrong ones rejected;2) relativistic where there are a multiplicity of possible approaches; 3)

commitment which requires a definite act of commitment to a specific stance; anó 4) dynamic commitment

where the commitment depends on personal change and development (Perry Jr, V/. 1970).

2
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staff holding a PhD or Masters award as an indication of the increasing quality and development

of higher education in Indonesia.

Discipline Dffirences
While considerable anecdotal experience is used when describing discipline differences in
approaches to teaching, learning, research and supervision, there is also a body of literature

which indicates that these differences are quite real. Different disciplines adopt different
epistemological positions. V/hile students often select a certain discipline because they already

tend to hold that approach to knowledge, there is also evidence to suggest that these discipline-

specific approaches are inculcated in the undergraduate, and more particularly, postgraduate

years. Entwistle (1933) argues that there is a strong link between student characteristics and

discipline choice. For example, students tending towards personal interpretation lean towards

arts and social sciences, whereas operation learners tend more towards science, where learning is

hierarchical and related to accepted paradigms (p. 114). It is suggested that students adopting an

approach different from that of the discipline may have difficulties with learning in that

discipline and students whose style was close to that of the discipline are likely to be more

successful (Nulty & Barrett, 1996).

While there is no single example of a supervisory experience for each of the disciplines there are

characteristics which tend to influence practices at the postgraduate level. The typologies

outlined above are used in this study when classifying students and their supervisors into
various disciplines and for reporting results. At the University of Adelaide studies have been

conducted which provide some insight into Cisciptine d.ifferences (see Table 39) as they relate to

postgraduate students (Kiley, 1993a Kiley, t993b: Kiley, I996a;Whittle, 1991).

Table 39. Discipline Differences for Research Students3

Students enrolling in experimental
disciplines are more likely to:

Students enrolling in socia! science or
humønities disciplíne are more likely to:

. have their topic defined for them by their supervisor.

In the case of local students they tend to apply to

work with a supervisor because of the topics she/he

has available;
. be part of a team, with their own research being one

part ofa larger, funded project being overseen by the

supervisor;

" have the support and advice oftechnical staffand

Postdoctoral Fellows;
. meet regularly, often weekly or fortnightly, as a

laboratory group where they present and discuss work

ln progress;
. see their supervisor frequently-often several times

per week-in an informal way when the supervisor

comes to the laboratory and in laboratory meetings;

. be tull-time and have recently completed an Honours

degree.

. commonly publish jointly

. define their own topic;

. have a research area which is familia¡ to the

supervisor but may not be in the supervisor's own

particular resea¡ch area;

. work individually, frequently working at home or

other off-campus locations for periods of time;
. see their supervisor on an 'as needs' basisl

. have supervisors who adopt a more 'hands off
approach;

. possibl] be part-time and possibly have had a

significant break between previous undergraduate

study and PhD.

. rarely publish jointly with their supervisor.

3 A.dapted from Kiley and Liljegren (1999)'
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Or, as Shannon (1995) describes the situation:

Research in mathematics is inextricably linked with the solution of a problem or the

application of a technique so that research methodology courses are meaningless.

Research in the experimental sciences is usually a team process, so that estimating

the contributions of individual members can be problematic. Research in the social

sciences is often fashioned by paradigms with seemingly shifting boundaries. (p.

12)

Coursework in Research Degrees
In Australia, the PhD is a full research degree. While there might be induction programs

involving some courses, the only work assessed is the student's written thesis. On the other

hand, a significant feature of the United States PhD is coursework. This coursework includes

seminars and discussions which are "concerned to facilitate the socialisation of students into

their disciplines and to assist students to make the move from reproduction and analysis to

speculation which is central to the idea of research" (Cullen et al., L994,p. I2).

However, in many Australian universities the Honours4 year would be considered to be the

equivalent of coursework in the PhD as undertaken in the United States (Stranks, 1979)' This

eipectation that postgraduate students will have developed the requisite research skills in

Hónours also influences the role the supervisor sees for her/trimself "the role of 'teacher' that

is adopted is geared to these expectations" (Andressen, 1997, p. 90).For students arriving from

ou".séur to study in Australia who have not undertaken an Honours equivalent, it is clear that

they could well be at a significant disadvantage if Honours is implicitly assumed to be the same

as introductory coursework or if a component of coursework or student induction is not

provided..

In Britain Salmon (1992) cites the recommendation of the V/infield Task Force (1987) that PhD

work should be structured like the American model and Wilson (1987) who suggests a 50:50

balance of original research and formal classes. In Australia there is increasing interest in the

development of 'coursework PhDs,' often citing the United States model as an example

(Trigwell et al., 1997). However, there is considerable opposition from those who support the

traditional all-research model. For example, when the Structured Program at the University of
Adelaide was proposed it generated considerable discussion. "There was some concern that the

Structured Program might be a 'devious' means for the introduction of coursework into PhD

studies" (Kiley & Liljegren, 1999, p. 67)'

However, pressure for a component of coursework in the PhD comes from students. Studies in

two quite ãifferent departments conducted by Kiley (1996b) at the University of Adelaide

indicáted that3SVo (n=32) of research students interviewed, particularly international students,

would have liked a coursework component in their PhD.

Induction
In 1994 there were three major publications regarding postgraduate supervision in Australia

(Cullen et a1., 1994; Johnston & Broda, 1994; Parry & Hayden,1994). These studies, along

with a number of others, provide significant contemporary information regarding supervision.

Parry and Hayden (1994) in their report Supervising Higher Degree Research Students define

thirtãen discrete phases in supervision, several of which are considered to be inducting students

4 Honours is a fourth year of an undergraduate awa¡d that generally has a major research project and some

coursework. Only students with good undergraduate scores are invited to undertake Honours.
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inro a resea-rch culture and their discipline culture and providing them with the skills to proceed

with their research. Cullen et al., (1994) in their very detailed report Establishing Effective
Supervision address a number of issues in supervision. In particular, one strong
recommendation which they made is that students should be involved in a structured induction to
their research experience. A similar recommendation is made in the paper Supporting
Etl.t¿cational. Researcher-s of the Future by Johnston and Broda (1994).

Other studies from Britain and Australia also recommend an induction or structured approach to

candidature (Ballard, 1989; Christopherson et al., n.d.; Elsey, 1990; Phillips & Pugh, 1987).

No student should proceed to project work without having first gone through a

formal induction program and acquired a comprehensive knowledge of research and

research methodology and techniques of analysis. (Phillips & Pugh, 1987, p. 3)

The results of these studies have been used extensively in support of the Structured Program for
PhD Studenrs (Kiley & Liljegren , 1999) and the Integrated Bridging Program for International
Studenrs at the University of Adelaide (Cargill 1996). Both programs were the first of their kind
in Australian universities and have been used as models by several other institutions. How these

two programs were experienced by the students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study, is discussed

in Chapters 7 and 8.

Progression and Completion Rates
Two of the key criteria used for judging quality management in postgraduate practices are the

progression rates and completion rates of candidates. Progression rates generally refer to the

length of time it takes students to complete an award. Completion rates, on the other hand, refer
to the numbers of students completing the award in which they are enrolled.

Studies reporting completion and progression rates generally conclude that students take longer

to complete than governments generally desire (Armitage, 1997; Christopherson et aI., n.d.;

Cullen er al., 1994; Noble,1994). Progression rate data from the United Kingdom indicate that

over 50Vo of all PhD students take longer than three years to complete their PhD
(Christopherson et a1., n.d.). In Australia the progression rates of the 1979 cohort of students

were 52.6 months for science students and 56.8 for arts, humanities and social sciences students

(Cullen et al., 1994,p.16). Yet the Australian Government generally provides a scholarship for
three years with the right to apply for an extension of up to six months (42 months in total) for
all disciplines (Aitken, 1989).

Of course, not all students who commence an award complete it. In 1997 it was reported that the

completion rates of Australian Postgraduate Research Award (APRA) PhD students were 687o

compared with I 6Vo non-APRA and 83Vo and 84o/o respectively for Masters students (Armitage,

1991). These rates are cause for concern given that the estimated cost of educating a PhD

srudent in Australia is approximately 4UD105,000 over three and a half years (without
overheads) (West, 1998, p. 20).These data also serve to highlight a significant difference

between local students and overseas students. The progression rates for Australian and the next

four largest cohorts of international postgraduate students (enrolled from 1985) at the University

of Adelaide are provided in Table 40. All of the international students listed other than Thai

students have a better full-time equivalent progression rate than do local students and in elapsed

time all of the international groups listed out-perform the local students. Details from AusAID
(Hearn, 1998) suggest that PhD progression rates for Indonesian students range from seven

yeals three months to two years eight months with a Mean of four years four months. The range
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of progression rates for Indonesian Masters5 students across Australia was five years one

month to nine months, with the Mean being two years two months.

Table 40. Progression Rates by Nationality of PhD students at the University of

Adelaide ( 1985- 1998 cohort)

Country of
origin

Number of
Students

Full-time Equivalent
(years)

Elapsed Time
(years)

Australia

Iran

China

Indonesia

Thailand

'138

60

46

19

14

3.8

3.5

3.7

3.5

4.0

5.0

4.0

4.5

4.6

4.4

The completion rates for Indonesian postgraduate students in the 1985 to 1995 cohorts at the

University of Adelaide indicate that Masters students are more likely to lapse, that is not
complete, than PhD students. Twenty nine percent of Masters students lapsed compared with
lSVo of PhD students6. A number of reasons for this Íìre suggested. First it is possible that
students whose academic records are 'doubtful' may be recommended for a Masters program
with the anticipation that if they demonstrate the requisite academic capacity they will upgrade to

a PhD. A second possible reason is that in some cases students and supervisors may not
manage to keep the Masters' resea¡ch within bounds but rather unintentionally expand to a PhD,

without a sufficient time allocation. The third reason is that supervisors do not value a Masters to

the same extent that they do a PhD and so do not put the same effort into following up,

supporting and even bullyingT students into completing.

Local students withdraw for a range of reasons, including that they perceive they are unable to

cope with the standard of work required, overseas students on scholarship are in a difficult
position. Generally they do not consider themselves able to withdraw if they a¡e not coping, but
rather their candidature is terminated by the university. It is easy to appreciate the difference the

two alternatives have on self-concept. The first, one withdraws with 'hono¡¡ in¡¿s¡'-"I didn't
really want to do a PhD anyway!" The other, the student returns home a failure.

The results of a research project undertaken at the University of Adelaide provide particular
interest given that postgraduate candidates in the sciences "had significantly better completion
rates, fewer intermissions and lower attrition rates than Arts Faculty candidates" (Whittle, 1991,

p.239). The completion rate for science students after four years was 5l.2Vo, whereas for Arts
Faculty students it was I3.6Vo. Whittle determined that it was the marked differences in
approaches to supervision that was the main cause of the difference. For example the

supervisory style reported by Arts was defined by Whittle as 'hands off whereas in Science it
was described as a close, mentoring style. Further, joint publication in Arts was uncommon but

in Science it was considered the norm. These and other quite varied characteristics of
supervision across the two disciplines accounted for such significant differences in completion
and progression rates (V/hittle, I99 I, p. 240).

5 Cnur."*ork and Resea¡ch students were not differentiated in the data.
6 Th"t" figures actually compare favourably with another Australian university used for comparison. A cohort

from thJsame period indicates that the PhD completion rate for Indonesian students was 86Vo and for
Masters students 507o (Tyson, pers com 1998).

7 At suggested in Chapter 2 while the term 'bullying' it is term sometimes used by students and supervisors

to describe the 'keeping on task' activity that some students seek from their supervisor.
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The results outlined above reflect the dilemma facing postgraduate students and their

slrpervisors. Does one select a topic which can be completed within the time allowed,S even

though it might not be of any great significance in academic terms, or of any particular interest to

the student, or does one select a topic of significance and interest but also in the knowledge that

it is likely to take more than the three to three and a half years expected by the government? This

dilemma, a-lso reported in the UK literature (Delamont. Parry & Atkinson, 1998) and is of
pzirticular concern to international students who have time and visa constraints from the

Australian Government as well as their own government and the desire to return to family and

friends. In a survey which involved 62 scholars from Australia, Britain, Canada and the United

States Noble (1994) reports tbat 28Vo of respondents considered that decreasing the time to

complete a thesis would have a positive effect on the quality of doctoral work, 46Vo suggested

rhar ir would have a negative effect and 26Vo anticipated no effect (p. 40). The issue of
pr.ogression and completion times for students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study is discussed

in detail in Part 4.

Summary
This appendix has provided information upon which the reader can draw to better understand the

context with regard to postgraduate education in Australia and the environment into which the

srudents in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study were moving. Changes within the cohort of students

over relatively recent times have highlighted the need for changing supervisory practices' The

purpose, and cost, of doctoral study has again ben called into question with reference to the

purpose of postgraduate study for Indonesian students. It was noted that while there have been

considerable developments in addressing issues such as induction and research training for
students, one very under-researched ares is postgraduate student learning.

8 Wnil" Australian Government postgraduate scholarships are generally awarded for three years with a right to

apply for a six month extension mõst universities allow four years (full-time) and often up to five years for
candidature.
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APPENDIX C INTERNATIONAL STI]DENT POLICIES CONTEXT

Bøckground
Until 1983 Australian education programs offered to overseas students were classified as aid,

which is generally considered a post-World War II phenomenon given that "Imperialist
governments did not describe any expenditure they made on colonial administration and

conquest...as aid" (Hayter & Watson, 1985, p. 6). However, between 1973 and 1983 there were

at least 18 reviews of aspects of the Australian Aid Program. The most significant of these

occurred in 1984 with the publication, by the Commonwealth Govemment, of The Report of the

Committee to Review the Australian Overseas Aid Program (l984)-generally known as the

Jackson Report. In the same year, but commissioned independently by the Department of
Education, Employment and Training, Mutual Advantage: Report of the Committee of Review of
Private Overseas Student Policy (198a)-generally known as the Goldring Report, was

published.

Jackson (1984) argued that education had moved away from being 'aid' and should, in fact be

considered 'trade' and "be regarded as an export industry in which institutions are encouraged

to compete for studenis and funds" (p. 87). Evans and Grant (1992) writing eight years after the

Jackson report suggested that prior to the release of the Jackson Report "discussion about

Australian aid tended to have an air of cloying idealism, denigratingly close to the politics of the

warïn, inner glow" (p. I32). Unlike the Jackson Report, however, the Goldring Committee
considered that students should contribute something towards their education, "the
consequences of imposing full-cost, even if accompanied by a scholarship scheme, would
outweigh the goodwill and other positive benefits flowing to Australia from the program"
(Goldring, 1984, p. 85).

The debate eventually favoured the Jackson proposals and as a result, from 1990 subsidised

places in Australian education institutions were phased out and a full-fee program was brought

in. However, both Jackson and Goldring agreed that the free, that is scholarship, places offered

to overseas students should be counted as part of the aid budget (in 1984 approximately A$70

million) and eventually this was done thereby boosting the Australian aid budget from.0.48Vo to

O.SOVo of Gross National Product (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, 1989, p.94).

The payment for full-fee places could either be through private funds or through a scholarship

such as those offered through Australia's Aid Office (AusAID). To assist with study in
Australia, the Australian Government provided a range of scholarships falling into three

categories:
. those related to the Foreign Aid Program including Australian Sponsored Training

Scholarships (ASTAS) and Australian Development Co-operation Scholarships (ADCOS);

. those related to domestic priorities;

. those expressing a special relationship between Australia and the home country. For

example, the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, through IDP, provides funds to

strengthen the capacities of universities in neighbouring developing countries.

These policies have caused considerable changes in the overseas student cohort particularly with

a significant increase in the number of Indonesian students studying in Australia over the past

ten years.

To review the outcomes of these policy changes, the Commonwealth Government of Australia

formed a Joint Standing Committee of Foreign Affairs in 1993 and sought submissions

regarding, among other matters, Australia's role in education with developing countries.
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Comments from submissions related to Australia's role in supporting education in Indonesia to

the Joint Standing Committee were summarised as: "language is fundamental to understanding

another culture; a mutually benefîcial educational relationship complements other relationships;

and the overall educational relationship with Indonesia is fragmented" (Joint Standing

Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, I993,p.I57).

In the early 1990s there was shift in Australia's outlook on educationl. The focus had already

moved from 'aid to trade' and then began to move from 'trade to internationalisation' (IDP

Education Australia, 1995). Based on some of the major themes from the Goldring Report, the

Deparrment of Employment, Education and Training adopted the following policy in 1992 with

regard to overseas students, who now were being called, international students.2 The policy was

to: enrich curricula in Australia and overseas by internationalising them; maximise intellectual,

economic, and diplomatic competition; secure advantageous conditions for Australia in education

and training; develop a skills-base overseas; and contribute to global growth through education

and training (Department of Employment Education and Training, 1992,p.2). The refocussing

of the education program was stated by Australia's then Minister for Employment, Education

and Training, Kim Beazley in September 7992, as:

A move away from a concentration on exporting students' places to a recognition of
the wider activities integrally involved in international education and the wider,

sometimes indirect, benefits which flow from seeking to internationalise our

education systems. (IDP Education Australia, 1995, p. 13)

In 1995, ihe report Curriculum Developmentfor Inîernationalisation: OECD/CERI Study, was

published by the Department of Employment, Education and Training. The study, involving
Austr-alia and six other countries, suggested that Australian universities were being

internationalised through the enrolment of overseas students, exchanges, distance education,

research and institutional links and the curriculum (IDP Education Australia, 1995, p' 1)' An

intemationalised university was described as one that has:

Curricula with an international orientation in content, aimed at preparing students for

performing (professionally/socially) in an international and multicultural context,

and designed for domestic students as well as foreign students. (IDP Education

Australia, 1995, p. 13)

Universities in Australia have now adopted a very active policy of internationalisation. For

example Monash University has instituted postgraduate programs in international education, that

is, Graduate Certificate, Diploma and Masters in International Education. However, Halse and

Baur¡gart (1996) warns that "the richness of cultural diversity and the benefits of inter-cultural

undersìanding and insights derived from reciprocal exchanges across culture will be lost in an

intesratio¡al erjucation program bascd only on ecumenical beliefs and understandings" (p. 41).

I suggest that they could have changed 'ecumenical beliefs and understandirrgs' to 'economic

beliefs and imperatives' and the sentiment might have been even more valid.

Benefits of Internatíonal Students
The rLports discussed above (Goldring, L984; IDP Education Australia,lg95; Jackson, 1984;

Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, 1989; Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, 1993)

suggest that there are a number of benefits of having international students, and in this case'

Indonesian students, studying in Australian universities. Firstly, international students

contribution to the overall economy through revenue and taxes, enhanced future exports, foreign

exchange earnings and possible dependence on Australian technology by returnees. ln addition'

I S"" the section on Administration later in the chapter for details of the earlier shift from aid to trade.
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there are limited economies of scale in teaching overseas students, although overseas students

tend to concentrate in certain disciplines. The 1997 expenditure of international students in
Australia was $3.2b (a L2.3Vo increase over 1996) with South Australia receiving $53m of the

total. The expenditure of Indonesian students in Australia for the same period was $37lm,
placing them second in expenditure after Malaysian students (Department of Employment
Education Training and Youth Affairs, 1998).

Secondly, it is anticipated that graduates, as future leaders of their respective countries, will have

links with their Alma Mater and a better understanding of Australian culture and society. This
might be particularly significant in the Indonesian context given that Reeve (1989) suggests

Indonesians think that: Australians are descended from convicts-which is why they are rough
(kasar)-they are ruled from England, Australia is not a real country because it has no national
language, and there is no culture in Australia (p. 6).

Thirdly, competition is provided with Britain, Canada and the United States for the student

market. "Of all international students currently studying in Australia, Australia was the preferred

country of study for approximately three-quarters, while 13 percent would have preferred to

study in the USA and 6 percent in the United Kingdom (Department of Employment, Education,

Training and Youth Affairs, 1998a). Fourthly, Australians have face to face contact with Asians

and interested Australians can learn about the culture of other peoples. However, "racial
prejudice amongst Australians will increase if there is an increase in concentration in those

universities and disciplines where the overseas students already form a large proportion of the

student group" (Hanis & Jarrett, 1990, p. 68).

Fifthly, as many Asian students are highly able and hard working so they set high standards and

offer a challenge to local students. Sixthly, staff with similar interests can be brought together

and relationships developed between Australian and overseas institutions through collaborative
research and possible consultancy opportunities. Finally research output is increased through

the identification and implementation of research projects (Harris & Jarrett, 1990; Mansell,

1989; Reeve, 1989).

International and Indonesian Students ín Australia

Indonesia's location, size and development potential give it a strategic and political
significance for Australia beyond that of other countries of ASEAN3...it has

substantial material resources and production potential [and]...it would be a major
defence preoccupation if it were anything other than a friendly power. (Blight, 1986,

p. 10)

Therefore, it is not surprising that the Australian Govemment has placed considerable emphasis

on attracting Indonesian students to study in Australian schools, colleges and universitiesa.

For Indonesian students as a component of the overall international student enrolment the

figures are quite significant. In 1997 there were 6,051 Indonesian higher education students in
Australia, 2,0!3 of them as postgraduates, 3,963 as undergraduates and 75 'other.' Two hundred

3 Association of South East Asian Nations
4 Th" overall number of international students in Australia has increased steadily. For example, in 1988 the

enrolment was 20,000 whereas by 1991 , only nine years later, there were 151,464 overseas students in
Australia (Department of Employment Education Training and Youth Affairs, 1998, p. 9). The Higher
Education enrolment has incrêased by 16.17o since 1993 with Higher Education institutions earning $827m
in fees in 799'7 "while students in the sector spent $825m on goods and services, up from $705, in 1996"

(Deparrment of Employment Education Training and Youth Affairs, 1998, p. 16). By 2010, it was predicted

before the financial crisis in South-east Asia, that the number of overseas students in Australia would reach

206,00, providing an income of A$7.2 billion (Newsome, 1995).
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and two of the higher education students from Indonesia were studying in South Australia.

These figures indicate a significant increase over the 1994 figures for Australia, although not

South Australia, where there were 3,053 enrolled across Australia and 197 in South Australian

higher education respectively (Department of Employment Education Training and Youth
Affairs, 1998).

The most popular disciplines for Indonesian higher education students enrolled in 1997 were

Business Administration and Economics (54.5Vo of the total) followed by Engineering and

Surveying (I3.5Vo) and Science (I37o) (see Table 41). These figures reflect the overall overseas

enrolment where almost 5OVo of students study Business Administration and Economics and

approximately l2Vo study Science, of which over 55Vo are enrolled in Computer Science

(Department of Employment Education Training and Youth Affairs, 1998).

Table 41. 1997 International and Indonesian Student Enrolments in Australia

Total Vo H. E,d, 7o Postgrad

Enrolment Enrolment Enrolment
Most

Popular
Second

Discipline
Third

Discipline

Inclonesian r8,180

All International 151.4ó4

3370 ll%o

97o4OVo

BusÆco/

Admin

BusÆco/

Admin

Science Eng/Survey

Science Arts/Hum/

Soc Sci

During the 1980s and early 1990s the progression and completion rates of Indonesian students

was of considerable concern. However, current figures from the University of Adelaide indicate

that Indonesian students are now progressing through their doctoral studies at a full-time
equivalent rate of 3.51 years compared with Australian students who progress at arate of 3.8

, -f--tt -:-^^ ^---:--^I^-¿'FL^^^--^--^^^:^--^+^- L^",o.'^- J^ñ^f .ôÃmtnkarafla¡faulincnma
_v9¿1IS rUrr-trurc gqurvi!çlll. lrlçùç Pruëtç/ùùr\Jrl r4Lvù, rrvwvvwrr uv rrvl ùw¡r¡ !v vv ¡vrrvvLvu ur rvr¡^v

supervisors' comments and views about Indonesian postgraduate students. It appears that these

supervisors might be 'living in the past' and talking about some of the previous, less than ideal,

rates rather than recognising the changes in selection and quality of students that have occurred.

While many academics are concerned about progression and completion rates, as are most

students, not all university staff have the same view. Armitage (1996) reported on a current

affairs program on Australian (national) television, that some academic staff suggested overseas

students, were being passed too easily by universities because they wished to maintain their
income from overseas students.

The conflict at the core of overseas student programs is that in the eyes of many

academics, providing a 'good seryice' for the fee-paying clients is the same thing as

prostituting your academic standards for the sake of a dollar...it is a common claim

among academics that overseas students a-re accepted under spurious entrance

criteria ahead of qualified students, then herded through courses despite inadequate

performance so they can make way for the next lot of milch cows. Another grumble

is rhat paying for their degrees gives them unrealistic expectations of passing. (p. 1)

Staff at some universities were angry that a drop in standards was being caused by what they

saw as a wish to secure the overseas student dollar by ensuring that students passed" The

argument against contemplating such a development was powerfully put by Dr Peter

Subramaniam, a keynote speaker at the 1995 conference of the National Liaison Committee of
International Students in Australia. He argued strongly against 'contextualisation', that is:
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A modification of academic and clinical expectations for an international student.
This is based on the notion that a graduate trained for an overseas situation requires
a different level of core scientific knowledge and professional acumen than a local
graduate trained for the Australian market... .This is an indefensible and offensive
premise that requires active opposition. (Subramaniam, reported by Healy, 1995)

Selection of Indonesian Students

The selection of students to study in Australia, particularly Indonesian students, has been

reviewed over several years, especially the way that selection influences the outcomes and the

success of the students' candidature. Prior to 1975 there were three studies of students from
Asia who had returned to their home country after studying in Australia (Hodgkin,1966; Keats,

1969; Rao, 1976). These studies resulted in the Australian Government shifting its policy to
funding postgraduate rather than undergraduate students as postgraduates were reported to have

a greater chance of success (King, 1992). This shift in policy is still reflected in the Indonesian

enrolments in Australia.

During the 1980s and early 1990s there were a number of incidents related to Indonesian

students studying in Australia regarding their unacceptably high discontinuation rates. As King
(1992) reports:

In 1981, IDP was faced with 25 percent discontinuation rate amongst fellows it
sponsored from Indonesian universities for postgraduate degree training. A Joint

Selection System was instituted to scrutinise nominations, interview candidates and

propose appropriate placement in Australian tertiary education institutions. The

discontinuation rate dropped to about 5 percent. In 1984, AIDAB had a similar
problem with sponsored students from the Ministry of Mines and Energy. The

discontinuation rate was 30 percent....A Joint Selection System was instituted and

the discontinuation rate dropped to about 12 percent (which was seen as acceptable).

Then in 1989, AIDAB doubled the intake numbers to the Indonesian sponsored

training program. V/ith no checks on the intakes, the discontinuation rate rose

dramatically. In 1991, a wide ranging Joint Selection System was instituted across

the whole program to reduce the political problem of high failure rate to an

acceptable level ofbelow 15 percent. (p.4)

Possible Declíne in Enrolments
V/hile overseas enrolments, particularly those from Asian countries, have been steadily

increasing, regional political and economic trends in 1996, 1997 and 1998 indicate that this may

not continue, at least for some count¡ies. In Australia the election to the Australian Parliament in
1996 of Pauline Hanson, and her anti-Asian and anti-Aboriginal views appears to have had

considerable impact on the way that overseas students, and in this case Indonesian students, are

accepted into the Australian community. Newspaper accounts from Indonesia, Singapore, and

Ausrralia provide some insight. Njo (1996), an Indonesian PhD student at Murdoch University
in Australia, wrote an article for the Jakarta Post re3arding the impact of Pauline Hanson. He

suggested that Hanson seemed to gain popular support after her maiden speech where she:

Claimed that Australians were being swamped by Asian immigrants living in
ghettos, called for Australia's withdrawal from the United Nations and demanded

the termination of all Australian foreign aid and missions and special assistance

program to Aborigines. (P. 4)

It took extensive comment from many key Australians before the Prime Minister "finally
initiated a bipartisan motion in parliament, whereby politician after politician reaffirmed their
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commitment to Australia's multiculturalism and dismissed the possibility of the country
reintroducing the White Australia policy" (Njo, 1996, p.4).

It was argued that Pauline Hanson's anti-Asian stance could negatively affect Australia's
[rcrative internationa] student market-reputedly A$3.6 billion per annum of which an estimated

85Vo come=s from Asi-a (Sweetman, L996 p.4)-and by 1997 these predictions seemed to be

coming true. Asian immigration, tourism and business immigration had slowed and student visas

from Asian countries had dropped from 26Vo (January to June 1996) to 6Vo (January to June

1997). "Only the new markets of Indonesia and Vietnam showed increases of eight and 48

percent respectively" (Healy, Yaman & Collins, 1997,p.2).

The Asian economic crisis and the Indonesian political and social crises came tow¿ud the end of
the period of the study and so the affects were beginning to be felt at an organisational level

early in 1999. For example, a newspaper article in January 1999 (Healy,1999) indicated that the

December 1998 visa-application figures were23Vo less compared with the same period for the

previous year. "If the December trend continued through the key visa-issuing period to March,

the fall would translate to a loss of nearly 6000 students from 63,000 at present" (p. 3). The

financial, social and political crisis in Indonesia during 1998 caused considerable re-thinking.

The effecrs of the crisis on students in the Adelaide Longitudinal Study are discussed in Part 4.

Summary
This information in this appendix provides background for the reader regarding policies and

practices related to international, and particuiarly Indonesian, students. The whoie notion of the

internationalisation of Australia's universities, certainly a priority for most during the late 1990s,

has important implications for why overseas students are so actively sought. However, as the

rcsults of this research will indicate, true internationalisation is in its infancy is some universities,

including the University of Adelaide. It was within this environment that the Adelaide
T .onqirudinal -Studv of 33 Indonesian students was undertaken. With the blatantly racist views of
--"Ò'---'-'-- - ----J

Hanson, the negative views of some academics, and the concerns of students, all adding to the

complexity of the students' and researchers' experiences and the economic and political crisis
which developed in Indonesia toward the end of the study.
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APPENDTX D LETTER OF INVITATION

<< f,trstname >> << sec ondn ame >>

Department of <Dept>

Dear <<firstname>>

Welcome to Adelaide.

Like you, I am a postgraduate student studying (part-time) at the University of Adelaide. I am

enrolled in a PhD looking at the factors which contribute to a successful postgraduate learning

experience for students from Indonesia. I am hoping you might help me!

I would like to work with all the Indonesian Masters (coursework and research) and PhD students

who start at the University of Adelaide this year. I would like to meet with you every three or four

months to ask you how your work is progressing and which aspects of your study are helpful and

which are not. I have contacted supervisors so they know I am writing to you.

I understand that this is quite a difficult time for you beginning your study and adjusting to life in

Adelaide and I might be able to help. I was born in Adelaide and lived most of my life here

although I did live and work in Jakarta in 1989 and 1990. I speak some Bahasa Indonesia and

would enjoy the chance to practise with you.

I would be very huppy if you could phone me at the University on 33130 or write to me (you can

send it through the internal mail). I look forward to receiving your letter or phone call very soon.

Regards

Margaret Kiley
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Soft/AppliedGovernmentJakafiaMoslemMaded43M

Soft/AppliedGovernmentJakaÍaMoslemManied42M

Hard/AppliedUniversityE. NusatenProtestantMa¡ried38M

Soft/AppliedGovemmentJakartaMoslemMa¡ried5tM

TransitionalUniversityrùy' JavaMoslemMarried35M

Hard/PureUniversityVy'. JavaR CatholicNotManied35M

TransitionalUniversityVy'. NusatenMoslemMaÍied35M

Hard/AppliedUniversityW. SumatraMoslemMaded35M

TransitionalUniversityBaliHinduMaried35M

Soft/AppliedUniversityBengkuluMoslemMaded34M

TransitionalUniversityW. JavaMoslemMa¡ried32M

Ha¡dÆureUniversityE. TimorR CatholicNotManied31M

Hard/AppliedUniversityJakartaProtestantNot Married30M

TransitionalUniversityC. SulawesiMoslemMarried28M

Hard/AppliedUniversityE. JavaR CatholicNotMarried2'lM

Soft/AppliedPrivateJakartaR CatholicNotManied27M

Soft/PureUniversityN. SulawesiMoslemMarried26M

Soft/AppliedPrivateYogya DIR CatholicNotManied26M

Hard/AppliedPrivateJakartaBuddhistNotManied26M

Soft/AppliedPrivateYogya DIR CatholicNotManied26M

Soft/AppliedGovernmentJakartaMoslemNotManied43F

TransitionalGovernmentJakartaMoslemMarried36F

Hard/AppliedGovernmentJakartaMoslemMa¡ried34F

Soft/AppliedUniversityBengkuluMoslemMarried35F

Soft/AppliedGovernmentJakartaMoslemMa¡ried35F

Hard/PureUniversityVy'. SumatraMoslemNot Ma¡riedJJF

TransitionalUniversityJakafaMoslemMarriedJJF

Soft/AppliedUniversityW. JavaMoslemNotManied30F

Soft/AppliedPrivateS. SulawesiBuddhistNotManied30F

Hard/PureUniversityW. JavaMoslemManid29F

TransitionalUniversityW. JavaMoslemNotManied28F

Soft/PurePrivateN SulawesiProtestantManied26F

Hard/AppliedUniversityE. JavaR CatholicNot Married25F

DisciplineEmployerHomeReligionMaritalageSex

APPENDIX E OVERVIE\ry OF COHORT CHARACTERISTICS
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Demographic Data for Cohort L

After not responding to three letters of invitation to join, was removed from

the study.

F

Only attended one interview and after not responding to three follow-up letters

for interview two was removed from the study

F

Onlv attended one interview before transferring to another universityM

Attended two interviews and. after not responding to thee follow-up letters for

interview three was removed from the study

M

SPrivRCS/A26M(c/w)M

SPrivBuddhistS/A30M(c/w)F

N{/chGOMuslimS/A43M(c/w)M

I\4/chUnivMuslimS/A35PhDF

ll¡I/chGOMuslimS/A42M(c/w)M

SGOMuslimS/A43PhDF

NÍ/chUnivMuslims/A34PhDM

N{/chUnivMuslimTJJM(c/w)F

SPrivRCS/A27M(c/w)M

SUnivMuslimT28M(c/w)F

lWchUnivHinduT35PhDM

lvf/chUnivMuslimH/P29PhDF

SPrivBuddhistWA26M(r)M

N4/chGOMuslimT36M(c/w)F

NÚbhunrviviusiimitA35M(r)M

SUnivMuslimS/A30Mlc/w)F

MaritalTEmploy6Religion5Discipline4Ag"3Award2Sexl

In summary, for the first group of students, l0 female and 10 male students were sent letters of
invitation and eight female and eight male students continued. Nine of the students were enrolled

on a Masters by coursework, two in a research Masters and five in a PhD. Sixty nine percent of
the continuing students were Muslim. Eight students came from the university sector in
Indonesia, four from government offices and four from the private sector. The mean age at

commencement was 33 years. Fifty six per cent were enrolled in the SoflApplied disciplines,
257o \nTransitional,I3Vo in the Hard/Applied and 6Vo in the Hard/Pure disciplines.

1 F=female, M=male.
2 M1./*¡=¡4asters by coursework, M(r)=lv1¿5¡e.s by Research, PhD=full research doctorate
3 Ag" at commencement of study in Australia.
4 So rhar srudenrs are not identifiable, only the broad discipline categories devised by I Cullen, 1994 #'r.91 and

described in Chapter ? are used here. S/A=SoflApplied, IVA=Hard/Applied, HÆ=Hard/Pure, S/P=Soft/Pure

and T=Transitional.
5 RC=Ro*an Catholic, Prot=Protestant.
6 Employ=Employment in Indonesia just prior to coming to Australia as a student. Univ=academic in a

university, GO=civil servant in a government office, p¡ly=private enterprise.
7 Marital sratus, S=single, N{/ch=Married (or de facto relationship) with children, M=Married (or de facto

relationship) without children.
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Demographic Data for Cohort 2

After not responding to three letters of invitation to join, was removed from

the studv.

M

M/chUnivMuslimT35PhDM

MUnivMuslimT28M(r)M

lWchUnivProtWA38Mlr)M

SPrivRCS/A26M(c/w)M

SUnivProt}VA30PhDM

lvf/chUnivMuslimT35M(r)M

SUnivRCTVA25Mlr)F

M/chGOMuslimS/A35M(c/w)F

Ma¡italEmployReligionDisciplineAgeAwa¡dSex

The demographic data for the second group of students commencing in second semester 1995

indicate that two female and seven male students were sent letters of invitation and two female

and six male students accepted. Two of the students were enrolled in a Masters by coursework,

four in a research Masters and one in a PhD. Fifty percent of the students were Muslim. Six

students came from the university sector in Indonesia, one from a government office and one

from the private sector. The mean age at coÍrmencement was 32yeas. Twenty five per cent were

enrolled in the SoftiApplied discipline s,37 .5Vo in Transitional and 37 .5Vo in the Hard/Applied

disciplines.

Demographic Data for Cohort 3

Was an Australian citizen and it was mutually agreed she would not be part of

the studv.

F

Had already completed several years of study in Australia and it was mutually

agreed that she would nqt be part of the studv.

F

After not responding to three letters of invitation to join, was removed fiom

the study.

M

SUnivRCH/P35M

SUnivRCIVA27PhDM

lvf/chGOMuslimS/A37PhDM

lvf/chGOMuslimIVA34M(r)F

MaritalEmployReligionDisciplineAgeAwa¡dSex

The information for the third group indicates that three female and four male students were sent

letters of invitation and one female and three male students continued. One of the students was

enrolled on a Masters by research and three in a PhD. Fifty percent of the students were

Muslim. Two came frornthe university sector in Indonesia and two from government offices.

The mean age at comrnencement rtras 33 years. Twenty five per cent were enrolled in the

Soft/Applied disciplines, 50Vo in the Hard/Applied disciplines and 25Vo in the Hard/Pure

disciplines.
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Demographic Data for Cohort 4

After not responding to three letters of invitation to join, was removed tÍom

the study.

M

Nl/chUnivRCH/P31PhDM

SUnivMuslimH/PJ5PhDF

IWchUnivMuslimT3ZPhDM

MUniProtS/P26M(r)F

MUniMuslimS/P26Mlr)M

MaritalEmployReligionDisciplineAgeAwardSex

For the fourth and last group of students, commencing in second semester 1996, two female and

four male students were sent letters of invitation and two female and three male students

continued. Two of the students tvere enrolled on a Masters by research and three in a PhD.
Sixty percent of the students ,ù/ere Muslim. All students came from the university sector. The
mean age at coÍtmencement was 30 years. Of the continuing students, 40Vo were enrolled in the

SoflPure disciplines,20Vo in the Transitional discipline and40Vo in the Hard/Pure disciplines.
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Interview 1

Discussion of
Name

*Q1
*Q2
*Q3

APPEI\DIX F INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

project.
(Spelling and preferred name)*Q1

*Q2
*Q3
*Q4
*Q5
*Q6
*Q7
*Q8
*Q9
*Q10
*Q11
*Q12
*Q13
xe14
xe15
xe16
*Q17
*Q18
*Qi9
xq20
*Q21
*Q22
*Q23
*-qZ4
*Q25

Course
Age
Marital status
Children (Names and ages)
Is your family likely to co e out to Australia?
What is your Religion?
Where are you originally from in Indonesia?
What is your home address (Indonesia and Adelaide)
What was your job in Indonesia
Are you planning to return to this job?
How werb you sèlected? (Own initiative or supervisor?)
V/ho is your sponsorship agency
What are yourreasons for postgraduate study
Which University Dep int a¡e you enrolled in (and contact details)?
Who is your supervisor(s)
What was your first choice of University?
What pre-departure help did you receive?
What äre yoùr previous degrées and where from: and in which language were they?

Where did you do your EAP?
What languages do you speak?
What was your IELTS Score?
How do you feel about being in Australia?
V/hat was your arrival date in Australia?
Do you have any questions?

How is everything going?
What did you do in the break?
How is your husband/wife, children?

Interview 2

laide?
from Indonesia?
about being here and away from family?

d any administrative difficulties with getting

here.

here?

receiving? Did you get a salarY

*e13 How many in your section/department at work had been overseas to study?
*Qta Have youîot.h *ry changes in your English (spoken, written etc) since you arrived in

Adelaide?
*Q15 Do you have any questions of me?
Culture Shóck Schema and Supervisory Rating Scale

Interview 3
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,,,Q4
*Q5
*Q6

"Q7
"Q8t'Q9
)l<r'\1 

^
'vrv
'r,Q I 1
*Q12
'r,Q13
'r,Q14
*Q15
'iQ16
r,Q17
x,Qlg
,i.Q1g
*Q20
'r.Q21
,i,Q22

't'Q23
,t,Q24

How did your work go in first semester?
How do you feel about living in Adelaide now?
V/hat do you miss most about Indonesia?
What was your parents' education?
Do you have anyone who is financially dependent on you?
Have you or your spouse got a job here in Adelaide?
T^ :+ L^++^- f?-o-¡iollrr f¡..r^r, lrarp fhan Tnrlnnacio?
Iù lL U\/LLUT VI WVIùV rtl¡ClWlqlJ rvr J vs t¡v¡v r¡¡.!¡

How was your supervisor allocated?
Do you have a preference for joint or single supervision?
How would you describe your supervisor?
Do you feel that you are getting the help you need?
How often do you meet with your supervisor?
Do you feel you can talk with your supervisor about personal things?
Who was responsible for determining your research topic?
Have you used any of the services of the University (health, counselling etc)?
Have you completed the Structured Program? Comments.
Does the department give you the support that you need?
Are there other areas in the University which could give you better support?
What is giving you the most concern?
What are you enjoying with your study?
What don't you enjoy?
What does your supervisor do/say that makes you feel positive (or negative)?
How do you think you are going compared with other overseas and local students?
Do you feel more conirdent than when you first arrived?
trs what you are doing meeting your expectations?
Since your family arrived how has that affected your study?
Do you have to tatk in tutonals/seminars? How do you managethal?
In Indonesia how do people know that you are stressed or worried?
How do you cope with the way Australians express their stress?
Have you experienced any racism?
How has your health been?
If you are feeling miserable who do you talk to?
Do you have any questions of me?

'ie25
t'Q26
,t,e27
*Q28
'rq29
:l< l-)?f)

vvv
*Q31
't'Q32
'ie33
'r,e34
i,q35
'iq36

Interview 4

't,Q11
*Q 12

't'Q 13
'rQ14

'ie15

J
4

EJ
6
7

8
9
10

a
a

a
a

v
o
o

a
a
a

1

2
How are you?
What differences have you noticed between having your family here and not having them
here (comment on friends if not applicable). Or Does being away from family become
less relevant the further you go into your stay here?
How do you find it being here as students (rather than as staff as in Indonesia)
Have you noticed any particular difference between how you were feeling last and this
year?
So far, has the experience of being here been worth it?
How have you been going lately in seminars
What skitls do you think have been important for you in learning to be a research
student?
How do you know if you
How is writing a thesis in the expectations in Indonesia?
How is the relãtionship w here from in Indonesia? Do you think
you are
Do you of You? How?
Do you esia means that the best students are coming
here? H
Do you think that
Do you think that
department, those
InÌndonesia what be expected between someone who had only
studied in Indonesia (even to PhD level) and someone who had studied to the same level
but overseas?

:i<

¡ts

4.
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* 
Q 1 6 Do you think that you will lecture, supervise, and work with students differently /do your

job differently when you return home?
* 

Q 1 7 How do you think you have changed as a result of living and studying in Australia?
* 

Q 1 8 What are people going to expect of you when you return home?
*Q19 How do you feel about going back to Indonesia?
*Q20 Do you have any questions of me?

Interview 5

*

*

Q3
Q4
Qs

*Q1
*Q2

*Q6
*Q7

*Q8
*Q9

10
11
tz
t3
I4
15
T6

t7
18
19
20

Interview 6

*Q1
*Q2

*Q3

*Q4

*Q7

*Q8

*Q9

*Q10

*Q11

*Q12

*Q13

How have you been going?
Is this how you expected it to be before you came here: study,life, being away from
Indonesia?
How is it different?
What do you expect when you return?
What do you think your family will expect: accompanying family and those still in
Indonesia?
What will your colleagues/boss expect?
Do you think it is easier to come here with a clear idea of what you want to do for your
research topic or is it better to be given something by your supervisor?
How do you know how your work is going and whether you are on the right track?
What do you expect regarding the examination of your thesis?
What is the main concern you have for your work?
How has your health been (and family)?
Have you been to the doctorÆIealth Service lately?
Is your health about the same as it would be in Indonesia?
How is your family settling in?
What a¡e the main concerns that you have for your family?
Do you think the experience of living and studying here is different for women and men?
How?
Do you think it is different for married and unmarried people?
What is/has been the best thing about being in Adelaide (living and studying)?
What is/has been the worst thing about being in Adelaide (living and studying)?
Do you have any questions of me?

*
*
>1.

*
,r

þ

*
*

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a

*
*a
a

How have you been going?
Do you feel that you have a clear sense of how your work is progressing and whether
you are on the right track? What has contributed to that understanding?
What do you find to be the most effective forms of feedback you have on your work?
(Why? When? How?)
From whom do you receive feedback on your work and progress? What sorts of
feedback do these people provide and how helpful is it?
Have you had any feedback which is particularly negative? Describe.

fñends and other students, what sorts of feedback do
be really helpful for your work and progress?
t? Were there any aspects of that which you found

particularly helpful or unhelpful in terms of feedback on your work or progress. (Why?
When How? etc)
Were you involved with the Sructured Program? What cornments would you make
about its overall helpfulness or otherwise?
How do you think tñe workload here compares with the workload you would have
expected in Indonesia?
Arã there any suggestions you would make to the University regarding improvements for
overseas students?
Are there any suggestions you would make to your department regarding improvements
for overseas students?
Are there any suggestions you would make to your supervisor regarding improvements
for overseas students?
Are there any suggestions you would make to AusAID regarding improvements for
overseas students?

5
6
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:i' 
Q 14 What pre-departure help did you have in Indonesia?

'i'Q 15 Do you have any questions or additional comments?

Interview 7

"'Q I How have you been going?
:k 

^,) 
Lt^.r' ;. *,^rr. trri

v¿ rlvvv ao Jvsr r'À

'',Q3 Given that you here, is it because you feel you are being forced to
or is it that you d?

*Q4 Do you disðuss your 'academic' ideas with other students (local, Indonesian other)? If
not, is there a reason for this?

'''Q5 Do you are any other comments or questions?
Work through Grigg Survey.

Interview 8

"'Q I How have you been going?
'',02 What's the most significant thing that's happened to you sinceyou have.been here?

',,03 What's the best/worst thing that's happened since you've been here? (living and
studying)?

'''Q4 What other things have happened?
*05 How does a'Westerner like me try to understand the real issues for an Indonesian

".e6 ou being Indonesian and me trying to understand
into this?,,.e7 ?

Interview 9

t-was your religion. How much do you think

lpfui or unheipfui io yttu iiere? Whai about
offîce staff,lab staff, admin stafl academic staff?

''.e5 paficular problems?
''.06 at do you understand that to be--do you

',.Q7 experiences to be_" Do you think I could
mean "Is this how you 'hoped' your experiences could be?" Is there any difference
between hope and exPect?

r,Q8

',,09 nds of overseas students, with regard to

a) those who are here for a life experience, so most emphasis on cultural activities
ion, so most emphasis on work
Australian culture'/

, why not?
sor expected of you?
student then as an undergraduate, were you
re they like?

e altered?
Talk about pseudonyms.

Interview L0

',.Q1 How hav
'''Q2 How is y
','Q3 Have thê donesia been affecting you? How?
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*
*

6
1

a
a

*Q4

*Q5

*Q8

*Q9
*Q10
¿,Q11

*Q12
*Q13

Interview 11

*Q5

*Q6
*Q7

Interview 12

*Q1
*Q2
*Q3
*Q4
*Q5
*Q6
*Q7

'When I spoke with returnees in Indonesia last year it was clear that some of them
experiencèd some difficulties in settling in. What difficulties, i{ *y, are- you anticipating?
Háve you managed to save any money while in Adelaide to help you when you return to
Indonesia?
What contact do you have with other students who have already returnedhome?
Do you expect tomake contact with students who are still here once you have returned
home? What would this contact be for?
If you could give one piece of advice to an Indonesian colleague or friend who was about
to-come to Australia to do postgraduate study, what would it be?
What about if that person was coming specifically to the University of Adelaide?
Do you expect to be n
Do you feét that you u n in
Adelaide/Australia? d
Are there any other issues which you think are important for me to understand?
Do you have any questions of me?

*Q1
*Q2
*Q3
*Q4

How have you been going?
How is your wife/trusband, family?
Have thê economic and political difficulties in Indonesia been affecting you?_How?

How would you comparè yourself now with over three years ago when you first arrived
in Adelaide-living?
How would you cõmpare yourself now with over thrce years ago when you first arived
in Adelaide-studying?
What particular issueð are there for you in the last few months of your-cand(ature?
V/hat are you (and your family) most looking forward to about going_homel
V/hat are you (and your family) least looking forward to about going home?
Do you have any questions of me?

*
*a
a

8
9

How have you been going?
How
Do y ld know?
Doy
How
How do you feel about finishing/going home?
Do you have any questions of me?
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30-3222bunarit3-2468badri

10748buharto434727badri

65-7048buharto61-66.,,7
badri

82-8827buharto69-7r27arief

107-10827buharto11927arief

134-14227buharto204tletterl9antonrus

29-3427buharto103-2006a8antonrus

40-60910beni237-23927antonlus

91-98J8benit03-21727antonius

25-3098beni132-13537antonius

72-7327beni35-3957antonius

62-6427benir20-12627antonlus

22-231l11basur28-t2927antonius

85-9172l0basu198-20027antonius

91-98l09basu92-9827antonrus

4-17129basur32-rM27anton¡us

47-5788basucase studyl0ant

23-26J8basu1548t29amrna

l8-2878basu170-185119amrna

34-45,65-692'lbasu30-3358amrna

190-19627basur40-14527amrna

30-3227basu20-23,59-6621amrna

129-r3227basu235-24r27amrna

97-tl327basutt4-lt627amlna

65-8789badri82-9t.,
7amrna

r4-3788bad¡i54-5627amtna

&-7058badri5-15;117-13127amlna

t2-1878badri6t-6327ahmad

50-s3, 80-8658badricase study10adri

2-tt,68badri64-706administratorTl

56-5738badri134-1396administratorT4

68-772Ibadrit9-256administrator69

8-2158badrir23-1356administrator64

t9-2728badri81-856administrator64

Text UnitsIntChptNameText UnitsIntChptName
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73-76z7lWan19-8757latimah

8-262'7lwan34-36, 106-10727làtimah

5 1-5527rwan5-22,200-23527fatimah

28-5'79l0ismanto142-14527làtirrrah

127-13969ismanto22r-22327Fatinlah

166-17799lsmanto56-6s27fatimah

36-45l09ismanto46-s259enton

1 l0-l 1569ismanto72-812
,7

enton

80-851Iismanto144-14521enton

47-485

8

8

ismanto

rsmanto112-124810e¡li

83-85667 -751l9edi

137-14488

lsmanto

ismanto50-54119erti

t0'7-r176841-5058edi

9-1358ismanto11 -14t28cdi

l5-1848ismanto148-r492
,7

edi

t9-2427ismantor00-12827edi

/u- l44'ilsmanto7t-9527edi

126-r3t+10rgun35-4221edi

3-3058lgun135-r424l0dìan

97-10227lgun8 1-88
,7

9dian

2t-262'tlgunt93-19758dian

148-157)7lgun143-16648dian

67-6827lgun70-712''tdian

130-1402'7igun6-33)7dian

51-5521lgunt19-1202.I
dian

44-736a9rem38-402'7dian

4-426a9lem'72-'74J8dewi

36-3827lemt9-2878clewi

23-3927rem30-3327clewi

78-932
,7

lem3-1227dewi

t3-20letterl5lem72-7527dewi

28-35email2llherminat5-20)7dewi

127-r4tl0hermina89-982'7
bu n ari

a 1<--.it ro
l4altllqlt

121 11'1LV t- \ I ILoLlnan

89-9358fatimah100-1 I 12
,7

bunari

to4-tt758fatimah14-16;114-1192''tbunari

245-2482'7fatimahr29-t3727bunari
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68-7027nna25-2727lena

r24-r3327nna62-7t8t0koko

116-12127nna40465l0koko

1027nna81-8459koko

64-6627nna243-24638koko

60-6342nna8-7258koko

109-1 l8ll1lranl324r68koko

155-167710ranl15-1948koko

21-30letterl9ranr156-16127koko

73-96l09ranl132-r3827koko

55-79119ranr38-41)7koko

1 10-l 1888ranr88-94510kintan

209-2r88ranl108-14088kintan

12'7-13988ranl47-53z7kintan

66J8ranr64-6927kintan

r02-t1298ranl78-8127junaidi

tl5-12127ranl19-242,7junaidi

16','t-19927ranr58-6627junaidi

89-92I6ranl4w/shopAjunaidi

|',t2-18299Purwanto160-r856l0Jono

81-10789purwanto

tM-t57

20-2679JOnO

57-58J8purwanto68Jono

62-7167purwanto26-3t68Jono

45-4927purwanto68-7127Jono

6527purwanto55-5921
Jono

83-866nurseT2100-1042'7
Jono

806nurseT29s-982
,1

Jono

30-40letterll1lena83-8827Jono

120-r30410lena384021
JOnO

r09-1 1049lena43-462
.1

Jono

142-t5249lena8-1468lwan

155-15848lena204-21098lwan

36-572
,7

lena60-6948twan

92-992
,7

lenar20-t2898lwan

158-16027lena72-75108lwan

152-17127Iena34-4327rwan
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49-6t7supervisor5S49-554Isugi k

r27-t296supervisor5854-6198sugik

30-376supervisor5S64-6827sugik

159-r6211superviso15T51-6057sugik

126-130õsuperviso15T95-9827sugik

r47-1608superviso15T124-1282'7sugik

1 38- 139supervisor5T81-852'7sugik

67-697superviso15TI l0-r 146stud-support30

3r-346supervisor5T91-996stud_support30

87-90sulrcrvisors5I 83-1948Speciallnt

52-53

7

7superviso155I54-1608Speciallnt

70-74supervisor55124-t4t8Speciallnt

173-1746supervisor55to3-r228Speciallnt

150-1556superviso15s6-578r0S ItI

37416superviso155102-1094r0sr tt

84-878superviso15463-7489SI[I

1 76-1 806supervisor5280-8968srtr

5 t-5¿bsupervlsor5 I

118-130

120-13048srtl

131-157:173-1748supervisor50.18siti

71-'188supervisorr5064-6648srtì

1 l8-1307superviso15092a'7
sr tl

46-62'7superviso150tt22'7srtl

72-757supervisor50100-10927srtr

161-1656superviso1505-1 127SI[I

138-1418supervisor3S72-'164a9nna

161-1688supervisor3 182-9459l'lna

r18-1237superviso13 I23-27letterl9na

238-2476supervisor3 1134-15649ilna

818superviso12T93-9558nna

r82-1948superviso124t38-14438nna

94-967supervisor24'7 -1748'ìa

126-1387supervisor2350J8fr na

55-627superviso12388-96J8nna

124-130410sugik183-19427Ilna

r?< 1?QAo-,, -:1.ÞuËr^aL1
4

91-103l09sugikr-23;36-4727nna

142-149J8sugik26-3321l'rna

45-4758sugik213-21627fl nâ
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case study10yudi49-502'7watle

35-41519yantot74-l8l27watre

'10-7558yanto98-1016Jwatre

39-4327yanto146-152JJwatle

65-6',727yanto93-966Jwatle

20-2727yanto155-1614l0tlnr

t4-t62'7yanto140-14649tlnl

44-451l9yanti33-3459tini

t2-16l18yanti48-5559trnl

47-53118yantlr0l-10358tini

54-6998yanti2I7tlnr

106-l 1027yantl43-49;100-l 1627tini

50-52,97-r0027yantl163-1662
,7

tlnr

case studyl0witra19-272'7tini

l0-l 3letter29watie70-711supervisor99

25-28letterl9watie96-105
,|

superviso198

t28-t4t49watie84-907supervisor96

77-7958watiet9-2r6supervisor96

210-2Lt27watre1636supervisor94

339-34327watie75-878supervisor69

299-39927watie657supervisor69

107-117:.133-14821watie66-68'7supervisor69

82-8821watie89-957supervisor69

214-24027waties7-647supervisor60

19227watie686supervisor59
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APPENDIX H CONTRACT LETTER

<<fi rstname>> <<secondname>>

Department of <dept>>

4 March 1995

Dear <<f,rrstname>>

Thank you for agreeing to take part in my study related to successful learning at postgraduate

level of students from Indonesia.

As part of the study I agree to the following:

You have a right not to be part of the study.

Any discussions held during the formal interview sessions will be considered to be

confidential;

In any writing up of results, no individual student or supervisor name will be used;

Writing up of any results will be of a general nature;

You will be welcome to read any reports of interviews which I prepare as a result of talking

with you;

You a¡e free to leave the study at any time you think necessary;

Interviews will only be taped after approval fromyou.

Please let me know if there are any other matters which you would like included in the above.

Regards

Margaret Kiley

a

a

a

o

a

a

a
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Pre-departure : "Excitement"
Excitement, anticipation,
enthusiasm
Busy packing and saying
goodbye
Tired or nervous energy

First month: "Honeymoon"
Everything is wonderful
Welcome ceremonies and
special treatment
Curiosity, hopeful
Sleeplessness, low energ'y

APPENDIX I ADJUSTMENT SCHEDULE

Departure: "Moving home"
Lessening of interest in local
events
Trying to get everything done
before leaving
Planning for the move

Sixth month+:" This is home"
Getting on with life and work
Balanced outlook
Good and bad days, but can coPe

with the bad days
Health stable

Fifthmonth: "Settled"
More confident, work improves,
routime, planning and setting goals
Constructive, positive outloook
More interest in surroundings, travel
Healthnormal

---+
Fourth month: "Depression...but"
Similar to third monthbut gradual,
positive adjustrnent.
Developing new friends
Occasional feelings of satisfaction
and accomplishment
Various iltnesses

Adapted from Draine and Hall (1936) and Oberg (1960)

/æ\ Iv+ 1
Second month: "Disenchantment"
Setting up home, awareness of
difficulties
Neutral towards environment,
skeptical, Nervous, uncertain,
restless
Colds, headache

Third month:" UnhapPiness"
Language may deteriorate, cling to
ownnational grouP, work and
efficiency may deteriorate
Discouraged, irritable, very critical,
suspicious
General feeling of ill:ress

<D <D

roò

oc
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APPENDIX J QUESTIONNAIRE'

el Which of the following facilities and resources has your department/faculty provided for

you?

15. Editing assistance in preparation ofthesis
14. program to English skills
13. Access to staff common room./tea room
12. Consumables for work
I l. Financial for other travel
10. Financial support for conferences

9. Financial for field work
8. Access to processors

7. Technical assistance from staff
6. Secretarial services

5. Postage for work
4. for work
3. Free

2. Lab space (where relevant)
1. Desk/office

NoYes

Q2 How satisfied ale you now with the following aspects of your candidature?

1 lBased on Griggs, L. (1996)

contribution of the Overseas Postgraduate Scholarship Scheme. DEETYA, Canberra)
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54J2IJJ to attend conferences/scholarlY

54J2I32. Treatment as a colleague/co-worker

54J2I31 what is expected to attain the research

5452I30. My progress towards completion.

54J2I29 from supervisor/s

542I28. Timeliness of feedback.

5432I27. Quality of feedback on work comPleted.

5452I26. to present work.

54J2I25 of university supervisor/s

542I24. Assistance with the development of English language skills
(where relevant)

54J2I23. Guidance on writing

54J.,I22. Guidance on literature

54J2I21 . Guidance on analYsis

54J2I20. Guidance on topic definition

542119. A of university when needed.

54J2I18. Match of thesis with your own interests

54J2I17 of informal advice and contact.

54J2I16. Frequency of formal meetings with uni

Very satisfied Not at all
satisfied



4J2I60. Social isolation

421-59. Working in a team

4J2I58. Loss of motivation for research

La.l
E1 \i---:,- _ l-^--^^
-) /. lvruvlllB 1luuJtr.

4J2156. Health

4J2I55. Pregnancy/childbirth

42154. Family responsibilities

4J2I-53. General personal problems

4J2I-52. Funding for travel

43)I-5 I . Scholarship completion time limit

432I50. Difficulty coping financially

4J2149. Doubt regarding value of degree for career

4J2I4tÌ. Conflict over ownership of the intellectual property in the thesis

432I47. Losin-e touch after a break away

4J2146. Research study not what was expected.

4J2I4-5. Inadequate preparation for research

4J2144. Language diffi culties

42143. Project not working out as planned.

42I42. Intellectual isolation

4J2I41. Poor understanding ofsupervisor role

452140. Compatibility with supervisor/s

4J2I39. eonflicting advice from supervisors

4J2I38. Change of supervisor/s

4J2I37. Access to field sites, samples etc

4J2I36. Liblary l'esources

4J21
3 -5. Equipment availability/reliability

4-12I?1 Éfperrrr .r¡nrl¿lnad,J 
'r 

v¡r\¡vÉe

No
prob

Minor
prob

Some
prob

Great
prob

Q3 Please indicate where you had problems (prob) in each of the following areas at any stage

during your candidature.
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APPENDIX K NUD*IST CODING

(17 15 3
(t7 15 3
(17 15 3
(t7 t5 3
(r7 15 3
(17 15 3
(r7 4)
(174r
(t741
(1741
(t74r
(t741
(t741
(t74t

(17 4 20 3)
(r'7 4 20 r)
(t7 4 t4)
(17 4 t4 4)
(17 4 t4 r)
(17 4 14 3)
(t'7 4 t4 5)
(t7 4 14 2)
(t'7 4 21)
(t7 4 5)
(t'7 4 5 4)
(17 452)
(r'7 4 s 3)
(174st)
(t'7 4 5 6)
(t'r 4 s 5)
(r7 4 2s)
(l',l 4 24)

(17 4 18)
(17 4 19)
(17 4 19 r)
(r7 4 19 2)
(t7 4 t3)
(17 4 t7)
(t7 4 L7 2)
(17 4 t7 r)
(t7 4 t7 3)
(17 4 t6)
(17 4 8)
(t7 489)
(17 4 8 l0)
(17 4 8 l1)
(t7 4 87)
(r7 486)
(17 483)
(17 4 8 12)
(1748r)
(t7 48 4)
(17 482)
(17485)
(17488)
(r7 4 3)
(r7434)
(17 433)
(t7 43 t)
(17 43 t t)
(174312)
(17 432)
(17 4 7)
(t7 4'1 9)
(t7 47 3)
(17 47 13)
(17 47 6)
(17 47 7)
(r7 4 7 1r)
(r7 47 5)
(r1 47 t2)
(r7 4',7 4)
(11 47 8)
(t'7 4 7 t)
(17 47 tO)
(r7 47 2)
(17 4 23)
(17 423 r)
(1'7 4 23 2)
(r7 4 23 3)
(11 423 4)
(r7 4 ts)
(r7 4 4)
(17 4 6)
(r7 465)
(17 462)
(11 464)
(1746t)
(r7 463)
(r7 49)
(r'7 4 9 3)
(17491)
(1't 4 9 2)
(17 4 10)
(17 4 t0 2)
(17 4 r0 3)
(17 4 l0 l)
(r7 4 l1)
(17 4 1r 1)
(17 4 11 6)

Q.S.R.NUD*IST Power version, revision 4.0.

( 17) /Base-data
(17 15) /Base-data/Ret-data
(17 l5 l) /Base-data/Ret-data./Interviewees
(17 15 8) /Base-data./Ret-datalln-Oz
(17 15 8 9) /Base-data/Ret-data/ln-Oz/competition
(17 l5 8 4) /Base-data./Ret-datall¡-OzfExpect-return
(17 15 8 2) /Base-data"/Ret-data/In-Ozlfamily
(17 l5 8 14) /Base-data/Ret-datalln-QzJlanguage
(17 15 8 3) /Base-data/Ret-datalln-OzlOz-Lessons
(17 15 8 1l) /Base-data/Ret-data/In-Oz/problems-Oz
(17 15 8 15) /Base-data./Ret-data,/In-Oz/Racism
(17 l5 8 12) /Base-data/Ret-datalln-OzlSupervisor
(171516) /Base-data./Ret-data,/Pre-
(17 l5 l6 l3) /Base-data/Ret-data/Pre-/Motivation
(17 15 16 8) /Base-data/Ret-data/Pre-/selection
(17 15 3) /Base-data/Ret-data/Ret Ind

6) /Base-data/Ret-data./Ret-Ind/Lessons-Others
l0) /Base-data/Ret-data/Ret-Ind/problems-ret
l) /Base-data/Ret-data/Ret-Ind/promotion
2) /Base-data./Ret-data/Retjnd/research
5) /Base-data./Ret-data/Ret-Ind/teaching
7) /Base-data,/Ret-data/Ret-Ind/time

/Base-datay'St-Data
/Base-data/St-D 

^ra/ 
Age

/B ase_data/S t_Data/Fi rst-feel
/Base data./St Data,/Gender
/B ase-data"/S t-Data/Gender/Female
/Base data./St DatalGender/Male
/B ase_data/S t_Data/Help
/Base data/St Data/IELTS
/Base data,/St Data/IELTS/6.0-7.0
/Base data./St Data/IELTS/<6.0
/Base data./St Data/IELTS/>7.0
/B ase_data./S t-Data/Lang
/B ase_data./S t_Data/Li v-Ind
/B ase-data./St_Data/Li v-Ind/B ali
/B ase-data/St-Data/Liv Ind/C-Jav
/B ase_data/S t-D atall-i v-Ind/C-Su I
/B ase-data/St-Data/Li v-IndÆ-Jav
/B ase_data/S t-Data/Li v-IndÆ-Ti mor
/Base_data./St_Data/Li v-Ind I J akarta
/B ase-data/St-Data/Li v-Ind/Lombok
/B ase_data./S t-D atalli v-I nd/N-S um
/B ase-data/St_Data/Li v InüS-Sul
/B ase-data./S t-D atalLi v-Ind/W-Java
/B ase-data/St-D atall-i v-I nd/'9V-Sum
/B ase_datalS t_Data/Li v_Ind/!V-Ti mor
/B ase_data"/St_Data/Mari tal
/Base-data"/St-Data/M arital/6-Months
/B ase-data/S t-Data/M arital/En gaged
/B ase-data/St-Data/MaritaUM arried
/Base data/St Data/Marital/'lt4arried/Children
/B ase-data/S t-Data/Marital,/Manied/N0-Child

/B ase_data./St-Data/Marital/Not-Mar
/B ase-data./S t-Data/Ori gi n
/Base-data/St-Data/Ori gin/B ali
/B ase-data/S t-Data/Ori gi n/C-Jav
/B ase-data/St-Data/Ori gin/C-Sul
/B ase-d atalS t-Data/Ori gi n/E-Jav
/B ase-data,/S t-Data/Ori gi n/E-Ti m
/B ase-data./St-Data/Ori gin/Jakarta
/B ase-data/St-Data/Ori gin/N-S ul
/B ase-data/S t-Data/Ori gi n/N-Su m
/B ase-data./St-Data/Ori gin/S-Sul
/B ase-data/S t-Data/Ori gi n/S-Sumatra
/B ase-data/St-Data/Ori gin/W-Jav
/B ase-data/S t-Data/Ori gi n/lV-Kalim
/B ase-d atalS t-D atalOri gi n/ìV-S u matra
/Base-data/St-DataÆrevious Exp
/B ase-data/St-Data./Previou s Exp/Academic

/B ase-data/St-Data/Previous Exp/Colleagues
/Base-data/St-DataÆrevious Exp/Spouse
/B ase-data/St-Data/Previous Exp/Travelling
/B ase-data/S t-Data/Pre-Deg
/B ase_data./St-Data/Reason
/B ase-data./St-Þata/Reli gion
/B ase-data./S t-Data/Reli gion/B udd
/Base-d atalSt-Data/Religion/Chri sti an

/Base-data/St-Data/Reli gion/Hindu
/B ase-data/St-Data/Reli gion/Muslim
/B ase-data/St-Data/Reli gion/RC
/B ase-data/S t-Data./Ret-Job
/B ase-data"/S t-D ata"/Ret-Job/M aybe
/B ase-data/St-Data/Ret-Job/Ret-Yes
/B ase-data/St-D atalRet-Job/Ret-NO
/B ase-data/S t-Data/ Select
/B ase-data/St-Data"/Select/Oth-Sel
/B ase-datay'S t-Data/SelecVPri v
/B ase-data/S t-Data/Select/S elf-sel
/B ase-data/St-Data./Sponsor
/B ase-data/St-Data/Sponsor/Au sAID
/B ase-data/S t-Data"/S pon sor/EUP

1) /Base-data/St -Datal 
Agel20-25

2) /Base-data/St -Datal 
Agel26-30

3) /Base-data/St-DatalAgel3l'35
4) /Base-data/St -Datal 

Agel36'40
5) /Base-data/St -Datal 

Agel4l-45
2) /Base-data/St-Data/Choice

(17 4 12 1) /Base-data/St-Data./Choice/First
(1'r. 4 12 4) /Base-data/St-Data,/Choice/None
(17 4 12 2) /Base-data/St-Data/Choice/Second
(17 4 l2 3) /Base-data/St-Data/Choice/Third+
(17 4 2) /Base-data/St-Data"/Course
(17422) /Base-data/St-Data./Course/MCW
(17423) /Base-data/St-Data/Course/MRes
(17421) /Base-data/St-Data/Course/PhD
(17 421 1) /Base-data/St-Data/Course/PhD/IndSysSrch
(17 4 2 1 2) /Base-data/St-Data/Course/PhD/IndSysSrch 179 I
(17 4 2 I 3) /Base-data/St-Data/Course/PhD/IndSysSrch I 792
(17 4 2 I 4) /Base-data/St-Data/Course/PhD/IndSysSrch1793
(17 4 20) /Base-data/St-Data/Discipline
(17 4 20 6) /Base-data/St-Data/Discipline/Business
(17 4207) /Base-data/St-Data/Discipline/Comp Sci
(17 4208) /Base-data/St-Data/Discipline/Engin
(17 4 20 2) /Base-data/St-Data/Discipline/Health Sci
(17 4205) /Base-data/St-Data/Discipline/Human
(17 420 4) /Base-data/St-Data/Discipline/Maths

/Base-data/St-Data/Discipline/Sci
/Base-data/St-Data/Discipline/Soc Sci
/B ase-data/S t-DataÆAP
/B ase-data/St-Data.rEAP/Aus
/B ase-data/St-Data/EAP/IALF
/B ase-data/S t-Data/EAP/NO-EAP
/B ase-d ata,/S t-Data./EAP/Other
/B ase-data/St-Data,/EAP/Oth-Ind
/Base-data/St-Data/Fam Ed
/B ase-data/St -DataJF 

am-Oz
/B ase-data/St-Data/Fam-Oz/ I 2-months
/B ase-data./S t-Data/Fam-Oz/3-month s

/B ase-d atalSt-D atalFam-Oz/6-month s

/B ase-data/S t-Data,/Fam-Oz/Came-With
/B ase-data/S t-Data./Fam-Oz/Not-at-all
/B ase-data/S t-D atalFam-Oz/V i si t-O nly
/B ase-data/St-Data/Financial
/B ase-d atalSt-Data/Fin-depend
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(17 4 ll 2) /Base-data/St-Data/Sponsor/OPRS
(17 4 ll 5) /Base-data/St-Data/Sponsor/Other
(17 4 ll 4) /Base-data/St-Data/Sponsor/Private
(17422) /Base-data/St-Data,/Students
(11 4 22 36 20) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/AdriiAdriCS
(l'7 4 2223) /Base-data./St-Data/Students/Ahmad
(I'7 4224) /Base-data/St-Data./Students/Amina
(1 .1 ^')7 1-5 l6-\ lRase <tatalSt Data/Students/A-ni/A-niCS
\'l-.þJ¿lv'lPgvv-

(17 4228) /Base-data/St-Data"/Students/Antonius
(l'7 4 22 13) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/Arief
(17 4 22 21) /Base-data/St-Data./Students/Badri
(17 4229) /Base-data./St-Data/Students/Basu
(17 4 22 2'7) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/Beni
(17 4 22 32) /Base-data/St-Data./Students/Buharto
(17 4 22 10) /Base-data-/St-Data-/Students/Bunari
(17 422 25) /Base-data/St-Data./Students/Dewi
(17 4 22 3l) /Base-data"/St-Data/Students/Dian
(l'7 4 22 19) iBase-data./St-Data/Students/Edi
(1'7 4 22 12) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/Enton
(17 4 22 ll) /Base_data./St-Data/Students/Fatimah
(11 4 22 29) /Base-data/St-Data./Students/Hermina
(17 4 22 16) /Base-data./St-Data/Students/lem
(l'7 4 22 33) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/lgun
(1'7 4 22 7) /Base-data/St_Data,/Students/Ismanto
(11 4 22 22) /Base-data/St-Data,/Students/Iwan
(17 4 22 24) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/Jono
(17 4 22 30) /Base-data/St-Data"/Students/Junaidi
(17 4 22 26) /Base-data"/St-Data/Students/Kintan
(17 4 22 5) /Base-data/St-Data,/Students/Koko
(li 4 2? 6) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/Lena
(17 4 22 20) /Base-data"/St-Data/Students/Purwanto
(l'l 4 22 l5) iBase-data./St-Data"/Students/Rani
(17 4 22 l) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/Rina
(17 4 22 l'7) /Base-data-/St-Data/Students/Siti
(17 4222) /Base-data./St-Data/Students/Sugik
(17 4 22 3) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/Tini
(17 422 l4) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/Watie
(17 4 22 34 4) lBase-data/St-Data./Students/TVitra/WitraCS
(17 4 22 28) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/Yanti
t 11 L )) 19.\ /Rqse datalSt llqta/Strrdents/Yentn
\ l I l 

-- '9 
j

( 1'7 4 22 37 I 0) /Base-data/St-Data/Students/Yudi/YudiCS
(17 l) /Base_data/Super-Data

/B ase_data./S uper_Datalconcern
/B ase_data/Super-Data/full-file
/B ase_d atalS u per-Data./lessons
/B ase_datalSuper-Data/meeting
/B ase_data/Super-Data/other
/B as e-d atal Su per-D ata,i s ati sfy
/Base-data,/Super-Data./Select
/B ase_data/S uper-Data/tasks
/B ase_datalS uper-Data/topi c

/lnfo Ind
/Pl
/P l/P I Expr
/P l/Pl Expr/AcExpr
/P I /P 1 Expr/AcExpr/course
/P I /P I Expr/AcExpr/Exams
/P I /P I Expr/AcExpr/Grp-wrk
/P I /P I Expr/AcExpr/Lrnstyle
/P 1 /P 1 Expr/AcExpr/Supervisor
/P I /P1 Expr/AcExpr/Support
/P I /P I Expr/AcExpr/topic
/P I /P 1 Expr/AcExpr/worklcad
/Pl /PlExpr/AdExpr
/P l/P I Expr/AdExpr/Accomm
i P I /P I Expr/AdExpr/Arrival
/P I/P I Expr/AdExpr/Cooking
/P I /P I Expri AdExpr/Finances
/P l/P I Expr/AdExpr/Living
/P I /P I Expr/AdExpr/Tran sport
lP 1 I P lÊxpr / AdExpr/Weather
lPllPlÐxprlLngExpr
lP I lP lBxpr lLngExpr/General
lP I lP lExpr I LngExpr/Li steni ng

/P I /P I Expr/LngExpr/Reading
lP I lP lExpr lLngExpr/Speakin g
lP I lP lExpr lLn gExpriWriting
/P1/PlExpr/Pl Chng
/P I /Pl Expr/Pl Chng/Confidence

lP I lP lBxpr lP I Chng/Happi ness

/P I /Pl Expr/Pl Chng/Lang
/Pl /Pl F.xnr/Pl Chns/l.rn
/P 1/P lExpr/P I Chng/Progress
/P 1/P I Expr/P I Chng/ReHome
/P 1/P I Expr/PerExpr
/P 1/P I Expr/PerExpr/cult-Sh
P 1 /P I Expr/PerExpr/Emotion al
/P I /P I Expr/PerExpr/Fami ly
/P I /P I Expr/PerExpr/Health
/P I /P I Expr/PerExpr/Homesi ckness
/P I /? I Expr/PerExpr/Racism
/P I /P I Expr/PerExpr/Religion
/P I Æ I Expr/PerExpr/Social_Life
/Pl/PlExpt
/Pl /PlExpt/AcExpt
/P I /Pl Expt/AcExpt/general
/P 1/P 1 ExpVAcExpt/Supervi sor
/Pl/PlExpt/AdExpt
/Pl Æ I Expt/AdExpt/General
/P 1/Pl Expt/LngExpt
I P | / P lExptl Ln gExpt/General
/Pl/PlExpt/Pl Cause
/P l/P 1 Expt/Pl Cau se/By_Others
/P l/PlExplP I Cause/Colleagues
iP 1/PlExpt/PerExpt
/P I /P I Expt/PerExpt/About_Adel
/P I /P I Expt/PerExpt/probs
tP2
lP2lP?Change
lP2lP2Bxpect
lP2lP2Bxpect/AcExpt
lP2lP2Expectl AdExpt
lP2lP2Expect/LngExpt
lP ) lP ) F.x n ea¡lPerF.x nt
lP2/P2Exper
lP2tP2BxperlAcBxpr
lP2tP2Bxper I AcExpr/Adelaide
lP 2 lP 2Bxp er I AcExpr/meeti ngs
lP 2 tP2Bxp er I AcExpr/rec-Aus t
I P 2 / P2Exp er I AcExpr/stres s

I P2 tP 2Bxp er I AcEx pr/su perv i sor
lP2lP2Bxpeil AcExpr/supervi sor/descri be

lP2lP2Exper I AcExpr/supervi sor/feedback
lP2tP2Exp er I AcExprÆi me search
lPZtP2BxperlAdExper
P2lP2Bxper/LngExpr
I P 2 lP 2Exper lLn gEx prlcri ti c al

lP2tPZExp er I Ln gExpr/LangG en
lP2lP2ExperlPerExpr
I P2lP2Exper I PerEx pr/B adri_cas e

I P 2 I P2Exp eilPerExpr/fam i I y
I P2 lP ZBxpeilPerExpr/fam-in-Ind
I P2 lP2Bxp eilPerExpr/m arri ed-n on
lP 2 / P 2Bxp er lPerExpr/raci sm
lP2 lP 2Exp er I PerExpr/support
I P2lP2Bxper lPerExpr/women-men
tP3
/P3/P3Expect
/P3iP3Exper
lP3lP3Exper/
tP4
lP4lP4Expect
lP4lP Bxper
/P4lRet data

(17 t 7)
(r7 r r)
07 I 8)
(t7 | 2)
fl7r9)
(17 t 6)
(t'7 t 4)
(17 l5)
(r7 r 3)
(r00)
('7 )
(7 2)
(7 23)
(723t)
(1239)
('123 6)
(7235)
\ t ¿ r J)
('Ì 2 3 t2)
(7232)
(7 23 4)
(724)
(1242)

(7 224)
(7221)
('t222)
('t 2 s)
(7 2s 10)
(72s3)
(72ss)
('7 ).5 R\

(7 2s2)
(72s1)
(721)
(72rr)
(72r3)
(72114)
(72rs)
(72r4)
(72rr0)
(72t8)
(72r2)
(7 1)
(7 t3)
(7 t32)
(7 r35)
(114)
(7t41)
(7t2)
(7r2r)
(7 16)
(7 1 6 1)
(7 r6e)
(711)
(7 113)
(7 1t4)
(l)
(l 5)
(l 1)
(113)
(rr4)
(112)
íllì
(r 2)
(t2s)
(12s16)
(r2s22)
(r2513)
(r254)
(r2st2)
(t2s12t)
(t 2 s 122)
(12s20)
(121)
(t 23)
(l23le)
(12318)
(t 22)
(t 22 4)

('7

('t
(7
(1
(7
(1

(7
(7

241)
244)
24t3)
2418)

(t225)
(1222)
(t 227)
(t2216)
(122 r)
(122 6)
(4)
(4 1)
(4 2)
(426)
(2)
(2 5)
(2 6)
(2 ls)24s)

243)
))\
226)
)')?\
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APPENDIX L ADELAIDE AND OPRS COMPARISON

Ql V/hich of the following facilities and resources has your departmenl faculty provided for

you?

596I1 5. Editing assistance in preparation of thesis

705214 to improve skills

979t13. Access to staff common room/tea room

756s12. Consumables for work purposes

3s391 1. Financial support for other travel

757810. Financial support for conferences

66659. Financial support for field work

98968. Access to computer/word processors

85877. Technical assistance from support staff

54786. Secretarial services

89785. Postage for work purposes

92874. Telephone for work purposes

86963. Free photocopying

848l2.Lab (where relevant)

981001. Desk/office space

OPRS

9o

Adelaide

7o

Q2 How satisf,red are you now with the following aspects of your candidature?

l81467t7305233. Opportunity to attend con-ferences/scholarly
meetings.

l3177l4356132. Treatrnent as a colleague/co-worker

It7750307031. Knowing what is expected to attain the resea¡ch
degree.

t2l9704573930. My progress towards completion.

1218'll9t77429. Encouragement/stimulation from supervisor/s

13266r9227028. Timeliness of feedback.

10l87l0t38727. Quality of feedback on work completed.

13l472l387826. Encouragement to publish/ formally present work.

9t475049l25. Competence of university supervisor(s)

l1305993939
24. Assistance with development of English language

skills

15226313226523. Guidance on writing

1827554267022. Guidance on literature

r62t6313226521. Guidance on analysis

t423634l38320. Guidance on topic definition

t318700307019. Avaitability of university supervisor(s) when
needed.

t423860267418. Match of thesis topic with your own interests.

13166842670I 7. Frequency of informal advice and contact.

t715684t77816. Frequency of formal meetings with supervisor.

Very
satisfied

Adelaide

Neutral Not
satisfied

very
satisfied

OPRS 7o

Neutral Not
satisfied
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Q3 Please indicate where you had problems (prob) in each of the following areas at any stage

during your candidature.

2lt760. Social isolation

5959. V/orking in a team

t23058. Loss of motivation for research

9057. Moving house.

6956. Health

8955. Pregnancy/childbirth

261754. Family responsibilities

l92653. General personal problems

50t752. Funding for travel

47265l . Scholarship completion time limit.
36t350. Difficulty coping financially.

25949. Doubt regarding value of degree for career

5448. Conflict over ownership of the intellectual proPerty in the thesis

4t747. Losing touch after a break away

52646. Research study not what was expected.

73045 . Inadequate preparation for research

18444. Language difficulties

242643. Project not working out as planned.

27t742. Intellectual isolation

l5224 I . Poor understanding of supervisor role

l3440. Compatibility with supervisor/s

9l739. Conflictìng advice from supervisors

t2l738. Change of supervisor/s

l7T737. Access to field sites, samples etc.

18436. Library resources

372235. Equipment availability/reliability

404434. Heavy workload

Sorne/great problem

Adelaide Vo OPRS 7o
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Name:
Course:

APPENDIX M(A*) SUPERVISORY EXPECTATION RATING SCALE

Supervisor:
Department:

Read each pair of statements below and then estimate your position on each. For example with statement I if
you believe very strongly that it is the supervisor's responsibility to select a good topic you would put a ring
round'1'. Ifyou think that both the supervisor and student should equally be involved you put a ring round'3'
and if you think it is definitely the student's responsibility to select a topic, put a ring round '5'.

*Version used with students in the longitudinal study. The version on the following page is the amended version
now used at the University of Adelaide.

I 1 The supervisor should assist in
the actual writing of the thesis if
the student is having difficulties

The supervisor should be very
careful not to contribute too much
to the thesis.

l0 The supervisor should insist on
seeing drafts of every section of
the thesis in order to review them

It is up to the student to ask for
const¡uctive criticism from the

supervisor

9 The supervisor has direct
responsibility for the standa¡d of
the thesis

The supervisor advises only and

leaves all decisions concerning
content, format and standards to the

student

8 The supervisor should make sure
that the thesis is finished close to
the minimum time

As long as the student works
steadily he/she can take as long as

needed to finish the work

The Thesis

7 The supervisor should support the

student right through until the

thesis has been submitted,
regardless of his/her opinion of the
work

The supervisor should stop
supervision if she/tre thinks the
project is too difficult for the

student

6 The supervisor should know at all
times what the student is working
on

Students should find their own way
without having to tell their
supervisor how they spend their
time

5 The supervisor should organise
frequent meetings with the student

It is up to the student to decide
when she/he wants to meet with the

supervlsor

4 Staff-student relationships are

purely professional and should not
involve oersonal matters

Close personal relationships are

essential for successful supervision

Contact/Involvement

3 The supervisor should direct the

student in the development of an

appropriate program of resea¡ch
and study

The supervisor should mainly listen
to students ideas and ask questions

but not tell them what to do

2 In the end, it is up to the super-
visor to decide which theoretical
framework or methodology is
most appropriate

Students have a right to choose their
own theoretical framework or
methodology even if it conflicts
with the supervisor's

I It is the student's responsibility to
1 2 3 4 5 selectapromisingtopic

It is the supervisor's
responsibility to select a research

topic

Topic/course of study
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APPENDIX M(B) EXPECTATIONS IN SUPERYISION

Name: Supervisor:
Course: DePartment:

Reacl each pair of statements below and then estimate your position on each. For example with statement I if
you believe very strongly that it is the supervisor's responsibility to select a good topic you would put a ring
round '1 '. If you think that both the supervisor and student should equally be involved you put a ring round '3'

and if you think it is definitely the student's responsibility to select a topic, put a ring round '5'.

12. The supervisor is responsible for
decisions regarding the standa¡d of
the thesis

The student is responsible for
decisions concerning the standard of
the thesis

The supervisor should assist in the
writing of the thesis if necessary

The writing of the thesis should
only ever be the student's own work

lt

I 0. The supervisor should insist on
seeing all drafts of work to ensure

that the student is on the right
track

Students should submit drafts of
work only when they want
constructive criticism from the
supervisor

The supervisor is responsible for
providing emotional support &
encouragement to the student

Personal counselling and support
are not the responsibiiity of the
supervisor-students should look
elsewhere

9

The supervisor should check
legularly that the student is
working consistently and on task

The student should work
independently and not have to
account for how and where time is
spent

8

A warm, supportive relationship
between supervisor and student is
r-- ^ - -. ^,. Â^- ----^---f--lillrIJUr talrr lur suççcsslul
candidature

A personal, supportive relationship
is inadvisable because it may
^L^.-.^. ^L:^^+:.,:.., f^- L^+L ^...,¡^-+uusuuçl vuJEUlrvrLJ lur uullr sruugr¡L

and supervisor during candidature

6

Supervisors should only accept
students when they have specific
knowledge of the student's chosen

toplc

Supervisors should feel free to
accept students, even if they do not
have specific knowledge of the
student's topic

5

The supervisor is responsible for
ensuring that the student is
introduced to the appropriate
services and facilities of the
department and University

It is the student's responsibility to
ensure that she/he has located and
accessed all relevant services and

facilities for research

4

The supervisor should develop an

appropriate program and timetable
of research and study for the
student

The supervisor should leave the
development of the program of
study to the student

1

It is the supervisor who decides
which theoretical framework or
methodology is most appropriate

Studenß should decide which
theoretical framework or
methodology they wish to use

2

It is the supervisor's responsibility
to select a research topic

The student is responsible for
selecting her/his own topic

1 The supervisor should insist on
regular meetings with the student

The student should decide when
she/he wants to meet with the

Adapted by M Kiley & K Cadman, Advisory Centre for University Education, The University of Adelaide from
work by I Moses, Centre for Learning & Teaching, University of Technology, Sydney 2.1.97
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